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Avant-propos

C'est avec plaisir que je présente les Actes de la 4ème Conférence
Internationale Éducation, Économie et Société. La qualité de cette
série n'a cessé de s'améliorer au fil du temps, et est désormais
bien reconnue. Le cru 2012 ne déroge pas à la règle. Je voudrais
remercier ici tous les auteurs qui y ont participé.
Mes remerciements vont également à toutes celles et à tous ceux
qui ont bien voulu apporter leur contribution à cette Conférence
et aux Actes, et en particulier aux membres du Comité scientifique.
J’espère que les textes rassemblés ici sauront stimuler l'intérêt du
lecteur.

Professeur Guy Tchibozo
Coordonnateur de la Conférence

Foreword

I am pleased to present the Proceedings of the 4th Paris
International Conference on Education, Economy and Society. The
quality of this series has increased over time and is now well
recognized. This volume is no exception. I would like to thank the
authors who have taken part in it.
My gratitude also goes to all those who have committed in- and
provided support to this Conference and its Proceedings,
especially the members of the Academic Committee.
I hope that all the papers gathered in this book will be of
particular interest to readers.

Professor Guy Tchibozo
Conference Coordinator
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THE IMPACT OF COLLABORATIVE LEARNING ON THE
IMPROVEMENT OF EFL LEARNERS’ SPEAKING ABILITY
Roxana Aminzadeh, Samaneh Azimbeyk
Islamic Azad University, North Tehran Branch
R_aminzadeh@iau-tnb.ac.ir, Azimbeyks@yahoo.com

Abstract
The present study attempted to discover the impact of collaborative learning on the
improvement of the speaking ability of homogeneous and heterogeneous EFL learners. At
the outset of the study, a standardized language proficiency test was utilized to assign
100 participants to two homogeneous and heterogeneous groups. Further, each of these
groups was divided into a control and an experimental one. In the next phase of the
study, a speaking pretest was administered to all the participants. During 16 instructional
sessions, the experimental groups were exposed to collaborative learning whereas the
control groups performed the same classroom activities individually. After the treatment,
all the participants took part in the speaking posttest. The analysis of the results revealed
that collaborative heterogeneous and homogeneous groups outperformed the noncollaborative ones in terms of their speaking ability. Furthermore, it was found that the
heterogeneous collaborative group did significantly better than the homogeneous
collaborative one.

Keywords
Collaborative learning – Heterogeneous group – Homogeneous group

Introduction
Mastery of speaking skill, along with the strengthening position of English as an
international language, is a priority for many language learners. Learners
constantly evaluate their success in language learning as well as the
effectiveness of their English course on the basis of how well they have improved
in their spoken language proficiency (Nunan, 1999).
Contrary to its importance, speaking has been undervalued and English teachers
have continued to teach speaking just as the repetition of drills and
memorization of dialogues for many years. It is only recently that research into
speaking has offered thoughtful ideas about teaching speaking in ELT or ESL
contexts.
Away from researchers who emphasize on developing different techniques such
as different corrective feedback (Harmer, 2001; Hadley, 2003; Hedge, 2008) or
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those who concentrate on social and personality factors of the learners
(Cholewinisk, 1999), the need to investigate in some areas like collaboration and
group work in the speaking classroom remains valid.
Over the past decades, collaborative learning, as a way of sharing ideas and
learning from one another, has been the target of investigation for researchers
working in the domain of L2 learning (Tinzmann, Jones, Fennimore, Bakker, Fine,
& Pierce, 1990; Prince, 2004; Lawson-Martin & Normore, 2006). However, just
putting two or more individuals in the same group does not guarantee that they
will work together (Hiltz, 1998; Hughes & Hewson, 1998; Taha & Caldwell,
1993), engage in collaborative learning processes (Gregor & Cuskelly, 1994;
Hallet & Cummings, 1997, Heath, 1998), or achieve constructive learning
outcomes (Beers, 2005; De Westlinck, Valcke, De Craene, & Kirschner, 2005;
Mäkitalo, Weinberger, Häkkinen, Järvelä, & Fischer, 2005; Van Bruggen ,
Kirschner, & Jochems, 2002; Van Drie, Van Boxtel, Jaspers, & Kanselarr, 2005).
In other words, for collaboration to be successful, some special factors must be
met (Dillenbourg, Baker, Blay, & O'Malley, 1996).
A number of studies examined the role of language proficiency of interlocutors in
this regard (Iwashita, 2001; Lightbown & Spada, 2006; Kim & McDonough,
2008; Davis, 2009). The results revealed that learners gained higher scores,
talked more, and felt more comfortable when their interlocutors were of higher
rather than lower proficiency level (Iwashita, 1996). Other factors which were
studied included the type of task (Iwashita, 2001), task preparation, or task
planning (Troung & Storch, 2007), and task difficulty (Ohtsubo, 2005; Kirschner,
Pass & Kirschnar, 2009) with surprisingly different conclusions.
Taking a closer look at group composition, several other studies investigated
different grouping forms in terms of homogeneity and heterogeneity of the
learners’ proficiency level. Supporters of heterogeneous grouping believe that it
is through heterogeneity that interaction occurs (Jacobs & Hall, 2002). In other
words, if the learner interacts in an environment that concepts are slightly
beyond his developmental level, this interaction will foster developing processes,
and these processes will become internalized as part of his actual development
(Vygostky, 1978). On the other hand, supporters of homogeneous grouping
believe that heterogeneity will retard the achievements of high ability students
because the pace of learning is below their capacity (Lou, Abrami, Spence,
Poulsen, Chambers, & Aollonia, 1996).
Summing up, the way collaborative learning research is conducted and the
inconclusive results obtained made it impossible to draw sound conclusions.
Clearly, a careful examination of collaboration is needed if ELT practitioners are
to advance their understanding of it and also the role it plays in language
learners’ speaking ability.
Thus, the present study attempted to discover the effect of collaborative learning
through homogeneous and heterogeneous grouping on the speaking ability of
EFL learners.
To fulfill the purpose of this study, the following questions were raised:
1. Is there any significant difference between the speaking ability of
homogeneous EFL learners who work collaboratively and those who work
individually?
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2. Is there any significant difference between the speaking ability of
heterogeneous EFL learners who work collaboratively and those who work
individually?
3. Is there any significant difference between the speaking ability of
homogeneous and heterogeneous EFL learners who are involved in collaborative
learning?

1. Participants
In order to conduct this study, 100 Iranian female adults were selected among
Intermediate level students of an English language school in Tehran. They were
between 15 and 30 years of age. They took part in a modified Preliminary English
Test (PET). Those participants whose scores fell between -1 SD and +1 SD made
two homogeneous groups, and those whose scores fell below -1 SD and above
+1 SD made two heterogeneous groups. The experimental and control groups
each consisted of one homogeneous and one heterogeneous group.
In addition, 30 other students whose language proficiency was similar to that of
the participants of the study took part in the piloting stage of the present
research.

2. Instrumentation
2.1. Language Proficiency Test
A Preliminary English Test (PET) was used as the proficiency test in this study.
The PET had four parts through which the students’ ability was assessed in all
four language skills.
2.2. Speaking Pretest
The speaking section of the PET served as the speaking pretest of the study.
2.3. Speaking Posttest
At the end of 16 instructional sessions, the speaking section of the PET was
administered again to the subjects of the study. To avoid practice effect, the
posttest was administered six weeks after the pretest.

3. Procedure
The researchers first embarked on piloting the PET with 30 students. Once the
test was modified following the piloting, it was administered to the 100 target
participants. The scores of the speaking section of the language proficiency test
were then used as the speaking pretest scores of the students.
The instructional intervention consisted of 16 sessions of 90 minutes each. Each
session started with news presentation. It was followed by conversation
activities. Here, the students were asked to prepare a conversation in about 15
minutes using whatever they had learned in the lesson. In the last 30 minutes of
each session, the teacher provided a topic. The topic was selected based on the
lesson or was based on the students’ interest. The participants were given some
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minutes to
noting that
performed
fulfilled the

prepare their ideas, and then present them to the class. It is worth
homogeneous and heterogeneous groups in the experimental classes
the activities collaboratively, while the respective control groups
same activities individually.

At the end of instructional sessions, the speaking posttest was administered to all
groups to track any possible improvement in their speaking ability. As with the
speaking pretest, the speaking posttest was scored employing the PET general
mark scheme for speaking.

4. Data Analysis
4.1. Piloting the Language Proficiency Test
To assign the students to homogeneous and heterogeneous groups, the
Preliminary English Test was used as the proficiency test in this research.
Through NRT item analysis, item facility (IF) and item discrimination (ID) of each
item of the test were calculated and those items which didn’t follow the
established criteria were discarded from the test.
The reliability of the objective items of the test was calculated through KR-21
formula (r= 0.89) which signified that the test was reliable.
In addition, the intra-rater reliability and the inter-rater reliability were calculated
for the writing and the speaking sections, respectively. The following tables
summarize the results:
Table 1-Intra-rater Reliability of the Writing Section of the PET
Component of the Test
Writing

Intra-rater Reliability
0.87

Table 2- Inter-rater Reliability of the Speaking Section of the PET
Component of the Test

Inter-rater Reliability

Speaking

0.91

4.2. Administering the PET
In the next stage of the study, 100 students took part in the modified PET. After
analyzing the results, 68 learners made the homogeneous groups of the study,
while 32 learners made the heterogeneous groups. Further, each of them was
divided into two experimental and control groups. Tables 3 and 4 describe the
related descriptive statistics.
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Table 3- Descriptive Statistics of Homogeneous Experimental and
Control Groups on the Modified PET
Homog.

N

Range

Min

Max

Mean

S.D

V

EG

35

9

51

60

56.28

2.44

5.95

CG

33

9

51

60

55.78

2.65

7.02

Groups

Table 4- Descriptive Statistics of Heterogeneous Experimental and
Control Groups on the Modified PET
Heterog.
Groups

N

Range

Min

Max

Mean

SD

V

EG

16

18

46

64

54.87

6.92

47.98

CG

16

14

48

62

56.75

6.61

43.80

4.3. Speaking Pretest
The speaking section of the PET was scored by an assessor and an interlocutor.
The inter-rater reliability was computed using the Pearson Product Moment
formula. It was found to be 0.91 which signified a high degree of consistency
between the two raters.
4.3.1. Pretest Analysis of Homogeneous Groups
In order to find out if there is any significant difference between the mean scores
of the homogeneous experimental and control groups of the study on the
pretest, an independent samples t-test was run. However, to legitimize running a
t-test, the researchers first checked the normality of the distributions:
Table 5- Results of the Normality Check
Homog.
Groups

Skewness

EG

0.224

Standard
Error of
Skewness
0.398

CG

0.002

0.409

The
Significant
Value
0.56
0.004

As demonstrated in table 5, the significant value for the groups fell within the
range of -1.96 and +1.96; therefore, it was concluded that both distributions
were normal and running a t-test was legitimized.
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As demonstrated in table 6, with the F value of 0.107 at the significant level of
0.74 being greater than 0.05, the variances between the two groups were not
significantly different. Since the ρ value was 0.76 which was greater than 0.05, it
could be concluded that there was no statistically significant difference between
the mean scores of the homogeneous experimental and homogeneous control
groups at the outset of the study and both groups belonged to the same
population in terms of their speaking ability.
Table 6- Comparison between Variances and Means of the
Homogeneous Groups on the Speaking Pretest
Levene’s test of
Equality of
Variances

Equal
variances
assumed

F

T
observed

df

Sig. (2tailed)

Mean
Difference

-0.295

66

0.76

-0.324

Sig.

observed

0.107

T-test for Equality of Means

0.74

4.3.2. Pretest Analysis of Heterogeneous Groups
In this stage, the researchers ran a normality check. The following table
summarizes the results:
Table 7- Results of the Normality Check
Heterog.

Skewness

Groups

Standard
Error of
Skewness

The
Significant
Value

EG

-0.433

0.564

-0.76

CG

-0.075

0.564

-0.13

Table 8 represents the summary of the independent samples t-test for the
heterogeneous groups on the pretest:
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Table 8- Comparison between Variances and Means of the
Heterogeneous Groups on the Speaking Pretest
Levene’s test
of Equality of
Variances

Equal
variances

F

T-test for Equality of Means

T
observed

df

Sig.
(2tailed)

Mean
Difference

-0.25

25.73

0.80

0.43

Sig.

observed

not
assumed
5.78

0.02

As illustrated in the table, the result of the Levene’s test indicated that the two
groups were not homogeneous in terms of their variances (F= 5.78, ρ = 0.02 <
0.05). Moreover, the results of the t-test revealed that there was no statistically
significant difference between the heterogeneous experimental group and
heterogeneous control group in terms of their speaking ability before the
treatment (t= -0.25, ρ = 0.80 ˃ 0.05).
4.4. Speaking Posttest
After 16 instructional sessions, the participants took part in the speaking
posttest. The aim was to determine whether there was any significant
improvement in the speaking ability of the students in the experimental groups.
The speaking posttests were scored analytically by the assessor and the
interlocutor. The inter-rater reliability was 0.94, which indicated a high
agreement between the two ratings.
4.4.1. Posttest Analysis of Homogeneous Groups
To answer the first research question, the scores of the two groups on the
speaking posttest were used for the analysis. However, in order to legitimize
running a t-test, the normality of the distributions of scores for the two groups
were checked (Table 9).
Table 9- Results of the Normality Check
Homog.
Groups

Skewness

Standard
Error
of Skewness

The
Significant
Value

EG

-0.318

0.398

-0.79

CG

0.041

0.409

0.10
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In the next step, the researchers ran an independent samples t-test to analyze
the significance of the difference between the mean scores of two groups on the
Levene’s Test for
Equality of
Equal

T- test for Equality of Means

Variances

variances
assumed

F
observed

Sig.

T
observed

df

Sig.
(2tailed)

Mean
Differences

1.23

0.27

2.21

66

0.03

2.20

posttest. The following table indicates the results:
Table

10-

Comparison between Variances and
Homogeneous Groups on the Posttest

Means

of

the

As illustrated in Table 10, since the F value of 1.23 at the significance level of
0.27 is greater than 0.05, the results of the t-test with the assumption of
homogeneity of variances are reported here. As the ρ value was 0.03 which was
smaller than 0.05 and higher scores were obtained for the experimental group
(Mean= 19.20) compared with the control group (Mean= 17), it could be
concluded that the treatment was effective enough to make a significant
difference between the means of the homogeneous experimental and
homogeneous control groups, leading to the conclusion that the homogeneous
group who worked collaboratively outperformed the one who worked individually.

4.4.2. Posttest Analysis of Heterogeneous Groups
To answer the second research question, an independent samples t-test was run
to analyze the means of the two groups on the posttest. However, prior to
running the t-test the researchers checked the normality of the distributions
(Table 11).
Table 11- Results of the Normality Check
Heterog.
Groups

Skewness

Standard
Error of
Skewness

The
Significant
Value

EG

-0.316

0.564

-0.56

CG

0.192

0.564

0.34

As demonstrated in table 12, the amount of ρ value was less than 0.05 (t= 2.12,
ρ= 0.04 < 0.05), thus it was concluded that there was a significant difference
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between the means of heterogeneous experimental and heterogeneous control
groups. Accordingly, the researchers could confidently claim that using
collaborative learning would certainly improve students' speaking performance in
a heterogeneous group.
Table

12-

Comparison between Variances and
Heterogeneous Groups on the Posttest
Levene’s
Test for
Equality of
Variances

Equal

F

of

the

T- test for Equality of Means
T

df

observed

Sig
(2tailed)

Variances
not

Means

Mean
Difference

Sig.

assumed
2.12
4.58

27.54

0.04

2.31

0.04

To answer the third research question, the researchers ran another independent
samples t-test. The comparison of the means indicated that there was a
significant difference between the means of the heterogeneous and
homogeneous experimental groups (t= 2.17, ρ = 0.03 < 0.05). The findings
revealed that the heterogeneous group who used collaborative learning (Mean=
21.31) outperformed the homogeneous group who used this type of learning
(Mean= 19.20).
Table

13-

Comparison between Variances and
Homogeneous
Experimental
and
Experimental Groups on the Posttest

Equal

Levene’s
Test for
Equality of
Variances

Means of the
Heterogeneous

T- test for Equality of Means
T

df

observed

Sig
(2-tailed)

Mean
Difference

Variances
not

F

Sig.

assumed
2.17
7.60

45.18

0.03

2.11

0.008

Conclusion
The present study aimed at investigating the impact of collaborative learning
through group work on the improvement of the speaking ability of Iranian EFL
learners.
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The results indicated that collaborative groups outperformed the noncollaborative ones in terms of their speaking ability in both heterogeneous and
homogeneous groups. The most important finding of this study was that when
heterogeneous groups worked collaboratively, they achieved better scores on the
speaking test compared to the homogeneous groups who employed
collaboration.
The results of the present study are in accordance with the results gained by
those who are in favor of homogeneous grouping. According to King and
Learners (2009), homogeneous grouping is helpful in classes in which we have
learners of different cognitive ability, since it allows time for the teacher to
remediate struggling students while the higher performing students move ahead
at their own pace.
The findings of the present study in terms of heterogeneous grouping of students
are also in line with results obtained from a study conducted by Storch (2002).
The findings indicated that in heterogeneous collaborative classroom, students
whom we might consider as unsuccessful in the classroom learn from the
brighter students. In addition, the so called brighter students have just as much
to learn from their average peers.
The potential benefits of collaborative language learning can also be seen with
regard to speaking. During this study, he researchers found that breaking the
class into smaller groups led to a greater amount of language being spoken by
each individual. Through collaboration, almost all the students had the same
opportunity to practice speaking in the classroom. The researchers found that
the silent and reticent students started working in their groups. Collaborative
classroom provided a positive atmosphere which was distinct from the
threatening environment of teacher-fronted classrooms (McDonough & Shaw,
2003).
However, collaboration is not simply a treatment which has positive effects on
the participants. Collaboration is a social structure in which two or more people
interact with each other (Dillenbourg et al., 1996). For the collaborative learning
to be successful, some special conditions must be met. Probably the most
important feature is related to the way the students are grouped together.
Furthermore, as with any learning system, the need to evaluate the learners is of
great importance. While the teachers have assumed the primary responsibility
for assessing the students’ performance in the past, collaborative classroom view
assessment as the students’ responsibility (Tinzmann et al., 1990). However, the
teacher should provide the learners with some guidelines, depending on the task
or the activity in which the learners are involved, to help learners evaluate their
own as well as other groups’ performance (Otoshi & Heffernen, 2008).
In addition, for collaborative learning to be effective, the instructor must view
teaching as a process of developing and enhancing students' learning ability. The
instructor's role is not to transmit information, but to serve as a facilitator for
learning. This involves creating and managing meaningful learning experiences
and stimulating students' thinking through real world problems.
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Abstract
The use of e-learning in higher education contexts has continued to expand since its
inception, impacting significantly upon access to higher education. Student engagement
is similarly emerging as a focus in higher education, as engagement is a prerequisite for
effective learning. This paper addresses the ways in which pre-service teacher
participants, studying in a fully online, e-learning environment, chose to engage in a
music education unit as part of their Bachelor of Education. This paper reports on the
application of a student engagement framework to data collected from these participants.
The framework, which can be applied to any domain, is comprised of five generic, nonhierarchical elements: personal, academic, intellectual, social, and professional. Data
were collected using a multi-method approach (Denzin & Lincoln 1994, Sarantakos 2005)
within a constructivist ontology and analysed through inductive category construction
(Hatch 2002). The major findings indicate that four elements of the framework were
strongly and positively evident; however, data regarding social engagement revealed
more polarised results, particularly in the use of discussion boards. Further research,
particularly into social engagement in e-learning has the potential to significantly inform
developing pedagogies of e-learning in higher education.

Keywords
Engagement – e-learning – music

Introduction
The adoption of e-learning in higher education has grown rapidly across the
world in recent years and continues to expand, impacting significantly upon
access to higher education (Baker 2011a, Baker 2011b, Boettcher & Conrad
2010, Cleveland-Innes & Garrison 2010, Drummond 2008, Epstein 2006, GuriRosenblit 2005, Herbert 2007, Kerr, Rynearson & Kerr 2006, Nagel & Kotze
2010, Paechter & Maier 2010, Riddiford 2009, Young & Norgard 2006). One of
the central issues when discussing e-learning is the multitude of ways in which it
is defined, and it remains confusing for many because of the complexities of the
domain specific terminology and definitions (Baker 2011a, Baker 2011b). These
different understandings include: ‘distance learning’, ‘distributed learning’, ‘online
learning’, e-learning’ and ‘blended learning’ (Cleveland-Innes & Garrison 2010,
Guri-Rosenblit 2005, Moore, Dickson-Deane & Galyen 2010, Paechter & Maier
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2010). This research paper defines e-learning as the application of ICTs to an
environment in which the majority of learning and teaching transactions occur in
an online context.
Student engagement is similarly emerging as a priority for higher education,
because engagement is recognised as a prerequisite for effective learning (ACER
2011, Krause 2005, Middlecamp 2005). Krause (2005: 3) highlights the growing
importance placed on engagement stating that engagement has become a
‘cornerstone of the higher education lexicon over the last decade’. Engagement,
as described in the literature, is often linked to particular behaviours or
outcomes, for instance Chen, Gonyea and Kuh (2008: 1) state that ‘engagement
is positively related to a host of desired outcomes, including high grades, student
satisfaction, and persistence’. Krause (2005: 2) defines engagement as ‘the
time, energy and resources students devote to activities designed to enhance
learning at university’, and ACER (2011: 3) defines it as ‘students’ involvement
with activities and conditions likely to generate high-quality learning’. This
research paper defines engagement as the dispositions, energies and resources
employed in order to learn successfully.
This research paper is one of the results of an ongoing three year research
project commenced in 2010 into e-learning in a pre-service teacher music
education unit, within a four year Bachelor of Education degree in one Australian
university. This research is ongoing and this paper reports an analysis of survey
data collected from students who completed the unit in 2011. Central to this
research paper is the application of a trial engagement framework to those data
collected from these participants. The framework proposes five non-hierarchical
elements, which can be applied to any discipline, year level or course: personal
engagement,
academic
engagement,
intellectual
engagement,
social
engagement, and professional engagement. This research paper reports that
data indicate high levels of personal, academic, intellectual and professional
engagement; but that levels of social engagement were less satisfactory. This
paper will explore these data drawing conclusions with reference to the
framework and making recommendations for e-learning and engagement based
upon them.

1. Literature
The OECD maintains that online learning will continue to grow rapidly in coming
years, stating that ‘It has been estimated that there will be between 30 and 80
million online students in the world by 2025’ (in Commonwealth of Australia,
2002: 3). Digolo, Andang'o and Katuli (2011: 138) also point to this growth
stating that ‘In 2006, the number of students in the United States alone
participating in it was estimated at over 3.5 million... It is fast becoming a
universal educational trend that must be adopted by all institutions of higher
learning”. This is also true in Australia where Riddiford (2009: 7) reports that the
‘analyst IBIS World expects online education to be the fastest growing industry in
Australia this financial year. Revenues have increased from $827 million in 2004
to more than $2.7 billion this year. This represents a compound annual growth
rate of more than 27 per cent, more than seven times the 3.5 per cent growth
rate in the education sector as a whole’. These projections are of significance for
academics who structure teaching and learning in this mode, and for those
students who learn in this increasingly popular mode.
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Student engagement in music education units in education degrees continues to
be problematic and studies from the 1990s onwards have continually reported
high levels of student anxiety and a lack of confidences amongst student in such
units (Roy, Baker & Hamilton 2012). In a survey of 936 pre-service primary
teachers in Australia, Namibia, South Africa, USA, and Ireland, Russell-Bowie and
Dowson (2005) found that ‘in every creative arts area background is very
strongly, and positively, predictive of confidence and enjoyment in teaching’.
Recently Garvis and Pendergast (2011: 2) in their study of early childhood
teachers in Queensland, Australia found that ‘early childhood teachers had
greater perceived competence for teaching maths and English compared to any
of the arts strands’.

2. The unit
With high levels of anxiety and a general lack of confidence in working with
music - a domain which does not naturally lend itself to learning in an online
mode - the design of the unit for this purpose required careful attention. The elearning iteration of the unit was developed to address this confidence gap with
an emphasis on learner agency (Gallagher 2000, Wiggins 2009), praxis (Alperson
1999, Elliott 1995, Freire 1998) and quality digital resources including a series of
videos (Baker 2011b).
The unit entitled ‘Arts Education: Music and Visual Arts’ is a core unit of the
Bachelor of Education offered in second semester of first year. The unit, taught
over a 13 week period, is designed to enable pre-service teachers to plan and
implement music and visual arts learning experiences into classrooms. The unit
includes engagement with a broad range of heavily scaffolded music and art
activities that are intended to enable students to grow in competence in working
with music and visual arts. In addition to extensive video and digital resources
for students, discussion board forums were used to enable students to share
their experiences in undertaking these activities. This paper draws upon those
data that relate only to the music education component of the unit.
In 2011 this unit was offered in both face to face and e-learning modes, and a
total of 476 students were enrolled with 288 (61%) of these enrolled as fully
online students. It is worth noting also that the student cohort is diverse in
respect of education, age and experience with a high proportion of students
enrolled as mature age students.

3. The engagement framework
The trial engagement framework proposes five non-hierarchical elements:
personal engagement, academic engagement, intellectual engagement, social
engagement, and professional engagement. The framework is not designed to be
a hierarchy; rather the elements intersect with each other. None is more
important than another, although some are necessary to support other elements
of engagement.
3.1. Personal engagement
Students bring expectations, experiences, assumptions, knowledge, skill and
dispositions with them to university. They have a reason for enrolling at
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university, have made a choice to enrol and to complete a degree, and have
specific intentions for choosing a course within a particular faculty or university.
Students’ beliefs about their intelligence have important implications for their
level of engagement, and a person’s view of intelligence, whether it is fixed or
has the potential to grow, can be changed. In the survey personal engagement
referred to the attention paid to by students to self-belief, desire to study/learn,
will to study/learn, resilience and persistence, and the setting of goals.
3.2. Academic engagement
Students have particular academic attributes and skills that they bring to their
study, and others that they develop as they learn (Marshall & Rowland 2006,
Scevak & Cantwell 2007, Clarke 2008). In order to be successful, students need
to engage academically with their learning, including taking ‘active control’ of
their learning ‘by planning, monitoring and evaluating their learning’ (Scevak &
Cantwell: 37); becoming effective note-takers, readers, listeners and problem
solvers and becoming familiar with academic writing, and ICTs (Brick 2006,
Scevak & Cantwell 2007, Clarke 2008). In the survey, academic engagement
referred to skills and expectations in key areas that enable students to study
successfully, such as personal literacy, computer literacy, information literacy,
and academic writing and referencing skills.
3.3. Intellectual engagement
Intellectual engagement comprises students’ engagement with the ideas,
concepts, and disciplinary thinking associated with education, and the social,
political, civic, moral, and ethical issues that are part of teaching and formal
education (Bowen 2005, University of Melbourne 2007). In the survey,
intellectual engagement referred to content-focused discussions with peers and
teachers, the reading undertaken, and engagement with the ideas related to Arts
education.
3.4. Social engagement
Social interaction allows students to confront other ways of seeing the world and
can deepen and extend their own views, beliefs and perspectives. Being engaged
socially is about getting to know people in class, whether that is an online or
physical class; making friends with fellow students, and engaging in social
activities with them. Social engagement also includes forming positive
relationships with tutors and unit coordinators (Pascarella & Terenzini 2005, cited
in Vaughan 2010), and involves being proactive in becoming part of a learning
community (Stanford-Bowers 2008). In the survey social engagement referred to
the conscious development of relationships with staff and peers in the unit, and
the encouragement of networking and discussion beyond the unit.
3.5. Professional engagement
The final element of the framework is professional engagement. In the context of
Education, his is partly about Professional Experience (PE) during which students
teach and learn in school settings, but this is also about the connections they
make with teachers, principals and others within the settings in which those
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experiences are undertaken. In the survey, professional engagement referred to
the explicit connections established or encouraged in relation to Professional
Experience, professional associations, and familiarity with the professional
contexts in which teachers work.

4. Procedure
This ongoing research project uses a multi method approach within a
constructivist ontology (Blaikie 1993, Burns 1997, Denzin & Lincoln 1994, Patton
1990, and Sarantakos 2005). It uses student surveys and semi-structured
interviews with colleagues and students to examine perceptions of online
learning in music education. The research project is structured over a three year
period, and this paper refers to the second survey component of the research
conducted in 2011. Data presented in this paper have been analysed through the
use of inductive category construction (Hatch 2002, Miles & Huberman 1984,
Sarantakos 2005: 306).
Following the completion of the unit in December 2011, the e-learning cohort
(n=288) were invited to complete a survey regarding their experiences of elearning and their engagement in the unit. 24.7% (n=71) of students
participated in the survey. The survey included nine questions which used a
Likert scale response format, and eight of which had the option of providing
further written comment. Data were collected about each of the five engagement
elements with each of the five questions asking respondents to ‘select the
response that describes the extent to which you felt this unit engaged you...’
with each of the five elements completing the question stem in turn. Responses
included a Likert scale format from ‘Not engaged’ to ‘extremely engaged’.

5. Data analysis and discussion
Data were analysed through an approach that uses ‘inductive category
construction’ (Hatch 2002, Miles & Huberman 1984, Sarantakos 2005: 306). This
process identifies and codes domains of data and searches for themes across
domains. According to Hatch (2002: 161), the inductive approach ‘proceeds from
the specific to the general. Understandings are generated by starting with
specific elements and finding connections among them’. Hatch (2002: 161)
states that ‘inductive data analysis is a search for patterns of meaning in data so
that general statements about phenomena under investigation can be made’.
Data were entered into charts, or ‘matrices’ (Miles & Huberman 1984) that
provided a framework for analysis of emergent themes and their relationships.
Analysis of data revealed similar quantitative responses to questions regarding
personal, professional, academic, and intellectual engagement. The quantitative
responses to the question of social engagement revealed a different response
pattern and along with quantitative data for this question will form the bulk of
this section. Tables 1 to 4 do however provide a summary of quantitative
responses to the personal, professional, academic, and intellectual engagement
questions. Please note that in some questions the total percentages and number
of respondents do not agree, due to the fact that some respondents chose to
provide multiple answers to the same question. These data have been retained in
order to ensure consistency.
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39.00%
n=23
28.80%
n=17

25.40%
n=15

6.80%
n=4

Not engaged

Somewhat engaged

Engaged

Very engaged

Extremely engaged

Figure 1: Personal engagement.

Figure 1 illustrates that respondents felt personally engaged in the unit to
varying degrees, with 93.2% ‘somewhat engaged’ to ‘extremely’ engaged, and
with the highest percentage being ‘very engaged’.
32.20%
n= 19

30.50%
n=18

22.00%
n=13

6.80%
n=4

Not engaged

8.50%
n=5

Somewhat engaged

Engaged

Very engaged

Extremely engaged

Figure 2: Professional engagement.

Figure 2 illustrates that some respondents to this question felt less engaged
professionally than personally with 15.3% being ‘not engaged’ or only ‘somewhat
engaged’. However, more indicated that they were ‘extremely engaged’ 22.0%
compared to 8.5% for personal engagement.
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40.7%
n=24
32.2%
n=19

20.3%
n=12

6.8%
n=4
1.7%
n=1

Not engaged

Somewhat engaged

Engaged

Very engaged

Extremely engaged

Figure 3: Academic engagement.

Figure 3 illustrates that 93.2% of respondents felt ‘engaged, ‘very engaged’ or
‘extremely engaged’, which is slightly less than responses for personal
engagement.
39.70%
n=23
29.30%
n=17
20.70%
n=12
10.30%
n=6
1.70%
n=1
Not engaged

Somewhat engaged

Engaged

Very engaged

Extremely engaged

Figure 4: Intellectual engagement.

12% of respondents to this question were either ‘not engaged’ or only ‘somewhat
engaged’ intellectually, although the highest response was ‘very engaged’.
The quantitative responses illustrated in these tables are not very instructive
beyond their indication of broad engagement across these areas. Quantitative
responses to social engagement are of far more interest and are illustrated in
Figure 5.
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39.0%
n=23
32.2%
n=19

16.9%
n=10
8.5%
n=5

6.8%
n=4

Not engaged

Somewhat engaged

Engaged

Very engaged

Extremely engaged

Figure 5: Social engagement.

As can be seen, 39% of respondents felt either ‘not engaged’ or ‘somewhat
engaged’ socially, in addition the upper end responses (‘very engaged’ and
‘extremely engaged’) were the lowest (25.4%) of any other question.
Qualitative data from all five questions revealed seven broad themes, six of
which (1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7) were present in the social engagement data. These
broad themes were:
1. The positive effects of discussion board forums.
2. The negative effect of discussion boards including occasions when students
chose not to participate fully and hence reduced the quality of discussions
amongst those who were participating.
3. The negative effect of discussion boards including students occasionally using
these in a panicked way, consistent with earlier findings by Baker (2011a: 71)
that characterize this as a ‘feeding frenzy’.
4. The establishment of a positive learning environment between teachers and
students.
5. The clarity of directions given in the assessment tasks.
6. The application of learning to the professional context.
7. Eighteen references were made to the way the unit had resulted in positive
attitudes to music in education or to improved confidence in working with
music.
Unlike qualitative data for the other four questions which were overwhelmingly
positive about engagement, qualitative data regarding social engagement was
more diverse and were readily grouped into positive and negative responses.
5.1. Positive responses to social engagement
There were fifteen positive responses regarding social engagement, including:
the positive uses of discussion boards (6), the positive learning environment (5),
and the other ways in which students chose to engage socially, including
collaboratively with teachers in schools (4).
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One student highlighted the importance of building up continuing online social
engagement over a period of time, stating that ‘As an isolated online student it
was terrific to see familiar names from previous units and communicate regularly
about our weekly tasks and assessment requirements’. This acknowledgement of
the importance of discussion boards was also referred to by another respondent
who stated that ‘The discussion boards were much appreciated, as my only
contact with staff and other students’.
The importance of the online environment created by teachers was also referred
to by respondents in respect of social engagement, with one stating that ‘There
was a slight casual feeling throughout the whole unit. This encouraged people to
chat about what they had learnt and to discuss new ideas and thoughts that had
been provoked during the semester’. This was similarly referred to by four other
respondents.
There were two very detailed descriptions of the ways that students had engaged
socially but not in the online environment. These are consistent with six similar
responses, mostly in relation to the professional engagement question, where
students had recounted conversations with teachers or opportunities to teach the
Arts in the schools.
One respondent wrote a detailed description of how this worked for them, stating
‘My social engagement experience didn't come from within the unit (peers/staff)
however it was beyond the unit when I applied my skills in teaching a prep class
'My Grandfather's Clock' and they performed it at a school concert. An amazing
opportunity for me to network with staff at the school where I volunteer one day
a week and of course the wonderful but nervous experience of teaching the
students and maintaining their focus and engagement in the learning of the song
and then the fabulous feeling of conducting them and seeing not only how well
they did but just how much it meant to them by the looks on their faces’. This
response clearly suggests that the student has engaged socially, professionally
and personally.
5.2. Negative responses to social engagement
There were twelve negative responses regarding social engagement, including:
the limitations of screen-based communication (1), the lack of universal
participation in discussion boards (7), the negative uses of discussion boards (4),
and one that simply stated ‘nothing really replaces face to face contact’.
One respondent stated that ‘It is difficult for online students to develop social
relationships with staff and peers, it is possible but the relationships are limited
due to an inability to engage on a physical level (e.g. eye contact, body
language)’. For this respondent social engagement was fundamentally about the
physical level, therefore for them online social engagement is inevitably
problematic. This observation is true of another respondent who stated simply
that ‘nothing really replaces face to face contact’.
The lack of universal participation in the discussion boards was a source of
frustration for some students, one stated that ‘It is very difficult to experience a
'very' or 'extremely' engaged [social] situation as it depends on students
interacting via a discussion board. Not all students participate in this at the same
level’. Another respondent expressed their dissatisfaction with the discussion
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board stating that it ‘focused on stupid information... hardly relevant to the units
work. Not helpful at all’. This frustration was reflected in three similar comments.

Conclusion
This research paper has reported the finding that students engaged in this elearning unit in music education reported generally very high levels of personal,
intellectual, academic and professional engagement with the unit. However,
lower levels of social engagement were also reported. Whilst some aspects of
social engagement in the e-learning context were positive such as the positive
aspects of discussion board use, and the positive learning environment; other
aspects to do with the use of discussion boards were negatively reported. The
limits of these data lie in the nature of the survey instrument, and the next stage
of data collection - interviews – will enable collection of deeper data regarding
the five elements of the trial engagement framework. This framework has
provided a unique lens for the examination of these data, and further research
using the framework will be undertaken in the next stage of this research
project.
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Résumé
Cette recherche s’appuie sur l’observation de l’instrumentalisation économique contemporaine
envisageant le temps comme une chose extérieure à l’être et qu’il s’agit de dompter afin de le
gérer de la façon la plus optimale possible. Cette perspective de gestion temporelle,
dominante aujourd’hui, est la source principale d’une épidémie foudroyante que Gaston
Pineau appelle la « schizo-chronie »1. Réfléchir au temps devient alors un moyen
indispensable pour rendre possible le dessein émancipatoire d’accueillir tous les moments de
sa vie concrète comme des potentialités à s’éduquer. A partir de la reconnaissance d’une
réalité « complexe »2, une approche multiréférentielle ouvre ce travail aux pensées de
l’ailleurs pour tenter de constituer une éducation temporelle. Ainsi, la tradition de pensée
bouddhiste, au travers de la pratique de la méditation, serait une voie éducationnelle riche en
enseignements pour déployer un autre rapport, moins aliénant, entre l’Homme et le temps.
Pour ce faire, il s’agit de mettre mes prises de positions et hypothèses à l’épreuve de la réalité
à partir d’entretiens réalisés auprès d’Occidentaux pratiquant la méditation. Plus précisément,
il s’agit d’une méthode d’inspiration phénoménologique composée par Francis Lesourd,
« l’explicitation biographique ». Celle-ci « constitue l’un des métissages possibles des histoires
de vie et de l’entretien d’explicitation »3.

Mots clés
Education Temporelle - Méditation – Présence à l’ici et maintenant

Introduction
Comment l’être singulier, au regard de tous les déterminismes, aliénations,
conditionnements et autres enfermements dont il est l’esclave, peut-il se révolter
et incarner une philosophie de l’émancipation par l’intermédiaire d’une éducation
temporelle ?
Dans ce travail d’investigation, mon dessein est de participer modestement aux
recherches déjà entreprises autour du champ de l'éducation et formation ;
conduites en direction de l’être contemporain.

1

Gaston Pineau (2000), Temporalités en formation. Vers de nouveaux Synchroniseurs, Editions
Economica/Anthropos, Paris, 2000.
2
Edgar Morin (avril 2005) « Introduction à la pensée complexe », Editions du Seuil.
3
Francis Lesourd (2006) L’homme en Transition. Education et tournants de vie, Paris, Ed. Economica, p. 160.
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Dans ce sens, il existera au fil de ce travail une aspiration toujours plus ardente à
se rapprocher du mouvement émancipatoire : une ouverture fondamentale
permettant à l’identité de vivre le déplacement et le dépassement. Ce
mouvement d’ouverture fut l’objet du travail de recherche de Francis Lesourd et
qu’il pense comme la source vive d’une « transformation existentielle (…) des
moments après quoi sa vie n’est plus jamais vraiment la même. »4 Comme lui,
l’entrée par le temps m’est apparue un terrain propice à ce projet transformatif
associant donc une dimension éducationnelle fondamentale pouvant prendre
forme aussi bien dans le champ de la formation des adultes que dans le contexte
de l’éducation nationale.
Ce travail s’installe au sein du paradigme défendu par le laboratoire Experice
travaillant pour rendre possible la constitution d’un espace éducatif tout au long
de la vie. Une éducation permanente se situant à l’échelle de l’existence entière.
Une éducation se voulant échapper à l’instrumentalisation économique et au
projet reposant sur les schèmes platoniciens contenus « sous la forme d’un
rationalisme humanisme »5.
Ce travail d’investigation s’essaye justement à rencontrer la possibilité d’élaborer
un dispositif d’éducation permanente, plus spécifiquement temporel, pour rendre
dynamique un processus de prise de conscience sur le plan de la quotidienneté
des individus.
Dans la première partie de cet écrit, il s’agira de s’interroger sur les raisons de
l’émergence de ma question de recherche. Pour comprendre l’origine de ce
questionnement, il est essentiel de se référer à mon histoire de vie d’où il se
dégage des intérêts de connaissances se retrouvant dans ce travail de recherche.
Contextualiser c’est prendre le parti du primordial, de réfléchir à la relation que
tisse un chercheur avec l’objet de sa recherche. Ici, il convient donc d’analyser
son « implication » en référence au concept développé par le mouvement de
l’Analyse Institutionnelle.
Lors de la seconde partie, il s’agira d’explorer l’état de la question de recherche
en s’interrogeant sur les divers auteurs qui ont déjà travaillé sur la
problématique temporelle.
Nous sommes inscrits dans un parcours en sciences de l’éducation et cette
dénomination - par la présence de la lettre « s » à la fin du mot science –
implique naturellement une analyse plurielle des phénomènes. Dans ce cadre,
pour mon présent travail, j’ai décidé d’ouvrir ma compréhension du temps à une
approche multiréférentielle.
A ce stade naït l’intuition d’un possible espace de rencontre avec la pensée de
l’ailleurs constitutive de la troisième partie. En effet, L’approche
multiréférentielle, présentée un peu plus haut, a trouvé son prolongement dans
« l’Approche Transversale »6 développée par René Barbier, ouvrant ainsi une
dimension ontologique à mon travail ; une inspiration philosophique occidentale
4

Francis Lesourd (2006) L’homme en Transition. Education et tournants de vie, Paris, Ed. Economica, p. 1.
Gaston Pineau (2000) Temporalités en formation, vers de nouveaux synchroniseurs, Ed. Anthropos, Paris, p. 36
6
René Barbier (1997), L’approche Transversale ; l’écoute sensible en sciences humaines,
Paris,Anthropos/Economica.
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doublée d’une ouverture aux pensées de l’ailleurs. En effet, mon expérience de
chercheur s’est investie dans la découverte de la philosophie d’extrême orient à
travers notamment la pratique de la méditation comme appui possible pour
composer une éducation temporelle.
Dans ce continuum, il est essentiel de mettre à l’épreuve du terrain ses
hypothèses. Pour cela, la quatrième partie cherche à savoir ce qui se passe au
sein de la conscience de individu à partir d’une approche en première personne :
la méthodologie de « l’explicitation biographique ». Elle est le support choisi pour
interroger une personne pratiquant la méditation dans une association laïque de
méritants parisiens. L’entretien sera soutenu par une grille d’analyse composée à
partir d’un entretien exploratoire mais aussi de l’étude théorique réalisée en
amont, sans oublier ma propre expérience de méditant traitée par l’intermédiaire
de « l’entretien d’auto explicitation ».
De façon générale, l’enjeu de cette grille a pour objet de découvrir, au sein
même de l’expérience méditative, si les hypothèses théoriques posées avant sur
le potentiel d’émancipation développée par cette pratique s’accordent avec la
réalité.
L’état de présence qu’elle cultive est-elle le terreau d’une révolution temporelle ?
Si oui, celle-ci peut-elle poser les fondations d’une éducation temporelle ?
Quelles sont les conditions favorables actives au sein de la conscience pour
qu’émerge cet état de présence ? A-t-elle des effets sur la capacité d’attention
présente des êtres dans le quotidien, hors des états de méditation ?

1. Un chercheur impliqué
Faire le pari de l’implication c’est reconnaitre l’existence d’un lien, d’un rapport
particulier entre le chercheur et l’objet de sa recherche où se mêlent des
projections conscientes et inconscientes du chercheur en direction de son objet
de recherche. Comme le souligne Jacques Ardoino, il est indispensable de relier
l’objet « à la structure personnelle du chercheur comme à ses autres
implications. »7
Ce mouvement est donc une démarche d’authenticité impulsée par un chercheur
consentant à se mettre à nu, épistémologiquement parlant, à partir de son
histoire de vie. Il avance ainsi à visage découvert, assumant pleinement sa
lignée ; les auteurs conditionnant sa méthode, sa pensée, ses prises de
positions. A mes côtés La tenue quotidienne d’un journal de recherche – outil
originaire de l’ethnométhodologie - est le support idéal pour accompagner mes
implications à travers un travail d’élaboration important. Ceci me permet de
prendre le recul nécessaire pour analyser mes prises de positions et les remettre
en cause si nécessaire.
Ne pas séparer l’objet de la recherche du chercheur lui-même participe d’un
mouvement théorique plus général contenu au sein de ce travail se voulant
harmoniser les oppositions classiques que cela soit entre la théorie et la pratique,

7

Jacques Ardoino (2010) 1990, Les postures (ou impostures) respectives du chercheur, de l’expert et du
consultant. IN, Pratique de la Recherche : démarches compréhensives et approches qualitatives, Martine
Morisse Cours Master 2 EFIS, p. 21.
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entre le corps et l’esprit, entre le dedans et le dehors, entre la subjectivité et
l’objectivité.
Soutenir cette posture est possible par l’intermédiaire de l’appui du courant
phénoménologique au travers de penseurs tel que Francisco Varela mais
également Husserl et surtout Martin Heidegger.
Du point de vue temporel, existe-t-il aussi une séparation dans le rapport que
l’être entretient avec le temps ?

2. Une approche multiréférentielle
Je consacre donc mon mémoire à penser le temps, tâche ardue et complexe tant
le vivant colle au temps – « l’un des principaux massif de la philosophie »8
précise François Jullien.
Comme il est précisé dans l’introduction, pour m’y accompagner, « l’approche
multiréférentielle » m’a semblé être la meilleure voie pour comprendre au mieux
ce phénomène. A ce titre, je postule pour l’existence de plusieurs niveaux de
compréhension d’un même phénomène et en reconnaît sa complexité
fondamentale, dans le sens que l’entend Edgar Morin – « si nous essayons de
penser le fait que nous sommes des êtres à la fois physiques, biologiques,
sociaux, culturels, psychiques et spirituels, il est évident que la complexité est ce
qui essaie de concevoir l’articulation, l’identité et la différence de tous ces
aspects, alors que la pensée simplifiante, soit disjoint ces différents aspects, soit
les unifie par une réduction mutilante »9
Emprunter les lunettes aussi bien de la physique, de la philosophie de la
sociologie, de l’anthropologie sans oublier la psychologie et la psychanalyse pour
mettre en lumière le plus de perspectives possibles de l’objet étudié.
Dans une dimension métaphysique et philosophique, les anciens, fondateurs de
la culture occidentale, appréhendent le temps comme immuable et fixe. Cette
fixation entrevue par les anciens est un regard sur le monde qui va perdurer à
travers les siècles, de génération en génération, l’esprit de l’occidental va se
façonner à travers cette nécessité de trouver du fixe dans l’apparent mouvant.
Rappelons Platon entrevoyant le temps comme « l’image mobile d’une éternité
immobile »10 - une première image, apriori mobile, mais qui, en réalité, est
immobile et dont il faut trouver cette essence.
Dans ce continuum, la physique, s’échappant des occupations humaines du
temps, a construit un instrument de mesure quantitatif, l’horloge, mais elle n’a
pas su le relier au temps humain de la conscience, appelé aussi par certains
« temps psychologique ». Il existe un fossé ente les deux conceptions ayant
même des éléments antagonistes. Cette démarche de rationalisation du temps
dit psychologique en tentant de le réduire à la mesure objectiviste de l’horloge, a
de nombreuses conséquences néfastes pour l’être : sentiment d’urgence,
culpabilité, stress, angoisse des horaires, « accélération technique, accélération

8

François Jullien (2000) Le Temps. Eléments d’une philosophie du Vivre. Editions du Seuil, p. 11.
Edgar Morin (1982) Sciences avec Conscience, Paris, Fayard, p. 80.
10
Krzysztof Pomian (Oct. 2010) La Tyrannie du Chronomètre, In Revue Philosophie Magazine n°43, p 52.
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sociale, accélération de tous les aspects de l’existence : la société nous impose
des rythmes toujours plus rapides. Et nous n’arrivons plus à suivre. »11
Nombre d’expressions temporelles dans notre langage courant sont des
« analyseurs », pour utiliser un vocabulaire institutionnaliste, des plus pertinents
pour comprendre la relation qu’entretient l’individu postmoderne face au temps :
« Potentialiser son temps » ; « perdre ou gagner du temps » ; « je cours après le
temps »… Ce dernier slogan démontre qu’il est entré dans une logique
compétitive d’avec le temps, une course-poursuite s’est institutionnalisé et il doit
établir tout un dispositif artificiel pour tenter de le rattraper dans une société
possédée par le sentiment d’urgence. Du coup, le temps n’est pas représenté
dans l’imaginaire de l’homme occidental, comme une culture intérieure, un ami
avec qui il vit en bonne entente depuis qu’ils se sont apprivoisés mutuellement.
Au contraire, il est un adversaire à combattre ; adversaire extérieur à lui-même,
séparé de son intériorité.
Ce constat est très significatif de nos relations conflictuelles et teintées de
souffrance dans nos rapports aux temps. En effet, le paradigme du tout-séparer
a des conséquences extrêmes sur nos quotidiens et sur nos psychismes allant
même jusqu’à provoquer des « chrono-pathologies »12 ou encore des
« pathologies temporelles »13 nous enseignent certains penseurs
Ce regard multiple va ouvrir à notre expérience une certaine défiance envers une
conception occidentale majoritaire du temps qui se voudrait fixe, absolue et
linéaire. En effet, les points de vue de certains chercheurs - Gaston Pineau,
Francis Lesourd, William Grossin, Roger Sue, Henri Lefebvre pour ne citer qu’eux
- sont à la source d’une prise de conscience relativiste d’où jaillit une nouvelle
voie des possibles révolutionnant les allants-de-soi temporels. Pourtant découvrir
ou re-découvrir le marxisme ou la phénoménologie est bien entendu un recours
de qualité pour s’extraire quelque peu de l’aliénation temporelle qui est la nôtre
en Occident mais pas suffisant. Il faut aller plus loin, réaliser un geste plus
radical pour se confronter à des traditions de pensées complètement détachées
du rationalisme occidental et de sa métaphysique, qui n’ont jamais pensé le
monde sous le filtre religieux du progrès technique. C’est en m’appuyant sur
cette hypothèse que j’ai décidé de tenter la construction d’un pont théorique
avec des pensées venues de l’ailleurs.

3. Occident – Orient : un dialogue pour une révolution temporelle
Pour y advenir, ma méthode est de composer un système de « reliance »,
provoqué comme tentative de faire dialoguer les théories de la connaissance qui
ne se parlaient pas ou peu jusque là. La reliance est un concept récent inventé
au milieu du 20ème siècle par Roger Clause en 1963. Il fut repris et développé par
Marcel Bolle de Bal dans son ouvrage « voyage au cœur des sciences humaines,
la reliance » pour devenir une notion fondamentale des travaux d’Edgar Morin.

11

Frédéric Joignot (28/08/2010), Au secours ! Tout va trop vite ! Article IN « Le Monde Magazine » n° 50, p. 11.
Gaston Pineau (2000) Temporalités en formation, vers de nouveaux synchroniseurs, Ed. Anthropos, Paris, p.
26.
13
William Grossin (1996) Pour une science des temps. Introduction à l’écologie temporelle , Editions Octares,
12

Toulouse, p. 159.
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A travers ce dialogue, orient-occident, s’éclaire l’hypothèse qu’il existe un lien
puissant entre le temps et la conscience ; le temps n’est pas uniquement
repérable à partir de l’identification au nombre du mouvement. En ce sens, la
conscience est au cœur de la réflexion temporelle, elle est le chantier dans lequel
va prendre forme la révolution de notre vécu. C’est en son sein qu’habitent et
résistent les carcans de nos maladies temporelles. Une succession de prises de
conscience pourrait être le chemin libérateur des aliénations temporelles
provoquées par notre évolution dans un tel monde. Dans cette configuration, je
réalise une autre hypothèse signifiant que pour s’arracher pleinement à
l’aliénation temporelle il est essentiel d’ouvrir à notre expérience une dimension
spirituelle. Spirituelle entendue dans sa signification étymologique originelle
« spiritus » : « esprit ». Le spirituel considéré donc comme une science de
l’esprit détaché du religieux ; René Barbier parle lui d’une « spiritualité laïque »
entrainant « un travail intérieur de l’être (…) le moyen de se libérer de la religion
ou de toute autre forme de pensée, de croyance imposées sous prétexte d’une
Vérité. La spiritualité laïque permet de trouver sa propre harmonie, une
dimension sacrée de la vie en découle »14.
De par ces hypothèses, l’essentiel est de se rendre compte que nous avons le
pouvoir d’agir sur notre conscience, il est possible de l’entrainer pour transformer
volontairement nos façons de penser. Dans cette prise de position, une
hypothèse se dégage stipulant que l’homme occidental contemporain, malade du
temps, pourrait trouver des remèdes à son mal du côté de l’extrême orient.
Apprendre à observer comment un bouddhiste entre en rapport avec le temps
pourrait lui ouvrir une nouvelle voie, plus en adéquation avec le décor
postmoderne dans lequel il évolue. En effet, l’hypothèse défendue à ce titre est
que la pratique de la méditation est une méthode directe cultivant un état de
présence à l’ici et maintenant pouvant devenir le moteur essentiel d’une
éducation temporelle. Cet état de présence rendrait ainsi possible le dessein
idéaliste d’accueillir tous les moments de sa vie concrète comme des potentialités
à s’éduquer.
A partir de ces hypothèses, il est essentiel de faire l’épreuve de la réalité en
s’entretenant avec un occidental pratiquant la méditation inspirée de la tradition
spirituelle bouddhiste.

4. Une démarche méthodologique pour recueillir des données sur
le terrain
4.1. L’explication biographique
Pour ce faire, je me suis inscrit dans une association parisienne laïque pratiquant
la méditation. A ce titre, j’ai décidé de vivre l’expérience méditative à même mon
corps. Dans cet esprit, je me situe dans une démarche ethnosociologique
s’inspirant des méthodes ethnographiques pour se mettre en relation avec le
terrain « le fieldwork au cours duquel sont collectés des informations et des
matériaux qui serviront ensuite à une élaboration théorique »15. Cette façon de
14

René Barbier (11/03/2006), Spiritualité Laïque – une expérience de pédagogie active , Article IN « Journal des
Chercheurs »,.
15
Georges Lapassade, L’ethnosociologie, les sources anglo-saxonnes, Editions PDF disponible sur internet, p. 4.
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pratiquer de la sociologie s’éloigne de la « sociologie standard »16, encore
dominante à l’heure actuelle. Mon dessein est me laisser surprendre et de laisser
apparaitre de nouvelles tendances à la problématique de ce mémoire qui ne se
veut pas figée mais en mouvement. Cette souplesse est aussi due au contexte de
la recherche qui veut se connecter avec l’époque actuelle ; une « sociologie du
présent »17 pour reprendre l’expression d’Edgar Morin.
L ‘outil employé pour recueillir les données est l’entretien individuel et la seule
obligation pour l’interviewé est de pratiquer la méditation. Démarche dont
l’horizon qualitatif se situe pleinement dans une perspective phénoménologique.
Un entretien exploratoire sous la forme non-directive m’a permis de redéfinir ma
méthode en ne m’appuyant plus uniquement sur la méthode de l’entretien nondirectif. Ce genre d’entretien se situait à un niveau d’observation trop large et il
m’est apparu essentiel de voyager entre plusieurs niveaux d’observation. Au fil
de mes cheminements, il s’est avéré que la méthode composée par Francis
Lesourd, « l’explicitation biographique » dans son ouvrage référence l’Homme en
Transition convenait à mon projet ; elle « constitue l’un des métissages possibles
des histoires de vie et de l’entretien d’explicitation »18.
Dans ce sens l’entretien s’organise selon deux étapes distinctes. Un premier
moment, non-directif et inspiré de la méthode des histoires de vie en formation,
donnera la possibilité à l’interviewé de déplier son itinérance de la façon la plus
libre qui soit. Cette première étape a pour dessein d’établir une atmosphère
positive, accueillante, non-jugeante où l’être se sentira en confiance et pourra
ainsi se mettre à nu en toute sécurité. Dans ce sens, l’intervieweur se devra
d’adapter une posture non verbale d’accueil.
L’histoire de vie est indiquée pour favoriser « l’élargissement de l’horizon
temporel personnel à l’échelle de vastes empans temporels »19. Du point de vue
du contenu à recueillir, cette première phase induit l’être à présenter de façon
très générale son itinérance le menant à une pratique de la méditation.
Cette première étape favorise l’expression précise de l’être dans la seconde. Pour
la seconde étape, il s’établira à partir des méthodes constitutives de « l’entretien
d’explicitation » développé par Pierre Vermersch auprès duquel je me suis formé.
Sa méthode m’apparait un appui pertinent pour toucher le vécu de l’être
interviewé où « quand on repère quelque chose d’implicite, quelque chose qui
n’est pas suffisamment détaillé, on va aider la personne à mettre en mots, de
façon plus efficace, plus explicite, plus informative (…) l’entretien d’explicitation
implique la mise en place d’une technique qui vise à mettre la personne en
relation avec ce qu’elle a fait »20.

16

Ibidem.
Edgar Morin (1967) La métamorphose de Plozevet, commune en France », Librairie Arthème Fayard.
18
Francis Lesourd (2006) L’homme en Transition. Education et tournants de vie, Paris, Ed. Economica, p. 160.
19
Ibidem, p. 159.
20
Martine Morisse, Entretiens de Recherches, Cours Master 1 EFIS, 2010, p. 10.
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L’entretien d’explicitation demande à l’intervieweur de placer un dispositif autour
de l’interviewé l’encourageant à revivre une situation vécue précédemment dans
une posture d’« être en évocation »21 connecteur.
4.2. Une grille d’analyse
Ce second temps de l’entretien sera divisé en plusieurs propositions représentant
les grands thèmes de la grille d’analyse. De ces quatre propositions, non
communiquées à l’interviewé, découlent une question de départ l’incitant à
l’évocation. Cette grille fut déterminée à partir de ma problématique, de mes
hypothèses, de l’entretien exploratoire réalisé en M1, puis retravaillé à partir de
la pratique de l’auto-entretien d’explicitation.
Proposition 1/ La méditation permet un autre accès au présent, plus en phase
avec l’ici et maintenant, dans une attention pleine.
Question de départ : Je te propose, si tu en es d’accord, de prendre le temps de
laisser revenir un moment où tu as pratiqué la méditation et où tu t’es senti
particulièrement dans un état de grande présence à l’ici et maintenant ?
Proposition 2/ Cet autre accès au présent est transférable de la méditation à
d’autres moments du quotidien.
Question de départ : La pratique de la méditation a-t-elle des effets sur ton vécu
temporel quotidien ? Si oui, je te propose, si tu le veux bien, de prendre le temps
de laisser revenir une situation de ton quotidien, où tu t’es rendu compte des
effets de la méditation dans ton rapport de présence à l’ici et maintenant ?
Proposition 3/ Le temps des horloges est à l’origine d’une aliénation temporelle
Question de départ : Si tu le veux bien, je te propose de décrire une situation où
tu t’es senti particulièrement prisonnier du temps des horloges ?
Proposition 4/ La pratique de la méditation, par son entrainement à accéder au
présent, a des répercussions à l’échelle biographique de l’ordre d’une
émancipation.
Question de départ : Qu’est-ce qui a changé dans ta vie depuis que tu as
rencontré la pratique de la méditation ?
Ici, on revient à un questionnement de niveau biographique.
4-3. Les résultats de ce passage par le terrain
Les résultats de cette épreuve sur le terrain sont en cours d’analyse et à l’heure
où j’écris ces mots (13/02/2011) il ne m’est pas encore possible de déployer
pleinement ce qu’elle met en évidence. Pourtant, après 15 heures d’entretien
enregistré avec la personne interviewée, il apparait clairement que depuis le jour
où il s’est assis sur un coussin pour pratiquer la méditation, son rapport au
temps fut bouleversé et son quotidien s’en est vu transformé. L’état de présence
de la pratique de la méditation cultive lui a ouvert une nouvelle relation à l’ici et
maintenant.

21

Pierre Vermersch, L’Entretien d’Explicitation, Article écrit IN Les Cahiers de Beaumont, n°52 bis – 53, 63 – 70,
Avril 1991
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Deux axes semblent ressortir dans cet entretien favorisant l’effectivité d’un état
de grande présence pouvant aussi bien prendre forme pendant la méditation
qu’en dehors des moments de pratique. En premier lieu, se retrouve une unité
entre le corps et l’esprit se traduisant par le sentiment d’être incarné dans son
enveloppe. Sentir son corps dans un instant T, c’est une garantie précieuse
d’être là, présent. Le deuxième élément est le geste psychique de la prise de
conscience se développant au sein de notre conscience par l’intermédiaire de la
pratique. La pratique de la méditation sur la pleine conscience encourage le
méditant à porter son attention sur le mouvement de sa respiration – inspiration
puis expiration – il s’agit de suivre le mouvement de l’air entrant en sortant dans
son corps. Le souffle permet de se tourner vers l’ici et maintenant car « on ne
peut être attentif aux mouvements de sa respiration qu’au moment où ils se
produisent, cette attention nous maintient dans l’instant présent ». 22 Pour
autant le méditant s’aperçoit rapidement qu’il est très difficile de rester présent à
sa respiration et son attention se laisse emporter par le flot de pensées qui
l’entraine à penser sa réunion de demain ou à retrouver la saveur du plat de
lasagnes dégusté la veille. Le geste psychique de la prise de conscience se
réalise lorsque le méditant se rend compte qu’il est parti, n’étant plus en phase
avec le présent. Il prend conscience et revient à l’état de présence. Au travers de
l’entretien ce geste psychique de prise de conscience est apparu comme
primordial. Cultiver par l’intermédiaire de la méditation, ce geste devient plus
actif hors des moments des méditations et constitue un réveil à la présence
lorsque la personne n’est plus synchronisée avec la situation qu’elle est en train
de vivre ici et maintenant.

Conclusion
Pour ne pas conclure
Selon nombre d’indicateurs, il apparait que la pratique de la méditation dans un
contexte laïque va prendre une ampleur dès plus importante en France dans les
années à venir. Dans ce cadre, je trouve primordial que les chercheurs en
sciences humaines s’intéressent au succès grandissant de ce mode d’être et donc
que la réflexion spirituelle pénètre officiellement les murs de l’université
française. Il y a des ponts à construire, des reliances insoupçonnées existent
entre les savoirs d’ici et d’ailleurs. La preuve en est cette citation du fondateur de
la psychologie américaine William James, tenue à la fin du 19ème siècle ; « La
faculté de ramener volontairement une attention vagabonde, encore et encore,
est à la source même du jugement, du caractère et de la volonté. Quiconque ne
la possède pas n’est pas compos sui. Une éducation vouée à améliorer cette
faculté serait l’éducation par excellence. Mais il est plus aisé de définir cet idéal
que d’indiquer la marche à suivre pour y parvenir. »23
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William James IN Mark Williams, John Teasdale, Zindel Segal, Jon Kabat-Zinn, « Méditer pour ne plus
déprimer. La pleine conscience, une méthode pour vivre mieux ». Odile Jacob, 2009, p. 97.
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Cette fameuse marche à suivre, la tradition bouddhiste l’a réalisée depuis un
long moment à travers la pratique de la méditation. Cette dernière, dans un
cadre séculier, serait donc une technique éducative essentielle pour cultiver au
sein de la conscience humaine une faculté à être dans un état de grande
présence à l’ici et maintenant. Un outil pouvant être effectif au sein du milieu
scolaire comme dans le cadre de formation pour adultes. L’investigation reliant la
méditation et l’éducation pour rendre possible concrètement la constitution d’une
éducation temporelle à la source de transformations existentielles doit trouver
une continuité dans un travail de thèse que j’envisage d’entreprendre.
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Abstract
This article discusses a theme that has gradually become a focal point among researchers
in educational management: successful schools. The main objective is to contribute to
current school demands in the sense of analyzing the pedagogical practices of a school
which, although located in an area of social vulnerability, is considered as successful
based on its performance on the IDEB in the sphere of the public educational network of
the Federal District, Brazil. The conception of the ‘effective school’ was adopted, defined
as that which manages to develop strategies which lead its students to exhibit
educational performance superior to established expectations, above all considering the
social origin of the study body. The school was investigated in light of the literature, with
the intention of drawing forth what leads certain schools to be successful; in this case,
choosing the results of institutional assessments as reference data for the analyses. In
short, the objective of analysis of the collected information was to identify and classify
elements which indicate convergence between the actions planned by the school,
investigated and described in its Pedagogical Proposal, and the actions effectively
executed which have had a positive influence on its students’ performance.

Keywords
Effective schools – School management – Citizenship

Introduction
In Brazil, an expressive inequality is perceived among schools connected with a
common educational system, federal, state or municipal. Such differences
especially affect disadvantaged students, those whose families lack minimum
living conditions. What are the factors that characterize such a great disparity?
Does school make a difference in the life of students in a poverty situation? What
is the role of basic education in post-modern society?
These inquiries lead to innumerable discussions in society, although they occur in
distinct manners, acquiring different names throughout their history.
Nevertheless, one continues as a focus of the debate: the understanding that it is
only possible to gain a notion of construction of a more just, united and ethical
society through the intermediation of education, as affirmed by Delors e
colaboradores (2000).
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Education exercises a fundamental role in the social, economic and cultural
development of any country. It belongs to governing authorities, at higher levels,
to prioritize and make basic education available at all levels and modalities. This
has been a fundamental and established right since 1948 from the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and likewise re-affirmed in the Declarations from
Conferences of the United Nations, such as Jomtien (1990) and Dacar (2000).
However, it has not assumed a priority position in most nations.
In accordance with the UNESCO Report (2008), in many countries this right is
still far from being respected. For Machado (2008), there are around 72 million
children outside of schooling throughout the world. Within the authors
understanding, depending only on legislation in itself does not ensure access to
primary education.
The deadline for all countries to achieve the goal of universalization of education
is not very distant, since it was established for 2015. Nevertheless, it must be
considered that universalization in itself does not constitute the final solution.
Conditions necessary for school success must be incorporated in policy discussion
and decisions. More than that, it is of prime importance to ensure the
effectiveness and not only the efficiency of the measures taken for such purpose:
quantity together with quality is what needy communities require.
The promotion of conditions necessary for schools to achieve their objectives and
goals on a macro level stands out as the duty of the State; nevertheless, each
school must equip itself with the mechanisms necessary for making these
conditions as effective as possible. The role of indicating the potential mistakes in
the sphere of school practices is attributed to the data of institutional
assessments.
One of the first steps in this sense is a profound knowledge of the current
situation, identifying failures and advances in construction of a consistent and
efficient public policy from the perspective of meeting the needs of students
coming from disadvantaged classes. It is necessary to universalize, but with
social responsibility. Guaranteeing places in public education in the country, from
daycare to university studies, has composed the backdrop of all the arguments of
the debate in the diverse educational sectors. What actions are to be taken so as
not to leave any Brazilian child out of school? It is known, however, that there is
a second question that strongly asserts itself in this set of events: when will
these actions in fact reach the classroom?
To answer questions like these, there is no lack of government arguments or
plans or programs. These solutions have hardly ever gone beyond the limits of
the debate and reached their target.
Thus, the current educational model not only does not appear, but is inoperable,
especially in public schools, the workers’ school. The strengthening and
effectiveness of social movements and true achievement of citizenship depend,
paradoxically, on s vision of education which is both wide-ranging and localized.
It is necessary to perceive the difference that is growing ever greater between
the disadvantaged and the more highly favored.
In the end, what is expected from the State and from society is that schools be
responsive to the educational needs of all students, without distinction. The
purpose of the present article is to reflect on the diverse conceptions of
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successful schools in areas of social vulnerability, in the perspective of
contextualizing these concepts in the scope of relations existing in a public school
of the Distrito Federal (Federal District of the capital of Brazil), which took the
first step and chose to change this reality.

1. On the way to a more just school
The 1980s became a significant period for reflections regarding educational
exclusion in a general sense. Since then, the question has assumed a central
position in academic and institutional discussions, but, in spite of that, has not
advanced to a sufficient degree to meet the needs of the diversity that makes up
the classrooms and to transform the low numbers of the Basic Educational
Development Index (Índice de Desenvolvimento da Educação Básica - Ideb). In
the 1980s, in accordance with D’Ávila (1985), the school was considered as an
ideological instrument of the State and educational exclusion was a stratagem
placed at the service of the dominant forces.
Regrettably, according to Schwartzman, Torres e Kam (2010), “Brazil arrived late
at the world of education and is still seeking direction”, since after achieving
‘school for all’, the country has not risen to the great challenge of education 10% of young people at 15 years of age begin to abandon school; 25% at 17
years of age choose to leave when they should be concluding Secondary School;
50% of young people at 18 years of age have already deserted school, and,
finally, uncountable millions of children end up not actually learning.
According to Guimaraes-Iosif (2009), through research undertaken in a period
prior to this, educational policies inadequate for the low family income sector of
the population contribute so that students of this sector abandon studies, a
distortion that has persisted throughout the history of Brazil.
In respect to conditions for access, continuity and success of students in
schooling, Guimaraes-Iosif (2009) shows that for every 100 students that enroll
in Primary Education (Grades 1 to 8), only 59 reach the eighth grade, and of
these, only 40 proceed to Secondary Education. Data like this lead to
classification of the Brazilian school system as “a system which maintains
mechanisms of discrimination and exclusion” (GUIMARAES-IOSIF, 2009, p. 76).

2. Revisiting the Literature
From an initial contextualization of the theme discussed here and its
problematization, a historical analysis was carried out regarding the theme of
school effectiveness, beginning from references of studies developed by Brooke e
Soares (2008), Rosa Blanco (2008) and also from Raczynski e colaboradores
(2003).
Starting from the conception in light of the thought of Razyunski e colaboradores
(2003), it may be said that school effectiveness may be understood not as part
of the process, but as an integrated whole, whose dynamic transforms it into a
living organism, characteristics that bring to mind a complex system in which the
interrelations among the multiple factors that constitute this structure occur in
manners as important or more important than the individual and isolated effects
of each part.
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Raczynski e colaboradores start with the conception of Murillo (2000), who
understands effective schools are those that
[...] promote the integral development of all and of each one of their
students in a lasting way, beyond that which would be foreseen, taking into
account their initial output and their social, cultural and economic situation
(MURILLO, 2000, p. 25).
In this perspective, it belongs to the school to ensure high levels of performance
from its students, even in conditions of social vulnerability, so as to be able to
establish as a goal, the constant improvement of their learning process, favoring
consolidation of formal learning of the curriculum contents, in the Common Base
(Base Comum), up to learning regarding life and the world, a dimension which
involves the aspects of ethics, social justice, equality and equity.
Scholars of this topic made efforts in an attempt to better understand the
question. These efforts culminated in the publication, in 2008, of a work which
became the foremost reference in Brazilian literature, which is the book ‘Pesquisa
em Eficácia Escolar: origens e trajetórias’ (‘Research in School Effectiveness:
origins and trajectories’), organized by José Francisco Soares in partnership with
Professor Nigel Brooke (BROOKE; SOARES, 2008).
In this context, Ana Luiza Machado (2007), vice-president of Education of
UNESCO, reinforces the importance of this line of approach in research upon
indicating that effectiveness and efficiency constitute two fundamental attributes
for achieving an education of quality and for all.

3. Challenges of the public school in an impoverished area
In spite of the negative scenario perceived in this trajectory, one observes that in
the past decade there was a notable effort on the part of governing authorities in
seeking to expand enrollment in primary and secondary education. The goal
defined in the Ten Year Plan of Education for All (1993-2003) foresaw, for all
regions of the country, coverage of primary education for the totality of youth
from 7 to 14 years old, whose statistical indicators exhibited success. In that
which regards school output, Brazil begins to register small but significant
improvements, from results registered in the successive editions of the National
System for Assessment of Basic Education (Sistema Nacional de Avaliação da
Educação Básica - Saeb), the Prova Brasil and more recently the Program for
International Student Assessment (Pisa).
Data recently published in the British magazine The Economist (2010) indicate
that Brazil advanced from last place to 53rd place among the 65 countries in the
fourth assessment of Pisa, which involved students of 15 years of age. However,
the data from institutional evaluations indicate that there is still much to do in
the area of equity and quality of the Brazilian educational system.
Probably, such an observation becomes clearer in the perception of Castro
(2010) when the author says that the modest gains the country proved to have
reached in relation to preparation and consolidation of systems of assessment
correspond to the ability on the part of the teaching networks of transforming the
results of these assessments into strategies that may be applied on behalf of
improvements in their practice (Ibid., p. 150).
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Taking into account the data from the Prova Brasil and from Ideb, from 2005 to
2009, the question discussed in this article thus sought to show in what way the
actions constructed by the members of the selected school are positively
reflected in an increase in the school performance of the students it serves. The
school cited here as a point of departure for the discussion, in the view of the
researcher, presented favorable conditions so that one could seek to understand
in what way it is possible to overcome adversities in the area of education and
achieve mechanisms for overcoming the difficulties that lead so many other
schools to witness the failure of their students. Thus, the following question was
the point of departure: what are the elements or factors that lead to the belief
that the school investigated is responsive to the needs of the students coming
from disadvantaged classes?

4. Methodology
In respect to the ‘research design’, understood from the perspective of Yin
(1984) as a guide directing the investigator in his process of collection, analysis
and interpretation, the simple case study design was adopted, with the unit of
analysis being a single organization (Yin, 1984). In this context, the unit of
analysis adopted for the study refers to an educational institution which in 2005
and 2007 obtained first place in the Ideb in the region in the category of 1st to
8th grade/2nd to 9th year and fourth place in the DF, in the group of primary
education.
The case study applied in the research sought to portray essentially the
expressive advances in the indexes of the Prova Brasil and of the Ideb in the
school investigated. For that reason, primary sources were used, so as to
determine elements that would consubstantiate the perception that emerges
from the advances that the school has demonstrated in a sequence of three
years.
Resources chosen to undertake the case study consisted of visits to the school,
accompanied by the principal, who presented and specified the stages of the
actions developed by the school and analysis of the Pedagogical Policy Project
(Projeto Político Pedagógico). There was consultation of the internal documents
available, where one could collect and analyze the results of assessments in
which the school participated, as well as electronic documents containing media
based disclosure of projects and testimony.
Taking up once more the conception of Razyunski e colaboradores (2003), the
intention was on placing diverse sources and elements in relation, analyzing and
comparing them in the attempt to verify the interrelations among the data
obtained and verifying if, in fact, they affect the results of the school.

5. The school in its social and economic context: characteristics
and perspectives
The school studied in the present article was entitled School Z. The
administrative region where School Z is located is in the southern part of the
Distrito Federal, around 30 km from the Plano Piloto (the central part of the city)
and is called Santa Maria. The school community that attends School Z is
currently quite heterogeneous from the social point of view.
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Currently, School Z has 1,278 students enrolled, distributed in morning and
afternoon school periods. In the morning school period, the groups are directed
to the Final Grades and in the afternoon school period the Beginning Grades,
thus totaling 41 groups and, in addition, the Resource Room.
In 2010, School Z developed diverse projects that contributed to the dynamic
nature of its actions, motivating students to fully participate in the school’s
proposals. Among the projects developed are Family Week in the School; Civic
Moment; Reading Hour; Knowledge Fair; I Read and Write My Future; Chess;
Environmental Agenda; Citizenship Promotion Policy and Culture of Peace,
among others.
The educational modality analyzed in the article was Primary Education (Final
Grades and 9th year). The data was collected from results of evaluations of the
assessments of the Prova Brasil, in the 2005, 2007 and 2009 editions, in
accordance with data from Inep. School Z obtained the following indexes,
presented in Table 1:
Levels

Subjects

2005

2007

2009

Portuguese

250.43

258.53

269.66

Mathematics

262.63

271.91

273.8

Table 1: Performance of School Z in assessments of the Prova Brasil
Source:
Data
consulted
http://sistemaprovabrasil2.inep.gov.br/resultados>, 2011.

<

The data contained in Table 2 are results of the Ideb of 2005, 2007 and 2009.
The quality indicator, with grades from zero to ten, is adjusted to the
performance assessment on tests, with data on repeated grades and dropouts.
Its calculation is based on data of school approval, determined in the school
census and in the performance averages obtained in the national assessments:
the Saeb for the states and the country, and the Prova Brasil for the
municipalities.

Evolution of the IDEB indicators
2005

2007

2009

4.4

4.9

5.3

Table 2: Evolution of the Ideb indicators of School Z
Source: Data consulted http://ideb.inep.gov.br>, 2011.
It is perceived that in the item of school performance, the educational unit
stands out. The data show expressive growth throughout the period analyzed:
from 4.4 in 2005, it advanced to 5.3 in 2009. In this case, the school already
reached in 2009, the goal foreseen for 2021, in the same educational system in
which 18% of the schools did not even reach the minimum index determined for
the public school system of the Distrito Federal at this stage of evaluation, which
was 3.4.
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Furthermore, it stands out that in 2005 and 2007, School Z obtained first place
in the Ideb in the region, in the category of 1st to 8th grade/2nd to 9th year and
fourth place in the DF in the primary education group.
Among the factors that seem to contribute to encourage the expressive results
achieved, currently, students of the final grades of Primary Education that study
in the morning school period make use of 21 existing classrooms, of the
laboratory composed of 35 computers connected in a network, and an area
adapted to the practice of sports. At the time of the visits made, another
important element to highlight consists of the perception of attitudes of cordiality
and attention of the teachers and other professionals toward the students. It was
also observed that the teachers dedicate great care to accompaniment of
students, including students’ performance of their homework on a daily basis,
communicating with those responsible if some of them do not fulfill the
established commitment.

Conclusion
What is observed from the experience of analysis performed at School Z is that
the results achieved by these students result from a particular capacity of that
group of administrators and teachers (certainly allied with the resources they
have available, although others have the same resources available) of being able
to neutralize the multiple interferences to which they are submitted on a daily
basis. On the other hand, it is valid to infer that these same interferences sustain
the complaints among the other schools of that system and they have, however,
a contrary effect; they paralyze the schools in the face of the difficulties similar
to those of School Z.
To explain this scenario, one cannot fail to refer to the articulation of two
fundamental dimensions in the practice of educational management: school
efficiency and school effectiveness. These concepts applied to the educational
area appear to explain the movement of schools on the way to school success or
failure of the students. Being receivers of the same resources, the differential will
be in applying them in a due manner, doing more with less (efficiency), if it is
taken into consideration that the State will never reach the need in an integral
way. Upon making the right choices directed to the established objectives, if they
converge with the expectations and needs of the community, in line with the
planned and executed strategies, the differential will be in reaching all the
students, without distinction. After all, the authors indicate that the higher the
degree of performance of the objectives, the greater the effectiveness of
organization.
Thus, School Z may be considered as having fully achieved its objectives, since
the institutional indexes expand in an expressive manner each year, which leads
one to infer that the school is gradually reaching the totality of students it
serves. In addition, it may be affirmed from what was observed on site, and
placed in relation to the other factors and elements determined, that this school
makes an effort and has been able in a continuum to serve the specific needs of
this section of the population.
Regarding the elements or factors that lead to the belief that it is responsive to
the needs of students coming from disadvantaged classes, in first place are
presented the results of the Prova Brasil and of the Ideb. Moreover, it is
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understood that all the elements listed, which reveal an organized environment
in which all are involved with student questions, whether disciplinary,
environmental, socio-cultural and learning aspects, constitute strong signs that,
in accordance with the literature, it characterizes an effective school.
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Abstract
The emotional dimension of teaching is an essential condition for the emotional
development of pupils and the welfare of schools. Nonetheless, teacher education in
Portugal has neglected this dimension. The present research-action exploratory study
aims at answering the question: What changes do a group of teachers suffer when they
engage in a training process centred on the analysis of the emotional dimension of
classroom? The research methodology was based on an evaluation of the mechanisms of
change which was simultaneously a training device and involved the following
techniques: (1) semi-directive interviews and a checklist adapted from Parrott’s (2001)
categorization of emotions applied at the beginning and at the end of the training
process, (2) analysis of the researchers' field notes, (3) teachers’ descriptions during
classes and at the end of the training sessions and (4) portfolios prepared by the
teachers. The results show that the unanimous satisfaction was associated to greater
self-awareness and sensitivity of the teachers’ emotions. The data also reveal different
levels of change, pointing to possible relationships between the reflective capacity of the
teachers and the length of professional experience, opening paths to future training in
this domain.

Keywords
Emotional literacy – Teacher training – Research-action

Introduction
The more I assume myself as I am
and realize the reason or reasons I am like I am,
the more I become able to change, to promote myself
Paulo Freire (1997: 41)
Teaching is a professional activity that involves human interaction. Teachers
worry about the results of their work in the education of pupils and therefore
invest enormous energy in their daily lives, requiring intense emotional labor. In
recent years there has been a growing interest of researchers for the emotional
dimension of teaching (Estrela, 2010), which puts it increasingly at the heart of
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teaching and research (Yin & Lee, 2012) and urge their inclusion in the teacher
education’ agenda.
Recent research defines emotion as a complex state of feelings that result in
physiological changes that influence thought and behaviour. Emotion is an
important part of the elaboration of goals, and is, thus, seen by Freeman (2002),
entails a communicative function (Oatley & Johnson-Laird, 1987) and is
inseparable from cognition. Emotion and cognition may be seen as part of a
same process, although there are different ways of expressing them both in
terms of awareness and of the attention given to them. Emotions prepare the
individual for action and decision-making (Damásio, 2000). Sutton and Harper’s
(2009) studies emphasize that teachers value training helps them to deal with
their emotions and those of pupils, becoming them more effective.
In 1997, Mayer and Salovey defined emotional intelligence as a set of mental
abilities that enable us to perceive and know the meaning of emotions, and to
reason and solve problems. They considered four levels of development of each
of these skills progressing from a simple level to the most complex ones.
Emotional development influences the ways and types of reasoning adopted by
the individual providing greater or less creativity and the adoption of more or
less effective behaviours according to the situations.

1. Emotions and reflectivity in teaching and teacher education
Teaching is an emotional labour, but not all teachers experience the same
emotions. To interpret the emotions of teachers we have to bear in mind that
these depend on the context in which they work, their social beliefs about
teaching and their individuality (Marchesi, 2008). External factors, as the
contemporary culture and tutelage, impose requirements that may cause
emotional states of anxiety, fear, helplessness, loneliness and even hostility that
trigger despair and stress (Cole, 1997).
The pressure to perform effectively, together with lack of time, makes some
teachers unable to reflect about their emotions and alternative forms of
managing them in the classroom (Shaughnessy & Smith, 1998). The lack of
reflectivity generates difficulties in satisfying the pupils’ needs, emphasizing the
factors that cause emotions linked to insecurity and even despair. Thus,
reflectivity allows critical thinking and questioning that lead to innovative and
creative responses to problematic situations in the classroom. Education without
reflection may lead to action without reason. In this sense, reflective practice
should occur in a legitimised training context that promotes professional growth
(e.g. Cole, 1997) seen as the analysis and evaluation of the teacher’s own
practices in order to improve decision-making, planning and future actions.
Particularly since the 1983 Schön's work - The Reflective Practitioner –
expressions like “reflective teacher" and "reflective practitioner" have become a
leitmotiv of the literature on teacher training. Ambiguous expressions lead to
epistemologies based on different rationalities on Habermas (1982), reported by
several authors of teacher education, (technical, geared towards the suitability of
means and ends; practical, oriented to the analysis and sense of action;
emancipatory aimed at political ethics questioning of institutions and actions)
and, consequently, to different purposes and training strategies. In this paper,
we share the generic definition of Ross (1987, quoted by Korthagen, 2001: 55):
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Reflection is a way of thinking about educational matters that involves the ability
to make rational choices and to assume responsibility for them. Whatever the
form, teacher's reflection on practice is widely considered a necessary but not
sufficient condition of change. However, as Letor (2006) notes, research on
emotions and on emotions connected with the reflection is scarce. This absence
is evident in Cochran-Smith and Zeichner’s (2005) definition of research agendas
on teacher education. In Portugal such scarceness contrasts with the emphasis of
legislative discourse on emotional competencies of teachers and pupils.
Teacher training aims at contributing to the improvement of teaching practices
and consequently of educational quality. The concepts of training, learning and
development are inseparable from the idea of change. Trainers and trainees are
usually committed to the intention of generating positive changes that result in
learning and professional development24. However, this is not always the case.
Personal or collective changes are slow, complex and interactive processes.
Change is a multidimensional process, where individual, contextual and collective
factors interact with the time factor. True change is a personal transformation of
subjective realities (Fullan, 1991), which involves changes in ones own
conceptions and beliefs. However, change does not always correspond to a
rupture with what we do or believe; it may be translated in new meanings given
to professional practice (Barcelos, 2007) or in new beliefs about teaching.
The development of reflectivity of teachers in formal training contexts requires
the creation of conditions for reflection, clarification of beliefs and their
interconnection with practice. In this sense, formative training experiences
should provide cognitive conflict, devices and moments of reflection, new
plausible scenarios for teachers in training, critical reflection and dialogue
between theory and practice, requirements that, for obvious reasons, must be
guaranteed particularly in emotional training of teachers. Therefore, it seemed
appropriate to start investing in a training in which the promotion of reflectivity
on the emotional dimensions of teaching and teachers’ practices, through various
strategies, enhancing teacher development. These strategies combine technical
and practical forms of rationality that may eventually lay the way for an
emancipatory reflectivity.

2. The research-training device
The sense of the training process we stimulated and developed in a Secondary
school of the city of Lisbon was to promote a reflective activity about teachers’
emotions in a context of professional collaboration. We implemented a researchaction process, in which, in a spiral form, cycles of knowledge were built and
reinvested in action.
Six volunteer teachers (5 women and 1 man, aged from 28 to 51, with teaching
experience between 3 and 26 years and teaching the 2nd and 3rd levels of
compulsory education) after informed consent took part in a formative training
process focused in the development of emotional regulation. Four of them taught
24

We share the concept of professional development of Day (1999): "It is the process by which teachers, alone or together,
review, develop and renew their commitment as change agents, with the moral purposes of education and acquire and
develop knowledge, skills and emotional intelligence, critical thinking professional to planning and practice with children,
young people and their colleagues throughout each stage of their lives as teachers"(p.4).
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at the school where the training process took place and two teachers taught in
other schools nearby. The training lasted 25 hours, distributed in one session a
month during eight months. The main formative strategy was the promotion of
reflection about the emotions experienced by teachers and perceived in their
pupils, using the following devices:
• Group dialogue on everyday narratives (from situations experienced over the
previous days. The dialogue was guided by trainers in order to identify and
explain emotions about each of the trainees, their pupils and other stakeholders
in the educational process [e.g. parents, other teachers], reflecting on the
actions and their consequences, and trying to find alternative ways of
interpreting situations and emotions); followed by the rewriting of alternative
solutions expressed in imaginary dialogues.
• Use of a check-list of emotions adapted (Parrott, 2001) for self-observation;
• Use of observation grid of pupils ' feelings and emotions and contexts where
they were expressed for reflection of the group;
• Written description of situations experienced in the classroom with feedback
focused on the ability of observation and description of emotions experienced in
these situations and rewriting after discussion;
• Analysis of theoretical texts and reflective essay;
• Individual reflections on group-oriented training sessions.
• Organisation of a reflective portfolio.
This training device was also a research device that allowed the evaluation of
changes in the teachers throughout the formative process. Semi-directive
interviews were carried out at the beginning and at the end of the process. The
materials produced by the teachers-trainees were also analysed, as well as the
portfolios and the field notes of the researchers/trainers. The information
contained in these materials was subject to a content analysis, which allowed
crossing categories of analysis and indicators. The content on the expression and
regulation of emotions recorded in the various materials produced by teachertrainees was examined according to the levels of Mayer and Salovey's emotional
regulation (1997).

3. Results
Due to space limitations, we will bear the analysis of the participants’ change
only in the most significant documents that describe emotional states and
changes according to the goals of the training.
3.1. Description and rewriting of situations
With the exception of Miguel's portfolio replacing the narrative of a situation by
an affectionate letter he sent his pupils during a period of illness, the remaining
descriptions include narratives of emotionally striking situations. Two were of
positive nature and associated to learning strategies originating a good
pedagogical relationship or to the learning success of non-motivated pupils. The
negatively striking situations pertained to poorly resolved cases of indiscipline,
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revealing the difficulty of these teachers in solving conflicts and developing some
emotional competencies, such as tuning, empathic acuity and self-presentation.
The explanation of emotions was absent or succinct. Throughout the training
process, some teachers took up the incidents they narrated and rewrote them,
enabling data collection of change indicators on terms of reflection on emotional
states and the ability to discriminate them. Satisfaction, joy, pride, resiliency,
annoyance, frustration, guilt, dissatisfaction, decreased self-esteem were states
descriptive of the teachers, whereas pride, empathy, sympathy, euphoria,
challenge, resistance to authority were described as emotions of pupils, thus
revealing a clear improvement on the awareness of teachers’ and pupils'
emotions.
3.2. Interviews at the beginning and the end of the training
Overall there is progress between the initial and the final interview in all
teachers. Some teachers show more visible changes in terms of emotional
intelligence (Mayer & Salovey, 1997). For example, Maria revealed in the last
interview understanding complex simultaneous and combined feelings, which is a
characteristic of the third level. This year I experienced new situations I knew
existed but had never happened and in that sense it was very exhausting but
also satisfying because I felt they had been resolved. This feature was not
revealed in the first interview in which emotions associated with grief and anger
frequently emerged and was described according to the characteristics of the 1st
level. In the first interview, Sofia already demonstrated a clear awareness of
emotional changes highlight her ability for reflection: I felt glad to achieved my
goals. The initial worry gave way to more positive emotions. However, along the
second interview she demonstrated a more elaborate degree of emotional
refection.
Contrastingly, Cátia only expressed superficial changes. In the first interview she
displayed a fragile state of frustration and in the second interview she expressed
emotions associated with despair, frustration and injustice in more a
contextualized and more advanced way: During the school year I had concerns
with issues relating to class management and by the middle of the year, perhaps
in February, I was extremely tired, hopeless because I was not able to find
answers to a number of concerns that I was feeling. Although she does not
describe clearly and does not associate emotions with evaluative judgements of
their influence on behaviour as would be expected in a second level of emotional
reflection (Mayer & Salovey, 1997), there was greater openness to feelings as
well as greater awareness of the factors that trigger them. The most experienced
teacher of the group, Susana, did not seem to imply herself in the description of
her emotions in both interviews. She only mentioned that throughout the process
there was a rediscovery of new dimensions of teaching without mentioning these
dimensions as emotional.
3.3. Reflections about the sessions
The degree of reflection expressed by trainees about the sessions was quite
different. Some of them continued at a generic degree merely describing the
sessions with no emotion and revealing an unfocused and non-methodical
reflection. For example, Maria described what a particular session brought to her:
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reflection on the importance of social codes; reinforcement of the idea that I
have always maintained, that it is from the classroom that the school climate is
generated, which contrasts with the detail of her oral narratives and the way she
transposed this understanding into practice.
Other trainees gradually showed the acquisition and development of degrees of
deeper, analytical and reflections articulated with theory, integrating emotions
and the problematization of the situations of their classrooms with the dual
purpose of understanding and taking action. For example, Madalena said: I think
it is important to point out some ideas... The tone of voice of the teacher has
influence on the outcome of the situation. It is necessary to balance assertion of
authority with affection. There are no predefined solutions in the resolution of a
disagreement; it depends on the group of pupils and the teacher. In most cases
the expectations, knowledge and beliefs we have of our pupils conditions the
relationship we establish with them. This teacher seemed to reveal an elaborate
degree of emotional reflectivity, reaching the highest level of Mayer and
Salovey’s (1997) categorization because she was aware of the importance of
knowing how to manage emotions and be attentive and open to what happens in
the classroom in order to to act in a satisfactory way according to the situation
and its idiosyncrasies.
Miguel, over time, came to reveal a sense of dissatisfaction about what happens
in the classroom, not complying with the responses he found to deal with certain
problematic situations: I became aware that the models for conflict resolution we
studied theoretically are not always applicable. They are starting points that have
to be reformulated taking into account the needs of the real situations we
encounter. However, with regard to emotional reflectivity, this teacher’s
discourse laid at a basic level (Mayer & Salovey, 1997) because he only
presented evidence of being able to identify emotions and their contents,
especially his own, and of knowing how to express what he felt and the needs
that underlie them.
3.4. The final reflections included in the portfolios
In addition to the reflections focusing the training process, the teachers wrote
about the impacts of what they had learned and on their future vision on the
development of their training and formative process.
The most valued learning was related to the awareness and the rethinking the
professional activity. Sofia was the one that most explicitly acknowledged that
the training contributed to a new meaning attribution of her professional image,
when she said: I found myself during these months thinking and rethinking my
condition as a teacher, but even more so my condition as a person and a
sensitive being.
The change that this group of teachers most considered was the awareness of
themselves in action. The texts of four of them were very rich on indicators of
this awareness. Sofia verbalized this reflection: I admit that sometimes I am so
involved in fulfilling the scientific contents that I forget that before me are people
that experience things in a different way. In turn, Madalena described the
awareness of herself and of others that the formative process provided: this
training helped me understand better the emotions that I feel in different
situations, as well as the emotions that pupils feel and that are behind of their
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behaviours. Seeming to be at a deeper level of self-knowledge (although not
very explicit in self observed changes), Maria described the impact of the
training: Despite having an established sense of self-criticism and the ability to
analyze different situations under different points of view, from the work I did
during these cycles of reflection, I gradually reached a greater emotional
understanding.
Some teachers articulated processes of change with personal moments of
change, namely, outstanding moments of collective reflection, moments of
training that enabled the development of observation or challenging moments in
teacher-pupil relationships. Some examples of such verbalizations were:
The last session confronted me with my emotions and the difficulties I feel when
there is conflict; this is a vast learning that I have to develop, and this training
serves as a starting point, said Sofia.
I have not always succeeded to use I-messages, active listening with all pupils
(…) It is true that I have succeeded in doing so in most situations but I have to
admit that I failed with some pupils, Miguel confessed.
Maria makes a finer analysis of the training and its effects, organizing it at two
levels: (1) the narratives about the shared teaching and learning situations, the
exchange of experience, the discussion of solutions, the readings contributed to
the first big step – perception and, above all, the expression of emotions; (2)
with the rewriting exercise or the map of pupils' emotions it was easier for me to
analyze and understand emotions, allowing a conscious recognition of the most
frequent positive and negative ones and the circumstances in which they occur.
Madalena while reflecting about herself in action refers to the development of the
ability to regulate emotions, valuing the expression of positive emotions and
negative control. Today I recognize that satisfaction and joy can overcome fear,
anguish and anxiety, she assumed.
Only one teacher alluded to the "simple" acquisition of theoretical knowledge,
Cátia, the least experienced of the group. However, Susana, the most
experienced of the group, did not mention changes experienced in her practice.
For the majority of the teachers the training process was a challenge that
requires future deepening, in particular in the articulating theory and practice.
Madalena said: I hope to continue to deepen the emotional dimension to be a
better professional and person. Miguel seemed to possess a heightened
awareness of the difficulties and constraints that he will find along the way
towards self-perfection, when we said: mistakes will happen, possibly moments
of discouragement, times when I can think that what was now learned has no
real application, that is a beautiful utopia … but for me it is a moral imperative to
change certain relational practices that have sometimes had.
Sofia envisioned the future impact of the training more optimistically: I shall try
in future to transfer to my professional everyday life this emotional management,
at the service of pupils ' and my own welfare.
3.5. Discussion
As literature attests, professional growth of a teacher is a complex process in
which biographical and contextual factors interact, building and redefining
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identities and professional projects. Some contexts where the staff imposed
excessive tasks to teachers and time consuming factors associated to
bureaucracy are not favourable to teachers’ reflectivity (Shaughnessy & Smith,
1998), as Cátia and Sofia demonstrated. Therefore, the opportunity to discuss
problems with other professionals was very appreciated, favouring the
clarification of teachers’ emotions and thoughts and the sensibility of their pupils.
Although in our analysis, we considered the group of teachers as a whole,
individual pathways emerged and gained an increased importance. The positive
changes unanimously perceived by trainees and corroborated by the trainers
comprised patterns of change translated in different degrees and strategies of
increasing complexity.
If in the initial phase some teachers sought technical rationality to acquire
instruments of analysis and action that enabled them to deal with situations of
indiscipline and conflict, as the formative process progressed a dimension of
practical rationality emerged interconnecting emotion and reason in action in the
stage of the classroom. In three of them (Miguel, Sofia and Maria) we found
evidence of an emancipative rationality through the awareness of power and
authority relationships associated to emotional regulation in relation to social
realities as well as consciousness of the ethical consequences of emotional
behaviour. However, like Korthagen (2001), we think that these three forms of
rationality are needed and therefore may co-exist, albeit the predominance of
one of them according to the level of development.
The teachers who best expressed the benefits of training were near average in
terms of years of experience. This raises the problem of the advantages and
disadvantages of teacher training groups in different career development. The
relationship between levels of reflectivity and change that came forward in the
first data analysis revealed to be more complex because it was mediated by the
object of reflection. Thus, Maria and Madalena showed a relationship between
theoretical and emotional reflection, whereas Miguel demonstrated ability to
reflect on various dimensions of teaching, but not in relation to the emotional
dimension. He was the teacher in which the indicators of change in the portfolio
revealed more determination to change and the desire to continue training, than
the presence of effective changes.
These results raise some questions: To what extent the dynamics of the group
overlooked the needs of some trainees? In spite of the flexible strategies with
individualization developed components, why didn’t the training move some
trainees closer to their zone of potential development?

Conclusion
The unanimous satisfaction in the pupil fulfilling the initial expectations as well as
the relational dynamics led us to conclude that the training device combining
instruments of self-knowledge and knowledge of pupils' emotions was fruitful.
The above indicators showed that this was more pronounced in four teachers,
perhaps because of their personal characteristics, reflective experience, previous
images and professional action projects.
This exploratory study clarifies some of the changes that occurred in this group
of teachers, either in relation to their emotional reflection ability or in relation to
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their action projects in this field. Without any claim for generalization, the study
opens prospects for continued research, extending the training requested by
some of the teachers. Held now in cycles of supervision and on new devices of
change assessment, this training will enable us, through further case studies, to
acknowledge the gaps between intentions and emotional actions, between
emotional reflection during and following action and to evaluate the impact of
this process in pupils. Future research should look into the links between teacher
training, action in context and its effects on pupils more than in the past.
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Abstract
This paper addresses the preliminary findings of part of an extensive study investigating
faculty and student perceptions of cheating in online courses. Over 1800 students and
faculty from three public American universities were asked 85 questions in an online
survey. For the purposes of this paper, 23 questions focusing on faculty and student
perceptions of cheating in online courses were analyzed in order to examine the relative
theoretical and operational definitions of cheating faculty and students apply to their
participation in online courses. Results indicate that while faculty perceive more cheating
to be occurring in online courses than students perceive occurring, there is considerable
ambiguity as to the reasons for such variability in perception. Three possible rationales
are postulated based upon various definitional differences of cheating faculty and
students may be applying to cheating in online courses. Because each rationale implies a
different set of actions necessary to address cheating, further research is called for in
order to produce effective counter measures to cheating in online courses.

Keywords
Online-education – cheating – academic integrity

Introduction
For several decades administrators, researchers, and academicians have been
discussing and studying the challenge of enforcing academic honesty at
institutions across the country (Diekhoff et al 1996; Jordon 2001; McCabe et al.
1999). As more institutions are faced with serious budget cuts and the
availability of technology is widespread (Rogers 2006), the current economic
environment has forced many traditional public colleges and universities to
reconsider distance education as a viable option for course delivery. Distance
Education continues to evolve in its modes of delivery. This evolution creates a
dynamic struggle to stay abreast of the advanced methods students continue to
use to cheat. Grijalva, Nowell, and Kerkvliet’s (2006) research showed evidence
that academic dishonesty in online classes is no more prevalent than in
traditional education. This being the case, however, in today’s fast-paced high
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tech society, the internet has given students an extensive and unrestricted
opportunity to succumb to the temptation of cheating (Bedford, Gregg, & Clinton
2009; Brock 2008; Rowe 2004) whether enrolled in an online or a traditional
face-to-face course.
When courses and programs of study move to the virtual environment, students
are no longer in close proximity to their instructors or their peers. This distance
does not diminish the ability to cheat on homework, tests and quizzes. The online
course may in fact hold a greater temptation to cheat because the student is
distanced from the instructor (Rowe 2004). “Whether judged positively or the
contrary, institutions of higher education have been impacted by the adoption of
internet technologies” (Tanner & Piper 2010: 1457). This push to move the
traditional institutions into the virtual realm creates a challenge for faculty and
administrators to keep abreast of the technologies students use to cheat in an
online course. Grijalva, Nowell, and Kerkvliet’s (2006) research suggested that
academic dishonesty in online courses is similar to that of traditional courses.
“This being the case, however, in today’s fast-paced high tech society, the
internet has given students an extensive and unrestricted opportunity to
succumb to the temptation of cheating” (Tanner & Piper 2010: 1457).
Many faculty and administrators are unaware of the possibilities for cheating in
the virtual environment (Rowe 2004; Rogers 2006) and perceive the students
with the technological advantage. Students may be viewing academic integrity as
if it were moral relativity—where honesty can be viewed as flexible and cheating,
in certain environments or situations, is perfectly acceptable (Brock 2008).
Perhaps this behavior is as Clift (2011) suggests “a misplaced sense of
entitlement” (1) where a student believes he deserves to pass regardless of the
means to that end. “[Students] have no clue what is expected of them… having
passed through a deeply flawed education system in which no one is paying
attention to critical thinking and writing skills, they just want to know what they
have to do to… pass” (Clift 2011: 2). These perceptual differences between
students and faculty were the impetus for this study.
1. Methodology
A cross-sectional on-line survey was developed for students and faculty to
incorporate the measurement variables for the constructs conceptualizing
student and faculty perceptions of academic honesty with respect to distance
learning courses. The study participants, faculty and students, were recruited
from three four-year United States public institutions of higher education. The
surveys were developed and disseminated via survey monkey, an online tool that
allows for the self-administration of surveys and data collection. A web-link
comprised of separate list-serves of faculty and students from each of the three
institutions (a total of six web-link list-serves) was used in order to protect the
anonymity of the participants and their respective internet protocol (IP)
addresses. Thus, there was no link between the participants’ identities and their
survey responses. A total of 1892 survey responses were analyzed: 243 faculty
and 1649 students. Survey questions were structured in the format of multiple
answers, Likert-scales, and open-ended comments for the purpose of comparing
student and faculty perceptions of academic honesty.
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A preliminary analysis of the responses to five questions about student and
faculty perceptions of cheating and eighteen questions about student and faculty
perceptions of whether online coursework: homework, tests and other
assessments are completed independently has been completed. Data was
disaggregated in the preliminary analysis with distance learning students and
distance learning faculty responses as the focus for the analysis. The student
survey asked “Have you taken any distance learning courses?” Student data was
disaggregated by a YES or NO response to this question. The faculty survey
asked “Do you teach (or have you taught) distance learning courses?” Faculty
data was disaggregated by a YES or NO response to this question. Descriptive
statistics were used to summarize data gathered. Nominal frequency
distributions and one-way analysis of variance were used to determine the
evidence of trends or patterns. Further expanded statistical analysis of the entire
80 question survey of both students and faculty from three institutions is
forthcoming in future papers.
This paper presents an interpretation of the preliminary analysis of the responses
to the twenty-three survey questions that have been analyzed to date. The first
five questions addressed student and faculty theoretical definitions of cheating
and the remaining eighteen questions concerned operational definitions of
cheating students and faculty applied to their experiences in distance education
courses.
1.1.

Summary of Trends

Of the student responses 97% were aware of their institution’s academic
integrity policy. This was also confirmed by a 96.5% response from the faculty.
Although academic integrity policies exist at these universities, Figures 1 and 2
depict student and faculty perceptions of honesty in college courses (Tanner &
Piper 2010).
Honesty in College Courses - Student Perceptions
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Instructors cannot
control dishonesty
Honesty is difficult to
enforce
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Honesty in College Courses - Faculty Perceptions
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Figure 2.
Faculty perceptions showed similar results to that of the student survey. Like the
students, a greater number of faculty strongly agreed and agreed that
dishonesty exists in college courses, which suggests a very strong perception
about dishonesty. Although faculty think that they can control dishonesty, faculty
were split on whether they agree or disagree that honesty can be enforced. This
seems to suggest that if faculty is provided tools to discourage cheating,
students may still find a way to cheat. There is a wider margin of difference as
compared with the students in terms of enforcing honesty. Faculty perceptions of
honesty and enforcement in distance learning courses were similar across the
three institutions surveyed. University size and location does not significantly
impact faculty beliefs about student cheating or the ability to control and enforce
academic honesty in distance learning courses (Tanner & Piper 2010).
Temptation/Caught Cheating on Various Assignments
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Figure 3.
Students and faculty were given various types of assignments to choose from
along with the option of reporting catching someone cheating (faculty) or been
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tempted to cheat (students). Each respondent had the ability to check more than
one item. Figure 3 shows the breakdown of results for students and faculty.
Occurrence of Cheating on Various Assignments
Test
Homework
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Figure 4.
Students and faculty were asked about the occurrence of cheating in various
distance learning assignments. Although this question seems similar to Figure 3,
it allows students and faculty to record their perceptions about cheating whether
or not they had been tempted or caught someone. The purpose was to determine
if similar patterns existed between the two types of questions. Figure 4 shows
the breakdown of results for students and faculty (Tanner & Piper 2010).
The research data showed that 61% of the students and faculty perceive that
dishonesty exists in college courses and only 48% of the students and faculty
agree that honesty can be enforced. Furthermore, 67% of the students perceive
that it is easier to cheat in a distance learning course vs. a traditional face-toface course (Tanner & Piper, 2010).
The research data also showed that although 96.5% of the faculty is aware of
their university’s academic integrity policy, 76.5% of the faculty do not report
incidents of cheating in a distance learning course (Tanner & Piper 2010).
Faculty & Student Perceptions about Individual Effort
Use Notes/Books on DL
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Figure 5 shows faculty and students perceptions about the individual effort put
forth in completing various distance education assignments. Students reported
that they almost always completed homework, papers, and tests/quizzes on an
individual basis. Figure 5 shows faculty seems less confident that students
complete their distance learning assignments on an individual basis (Piper &
Tanner 2011).
Faculty & Student Perceptions about Internet Use
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Figure 6.
Figure 6 shows that students admit to sometimes using the internet for help
writing papers and homework assignments, and faculty concur that students
almost frequently use the internet for writing papers However; students admit
rarely using the internet for online tests/quizzes and never copying papers or
purchasing papers from the internet. Conversely, the faculty perceives that
students almost frequently use the internet for online tests/quizzes and have
copied or purchased papers from the internet, albeit rarely (Piper & Tanner
2011).
Faculty & Student Perceptions of Conferring on DL Assignments
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Figure 7 shows that faculty and students had different perceptions when asked to
respond to statements about conferring with others on various distance learning
assignments. Although students reported never or rarely conferring with others,
faculty reported that students sometimes conferred with others to complete
distance learning papers, homework assignments and online tests/quizzes. The
results also indicate that faculty perceived very little difference in the type of and
type of assignment. However, students admitted to conferring with someone inperson on a homework assignment more often than with any other type of
communication on various other assignments (Piper & Tanner 2011).
Faculty believes that cheating in online courses is more prevalent than in
traditional face-to-face courses. Students do not acknowledge cheating is
occurring in online courses as frequently as faculty believe students are cheating.
Students admit that the internet is used for help in writing major papers,
although, never to purchase a paper or plagiarize. They also admit to using the
internet to complete assignments but rarely use the internet for help on tests
and quizzes. When asked about students working individually (when required) on
course assignments, faculty believe students are collaborating rather than
completing coursework individually in online courses (Piper & Tanner 2011).
2. Analysis
The primary finding of the study’s quantitative data is that faculty perceives
cheating to occur at a higher rate in on-line courses than it does in traditional
face-to-face courses. Two significant tertiary findings of the study are that
students perceive cheating to be occurring in on-line courses at a lower rate than
faculty assumes and that younger students are more familiar with particular
methods and specific instances of cheating than older students are.
Such findings are logical extensions of similar surveys with slightly different focal
points. Kennedy, Nowak, Raghuraman, Thomas, and Davis (2000), for instance,
concluded both faculty and students view cheating as easier in a Web-based
course than in a traditional course. Similarly, King, Guyette, and Piotrowski
(2009) found 74% of students surveyed considered cheating easier in an on-line
course. Contrary to the consistency found in studies surveying the perceived
ease of cheating in on-line courses when compared to traditional courses, studies
focusing on actual cheating have shown conflicting results. A study by Grijalva et
al (2006) suggested that the percentage of students admitting cheating in online courses was similar to the percentage (3%) who admitted cheating in
traditional courses. However, Lanier (2006) found a significantly higher number
of students admitted cheating in on-line course as opposed to face to face
classes. Making the findings even more conflicted, both Stuber-McEwen, Wiseley,
and Hoggatti (2009) and Watson and Sottie (2010) conducted surveys which
suggested students cheat less in on-line classes.
2.1. Differing Constructs of Cheating
Such disparate survey results, combined with the present study’s documentation
of disparity in faculty and student perceptions of cheating in on-line courses,
suggests more may be at play within the variety of results than the usual suspect
of uncontrolled variables. According to Scanlon and Isroff (2005) Faculty and
student disagreement can occur in organization, delivery and evaluation of a
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course. Such disagreement is exacerbated in an online environment. The wide
range of survey results in regard to the actual amount of cheating occurring in
on-line courses may, in fact, reflect differing definitional constructs of cheating
on the part of faculty and students, and thus on the part of the surveyors and at
least part of the surveyed.
The present study is a case in point of such a definitional discrepancy since the
primary findings generated by the analytic data could be attributed to three
distinct sets of phenomena, each of which is rooted in different combinations of
definitions of cheating on the part of faculty and students. In essence, not only
faculty and students may be operating under different definitions of cheating but
the various ways in which these different definitions are combined may
contribute to the contradictory results among various studies. The present study,
for example, suggests three possible definitional combinations or scenarios for
the disparity between faculty and student perceptions of cheating in on-line
courses.
2.1.1. Cheating Scenario #1
The first scenario assumes that faculty and students both define cheating in
approximately the same manner. The disparity in perceptions of cheating thus
could be accounted for by faculty’s greater awareness of the extent to which online courses are more vulnerable to cheating than traditional courses.
Alternatively, the disparity could be created by students under reporting
instances of cheating. Either possibility would call for an action plan that
emphasized the creation of assignments that made cheating more difficult and
for a more intense policing of assignments that were vulnerable to cheating. If
this scenario is extrapolated to other studies of on-line cheating then it can be
assumed that studies which emphasize increased faculty and/or institutional
policing of on-line courses (Kennedy et al 2000; Trenholm 2006; Sanders,
Wenzel, & Stivason 2008) at least tacitly assumed faculty and students operate
under similar definitions of cheating.
2.1.2. Cheating Scenario #2
The second scenario suggested by the present study assumes that while faculty
and students both acknowledge the inherent dishonesty of cheating, their
respective definitions of cheating vary enough that there are discrepancies as to
whether or not certain specific behaviors are indeed cheating. Many college
courses, for example, require collaboration on certain assignments and prohibit it
on other assignments. Simultaneously, individual faculty often may have slightly
different standards as to what types of collaboration are permitted in the courses
they teach. Both situations can create ambiguity around the line individual
faculty draw between collaboration and cheating, particularly in on-line courses
where there tends to be less opportunity for whole class explication of such
distinctions. In such a scenario, discrepancies between faculty and student
perspectives of cheating in on-line courses can be attributed to faculty simply
being more cognizant of the specific distinction between cheating and
collaboration they apply in their courses. The action plan called for in such a
situation thus would center on increasing alignment between faculty and student
definitions of collaboration and cheating as applied in specific on-line course
assignments. Barrett and Cox (2005), Turner (2005), and Jakes (2009) all
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indicated that web-based courses either create or enhance confusion regarding
exactly which behaviors should be considered collaboration as opposed to
collusion. Their prescriptions for maintaining academic integrity in on-line
courses thus not surprisingly emphasized such techniques as creating
assignments that are inherently collaborative and specifically identifying for
students the few circumstances in which collaboration is not permitted, i.e.
where collaboration will be considered collusion.
2.1.3. Cheating Scenario #3
Both of the first two scenarios revolve around individualized relative perceptions
of cheating--the level of awareness of the potential for cheating and the
distinction between collaboration and cheating. In both cases, the actions
indicated by the research are straightforward involving primarily greater
articulation between individual faculty expectations and student perceptions of
the requirements for on-line course assignments.
The third definitional scenario suggested by the present study is somewhat more
complex in that it does not involve a stable definition of cheating where there are
individual differences in awareness. Rather this particular explication of the
study’s findings implies a cultural shift in the definition of cheating, at least as
such a definition applies to on-line courses and internet sourced material. Since
educational institutions, and their accompanying intellectual constructs such as
academic integrity, are products of the cultures out of which they arise, shifts in
cultural norms and values reverberate in schools. The evolution the internet and
the digitalization of information have prompted in cultural norms such as
concepts of intellectual property, privacy, and social grouping may, therefore, be
reflected in a generation shift in the definition of cheating as it applies to course
assignments. Evans (2009), for example, categorized students as digital natives
who seek to apply the technological tools for information gathering and sharing
they grew up with in every respect of their lives, including their academic lives. If
Evans is correct, then traditional aged students may view information for school
assignments accessed through the web in the same manner as they view social
network information or music accessed on-line. Pulling information for an
assignment from on-line sources or collaborating with friends on the assignment
through the web would thus be viewed as qualitatively different from cheating in
a manner similar to how downloading the latest pirated music track is viewed by
digital natives as different from shoplifting a physical compact disc from the local
Wal-Mart. If the different perceptions of cheating noted in the present study are
indeed a product of such on-going cultural redefinitions of digitalized property,
then the actions called for by this scenario are significantly different than the
actions implied in the other two scenarios. Simply trying to raise awareness or
clarify distinctions of a pre-digital definition of cheating would be akin to building
a Maginot Line around academic integrity; such actions would be ineffective to
the point of being irrelevant. Rather, an effective action plan based on this
scenario would necessitate that faculty revise, or at least negotiate with
students, the definitions of cheating to be applied in on-line courses. In her
discussion of the intersection of emerging digital literacy with academic integrity,
Pfannenstiel (2010) suggested that educators must take the initiative in adapting
to the new world of digital literacy students inhabit. Her suggestions include
creating assignments that are inherently collaborative in nature, as opposed to
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assignments where collaboration is tolerated, and contextualizing the learning of
academic discourse within students’ preexisting digital literacy.

Conclusion
The study suggests three possible interpretations of the collected data with the
variable between the scenarios being the extent to which faculty and students
define cheating in a similar manner. The variability among definitions of cheating
reflected in the present study’s results may explain the contradictory results from
various other studies that focused on whether cheating is more prevalent in online courses than in traditional courses. Because the actions called for by the
three interpretations of the study’s data are different, with the actions called for
by the third interpretation being radically different, effective action depends upon
clarifying precisely what is the knowledge the study provides. Further research in
regard to the correlation between faculty and student definitions of cheating as
they apply to perceptions of academic integrity in both on-line and traditional
courses is thus indicated.
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Abstract
The research is based on the theoretical conceptual framework of Personal Interpretation
Framework, through which teachers relate their working experiences to desirable working
conditions and their professional interests, realize their working role and give meaning to
the educational policy measures. The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of
the micropolitics, expressed by teachers through their beliefs and defence of their
professional interests, regarding their views on the evaluation of educational work. The
survey was conducted to 209 public secondary education teachers in the region of
Magnesia in Greece, through self-report questionnaire composed of closed questions. The
findings indicated that the development of micropolitical views on the evaluation of
educational work is positively correlated with teachers’ age, their educational background
and their experience in the same school, while is negatively correlated with their
postgraduate studies. The findings highlighted informal and unofficial – that’s why
essential - aspects of school reality, concerning the issue of evaluation of educational
work. Therefore, they can prove to be useful to the planning of educational policy,
concerning the acceptance by teachers, the effective implementation and the achievable
effects of evaluation of educational work policy measures.

Keywords
micropolitics - evaluation of educational work - Personal Interpretation Framework.

Introduction
The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of micropolitics on
secondary education teachers’ views about the evaluation of educational work. In
other words, the survey aims to show whether and to what extent the secondary
education teachers’ views about the evaluation of educational work, are
influenced by their intentions to defend their professional interests. Specifically,
the research aims to investigate the correlation between teachers’ micropolitical
views on the evaluation of educational work and their demographic
characteristics, such as gender, age, educational background and their
professional characteristics, such as their teaching experience, the experience in
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the same school, the type, the size and the location of the school where they
work.

1. Theoretical conceptual framework
The micropolitics involves actions, behaviours and strategies of formal or
informal exercise of power by individuals or groups within an organization, driven
by personal interest (Ball 1987, 1994a; Blase 1991a, 1997, 1998; Blase &
Anderson 1995; Hoyle 1982, 1986; Kelchtermans & Ballet 2002a; Malen 1994;
Townsend 1990). The personal or collective interpretation of these micropolitical
procedures is important, because they affect the organization of members’
choices, values, interests and motivation, and correlate with their professional
attitude and personality, their working career and their professional
development.
Hoyle (1999) notes that micropolitics is inherent in all organizations, but it takes
a specific form, depending on each occasion. “It's the gaps between the
structures, where micropolitics flourishes” (Hoyle 1982). The micropolitics in
education refers to the policy exercised in and around the school building (Ball
1987; Blase 1991a; Hoyle 1986; Iannaccone 1975; Johnson 2001, 2004;
Marshall & Scribner 1991). According to the same researchers, policy in
education at local, regional or national level is identified as macropolitics.
Literature data (Ball, 1987; Blase, 1988a; Chubb & Moe, 1986; Iannaccone,
1975) indicate that external factors at macro-level significantly affect internal
micropolitical aspects of the school. The study of micropolitics in school is
considered to be meaningfull when taking into account macropolitics aspects
(Bacharach & Mundell 1993; Ball 1987; Blase 1988a; Gillborn 1994; Iannaccone
1975).
Schools as "arenas of political actions» (Ball 1987, 1994a), are often dominated
by real or potential conflicts between members, lack of coordination and
ideological differences. The diversity of interests and goals between members
and the ambiguous and contradictory demands lead to uncertainty, lack of unity
and lack of criteria in undertaking a specific action to meet their goals (Blase &
Blase 2002; Hoyle 1999).
According to Kelchtermans (1993a, 1994, 1999a, 2007b), and Kelchtermans &
Vandenberghe (1996), teachers, based on their work experience, form a
"Personal Interpretation Framework" (PIF), a set of intuitive knowledge and
representations, through which they perceive their working role, give meaning
and act in every circumstance. There are two central axes on which PIF develops.
First, there is a “professional self”, which includes the teacher’s concepts for
himself as a teacher. Second, there is a “subjective educational theory”, which
entails teachers’ knowledge background and beliefs about teaching and
education.
The school reality is perceived by the teacher as a set of working conditions
(Kievit & Vandenberghe 1993; Little & McLaughlin 1993). The desirable or
appropriate working conditions are not perceived as objective, structural or
material conditions, but as an individual conceptual construction based on PIF,
namely the teacher’s "professional self" (self-image, self-esteem, work
motivation, task perception and future perspective) and the “subjective
educational theory”. In other words, the “desirable working conditions” depend,
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both, on how teacher perceives himself as a teacher and on his knowledge and
beliefs about how the teaching profession ideally operates. Through micropolitical
actions teachers strive to develop and maintain the desirable working conditions,
to defend them when they are threatened, and to restore them in case, and as
long as, they have vanished (Kelchtermans & Ballet 2002a, 2002b). Any action
aiming at the maintenance and reformulation of desirable working conditions is
considered to be a micropolitical action (Kelchtermans & Ballet 2002a, 2002b). In
other words, the desirable working conditions represent professional interests,
the defence of which favours the micropolitical behaviour (Kelchtermans 1996;
Kelchtermans & Ballet 2002b). Kelchtermans & Ballet (2002a) and Kelchtermans
(2007c), have identified five different categories of professional interests: selfinterests, material interests, organisational interests, cultural-ideological
interests and social-professional interests. As Kelchtermans and Ballet (2002a)
note, the distinction between different categories of professional interests is
realized for methodological and interpretative reasons. In fact, various categories
of professional interests are synthesised and simultaneously active in the
formation of teachers’ micropolitical behaviour.
Furthermore, teachers do not passively accept the changes that measures of
educational policy bring, but they add meaning to them, based on their PIF
(Helsby 1999; Kelchtermans 1993a). They adopt some new ideas and practices,
while rejecting others if they don’t "fit" to their personal beliefs (Gitlin & Margonis
1995; Hargreaves & Fullan 1998). Blase and Blase (2002) argue that “rational
attempts at planned change for school improvement were driven by
micropolitical considerations and processes” and suggest that “the conduct of
instructional supervision in schools is replete with micropolitical content, whether
it is defined in positive or negative terms”. Timperley and Robinson (1998) argue
that micropolitics in school is nowhere as evident as in the evaluation of
personnel. In recent years, there has been an increasing demand for political
approaches to the study of the educational evaluation (Sergiovanni 1997; Smyth
1997; Zepeda & Ponticell 1998; Blase & Blase 2002).

2. Methodology
The methodology adopted in the present study follows the principles of
quantitative research, applied to social sciences. The basic instrument of data
collection was a self-report questionnaire composed of closed type questions. The
study was conducted in September 2010, to 209 secondary education teachers in
the region of Magnesia in Greece.

3. Findings
The findings demonstrated that the development of micropolitical views on the
evaluation of educational work is positively correlated with teacher’s age
[F(3,205)=12,047, p<0.001], their educational background [F(5,203)=12,121,
p<0.001] and their experience in the same school (r=0,592, N=209, p=<0,001).
The age of 40 years, the teaching experience of 15 years and the experience of
5 years in the same school, seem to be teacher’s turning points regarding the
development of micropolitical views concerning the evaluation of educational
work. Furthermore, the development of micropolitical views on the evaluation of
educational work is negatively correlated with teacher’s postgraduate studies
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[t(207)=-4,501, p<0,001], while it is not correlated with teacher’s gender
[t(207)=-0,352, p=0,725>0,05], the size [F(2,206)=0,631, p=0.533>0,05] and
the area of the school [F(2,206)=0,261, p=0.770>0,05].

4. Discussion
Men and women teachers seem to define similarly the desirable working
conditions and their professional interests, and they behave in the same
micropolitical way towards the possible implications of the evaluation of
educational work.
The data showed that the more teachers’ age increases, the more micropolitical
beliefs they express on the evaluation of educational work. Teachers older than
40 years presented more micropolitical opinions, to defend professional interests
of all types, than teachers under the age of 40 years. Lortie (1969, 1975),
argues that teachers are conservative and conventional, attached to the present
and the status quo. Therefore, it is expected that older teachers are more
conservative, compared with younger ones, and act in favour of the status quo,
concerning the implementation of an educational evaluation project. Moreover,
younger teachers may be more familiar with the concepts and the procedures of
evaluation and accountability and more ambitious, perhaps recognizing that
through evaluation procedures they may achieve professional advancement. In
Greek secondary education, more specifically, during the recent decades, there
has been a total absence of any kind of evaluation. It is expected, so, that older
teachers having passed, perhaps their whole working life without even the basic
evaluation of their educational work, have formed a different "Personal
Interpretation Framework" (PIF) (Kelchtermans & Vandenberghe 1996) than
younger colleagues. For this reason, they give a different meaning to every new
working condition. Because of these experiences older teachers might form
stronger micropolitical opinions, regarding the impact of the evaluation of
educational work, to defend their professional interests than younger colleagues
do.
Generally, the teachers with postgraduate studies, in the context of their further
academic studies, may have come in contact with evaluation of their working
tasks and are familiar with the concept and exercise of accountability. Moreover,
they usually are at the beginning of their career and, as they are better qualified,
they consciously choose not to reject the procedure of evaluation of educational
work; perhaps they hope, through the procedure of educational evaluation, to
upgrade their professional status.
The results showed that the more teachers’ total educational experience
increases, the more micropolitical opinions they express about the evaluation of
educational work. In fact, teachers with more than 15 years working experience
develop more micropolitical views than teachers with less than 10 years of work.
The total educational experience of 11-15 years appears as a transitional stage in
teachers’ development of micropolitical views. Teachers with more years of
teaching experience are usually elder. More experienced teachers seem to be
more conservative and act in an individual basis without seeking for
opportunities for professional development (Lortie 1969, 1975). Furthermore,
more experienced teachers express stronger micropolitical views in the
evaluation of educational work compared to less experienced teachers.
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The study revealed that the more teachers’ experience in the same school
increases, the more micropolitical opinions they express on the evaluation of
educational work. Secondary education teachers with more than 5 years
experience in the same school have more pronounced micropolitical behaviour
towards the evaluation of educational work, from their colleagues with less than
5 years experience. Several studies have found that structural and cultural
working conditions in schools play a key role in the way teachers give meaning to
their working experiences, as well as to educational changes and reforms (Little
1996; Schmidt & Datnow 2005; Smylie 1995; van den Berg 2002; Van Veen &
Lasky 2005; Zembylas 2003). Furthermore, the characteristics of a particular
school, such as the concept of teamwork, the style of leadership, the innovation
climate etc., may mediate or filter the change impacts (Acker 1999; Coburn
2001; Helsby 1999; Kelchtermans 1999b; Smylie 1999; Troman & Woods 2001;
Vandenberghe & Huberman 1999; Woods 1999). Therefore, continuous
experience in the same school is a powerful factor of formulating teacher’s PIF.
This means that the more a teacher remains in the same school, the more
“intuitive knowledge and representations through which he perceives his working
role, gives meaning and acts on every occasion” (Kelchtermans & Vandenberghe
1996) are shaped and influenced by this specific school’s reality. The experience
in the same school makes teachers accustomed to certain school working
conditions and indirectly indicates their acceptance. In other words, the more a
teacher chooses to work in a particular school, the more accepts the established
working conditions and behaves micropolitically, in order to defend them.

Conclusion
The secondary education teachers seemed to believe that the implementation of
evaluation of educational work will affect some of their professional interests and
behave consciously in micropolitical terms, in order to protect these interests.
The findings could be useful to teachers themselves, in order to conceptualize
micropolitics and be aware of the micropolitical influence on their beliefs in
relation to the evaluation of educational work. Moreover, the findings highlight
informal and unofficial – that is why essential – aspects of school reality in
relation to the implementation of any evaluation process. Therefore, some of the
findings could be taken into account from the policy makers in Greece. .
Limitations
As the research issue is very complicated, the involved elements are numerous
and their relations are very complex, a questionnaire by itself cannot be fully
effective (Parlet & Hamilton 1972). There are dimensions of teachers’
micropolitical views, regarding the evaluation of educational work, that have not
been detected by the questions of a questionnaire. Therefore, a more complete
research would require a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods of
data collection, which may enrich the study with more data. Moreover, regarding
the possibility of practical implementation of the research findings, as well as the
usefulness of micropolitical perspective, in general, one must take into account
that “micropolitics should be considered more as a theory for understanding and
not as a theory for practice” (Hoyle 1999). It's easy to highlight issues for
discussion, but it’s not easy to find ways to improve the educational
administration or the quality of teachers’ working life in a school (Hoyle 1982). In
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other words, the micropolitics should be used mainly for understanding aspects
of teachers’ professional life and school reality, when school managers initially
attempt implement a programme to evaluate educational work/teaching. On the
other hand, the micropolitics does not seem to affect teachers’ points of view
when the evaluation of educational work is in progress.
Finally, it is essential to take into account the contribution of the macropolitics in
education and the national politics in the country. The current research was
conducted in September 2010, during a period of educational reform and the
vote by the Greek Parliament of the Law 3848/2010, concerning the evaluation
of educational work. Moreover, at that time, Greece has just signed a loan with
the International Monetary Fund, undertaking commitments to implement
extremely hard measures of economic and fiscal reorganization. Within these
social, economical and political circumstances, Greek teachers suffer a reduction
of their income and a degradation of their working conditions. Therefore it would
be expected that their micropolitical views about their professional interests
would strongly appear. It would be interesting and useful, relevant studies to be
repeated in the future, under different educational and broader socio-political
conditions.
Implementation of the study
Many researchers have argued that, although the implementation of a
micropolitical perspective in the study and practice of educational evaluation
cannot solve a series of its complex problems, significant benefits can be
expected from its use (Barott & Galvin 1998; Blase & Blase 2002; Sergiovanni
1997; Smyth 1997; Smyth & Garman 1989; Zepeda & Ponticell 1998). The study
of unsuccessful efforts to implement educational evaluation projects, the
correlation with teachers’, as well as evaluation operators’, micropolitical
behaviour and the interpretation of the causes and the results, through a
micropolitical perspective, seem to be very promising. The documentation of the
micropolitical aspects of educational evaluation, combined with conceiving
teaching and school micropolitics, provides a solid base to develop in depth
perceptions and practices of evaluation with theoretical and practical importance,
especially pertaining to teachers’ professional development and students’
learning. These findings highlighted the need for further study of the policy of
educational evaluation, as well as the importance of micropolitical knowledge and
skills by those who manage and practice the educational evaluation.
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Abstract
This paper introduces the concept of Deep Literacy (Johnston 2010) and describes it in
the context of a large Literate Australia research project, which involves researchers and
Indigenous educators across Australia. The project, which in turn emerges from an
earlier initiative, New Ways of Doing School, stresses whole community involvement in
education, and brings together academic and community expertise in tackling educational
issues from interdisciplinary/cross disciplinary perspectives.
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Introduction
This paper introduces the concept of Deep Literacy (Johnston 2010) and
describes it in the context of a large Literate Australia research project, which
involves researchers and Indigenous educators across Australia. The project,
which in turn emerges from an earlier initiative, New Ways of Doing School,
stresses whole community involvement in education, and brings together
academic and community expertise in tackling educational issues from
interdisciplinary/cross disciplinary perspectives.
We began this work in remote Australian Aboriginal communities, where we
quickly identified that literacy is more than an educational issue. It relates to and
is influenced by health, parenting practices, nutrition, communities and cultures
of influence, and the larger sphere of government policies. The project has also
led us to question ideas about literacy in general, and about a literate nation –
Australia – in particular, and to consider such questions as: in what other ways
can literacy be conceptualised in this time, in this place? What should the idea of
literacy be in this national context? And what are the implications for us as
educators? Such questions pertained to the strong ethical imperatives that any
idea of literacy in the Australian context needed to respect that distinctive
cultural context. Whilst knowledge of the national language (English) is critical,
especially for young people so that they can exercise options of choice about
their futures, when there are other languages spoken in home communities,
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there is a responsibility to set in place systems recognising and acknowledging
the importance of both languages, to the value detriment of neither.

1. The idea of literacy
Literacy has always been a loaded issue. It has also, over the years, undergone
shifting emphases and symbolisms. In today’s climate it tends to be related to
tests and measurement. However, rich etymological histories and strong positive
and negative connotations of the related adjectives (‘literate’ and ‘illiterate’)
remind us of roots that pertain to letters of the alphabet, writing, reading,
education, schooling. At various times it has carried extended associations of
learnedness, erudition, and culture. Traditional definitions relate to the ability to
communicate (and be communicated with) through the use of language –
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Listening literacy skills, literate behaviours. The
technological revolution of the twentieth century in a way emphasised literacy as
skills and proliferated it into a plethora of ‘other’ literacies – such as visual,
digital, financial. These were often loosely brought together in the concept of
multiliteracies (or sometimes ‘multiliteracy’). This subsequently exerted a
dramatic effect on ideas about language, text and literature.
Our research has focussed on how Australia can achieve better outcomes with
literacy initiatives in remote and regional Indigenous communities. In considering
this question, we are investigating how cross-sectoral agencies and the wider
community can contribute towards enhancing literacy, and how communities and
schools in these remote and regional communities can be encouraged to
participate effectively and enthusiastically in literacy and learning.
Literacy inequity in Australia is a very public national problem and addressing it
is a social, educational, economic, legal and most of all moral imperative.
Australian 15-year-olds who live in remote areas rank nearly 40th in a
comparison of literacy standards among 65 developed nations carried out by the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). In its
international comparisons of reading literacy, the OECD shows Australia as ‘high
quality/low equity’– Australian literacy’s ‘long tail’ (Luke, Freebody & Land,
2000).

2. The complex nature of literacy
Our research led us to isolate and identify ten significant characteristics of the
complex nature of literacy, which we considered principally in the Australian
context but which clearly are relevant in the larger global context as well.
First, literacy is an intensely political concern –not just the province of educators,
schools and departments of education, but of a wide range of committed
stakeholders, including parents and community (thus voters), media, state and
federal governments, even of global organisations such as UNESCO. It carries a
freight of significances and has a rich symbolic value.
Second, literacy plays a highly significant role in a nation’s economic
development and sustainability. It is a crucial factor in the persistence of
disadvantage; addressing literacy inequity is an investment that pays off. The
literacy of a population constitutes part of that nation’s human and intellectual
capital – its richest resources.
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Third, literacy is innately personal. In schools we test individuals. This personal
imprint is particularly important in relation to Indigenous communities, where a
mother tongue is learnt at a mother’s breast.
But fourth, literacy is communal and social. It connects individuals to
community; borrowing the beautiful words of the ubunto of Africa: ‘I am because
you are;’ ‘I am with others, therefore I am.’
Fifth, literacy both represents and constitutes power, personal and communal. At
various times in various countries, including nineteenth century USA, the ability
to read and write (and sign one’s full name) was a prerequisite to the right to
vote.
Sixth, in providing individuals and community with the power and resources of
language, literacy helps to constitute how we see and organise the world around
us. This pertains as much to the sciences as to the arts: Edward O. Wilson, in his
letter to Henry Thoreau in the prologue of The Future of Life, writes:
[T]he beginning of every science is the description and naming of phenomena. Human
beings seem to have an instinct to master their surroundings that way. We cannot
think clearly about a plant or an animal until we have a name for it. (2002: xvii).

Seventh, literacy helps to develop thinking. This capacity is at once the most
social and the most intimate aspect of literacy; ‘I think therefore I am,’ said
Descartes; thoughts ‘impact and subtly change the self who thinks them,' wrote
Eliot. Thinking not only pertains to cognition, and to creativity, but to feeling and
emotion: Gallagher writes that ‘the inextricability of thought and emotion is one
of contemporary psychology’s most important discoveries’ (2009: 29).
Eighth, literacy breeds imagination. Access to layers of words is access to layers
of thought, and access to layers of thought goes deep, goes thick, thickens, into
fostering, germinating, generating imagination – what has elsewhere been
referred to as the literacy of the imagination (Johnston 2000). Imagination leads
to speculation and dreaming, creativity and innovation, cleverness and
meaningful action.
Ninth, literacy inspires mind, which is more than what we think with, more than
the place where we think. Inspired minds think across borders and encourage
senses of identity that refuse to be constrained by a single descriptor – race or
creed or gender or age or occupation or interest affiliation, and that refuse to
label or brand others in this simplistic way. Such minds are more nuanced; they
think beyond a ‘them’ and an ‘us’.
These all led to our tenth point: that literacy and in particular literate
imaginations help to generate civil societies which recognise, acknowledge and
respect their own responsibilities as well as the rights of others. Growing the
capacity for imagination grows the capacity for making the leap (Heidegger's
‘leap of thought') into the place of the other, into an awareness of other ‘I's as
authentic as one's own ‘I'. It helps to breed subjunctive modes of thinking: ‘Were
this me, were this my property, were this my loved one, were this happening to
me – how would I feel?' Such subjunctive thinking, about the rights and truths of
others, in turn breeds and informs a sense of human equity, civility, and social
justice; kindness, generosity, and compassion.
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3. Literacy and nation
These ten points demonstrate that literacy makes possible the choices of
language, thinking, imaginations and ideas that help build community, and to
shape the type of community that is built. Shifting the idea of community into a
larger idea of nation, words spoken and written by that nation of itself help to
constitute what that nation is. This relates to performativity theory as espoused
by Austin, Butler, and Derrida, which argues the relationship of speech to act,
and of act to identity.
One way to consider nationhood is to consider how literate nations construct
themselves through story, ecology and genealogy:
- Story (multimodal narratives expressed through talk, various creative media,
political and policy discourses)
- Ecology (ways of relating humans to external and internal environments – this
includes technology and design)
- Genealogy (ways of relating human presents to shared pasts. (Johnston
2006:371).

4. Deep literacy
Clearly, this is an idea of literacy that goes beyond skills. It is what has been
called deep literacy (Johnston 2010) – the literacy that enables us to connect self
to others, past and present, here and there, near and far away. This deep
literacy is literacy nuanced with knowledge of ontological being, of identity and
place, of national epistemologies and ideas of important knowledge, of pervading
cosmological awareness and moral underpinnings.
It is the creative response that ‘generates imaginative understandings of
relationships to others and relationships to difference that profoundly influence
personal and communal behaviours’ (Johnston 2010). In the Australian context,
it embraces cultural realities in contexts of creativity as essential parts of cross
cultural communication. It gives us ground to rethink curricula and pedagogies.
This idea of literacy – philosophical and applied – invites a premise which brings
academic experts and expert practitioners together in productive ways inspired
by interdisciplinary/transdisciplinary principles (Johnston, 2008). Such principles
can be ‘emancipatory’ (Barnett’s notion of ‘critical interdisciplinarity’1990:187).
Learning theorists such as Gibbons and others point out two modes of knowledge
production: Mode 1, which is traditional, disciplinary, homogeneous,
organisationally formulated and preserved; and Mode 2, which is
transdisciplinary, heterogeneous, and organisationally transient (Gibbons et al
1994:3). Interdisciplinarity refers to how knowledge in one discipline (say music)
can enhance knowledge in another discipline (say Maths), but in the production
of transdisciplinary knowledge, ‘the intellectual agenda is not set within a
particular discipline ...’ (Gibbons et al: 27).
Deep literacy is transdisciplinary, subjunctive (asking ‘were this me, or my loved
one, how would I feel?’), speculative, conceptual, dialogic, positively
performative, and discovery oriented. It pertains to imaginative discernment and
its effect on how we live and what we do; if critical literacy is the doing with the
text, deep literacy is the doing away from the text.
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5. Implications
There is a need to rethink foundational paradigms and perspectives in order to
work towards developing deep literacy in the 21st century global context. Have
we got the best organisations of disciplines? What do we want discipline
structures to achieve? How does curriculum (and implications of core knowledge)
relate to choice and individual needs? What philosophies of education are we
practising about that what fits where and how? Have we taken on board
sufficiently the complicated requirement of preparing children for an environment
of flexible and fluid patterns of life employment? Are there matches or
mismatches of the knowledge and skills taught as part of the curriculum and the
needs people will have to be equipped to deal with new and emerging life
challenges?

6. Literacy and transdisciplinarity
Transdisciplinarity is an intellectual dynamic which encourages movement
between, across, beyond and beneath traditional disciplinary structures. In its
final report, the Commonwealth of Virginia’s Commission on the University of the
Twenty-first Century found that ‘the disciplines are no longer adequate to what
we know and the problems we must solve’ (Klein, Report).
Deep literacy is a transdisciplinary concept that must implicitly undergird
teaching and learning (Johnston 2009). Researchers and educators have an
important role to play as we interrogate what has been and dream what is not.

7. Indigenous perspectives on the arts of literacy
I want to very briefly outline some of the ways research has challenged me to
consider other perspectives and rethink existing paradigms. I have been sharply
reminded of how deeply the Western idea of perspective, and its diminishing or
vanishing point, was part of my youthful thinking, and how revelatory it was
when I found out about Australian Aboriginal perspective, and looked down at
landscapes and artwork that I now read and perceived in totally different and
liberated ways. Aboriginal perspective is aerial – and landscape – country – does
not change in relation to where the viewer is positioned. Western perspective
locates landscape through the eyes of an individual-centred universe – trees
become small or large depending on where that individual is standing. The
individual does not change landscape in traditional Aboriginal art. This represents
a fundamental difference in thinking not only about country but about world and
one’s place in it.
‘In the end’, writes Barnett, ‘all knowledge is connected’ (1990). Should we be
thinking of literacy as ‘Languages, Literatures and Multimodal Communications?
Language can be graphic – even ‘wordless’; literature can include texts that have
no words, such as graphic novels. Do the languages of art and music fit in such a
discipline?
The arts are part of deep literacy; deep literacy grows through immersion in the
arts, and the arts both sustain and create literate nations. They are historically
and culturally charged ‘habitats’ which emerge from the experience of
humankind in history. Whilst Western curricula may not necessarily reflect this,
the arts play a vital role in the constitution of national capital and national
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heritage. They are ‘creative’ not only for those who create them (the artists and
writers and composers) but for those who interact with them and imaginatively
participate in them, as readers and viewers. They stimulate and inspire
responsive creativity – activating thinking and the engagement of the emotions,
inspiring senses of the aesthetic, generating connections between artistic and
lived experience. Creativity is contagious, both active and vicarious; it jumps
from one thought to another, from one mind to another, from one imagination to
another, from one mode of expression to another, from outer worlds to inner
worlds, and from inner worlds to outer worlds.
In Australia there is a meeting place in the arts. To illustrate the pervasiveness
and challenge of this, let me briefly describe one of the communities we worked
with as part of our research.

8. Challenges to teaching and learning
The children of this community are brought up in what to Western eyes looks an
undisciplined, autonomous way. They generally spend the days outside; often
have poor sleep and nutrition, go to bed late and don’t like waking up for school
especially in cold weather. Three bedroom houses may accommodate a large
family in each room, with grandparents from all sides in the lounge room, whilst
some houses stand empty because a death has occurred there (and culturally it
cannot then be lived in). There is an authority framework but it is often invisible
to outside eyes. The children live within complicated kinship systems of which
teachers are often quite unaware. These kinship systems are based on almost
mathematical formulae, and become even more complicated because
generations don’t necessarily match. Thus a child may be in a class with his
traditional uncle, and when they do tests he must not do well and shame an
uncle who doesn’t. The glue of the kinship system even determines who may
tackle whom in a game of football. It determines who can say a name and who
can talk to whom. The children are engaged in law from about 11 or 12, and by
the ages of 14 or 15 are seriously inside kinship rules. The community values its
law.
It also values its desert language. The children only speak English at school time.
Their teachers don’t speak their language and the children don’t speak English,
so communication is fraught, and ideas and intentions easily misunderstood.
Teachers don’t usually last very long; there is a sense of them being, like the
miners, fly-ins, fly-outers, who don’t really care. I haven’t observed this but I
have been told that the children are non-numerate – beyond 1,2,3, everything is
categorized as ‘many’. They are labeled as non-literate in English, but speak
their own language fluently, and are literate in country not as an aesthetic but as
a narrative.
The culture of this community, dramatically unlike Western culture, has no myth
of advancement or evolution. Things are as they are, personally and holistically,
and you are born into the culture. There is little value attributed to ideas of
aspiration or motivation. Meaning resides in the community, and perspectives are
the desert and then a remote beyond.
Here is a different ontology, a different epistemology, a different cosmology
(Johnston 2006:371, 2010:461, 2011). But there are deep connections. The
French philosopher Paul Ricoeur links memory to history; the ambition of
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memory, he says, is ‘being faithful to the past’ (2004, p.21). Physical and
spiritual connections to lived place and lived culture have long and deep
traditions in many cultures; they reach beyond ideas of power and ownership.
It is deep literacy that helps us to understand:
- Differing epistemologies (ideas about knowledge, about what characterizes
justified belief and what characterizes opinion)
- Different ontologies (ideas about being)
- Different cosmologies (ideas about the creation of the universe and one’s place
in it).
Australia is a distinctive nation, with geographical largesse and historical
complexities. It is of the West but not located in the West. It is ancient (over 800
million years old), but as a modern nation is young. It has a mystical
geographical overlay of song lines (invisible aural mapping of topography and
event). In 1770, James Cook in the barque Endeavour charted the east coast of
what up to then had been known in the West as Terra Australis Incognita, and
two histories collided. An entry in the journal of the young scientist
accompanying Cook, Joseph Banks, records that collision: ’at noon’, he wrote, ’a
smoak was seen a little way inland, and in the Evening several more.’
That smoke was a semiotic, a sign of a living culture of hundreds of language
groups who had peopled the continent for perhaps 50,000 years. Indigenous
narratives taught history, identity and geography as personal connection to
country, expressing this profound relationship not only through oral languages
but through the languages of art and song and dance.
Just as histories collided, ideas about time collided. Before the coming of the
First Fleet in 1788, time in Terra Australia was Dreamtime, a Dreaming that was
cyclical and past-present-future-continuous. European time on the other hand
was linear, chronological, a timeline. The early colonists thought they were
coming to a new land with no before-ness prior to their arrival (Johnston 2010,
2011).

Conclusion
Deep literacy invites thoughtful consideration of complex differences that affect
ideas of language, knowledge and knowledge systems. It identifies creative
connections between the sometimes artificially segregated and imposed discipline
areas of Western education and what Christie calls the Indigenous ‘responsive,
active eco-logical knowledge that views ‘language, land, and identity as
interdependent in a unique way...’ (Christie 2006: p. 79).
Researchers have an important role to play in national futures. We need to be
dreaming our dreams but also, together, talking the walk. Rich and thriving and
deeply literate imaginations can help us work with difference to construct
pedagogies and curricula that promote creative, sustainable nations and shared
visions.
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Abstract
This research explains how multinational corporations develop their external
communication with government as well as society in their struggle for sustainability.
This explanation is derived from theoretical framework of symbolic convergence and
communication accommodation theory. Methods used for this research is in line with a
constructivist paradigm with qualitative and interpretive approach. Result of this study
explain that communication accommodation between company and government and vice
versa is dominant on the convergence strategy, especially upward convergence and
partial convergence, which influenced by situational norm for inter-group contact. Effort
for convergence in practice results in fantasy theme on symbolic convergence. In the
companies’ effort for building their positive relations with government, negative fantasy
theme may develop in their symbolic convergence. In the dynamics of multinational
corporations’ external communications, the process of accommodation communication is
dominant with convergence strategy. The convergence that occurs in this communication
is downward convergence and tends to be partial convergence which is influenced by the
situational norms for inter-individual contact and inter-group. In the companies’
communications with society an opposite of the fantasy theme may develop. It seems
that companies serve the society which functions as decision maker in their symbolic
convergence.
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Introduction
Along with globalization, since its early presence in the 70s up to its present
development, multinational corporations have been the subjects of seemingly
endless arguments. On the one hand multinational corporations are viewed as a
form of capitalism which only focuses on share owner’s profit, on the other hand
they are required and considered as opening job opportunities and assisting in
increasing the economy of the countries they are domiciled. In this second
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context the competition that emerges refers to the country competition to
become the investment destination country. When Indonesia was derailed and
went into prolonged crisis in terms of economy, politic and social, the
government made official visits to various developed countries to seek
multinational corporations’ investment opportunities originating from such
countries in Indonesia.
Considering the various factors affecting the entry of multinational corporations’
investment, it is interesting to review how a multinational corporation can
survive and develop in a country which of course is inseparable from how it
develops relation with the government and community as discussed earlier.
Review on the relation between multinational corporations and the government
as conducted among others by Luo Y (2001) who studied corporate-based
relations between corporations and local country government. By analyzing 131
corporations in China Luo ascertains that there are four hindrances in increasing
cooperation relation between corporations and the government, namely resource
commitment, personal relations, political accommodation, and organizational
credibility. Shaffer and Hilman (2000) investigate from internal organization side
with regard to internal organization conflict which takes place when a corporation
formulates the strategy of the relation between corporation and the government.
The result of such investigation shows three conflicts in a corporation, namely:
conflict over proactive policy positions advocated by the firm (pre-policy issues),
conflict over reactive internal distribution of compliance costs/benefits (postpolicy issues), and representational conflict. From this investigation a conflict
resolution in corporation management strategy was composed.
Meanwhile the previous which focuses on relation between a corporation and
local community (community relations) among others Molleda and Quinn (2003)
who study the dynamic of conflict shift interstate which is closely related with the
community relation management. This research result shows that interstate
conflict involves the host country (host), the country from which such corporation
originates (home), and multinational public, which indicate complexity and the
importance of interaction between such parties. Jenkins and Baker (2007) on
integrated community program in the vicinity of Pfizer manufacturer in Sandwich,
England, shows that investment on local communities does not only increase
corporation external reputation but also increase cooperation and assist the
increase of staff skills. Smith (2003) through his research shows that relation
with the community may affect the whole corporation positive image if conducted
though proactive communications.
The search result of the previous research shows that relation among
Multinational Corporation, the government and the community is more studied
from political, economical and business and managerial perspectives. The study
for this field from communication perspective is very limited; therefore it is very
important for communication science field to participate in contributing in
Multinational Corporation, particularly in interacting both with the government
and local community.
In connection to such matter and to complete the study on the relation among
the corporation, the government and the community, a research is set out to be
based on communication science perspective in studying the relation among
Multinational Corporation, the government and the community in Indonesia. In
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Communication Science perspective, in socio cultural tradition domain there is
symbolic convergence theory/SCT and in psycho cultural domain there is
communication accommodation theory/CAT which are constructive paradigm
theories which may be used to see the relation reciprocally. However, it becomes
interesting that when they were searched apparently these theories application
has not been tested on the relation among multinational corporation, the
government and the community.
The search for various related studies shows the diversity of theory or
methodology use. Halsall (2005) from Robert Gordon University, Great Britain,
makes research on cosmopolitanism rhetoric in global corporation by using postmodern approach on cosmopolitan identity presented on certain texts in global
management by Kanter and Ohmae. Cosmopolitan corporations that are idealistic
are studied in global corporation landscape as a whole, and on manager or global
leaders’ landscape. The result of the study shows that cosmopolitanism is
marked by two discourses. The first is enlightment expressed as moral
imperative towards cultural identity and loyalty on universal perspective
adoption. It is reflected on the rhetoric obligation for managers and staff of
global corporations to transform themselves from ’local’ to become
’cosmopolitan’. In this matter cultural difference is overpowered by the
transcendence
of consumerism
universal
ideology
and
cosmopolitan
professionalism from managerial stand point. Second is the postmodern ideal
idea on flexible pastiche identity, distance of the existing culture with other
loyalties. Wu and Guo (2007) have research on broader landscape namely state
organization on globalization, national culture and the search for identity: a
Chinese dilemma. The research result shows that there are two efforts sought in
maintaining original culture and globalization effect. First there is strategy from
the state that emphasizes creation and the pursuit of distribution of the
government official distribution on national Chinese culture. Second is the
different effort and innovation from individuals and bottom layer community who
in their own way have the mission to maintain traditional and local habit, culture
and diversity. Tsoukas and Hatch (2001) have research on complex thinking,
complex practice: the case for a narrative approach to organization complexity.
With interpretive approach and case study from organizational perspective,
Tsoukas and Hatch use framework of Burne’s which contrasts between logicoscientific and narrative mode from the mind. Narrative, stated by Czarniawska
(1997a, 1997b, 1998) has three approaches that are able to deepen
organizational study, namely narrating organization, collecting stories, and
organizing as narration. It is state that included in this narrating organization
category are fiction stories and novels related to organizational life. Meanwhile
collecting stories on the second category is collecting stories intended in this
approach focusing on documenting cultural artifacts. However, later on they
become distributed stories (storytelling) in organization as an approach to
capture meaning construction of such narrative. Organizing as narration category
is interpretive study that provides contribution to organization.
Several studies that have been successfully searched above show that symbolic
convergence theory with fantasy theme analysis may be used to dissect meaning
construction in group, organization, and mass media landscapes. Even fantasy
theme may also be combined with other theories as part of the methodology.
Symbolic convergence theory becomes the main theory in this research with the
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support of communication accommodation theory to describe the relation in
behavior landscape.
Methods used for this research are in line with a constructivist paradigm with
qualitative and interpretive approach

1. Organizational External Communication Dynamic
1.1. Communication Accommodation Analysis and Symbolic Convergence
In Relation Between Corporation and the Government
Corporation communication external dynamic, in this matter communication
accommodation that takes place in relation between corporation and the
government seems to be more convergent dominant i.e. in which the ongoing
interaction between corporation and the government is directed to the sharpened
similarities and unification. The main convergence effort is the applicable rule
comprehension on negotiation or dialogs in drafting new regulations or revising
the existing ones.
As known, there is a motive underlying why people use both convergence and
divergence strategies in their interactions with other people. Convergence motive
is to obtain agreement one with another. Byrne (1971) stated a premise that the
more similar we are to our addressee, the higher the respect of the addressee
towards us, and the larger the social appreciation that may be expected.
Language style equating may also increase communication effectiveness which
later is also associated with prediction increase, decrease uncertainty and create
joint understanding. However, convergence may also be detriment, for instance
the possibility of personal and social identity loss when interacting. Meanwhile
motive that underlies divergence is the intention to emphasize the difference or
distance of interaction actors, usually based on group membership. Based on the
premise of social identity theory, this matter usually appears when interaction
actors define a situation more as ’intergroup’ rather than ’inter-individual’.
Intergroup interaction is when each individual treats one another in the context
of their social category membership.
Research result shows that corporation external communication dynamic with the
government is underlined by the motive to obtain agreement; therefore
dominant strategy used is convergence strategy. In this situation hence
communication effectiveness which then is also associated with the increase of
prediction, decreases uncertainty and creates joint understanding which is also
the aim. Those who are responsible to build communication define themselves as
’intergroup’ who treats one another in their membership context in organization,
government and community.
The motive to reach convergence is a very important matter both for obtaining
positive and negative reactions. Message conveyer at least depends on three
factors in making good inference and evaluation, namely addressee language
competence, the effort raised, and external pressure that forces the speaker to
act specially (Simard, Taylor, & Giles, 1976). However, if speaker is known to not
having the proper communication competence and is disturbed by external
pressure, the ongoing non accommodation may be neglected. Power variable
also may not be omitted. Generally those who are in subordinate position will
seek comprehension on super ordinate, this is called upward convergence. On
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the contrary, higher individual status may equate the lower and it is called
downward convergence. Accommodative act is also appreciated differently by
group members, depending on how strong they are bound to the group.
On the opportunity provided by corporation to participate in a meeting with the
government it appears that basically there is a divergence effort namely in
declining or objecting a certain government regulation. Divergence effort is
interactions taking place between corporation and the government which is
directed to sharpen difference and separation seems to be negated by the
persistence of the government in setting out applicable regulations. Corporation
obedience in complying and meeting the regulation then becomes upward
convergence form, namely in which the government position is higher than
corporation in its communication accommodation. In addition these phenomena
may also be described as partial convergence i.e. only part is jointly understood
and not as complete convergence.
In connection to description whether corporation relation with the government is
a mutual convergence or mutual divergence namely in which interaction between
corporation and the government is directed to unification or separation basically
supports convergence dominance. It means, the object sought is entirely
directed to mutual convergence. The same is true for Non-mutual convergence
and non-mutual divergence namely in which interaction between corporations
and the government one party is directed to unification and the other is directed
to separation in the case the corporation relation is not acknowledged.
From the above description convergence situation between corporation and the
government in communication accommodation seems to be as a compulsion that
what really takes place is a divergence. Such understanding dissimilarity or
divergence is based on the applicable regulation, bureaucracy and individual
behavior which is reflected in statements provided by the corporation. Such
divergence in turn will be abridged by the corporation behavior by providing
money or goods to the authorized which should not be allowed by each
corporation code of ethics.
Accommodation may vary depending on prediction on speaker towards
addressee communication pattern (Bradac, Mulac, & House, 1988; Street, 1982).
Further addressee has expectation on convergence and divergence optimum
level. This expectation is based on certain group stereotype, especially its
communication competence. Gallois and Callan (1991) say that speaker
expectation on certain convergence or divergence is affected by situational norm
for the decreased intergroup contact. Thus actually when corporations hold fast
on their code of conduct or code of business they each show norm effect
applicable in the corporation. However when the government receives gratitude
from corporation who indeed has provided therefore such matter is affected by
situational norm in relation between corporation and the government.
The fact in communication accommodation and corporation behavior in its
relation with the government becomes symbolic marker, fantasy type and
organizational saga which later on become some sort of legitimating on fantasy
theme that has developed in the community. In communicating with the
government the three corporations have similarities, namely the three: are
holding fast to each code of conduct or code of business, conducting
interpersonal communication with interpersonal approach with human touch
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without leaving out professionalism, and continuously providing fund for the
relation with the government (government relation).
From successful stories conveyed in such three strategies interview it is stated
that it would be very helpful in achieving agreement with the government when
the government experiences an issue related to the compliance of the applicable
regulation. Despite at a glance the government in this matter the officer
interacting with the corporation at the end of the day seems to accepts the
’gratitude’ however it is not them who determine the amount, but the
corporation.
In addition, such strategy also succeeds when the government sets out
regulation and when corporation feels that there is a regulation that needs to be
revised or complied with by the corporation. Confirmation obtained from various
departments shows the same. Before the government drafts laws and regulation
in the composing process it always involves the entire related parties
(stakeholder) to provide inputs including corporation representatives.
In the communication accommodation process consciousness creating,
consciousness-chaining, and consciousness-sharing take place. Therefore it can
be described why further fantasy theme ‘illegal levy’ emerges which refers to the
behavior of the government on corporation, and ‘bribery’ which refers to the
behavior of the government and corporation. Therefore actually there is a
reciprocal process between both sides. In its development, when information
technology develops and the government begins to utilizes it for various licensing
procedures therefore fantasy theme change takes place, however it still does not
apply when there is no information technology application ”from somebody to
nobody” and ”transparency”. From such research result and practice theoretical it
can be described that positive efforts to achieve similarities and practice defining
may elicit negative actions which at the end of the day develop into negative
fantasy theme narratives.
1.2. Accommodation Communication Analysis and Symbolic Convergence
In Relation Between Corporation and Community
This research result shows that what takes place in the organizational external
communication is convergence with the nature of downward (downward
convergence) and partial (partial convergence) since community also determines
their choice even from the available products and or from advertisement that
they see/read.
In addition to being related to the product/advertisement, other activities also
have roles in developing community awareness towards CSR activities. Such
activities assist community to recognize further that certain products are the
output of certain corporation. If further studied, external communication
conducted by organization is therefore in the framework of developing relation
with its environment, in this matter with the community. The relation is
developed through communication in interaction related to business operation. In
such interaction process identity negotiation takes place considering
multinational corporations originate from other countries which mean it has its
country’s culture and at the same time it has its organizational culture.
In this accommodation process accommodation on similarities or differences
takes place (convergence and divergence). Such entire process series at the end
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of the day elicit joint understanding, to become organizational saga and
conceptualized in a fantasy theme on the ongoing relation.
The research result becomes interesting because advertisement or CSR activities
do not really affect the purchase of certain corporation products. FGD
participants stated that they purchase products because they feel suitable with
the price and matters attached to such product such as quality, type of
fragrance, packaging and others.
Positive image of corporation despite being viewed positively through educative
advertisements and CSR activities that empower community seems to be slightly
decreased when experiences matters that are more personal in its relation with
products or corporation, for instance being affected by advertisement and it
turns out that the products causes baldness, as suppliers it turns out the
payment to corporation takes a long time, or it is very difficult to obtain access
to corporation and not as promised that the corporation will be open to
community.
As described earlier, both convergence and divergence may be mutual in the
case where communication that takes place the communicant has similarities
directing to unification or separation, however it can also be non mutual in the
case where in the communication that takes place between one communicant
and another there is directional difference. Meanwhile convergence that takes
place could be partial convergence or complete convergence. Based on such
concept therefore basically convergence that takes place in organizational
external communication with the community is partial convergence, namely only
part is convergence. Partial convergence that takes place in corporation relation
with community, corporation seems to be more dominant compared to the
community.
Corporation relation with the government is viewed as having the tendency to be
profitable for corporation due to several matters, particularly concerning
regulation or weak rules, tangled bureaucracy, as well as individuals who are
notorious for taking bribes, being corrupt and conducting illegal negotiations.
Such matter seems to become fantasy theme that is very strong in the
community in this matter that corporation seeks anything to run its business in
Indonesia and the government provides such smoothness.
Meanwhile community views that multinational corporations are pure business.
That they provide job opportunities is acknowledged, however not for
technological transfer and community empowerment. Therefore the communities
for multinational corporations are pure market for the products they
manufacture.
Corporation external communication with community also shows convergence
strategic implementation. How the product is developed is communicated
through advertisements and prizes provided and stated by the corporation as an
effort to fulfill community needs. As also for corporation social responsibilities
activities which are considered as developing activities that assist and required
by the community along with the business run. Meanwhile FGD results show that
there is no statement from participants whose needs are fulfilled by certain
products and such three corporations. Participants state that they purchase and
use the available products and according to them they feel suitable in terms of
taste and price.
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Research result shows that convergence approach is more sought by the
corporation and it seems unilateral. Downward convergence that takes place,
product penetration that looks as if it has been negotiated, as well as CSR effort
conducted by corporation show that imbalance in corporation relation with
community. However FGD participant’s reaction explains that they realize could
convey what is inside their conscious, however they accept what happens. From
practical landscape of corporation behavior and community in its relation actually
elicits fantasy theme that refers more to corporation efforts.
Therefore it can be described that ”positive” tends to be conducted by the
corporation to understand community more for product development, marketing
strategy and CSR strategy. The community is more to the position of choosing
what is provided by corporation in achieving similarities practical understanding.
Such relation may elicit accepting reacting from community side. In turn in
conceptual landscape negative fantasy theme narrations tend to developed for
corporation and the government, however the developed narration product is in
adapting nature.

Conclusion
Result of this study explains that communication accommodation between
company and government and vice versa is dominant on the convergence
strategy, especially upward convergence and partial convergence, which
influenced by situational norm for inter-group contact. Effort for convergence in
practice results in fantasy theme on symbolic convergence. In the companies’
effort for building their positive relations with government, negative fantasy
theme may develop in their symbolic convergence.
In the dynamics of multinational corporations’ external communications, the
process of accommodation communication is dominant with convergence
strategy. The convergence that occurs in this communication is downward
convergence and tends to be partial convergence which is influenced by the
situational norms for inter-individual contact and inter-group. In the companies’
communications with society an opposite of the fantasy theme may develop. It
seems that companies serve the society which functions as decision maker in
their symbolic convergence.
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Abstract
Human Capital Contracts (HCC) are an option for higher education financing for students
facing financial constraints, students that do not have access to other financing
mechanisms, but who could use their expected future income flows as a collateral. In this
article, we analyze the feasibility of its implementation in Chile, and we explore the
ability for financing different majors, using the augmented valuation model proposed by
Palacios (2004), in order to include the dropout risk. In this experiment, we use data
from FuturoLaboral, CASEN 2006, and data from The Cohort Retention Study -CNED
2009. We find that HCC can partially fund any college major in Chile and some majors
completely, under certain conditions. Among the variables analyzed, those affecting most
severely the contract pricing are initial after graduation wage level and graduation rates.

Keywords
Human Capital Contracts – Higher Education Returns – Education Financing

Introduction
In a Higher Education (HE) system in which the students and their families
contribute with a high proportion of the resources to fund their studies, the
availability of different alternatives of financing mechanisms can help to integrate
the Higher Education System, and also is able to affect positively different
aspects of the Education: aspects such as the access to HE, the dropout of
students because of economic reasons, and the quality of the Education by
stimulating the competence etc.
The role of market mechanisms to finance Higher Education is justified by the
constraints in government resources, especially in developing countries where HE
expansion competes with other public investing priorities. Other reason comes
from the fact that HE investment exhibits high return from a private perspective,
so its funding with public resources may result regressive. Several authors (Barr
2004, Chapman 2006, Palacios 2003) have stated that the best way to finance
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HE is a mix of state intervention, complemented with private sector mechanisms,
where government mainly supports most vulnerable students.
The purpose of our study is to describe and analyze a market mechanism,
Human Capital Contracts (HCC) as an efficient instrument for HE funding and its
possible theoretical scope on the Chilean HE system. Overall, an HCC is a
contract in which a student receives funding in exchange for a percentage of the
future income hewill realize during an agreed period of time.
Our study aims to determine the feasibility of implementing massively HCC,
given the current conditions of the HE in Chile. For this purpose, we present a
valuation model nourished with public data from FuturoLaboral 2009.

1. Economic Theory and Human Capital Contracts
1.1. Economics of Education
Education can be seen as an investment good (Becker 1975), where individuals
accumulate human capital in order to increase skills rewarded by the labor
market. Education can also be seen as an investment that generates externalities
(Lucas 1988 in Meier 1999) because it increases not only the productivity of the
labor factor, but also all other available factors. Furthermore, education can be
seen as a consumption good (Schultz 1961 in Meier 1999), where people access
to HE seeking a personal benefit derived from knowledge, status or recognition.
Finally, education can be seen as a signaling good (Hungerford 1987), where it
underlines the existence of skills in students who reach graduation. In the latter
case, education would not enhance the productivity of the remaining factors.
The role of government in education depends importantly on the size of the
externalities which could make private investment to be lower than what would
be socially optimal. If they do not exist, the government should not intervene. In
this sense, Friedman (1955) makes a distinction between elementary and high
school education, and on the other hand, HE. In early years of study, pupils
receive instruction on a fundamental set of rules and values, which society
agrees are needed for its own well functioning; these values are of much greater
impact on social welfare than in the private one. In contrast, the vocational
education, received during the years at HE, makes a differentiation in the labor
market that can be appropriated by individuals, and can be exploited by students
in the labor market. Whatever it is the role of the government in HE provision,
and whatever it is the most accepted thought about the value of education, the
private funding can be augmented, because it is able to solve the liquidity
problem that the students face.
Friedman questioned himself about why an equity–like financing scheme - was
not available for HE students by then. The conclusions were related to barriers
affecting students, investors, and the environment in which they make decisions.
1.2. Higher Education Financing
HE can be financed either with government resources or directly by the student
and his/her family. Large amount of government resources is assigned to the HE
under the modality of loans, scholarships, or direct subsidies to the HE
institutions. In the case of family funding, resources can come from savings, or
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salaries owned or perceived by the student, his/her family and/or his/her
relatives, or from loans obtained in the private financial system. These loans are,
as a general rule, expensive, short term payable, and usually require a collateral,
and the imperfect market in which they move makes it difficult for resources to
be enough to increase enrollment in developing countries.
In this sense, innovative ways to increase HE enrollment without affecting the
public budget must be considered. There are two groups of tools for that
purpose: those enhancing available resources efficiency, and those increasing the
resources supply. Given that students are well informed (Barr 2004) instruments
that generate competition among HE institutions affect positively the quality of
the education provided, and the cooperation with the private sector could make
increase the availability of resources. In general, from the student perspective,
the ideal scenario would be a system which could recover the costs of HE without
reducing access opportunities. All these conditions are accomplished by HCC.
Nowadays there are several documents studying the contracts feasibility in other
countries such as Germany (Weldi 2007), Belgium and Great Britain
(Vandenberghe & Debande 2005), Israel (Assli 2008) and Colombia (Lozano
2009). Also, the HCC as a financing mechanism has been analyzed by
multilateral agencies at different levels of academia (Patrinos 2008). This article
is the first to evaluate the HCC for Chile, in order to analyze the feasibility of
implementing these contracts massively.

2. Theoretical Model for HCC Valuation
The theoretical framework to analyze the feasibility of the HCC will be that
suggested by Palacios (2004), improved with the inclusion of dropout risk. Let
PVI be the present value of income, and u, a,d the costs related to nonemployment25, administration and default, respectively, then HCC value will be
given by:
HCCV = γ ∙ PVI ∙ 1 − u − a − d

(1)

Where the HCC value is given by the present value of the portion, a percentage
γ, from the income cash flow an individual generates and commits to the HCC,
discounted by the probability of person being without employment,
administration costs, and the probability of not being able to corroborate income
information, which in this case we will call default. Assuming continuous
compounding, the present value of income will be rewritten as:
Using preceding expression, and assuming that markets are competitive and
there are no profits (π = HCCV − C = 0, and C stands for the financed amount), an
expression can be found to determine the income to commit on the part of the
student:

25

Non-employment, u, should not be limited exclusively to the unemployment rate as it
should include any state where an individual does not engage in income generating
activities. What is to be considered a productive month, in the sense of the HCC should be
clearly specified in the contract as well.
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γ=

C∙e

2

PVI ∙ 1 − a + d + u

To incorporate the probability that the student successfully finishes his academic
career without dropping out before achieving his degree, we assume the contract
does not have a preventive option which changes the payoffs of the obligation. If
the student drops out, the investor will receive the income percentage initially
agreed in the contract. In the contract formalities convertibility options can be
included in the case the student drops out for any reason. Dropping out limits the
income development potential and people who drops out exhibit lower income
cash flows than graduates do. Non-employment, and default rates will also differ
for dropouts from graduates’ rates. According to the above mentioned statement
(2) can be rewritten again:
=
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Where θ is the graduation probability s years from graduation; the GR subindex
represents the case for successfully graduates while, on the other hand, the DO
sub index represents the case of dropouts. The conventional limits for a HCC are:
not last longer than a mortgage (15 to 20 years at maximum), as well as it does
not make the student commit more than 15% of income (Palacios 2004). Subject
to those conditions, the contract behavior, as per equation (3) will be evaluated
in next section, using FuturoLaboral income data for Chilean HE graduates, and
CASEN 2006 data to build the wage curve for dropouts.

3. Data, Preliminary Estimates and Related Risks
FuturoLaboral data are best suitable for the evaluation of HCC in Chile because
they allow differentiating majors and allow estimating students’ income flow
during their first years in the labor market and the data also illustrates part of its
volatility.
3.1. Present Value of Income
For the graduates we use the linear continuous rate of growth between the
averages of the first five years, available in FuturoLaboral. To estimate graduates
PVI for Equation (4) according to Palacios (2004), taking h as the linear growth
rate of income. We have from Equation (2):
345 = 67 8 (97

:; < ('

=(9

(4)

In the case of dropouts wages an income equation was used built from CASEN
2006 data26 through a linear splines with a quadratic form of the age following
Mincer (1974) and further updates by Hungerford and Solon (1987) and
Heckman, et Al. (2006). For the calculation of the present value of the income
for the dropouts, according to Palacios (2004) we have:

26

Estimates were made for a Lumni Research internal document “Salary Curves: CrossSection Analysis CASEN 1990-2006”. The article is available upon request.
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a = 2 ⋅ g ⋅  K −
b =  −
2⋅ g  ,

 2 ⋅ g  y h' = h − 2 ⋅ Ad ⋅ g . Yd is starting income
where
when dropping out, g measures the deceleration of income growth and
represents the age when dropping out.

Ad

3.2. Attrition and Non Graduation Risk
The Cohort Retention Study – CNED (2009)27 shows statistics of the cohorts for
different majors. The probability of graduation within s years is given by the ratio
of graduate students in the last year to the whole population of students. Thus, if
for 100 students the time remaining to graduate is 5 years and 40 of them
graduate, the instant graduation rate at 5 years to graduation is 40%.
Proceeding in the same way if 61 students are in 2 years before graduation and
40 achieve the grade, the instantaneous rate of graduation to 2 years to the title
is 66%. Table 1 shows the number of students based on institutional retention
indicators for universities included in the CNED study. The assumption of
graduated students is done based on the projection of survival to the fifth year.

Table 1. Graduation Rates used for HCC valuation

Students
E(Graduation Rate)

5 years
100
53%

4 years
79
67%

Time To Graduation
3 years 2 years 1 year
61
61
56
87%
87%
95%

E(Graduated)
53
100%

4. Valuation of HCC in Chile
Other assumptions for HCC valuation are presented in Table 2. The discount rate
follows the average discount rates used by Psacharoupulos and Patrinos (2002)
(8%) and Meller (2009) (5%) to discount income flows in the estimation of
education returns. To the above rate a risk overcharge of 100 basis points is
added. Finally, management expenses are set at 5% of the investment. Then we
develop a sensitivity analysis to each variable in order to see how strong their
weight in HCC valuation is and to estimate the effect of the assumptions.

27

Available in www.cned.cl.
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Table 2. Main Assumptions for HCC Valuation
Var iable
Non-Employment

Remar ks
15.2% Weighted average College Gr aduates (Futur o Labor al)

Default

6.2%

2 Times the pr opor tion of HE gr aduates in the infor mal sector (CASEN 06)

Discount Rate

7.5%

Aver age Psac har oupulos / Meller + 100bps

Administr ation Costs

5%

Palac ios (2004)

The amount to be financed was set at CLP2 million (USD3,850) from the
weighted average of the annual tuition following the Indices database from the
CNE for 2009 (CLP2.3 million or USD4,420). We followed 15 majors replicating
the presentation of Meller (2009) and an extra major was included due to their
relevance in the previous analysis (Mining Engineering and Geology).
Equation (3) is evaluated by incorporating the calculations of the present value of
income described in Equations (4) and (5) and results are presented for the HCC
for different time lengths to graduation from 5 years to 1 year to graduation. The
results of the percentages to commit in each HCC are presented in Table 3 for
the valuation of contracts with 5 and 10 years payment periods.

Table 3. γ% of Income to Commit in a HCC (s years to graduate – K = 5 , 10)
Repayment Period (K) - 5 Years
Time to Graduation
s=1
s=2
s=3 s=4 s=5
Mining Engineering
3%
6%
11% 16% 25%
Geology
3%
7%
12% 18% 28%
Industrial Eng.
4%
10% 17% 26%
Civil Engineering
4%
10% 17% 27%
Medicine
5%
10% 17% 27%
Law
5%
11% 19% 29%
Comercial Eng.
6%
13% 21%
Odontology
6%
13% 22%
Civil Works Eng.
6%
13% 23%
Agronomy
7%
17% 28%
Accounting
8%
17% 29%
Architecture
8%
18% 30%
Nursing
8%
19%
Psychology
9%
20%
Elementary Education 14%

Repayment Period (K) - 10 Years
Time to Graduation
s=1
s=2
s=3
s=4
s=5
1%
3%
5%
8%
12%
2%
3%
6%
9%
14%
2%
4%
7%
12% 17%
2%
4%
7%
12% 17%
2%
4%
7%
11% 17%
2%
4%
7%
11% 17%
3%
6%
10% 16% 23%
3%
6%
10% 15% 22%
3%
6%
10% 16% 24%
3%
7%
12% 18% 26%
4%
8%
14% 22%
4%
8%
14% 21%
5%
10% 18% 27%
4%
9%
15% 23%
8%
18% 29%

As our first result, we find HCC being able to finance HE for all majors considered
when students are in their last year before graduation, independently of the
repayment period chosen. Increasing the repayment period enhances the ability
of the HCC to finance HE and in the case of Mining Engineering and Geology,
HCC are able to finance the whole college tuition if it was to last 5 years, while in
Geology and Industrial Engineering it could finance up to 4 years with full
recovery of costs associated to investment. In comparative terms, the CAE offers
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up to 16 years repayment period so the periods we analyzed are within the range
of other instruments.
An important point to note is that the HCC should not be discarded at first sight
based on the reason the percentage here shown is too high. An investment fund
in human capital can be structured without pursuing a risk-adjusted return as we
analyze here. Human Capital funds pursuing different goals (i.e. philanthropic)
can also be structured, in which case the interest rate used to discount the cash
flows will be lower and still, more resources would be recovered than through a
scholarship scheme, allowing funding more students in a dynamic basis.
The results of the percentage of income to commit in the case in which the
instant graduation rate is 100% at 5 years to graduation are presented in Table
4. This occurs because the effect of dropout risk is maximum when the
graduation date is far.

Table 4. γ% of Income to Commit in a HCC and Attrition Risk
Time to Graduation (s)
Repayment Period (K)

Time to Graduation (s) - 5
Years
K=5

K = 10

Time to Graduation (s) - 1 Year
K=5

K = 10

E(Graduation)

100%

53%

100%

53%

100%

95%

100%

95%

Mining Engineering

18%

25%

8%

12%

2.57%

2.71%

1.18%

1.25%

Geology

20%

28%

10%

14%

2.87%

3.03%

1.45%

1.53%

Industrial Eng.

29%

13%

17%

4.14%

4.35%

1.85%

1.94%

Civil Engineering

29%

13%

17%

4.25%

4.46%

1.83%

1.92%

Medicine

30%

12%

17%

4.29%

4.51%

1.78%

1.87%

Law

12%

17%

4.67%

4.89%

1.80%

1.89%

Comercial Eng.

17%

23%

5.33%

5.58%

2.51%

2.63%

Odontology

17%

22%

5.49%

5.75%

2.41%

2.52%

Civil Works Eng.

18%

24%

5.65%

5.91%

2.61%

2.74%

Agronomy

20%

26%

7.19%

7.48%

2.94%

3.07%

Accounting

25%

7.33%

7.62%

3.64%

3.79%

Architecture

24%

7.59%

7.89%

3.48%

3.62%

Nursing

31%

8.01%

8.31%

4.54%

4.70%

Psychology

26%

8.69%

9.00%

3.82%

3.97%

13.86% 14.14%

7.98%

8.09%

Elementary Education

Source: Lumni Research calculations.

Conclusion
Given the information from FuturoLaboral and the construction of a simple model
for HCC valuation, we find that HCC can partially finance all majors considered,
and that some majors could be totally financed under some conditions. As per
their characteristics in the labor market, most suitable majors to be financed
through HCC are those related to Engineering (Mining and Industrial) and
Geology. These are the majors with the best wage conditions, provided that
funds are structured in a diversified way, including several students, in order to
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achieve an average behavior. At the other extreme are Elementary Education
and Psychology, and Nursery.
Our valuation model includes the instantaneous graduation probability across the
studying period. This probability is a function of the remaining time to achieve
graduation. In the sensitivity analysis we found that the variable with more
weight in determining a HCC value is the present value of future income,
according to Palacios (2004). Also, in this work we include the probability of
graduating successfully and we found that this variable is the second variable in
importance in the valuation of the contracts. Also we find that the weight of this
variable in the valuation of the contracts increases with the time to graduation.
The longer the period to graduate, the weight of the probability of nongraduation could explain up to a third of the percentage to commit in the
contract.
Results producing high percentages of income to commit beyond the preestablished range (up to 15% of income) do not imply contracts should be
completely discarded. This exercise tried to find a rate of return to make HCC
competitive in the financial market and to pay a risk-adjusted interest rate.
However, investment funds that pursue different goals can be structured, such
as philanthropic purposes, or even extend the resources, pursuing to benefit a
larger number of students with negative rates of return.
HCC contracts appear to be an ideal instrument that allows students to access
HE, regardless of their socioeconomic level. In a HCC most of the risks are
transferred to investors who, at the same time, are able to recover their riskadjusted investment. Being able to attract investors, HCC increase the
availability of resources for HE without requiring taxpayer resources.
Furthermore, it provides the correct information for social and private valuation
of HE.

Annex
Figure 1.γ% - Initial Wage and γ% - Wage Growth (K=10 y s=1)
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Figure2.γγ% - Interest Rate and γ% - Financed Amount (K=10 y s=1)
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Figure3. %γγ - (a+d+E(u)) y %γγ - GraduationRate (K=10 y s=1)
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Figure 4. %γγ - Repayment Period (s=1)
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Abstract
The private higher education in Albania is a new phenomenon of the first decade of the
21st century. Albania, a small country with a population of 2.831.741 inhabitants28,
actually has 59 institutions of higher education, while 46 of them are private29. This
paper aims to present the results of a research undertaken on the legal framework of
establishment, expansion, and promotion of private higher education in Albania. The
objectives of this research are: 1) to analyze the legislation for establishing and
promoting the private higher education system; 2) to study patterns of private higher
education institutions; 3) to evaluate the impact of the private higher education sector in
the transition period. This research is based on the data collected by using domestic and
foreign legal legislation, official statistics, published reports and articles, and interviews
with 20 key persons in Albania. We believe that the conclusions of this research will help
to understand the features of the private higher education phenomenon in Albania, to
improve the legal framework for private higher education, to reshape the policy on
private higher education.

Keywords
higher education – legal framework – private education

Introduction
1. Analysis background
During 20 last years, Albania has experienced large political, institutional and
socio-economic changes. From a deeply isolated country of constitutionally
denied freedoms and rights and imposed atheism, it transformed into a country
of political pluralism, a country where the freedoms and rights of individuals and
minorities are respected and guaranteed, a country of free initiatives.
The democratic changes that occurred in Albania were also reflected in
education. In an effort to create a modern system of education, in compliance
28
29

2011 Census-AL, Institute of Statistics, http://www.instat.gov.al/, Accessed on 24.02.2012.
Public Agency of Accreditation of the higher Education, http://www.aaal.edu.al. Accessed on 24.02.2012.
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with the European integration processes, and the Millennium Development Goals,
the Government has undertaken an education reform.
The higher education in Albania has a 65 years history. From 1947 when the first
higher education institution was established till 2002, higher education was
offered only by the public institutions. Higher education was a guarantee for a
secure job and stable income, but the right to higher education was limited to
people close to the system.
The change of the political regime at the beginning of 90-s and the free market
economy created conditions to the growth and expansion of the higher education
sector in Albania. Actually everyone has the right to higher education30.
Massivization and liberalization are two main trends of the higher education. In
the last 10 years, has seen an increase in the number of students and higher
education institutions in Albania. At present, the higher education landscape is
very dynamic. The number of higher education institutions has noticeably
increased. There are 59 higher education institutions: 13 public and 46 private.
From 2002 the private sector in higher education is established and expanded
quickly. It is the fastest growing sector in Albania. During period 2002-2011, 46
private higher education institutioins and 2 public higher education institutions
are established31. So, in 2011 compared to 2002 the number of higher education
institutions increased 5.3 times with a major expansion of the private higher
education institutions. The number of students doubled. For a short period of 9
years the private higher education institutions have exceeded 3.5 times the
public ones, making the private sector important partner in education
development. In 2009, the Government has licensed 11 private higher
institutions. (See Table 1 and 2)
Table 1
HEI
Public
Private
Total

The number of HEI (Public & Private)32
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
11
11
11
12
12
1
2
4
7
15
12
13
15
19
27

Table 2

New entries in HEI (Public & Private)33
HEI

Public & Private
Public
Private

2004-2005
16588
16001
587

2005-2006
18161
17428
733

2007
13
15
28

2008
13
23
36

New entries
2006-2007 2007-2008
21498
17453
4045

23322
19577
3745

2009
13
34
47

2010
13
37
50

2008-2009
26201
22363
3838

2011
13
46
59

20092010
30651
26143
4508

Private higher education institutions in Albania mostly offer study programs in
four main fields: economics, law, social science and nursing.
Study programs of private higher education institutions do not differ so much
from one institution to another. Vast parts of the HEI, which operates in Tirana,
Albania's capital, offer study programs in law and economics. Due to lack of
experience and tradition, study programs, in many cases, are duplicated from
30

Constitution of Republic of Albania, 1998, article 57, point 1.
Public Agency of Accreditation of the higher Education, http://www.aaal.edu.al Accessed on 24.02.2012.
32
Idem.
33
Idem.
31
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the programs of the public universities or from universities of the developed
countries. This process without proper adjustment has resulted in curricula that
is inappropriate and often confusing.
Majority of private higher education institutions are teaching institutions, while
research is more individual than institutional activity.
Table 3 The number of students based on fields of study (Public & Private)34
No
Academic years
Fields of study
2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008
63257
74747
86863
90606
Total
19705
21737
8933
8433
1
Education Sciences
5343
5762
17727
16502
2
Humanities and arts
19365
23456
26521
33499
3
Social, Business and Law
1093
1442
8345
7106
4
Natural Sciences
5227
6023
6846
7844
5
Engineering sciences
4921
6921
7372
7595
6
Agriculture and Veterinary
5364
6301
8855
9094
7
Health and Welfare
2239
3105
2264
533
8
Services

2008-2009
93139
8300
13012
33672
7745
9102
8860
11292
1156

2009-2010
122326
9208
18331
46592
8807
12942
10085
14929
1432

Taking into the consideration the number of the higher education institutions, the
following question arises: why too many (59) (so many?) higher education
institutions in a small country with a small population (2.8 million)?
The establishment of private higher education institutions in Albania was
generated by many reasons following the new political and economical situation
at the beginning of 90-s and especially the Government policy in the first decade
of the 21-st century.
The financial reality that Government cannot supply at higher education level due
to insufficient recourses is behind the “boom” of growing the private sector.
The lack of the job places is another reason that pushes people into higher
education. Instead to keep young people at home, parents prefer to send them
to study in higher education institutions, hoping that better qualification will help
to find a job.
The Albanian Government has no clear strategy regarding the development of
the private higher education. The process of liberalization has been developing so
far without a regulatory regime.
One of the possible reasons for the ” boom” of the higher education in Albania
could be the traditionally high prestige of higher education for the average
Albanian citizens because it is traditionally associated with access to secure job
and life, higher social layers and prestige.
On the other hand, new economic and social realities called for new professions
and required an entirely new set of skills.
At the same time, higher education could be considered as an area of potential
profit for private institutions of higher education that in 95% are for-profit
organizations. Various businesses have seen the higher education sector as a
source of a profit with low investment. Exempt from VAT, private higher
institutions "bloom" in a market economy in transition. State control mechanisms
34

Idem.
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over private higher education are very soft, as education, regardless of who
provides is a "public good".
As the public higher institutions accept students based on quotas and merit, a
number of candidates cannot be accepted. So, they find the possibility to fulfil
their aspiration in the private higher education institutions.
The better infrastructure and the flexible programs, provided by the private
higher education institutions compared to the public ones are factors that attract
students to enrol there. (reasons why they enrol there .
“Diplomania” is an Albanian phenomenon. According to the official statisticsis,
unemployment in Albania in the third trimester(?) of 2011 was 13.25 %35. For
one plase there are many candidates and admission requerements are
increasing. The higher education diploma is a requirement for almost every job.
In this situation, people aim to get two or three diplomas as a guarantee for a
job.

2. Research methodology
The research methodology is based on quality research methods: documentation
analyses and interviewing.
The method for analysing the information was content analysis. A documentation
analysis involved reviewing all readily available materials. For the purpose of this
research we analyzed legislative and regulative framework included law for
higher education, decisions of Council of Ministers, ministerial orders; state tax
policies, and governmental policy documents, like government program (20092013) and strategy of higher education (2008-2013).
In-depth interview with key persons of the higher education sector was another
source of data gathering. Personal interviews with 20 key persons were used as a
way to get in-depth and comprehensive information. The interviewed people
divided in five groups: a) three officials of the Ministry of Education and Science,
b) three officials of Public Agency for the Accreditation of Higher Education, c)
three members of the National Council of Higher Education and Science, d) six
officials of public higher education institutions, and e) five officials of private
higher education institutions in Albania. Knowing about their experiences was
very valuable way to understand their opinions in relation to the phenomenon of
the private education in Albania.
Purpose of interviews was to gather information that is not publicly available and
to generate insights on the issue of the private higher education. The interview
was semi structured and questions were prepared in advance. The type of the
questions was selected according to the research objectives. The interviews were
face to face.
Interviews were tape recorded because of the open ended questions. Tape
recording allowed having people’s explanations and opinions obtained in a
shorter period of time. In some cases people provided more information than
expected, which was very helpful for the research. Since the interviews were
based on open ended questions, the results were transcribed and codified in
35

Institute of Statistics, http://www.instat.gov.al/ Accessed on 24.02.2012.
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order to develop the data analysis. Answers were codified according to the most
common responses provided by interviewees; therefore, the information was
classified into answer categories.

3. The legal framework and institutional patterns of the private
higher education
The participation of Albania in the Bologna Process (2003), as well as signing of
the Stabilization and Association Agreement with EU Member States (2006), has
imposed on the Albanian government the demand that higher education should
be reformed in accordance with the objectives of the Bologna Process and that
education legislation should approach the European one.
In this context, Albanian governmental policies towards the promotion of private
sector of higher education have moved by providing it:
- A legal framework for establishing, organizing and promoting HEIs;
- A supportive regulatory framework, where Ministry of Education and Sciences
(MOES) through its mechanisms, and especially Public Agency of Accreditation
of Higher Education (PAAHE), implement the process of licensing, evaluation
and accreditation of private HEIs and their study programs;
- Favourable tax policies; private HEIs do not pay the value added tax VAT
because of the amendment of the "On Law no 7928, dated 27.04. 1995 "On
Value Added Tax" with Law no 10215, dated 21.01. 2010;
- Favourable policies for students; the government is preparing a financial reform
for the higher education, which consists in giving grants to students, who then
have the right to choose which HEI they want to attend. This reform is planned
to be implemented in 2013.
On the base of our legal analyses are four dimensions of the private institutions:
legal ownership, mission, governance, and funding.
3.1 Legal form of ownership
The Law no. 9741, 21.5.2007 "On Higher Education in the Republic of Albania"
(amended36) is the main legal act which regulates relations in terms of
establishing, organization, operation, management, financing, and quality
assurance in higher education institutions, either public or private. This
document contains a special chapter37 that indicates provisions on establishing
and licensing of private higher education institutions, provisions on opening,
closing and reorganisation of education programs an organization of studies at
private HEIs. Based on this law, MOES has issued the Instruction No. 11, date
28.02.2011 “On Procedures and Documentation for the Establishing of a Private
HEI, on Opening of the Study Program for the First and Second Cycles, Nonuniversity Vocational Study Programs and Procedures of Suspension and
Revocation of the Licence”.

36

Amended by Law No. 9832, date 12.11.2007, by Law No. 10307, date 27.07.2010, by Law No. 10493, date
15.12. 2011.
37
Law no. 9741, 21.5.2007 "On Higher Education in the Republic of Albania" (amended). Chapter VI, article
43, 44, 44/1, 45.
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According to the Albanian law for higher education each legal subject, either
domestic or foreign, has the right to require the licensing of a private HEI. The
subject that wants to open a private institution of higher education presents his
project to the MOES, according to the criteria set in the Provision of the MOES.
The documentation submitted must clearly define the mission, the long-term
objectives of the institution, the study programs and the business plan. When the
Minister of Education and Science ascertains that the request is in accordance
with legal requirements, takes a decision based on the evaluation of the
Accreditation Council for Higher Education, which operates within the PAAHE.
Then it is the Council of Ministers, who takes a decision to grant the license,
which then becomes valid with the approval given by the Minister of Education
and Science for beginning of the academic year.
In principle, each private HEI is established as a commercial entity, based on the
provisions of the Law no. 9901 dated 14.04.2008 "On traders and commercial
companies", or as an NGO, under the Law no. 8788 dated 07.05.2001 "On nonprofit organizations" (amended). Only after it has acquired legal personality in
the first case based on the registration at the National Registration Centre and in
the second case at the district courts, this entity has the right to apply to be
licensed as a private HEI.
In the Albanian context, private HEIs are created as the capital companies
(Limited Liability Company or Joint Stock Company). They operate and are
subject to the rules of the commercial companies, despite the fact that they
perform the function of an HEI.
The law does not define the characteristics of non-profit or for-profit private
HEIs. According to the Law no. 9741, 21.5.2007 "On higher education in the
Republic of Albania" (amended), institutions of higher education are public or
private legal entities, with rights and obligations determined and provided for in
their act of establishment38.
From 46 licensed Private Higher Institutions, only 3 of them have the status of
non-profit organization, all other private HIEI have the status of commercial
companies displayed in the form of Limited Liability Company (LLC) or Joint
Stock Company (JSC).
3.2. Mission
Is still evident conclusion presented in the National Strategy of Higher Education
(2008-2013)39 that the higher education system operates as all HEI are alike.
Compared with the three major types of private institutional goals: religiouscultural, elite/semi-elite and demand-absorbing/non elite40, we can classify the
private institutions in Albania as demand-absorbing/non –elite. They aim to
respond to excess demand, are low-cost and lack prestige and influence.
HEI missions’ differentiation is a necessity. Determination of the different
missions in response to the country development needs and taking into the

38

Law no. 9741, 21.5.2007 "On Higher Education in the Republic of Albania" (amended). Article 4, point 2.
National Strategy of Higher Education (2008-2013) Available at www.mash.gov.al
40
Levy, Daniel C. 1986. “Private” and “Public”: Analysis Amid Ambiguity in Higher Education.” In Private
Education: Studies in Choice and Public Policy, ed. Daniel C. Levy. Oxford University Press.
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consideration the specificity of each institution will have implications for the
structure and the functions of the HEI.
3.3. Finance
The private sector of higher education in Albania is not supported financially by
the state. Financial sources of private HEIs are: tuition fee paid by students and
capital of the owner. Tuition fee is determined by the private HEIs itself. It is
expensive for the Albanians. There are no state regulations on this topic. The
only positive rule is that which protects students in the case of closing the
private HEI. The licence for the activity of the private institution includes the
liability, that, in case it closes down, it has to offer the necessary financial
resources to have all students registered in the closing institution complete their
studies41.
Tuition dependency and criterion of finance has most significance implications for
organizational behaviour. The fact that survival of the Albanian private higher
education institutions depends on the number of enrolled students has made
these institutions sensitive to student interests and the patterns of pricing. The
private higher institutions in Albania are not subject of strict financial
governmental regulations. The main problem in the field of the private higher
education is the phenomenon of the tax evasion: unpaid social insurance and
speculation with asset values in institution balance sheet.
3.4. Governance
Governmental regulatory role is by and large limited to licensing and ascertaining
the quality of educational services. The private universities in Albania are
autonomous.
According to the Law for Higher Education, HEIs can be organized as university,
academy, vocational college, high education school and interuniversity centre.
This law gives the descriptions below.
"University" is called the HEIs, which is a compounded and integrated structure
offering higher education, furthering knowledge, science, professionalism and
transferring knowledge in scientific, artistic and professional fields and
disciplines; provides education based on scientific knowledge and research and
contemporary technology; provides for continuous education, training and
qualification, and development of young specialists and scientists; offers
education programs in all three different cycles of education: bachelor, master,
doctorate, and is composed of at least two faculties42.
“Schools of higher education” offer higher education at the first or second cycle
of education. Schools of higher education offer opportunities for applied scientific
research and services in their respective field, pursuant to their statutes. Such
schools operate with at least two faculties43.
"Academy" refers to those HEIs that can offer education programs at all three
different cycles of education, and are composed of at least two academic schools
41

Law no. 9741, 21.5.2007 "On Higher Education in the Republic of Albania" (amended). Article 44, point 9.
Law no. 9741, 21.5.2007 "On Higher Education in the Republic of Albania" (amended). Article 5.
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offering opportunities for scientific research in their respective fields, depending
on the cycle of education and their statute44.
“Colleges of Vocational Training” offer education in various fields at the level of
the first cycle of education, in compliance with the procedures determined in the
sub normative acts. Colleges of Vocational Training are entitled to affixing their
activities to Universities, Academies or other schools of higher education. In this
case, their organizational structure is similar to the relevant faculties45.
Analysing the higher education landscape and especially the private sector, it is
noticed that 34 private HEIs, have the status of higher education schools, 4 are
colleges, 5 are academies and only 3 have the status of the university46. In
reality those private higher education institutions which have the status of
“schools” call themselves “universities” aiming to attract the students and to
increase the prestige.
The standards that make up the institutional governance and management are:
autonomy, organization of institutions of higher education, partnership, human
resource management, management of the activity of the institution, financial
management, management information systems. Analyzing the patterns of
management of the private HEIs in Albania, we can point out that these
institutions are autonomous, but as in 95% they are commercial companies, in
reality there are owners or shareholders who manage and administer the private
HEIs. The governing bodies have a formal function, which remains on paper,
exclusively in their statutes and regulations.

4. The impact of the private higher education sector in the
transition period
The existence of the private higher education sector in Albania is associated with
a positive and negative impact.
Private HEIs have contributed to meet the unfulfilled aspiration for tertiary
education of people from persecuted layers during the past regime.
Private HEIs contribute creating diverse patterns of institutions of higher
education. This diversity will improve the structure of the institutions of the
higher education in the country and develop a modern organizational culture.
National Strategy of Higher Education has stressed the need of differentiation the
HEI’s missions47. In this context, the private higher education institutions being
more flexible and having greater financial opportunities than the public higher
education institutions, can contribute to the diversification of higher education
mission.
Private HEIs, which want to create their identity and want to be competitive in
the higher education market, undoubtedly will affect the quality of education.
Their positive impact is perceived in terms of increased revenue for academic
staff working in them, especially for professors of public institutions. This double
employment, recognized by law, also brings a double benefit. On the one hand
44
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lecturers significantly increase their incomes and on the other hand, even private
institutions can attract more students because of the good quality professors
they hire and the qualitative teaching they offer.
The opening of the private sector of higher education is accompanied by negative
phenomena, which, above all, are caused by the lack of a strategy for
development of private higher education sector. This in turn is due to vague and
incomplete legal framework and the political influence in using the mechanisms
of quality assurance.
The focus of the programs offered by private HEIs in four main areas (social
sciences, economics, law and nursing), significantly limits the impact that higher
education could play in terms of economic development of the country. The large
number of graduates in these fields does not respond to the real labour market,
since the number of graduates is greater than the offered jobs.
The population of the private HEIs are students with low average marks of the
secondary education, students from new rich families, working students and jobseekers. Admission of students with low average grade or without any criteria in
private HEIs is an input that does not guarantee quality.

Conclusion
The new legal framework of higher education in Albania is an attempt to respond
to the new developments in the country, to approximate with the European
standards, to assure quality in higher education and accreditation. Private higher
education is regulated by broader laws: law for higher education, law on traders
and commercial companies and law on non-profit organizations. There is a need
for improvements and additions to the legal framework particularly regarding the
role of the private higher education in the context of Albanian society, the status
and patterns of the private higher education institution, funding, the models of
governance, and quality assurance.
Although diversity, flexibility, and very good infrastructure are the predominant
findings, we found that, in general, the private higher education institutions in
Albania are more hierarchical organizations, less internally democratic, their
missions are oriented to particular interests or clienteles, study programs tend to
cluster around fewer disciplines than in public institutions, research is limited,
and faculty is hired mostly on part time contracts.
We can underline the that the private higher education sector is a response to
growing students demand for higher education, to changing economy; it is a
value added for the education in Albania.
As the private higher education is created and the Government aims to support
its development in the future, there is a need for a strategy of development of
the private higher education and for the legislation improvements.
The clear vision, a good policy and a comprehensive legislation framework must
bring improvements in the following aspects.
- Policy development. There is a need to develop a policy on the private higher
education sector indicating the role and the contribution to the national higher
education goals as the absence of the clear statement of government policy
leads to confusion.
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- Legislation. To give providers a statutory basis for the status, operation and to
clarify their obligations as well as their rights and entitlements. The legislation
may also specify some minimum requirements that any private institution must
meet.
- Consumer protection. As the students are the main source of financing the
private higher education institutions, they merit receive a good quality of
education service. The legal framework must cover completely the topic of the
consumer protection.
- Public information. Regulations on public information will help students and
their families to choose the best alternative for them. At the other hand the
rules will help government to know what is being provided, will ensure that
public policy is based on accurate information about the activities of the private
sector and will create the possibilities to the providers to present their offer.
- Financial monitoring. One important motive could be to monitor the financial
results of for-profit providers in order to put a right balance between protecting
the public and encouraging private providers to invest. The strict rules on
stopping fiscal invasion are an urgent need.
- Quality assurance. Quality assurance requires the legislation be improved and
the Public Agency for Higher Education Accreditation to become an independent
institution that can better performs its role.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the importance of planning studies in Pedagogy
courses in Brazil as key instruments for building effective models of educational planning,
able to respond more efficiently to current demands of learning and citizenship. From a
theoretical and conceptual review of planning and strategy, the analysis focuses on the
sphere of education, seeking to clarify its specificities within the strategic planning in use
in organizations in general. The historical roots and evolution of educational planning in
Brazil are discussed, showing the interconnections between the need for expansion of
formal education in the country and the imperatives of developmentalist thinking from
the second half of the 20th Century in seeking productivity, efficiency and effectiveness.
The article also discusses the particular aspects of educational planning in Brazil with the
redemocratization process begun in the late 1980s, emphasizing the importance of
training in pedagogy which prepares professionals in this area for the challenge of
critically thinking about educational planning as a combination of aspects of technical,
political and community participation.

Keywords
strategic planning – educational planning – pedagogy

Introduction
The purpose of this article is to reflect on educational planning in Brazil, showing
its evolution throughout the twentieth century linked to the developmentalist
view of the period, and on its particular aspects currently as represented by the
Brazilian constitution of 1988.
Based on a theoretical and conceptual review of planning as an expression of
human rationality, and of planning as connected with government policies and
private initiative, an analysis is made of planning policies in the educational
sphere and its evolution in Brazilian history as of the 1930s. An important
component of planning at this time, which is societal participation in discussing,
proposing and implementing public policies, particularly in the educational
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sphere, is then analyzed. Within the school community, political and
participatory planning arises as a tool for participatory management of the
school, which presupposes a school community able to make a critical
and accurate diagnosis of its reality, a basic requirement for making a plan that
expresses the aspirations and demands of the community for inclusive
education and citizenship.
The article then discusses the importance of technical and political training of
education professionals in this process as essential agents in carrying out this
work, in order to understand, interact and commit themselves to the project, an
endeavor that goes beyond classroom walls.

1. Planning and Rationale
There is a vast amount of literature dealing with the concept of planning, always
seen as a process of finding the best possible coordination between means and
ends, between resources and objectives, with a view toward the best operation
of institutions, group organizations and other human activities. Therefore,
planning always presupposes reflection so that decisions regarding specific
actions to be taken, and needs may be provided for in order to rationalize the
use of means and resources (material and human) available. The purposes to
which planning is directed are the goals achieved by pre-established stages and
pre-determined deadlines, which may be modified in view of monitoring and
evaluation of the process (PADILHA, 2001, p. 30).
Moreover, according to Padilha (2001, p. 63), planning is a process that "seeks
to respond to a problem, establishing ends and means that lead to overcoming it
so as to accomplish foreseen objectives, necessarily thinking about
and anticipating the future". For that reason, it is necessary to consider, in all
areas, the aspects of the current situation and past experiences "of those who
plan and what is planned." Thus, the act of planning is an essential activity in the
educational sphere, to the extent that actions are sought which better direct
educational activity for a better impact on learning and education as a citizen.
By defining planning as the best possible coordination between means and ends,
we see that this act is only possible based on reason, which is a human
faculty that allows us to judge, discern, compare, relate, calculate, organize
and coordinate our actions with a view toward achieving pre-established goals.
Throughout human evolution, reason has ceased to be merely a subjective
faculty of men and women and instead has become an instrument that is
personified in the life of human being through the objects of work. In this
process, it becomes rationality, responsible for all acts of humanity.
Max Weber’s publication "The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism" was
the first major work to address the phenomenon of rationalization in the modern
world as a phenomenon which regulates the action of human beings in pursuit
of specific purposes. In Weber's view, rationality would be a main and specific
element of Western societies, observed, for example, in the constitution of a
country, a legal body, public administration and a group of employees organized
according to rational principles.
According to Barbara Freitag (1994, p.90), Weber postulates "as
rational any
action based on calculation and on suiting means and ends, seeking to obtain a
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maximum of desired effects with a minimum of expenditures, avoiding or
minimizing all undesired side effects”. Thus, capitalism itself, as an economic
system, was constituted as of appropriation of the capital obtained in a rationally
calculated manner, and it was by means of the Protestant ethic that this was
universalized, driving the system forward, based on freely chosen and salaried
labor in the greatest range of directions.
Frankfurt School theorists, such as Adorno and Horkheimer, also analyzed the
the
issue
of technical
rationality of
the
West as
a
process of
converting "emancipatory objective reason" into " instrumental subjective
reason." According to Matos (1989, pp.130), in Adorno and Horkheimer “reason
means triumph of the machine, of work of a useful and free nature,
mystified reason that comes about as instrumental reason, through which
nature, the free-useful, is plundered by the machine and by work ".

2. The Concept of Planning
The idea of planning emerged in the late nineteenth century in England, primarily
linked to the sprawl of cities. In response to dizzying and chaotic growth of the
main European cities of that time, city planning was sought with a view toward
better quality of life for inhabitants by means of rationalizing the operation of
these areas. Planning thus emerged connected with urbanism and architecture.
The economic centralization carried out in the Soviet bloc countries as of 1917,
for the purpose of rationalizing the growth process as of pre-established goals,
made the idea of planning also come to be used in the economic sphere,
implemented by politicians and bureaucrats.
The social and economic context was incorporated into planning by Europe and
the United States in the following decades (30s, 40s and 50s), with a strong
governmental component, stimulating, throughout the world, the creation of
agencies specialized in planning directed at specific regions. In Brazil, an
example of this tendency may be seen in the creation of bodies such as
the Northeast Development Agency (Superintendência de Desenvolvimento do
Nordeste - SUDENE) in 1959, the Center-West Development Agency
(Superintendência de Desenvolvimento do Centro-Oeste - SUDECO) in 1967, and
the
Southern
Region
Development
Agency
(Superintendência
do
Desenvolvimento
da
Região
Sul SUDESUL)
in
1967.
From a view of planning as a logical sequence of actions operating in a linear
way, the process comes to be seen as something in which development takes
place
through a constant rethinking of
each
projected
phase,
aiming
at permanent readjustment to unexpected situations. Originating as a notably
technical instrument, planning then comes to be seen with a strong political
component, due both to its great potential for political and social
transformation as well as a result of articulation of the most varied social forces
around a social project or public policies in the most diverse areas (Davidoff,
1965).
Thus, the planning process in public policy, as in the case of education from the
second half of the 1980s, came to require the interaction of the most varied
social agents as a fundamental aspect for it to be formulated and carried out. For
that reason, investing in social capital is vital so as to achieve an effective
process of participation in these processes.
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3. Educational Planning in Brazil
The process the educational planning of Brazil passed through clearly
reflected the political, economic situation and social development we live in.
Thus, the first manifestation of concern for a national education project, with an
overall view, took place only in 1932, in the context of the constitutional debates
of 1933, with the Manifesto of the Pioneers of New Education (Manifesto dos
Pioneiros da Educação Nova). That was the first diagnosis of the educational
situation of Brazil, highlighting that efforts made up to that time were isolated
and
performed
in
an
unorganized
way,
without concern
for
continuity. Therefore, "they did not yet succeed in creating a system of school
organization that meets modern needs and the needs of the country.48"
Important initiatives in the field of education were strongly influenced by this
historic
moment. The 1934
Constitution
itself, with
the "Chapter of
Education” and the proposal for a National Education Plan in 1937, aborted by
the Estado Novo, but once more taken up in the 1946 Constitution in the Law of
Guidelines and Bases of National Education of 1961, and the National Education
Plan of 1962 reflected part of these initiatives. At all these times, some signers of
the Manifesto were present and, in a very special way, Anísio Teixeira.49 "
Hence, the 1934 Constitution ended up implementing school boards and school
systems, attributing the task of drafting the National Education Plan (PNE) to the
National Education Council. Despite efforts to create the PNE, the Estado Novo,
in November 1937, dissolved the legislatures at the federal, state and local
levels, so the plan never came to be fulfilled.
The 1937 Constitution represented a setback in this process, insofar as its
chapter on education did not even mention the organization of systems, setting
guidelines or the PNE, assuming a highly conservative approach.
With the end of the Estado Novo in 1945 and the beginning of the democratic
period, the Brazilian Education Association (ABE) held the IX Brazilian Education
Congress, pursuing the objective of study and planning of national education on
all
levels,
according
to guidelines and democratic
foundations50.
With the new 1946 Constitution, the "Chapter of education” maintained the
organization of education systems and linked the income resulting from taxes in
the maintenance and development of education at 10% on the part of the
Federal Government and 20% on the part of the States, Federal District
and Municipalities (art. 169) and established the principle of cooperation of the
Federal Government with financial assistance for the development of state and
Federal District education systems, which in relation to primary education, will
come from the respective National Fund (Sole paragraph of art. 171 )"51.
48

Fórum Nacional de Educação. O Planejamento Educacional no Brasil, 2011, p.3.

49

Fórum Nacional de Educação. O Planejamento Educacional no Brasil, 2011, p.4.

50

Associação Brasileira de Educação. Carta Brasileira de Educação Democrática. Rio de
Janeiro. ABE, 1945, p. 33
51

Fórum Nacional de Educação. O Planejamento Educacional no Brasil, 2011, p.8.
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Although the issue of state planning was highly emphasized at the time through
the SALTE Plan (Health, Food, Transportation and Energy) of 1948, the issue of
education was not considered and gained strength in the Kubitschek government
with the National Development Plan. Popularly known as the Target Plan (Plano
de Metas), it was prepared based on the diagnoses made in the second Vargas
Administration by the Brazil-United States Joint Commission, by the National
Bank for Economic Development (BNDE) and the Economic Commission for Latin
America and the Caribbean (ECLAC). These studies indicated "bottlenecks" in the
Brazilian
economy,
with
30
goals
being
prepared in
five key
sectors: energy, transportation, food, basic industries and education. These were
seen
as crucial to
overcoming
the
existing
"structural
barriers", and
education was precisely the goal of number 30, seen as crucial for technical
training for development of the country.
Through the Target Plan, education planning emerged as a crucial aspect for the
development of Brazil, and constituted an important topic of discussion in the
Brazilian legislative bodies with the debate on the Law of Guidelines and Bases of
National
Education
(LDB). This was only
approved in
1961, during
the
Quadros government,
determining that
resources
for maintenance and
development of education were to be distributed in specific Sectoral Funds. It
would be up to the Federal Education Council to draw up plans for application
of each of these Funds.
The military regime, established in 1964 with a strong national-developmentalist
emphasis, strengthened the role played by economists in planning development
of the country. The cycles of the National Development Plan (PND) were
established, organizing diverse sectors by specific plans. With regard to
education, Sector Plans for Education and Culture (PSECs) were established,
such that for each PND in the military governments (three in all), there was a
corresponding PSEC, prepared with a view of education as an element essential
to production and consumption.
With the beginning of the democratization process in Brazil in 1985 there was
also the National Development Plan of the New Republic (I PND / NR - 19861989). The emphasis was on economic growth, on administrative, budgetary and
financial reforms, and on fighting poverty, inequality and unemployment. The
difference from the PNDs of the military governments was in respect to
the absence of the Sectoral Plans, insofar as these were already contained in it in
the form of chapters, such as education, in which it defined eight programs and
detailed their activities: Education for All Program (universalization of enrollment
and remaining in school children from 7 to 14 years of age); Program for
Secondary School Improvement; High School Equivalency Program; Special
Education Program; New University Program; Sports and Citizenship Program;
New Educational Technologies Programs, and Decentralization and Participation
Program. The 1988 Constitution inaugurated a new period in the history of the
country, insofar as the concept of participation became essential to the
formulation of
public
policies. The
plurality
of representations in
the
country, through organized entities of civil society, has become essential and
their voices have grown in importance as never seen before.
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Education policy in Brazil, under the new Constitution, took its first step through
the Ten Year Plan for Education for All - 1993-2003, which aimed at increasing
the number of schools and improving the quality of basic education, seeking to
meet basic needs for learning. In broader terms, it aimed "to ensure minimum
contents of learning to meet the elementary needs of contemporary life for
children, youth and adults by 2003."
By considering only basic education, after the approval of the LDB, educators
mobilized for creation of the National Education Plan (PNE) for the decade 20012011. After intense debates in the National Congress, the plan was approved
with the following priorities and goals: raising the overall level of schooling of the
population, improving the quality of education at all levels, reducing social and
regional inequalities regarding access to and remaining in education, and
democratization of public school management in official schools, in accordance
with the principles of participation of education professionals in creation of the
pedagogical project of the school and participation of the school community and
local community in school boards and the like.
From the above we can see that the educational plans of Brazil, with the
exception of the Ten Year Plan of Education for All and the PNE/2001, were plans
with a strong governmental aspect. This means that they were referred to short
periods, usually corresponding to terms of government. The second characteristic
is that they were prepared in government offices without the participation of
organized civil society. The last two plans differed from the others in these two
characteristics; they were prepared to cover periods beyond one term of
government, and they had, in their making, the strong presence of agents such
as federal, state and local governments, specialists in the area and the
participation of civil society.
Another important feature to be highlighted is the change in direction of
education planning, in view of the historic moment experienced by the country at
the time of their execution. From a perspective of education focused
on aspects related to production and consumption, which marked the
plans from the 1930s and the developmentalist character of the period, the
process of democratization of the country made the issue of participation of
society guide planning in the sector, inspired by the Citizen Constitution of 1988.
From a normative descriptive type of planning with a technical base,
simplification of reality and strong reductionism to conditions connected with the
economic dimension, the moment established by the 1988 Constitution gave
priority to strategic operational type planning, characterized by its creation in a
democratic and decentralized manner, in harmony with the aspirations of
Brazilian society and the possibility of supplying policy makers with more
effective tools for governance.

4. The Pedagogical-Political Project
The Pedagogical Policy Project (PPP) is an important instrument which gives
concrete form to the set of goals that the school community wishes to achieve,
with goals to meet and dreams to fulfill. Hence, the PPP, as a document
containing proposals for concrete actions to be implemented in a given period of
time, has ensured its political dimension by considering the school as a sphere
of education in citizenship, of subjects who are aware, critical and responsible for
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defining the direction of society. The pedagogical dimension is provided to the
extent that it understands and organizes all activities related to and necessary
for the process of teaching and learning.
These three aspects together, grant importance to the PPP as an important guide
for action oriented to learning and education in citizenship, based on
the aspirations and
demands of
the
school
community made
up
of
administrators, educators, employees, students and families.
There are many challenges in this process, and the main one certainly lies in the
importance of having social capital in the school community capable
of understanding the importance of this tool, and establishing a dialogue to allow
construction of an effectively collective PPP, the result of reflections and
negotiations established by the group.
Among the diverse agents involved in this process in regard to education
professionals, little attention is given to the importance of pedagogical training
for them which trains them for that work. training that is not only technical,
but also political. This will allow educators to interpret reality in a critical
manner; interact with the entire community in a way that is more committed to
the perspectives and demands placed in the Project; and establish a teacherstudent relationship directed to objectives clearly expressed by guidelines.
Thus, the role of educational institutions is crucial, given that professionals that
drive this process come from schools. In a context of low social capital, as we
find in most school communities in Brazil, the role of educators in this process
must go beyond the walls of the classroom, extending to the community as a
whole. Only a broader educational process, encompassing many different agents
involved in this work, can ensure their active and effective participation in
the preparation and implementation of the PPP. And this participation will occur
only to the extent that these agents are effectively mobilized for this purpose,
which requires advance consciousness raising as a result of critical reflection, for
a cause to which each person sees and feels himself as a subject able to bring
about
significant
changes in
reality. In
this
sense, the
role
of
educators trained for this work is essential.

Conclusion
The objective of this work was to reflect on the issue of educational planning in
Brazil and the importance of education professionals trained to reflect critical
on the planning process, especially on the pedagogical policy planning.
Starting from a theoretical and conceptual review of planning, the article
analyzed the evolution of educational planning in Brazil as of the 1930s, showing
how this process gave rise to a developmentalist view that was implemented in
Brazil in that period until redemocratization of the country in the second half of
the 1980s. In this perspective, education was seen as an instrument for
development of the country, focusing on production, consumption and the
pursuit of productivity, efficiency and effectiveness.
The 1988 Constitution brought new dimensions to the manner of thinking about
and planning education in Brazil, and a key element of this period was the
essential nature of civil society participation in defining the directions of the
country
through the
creation
of public
policies in
diverse areas,
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including education. The participatory aspect made for the creation of important
tools, including in schools, allowing the expression of diverse agents for
composing them in the sense of thinking in a critical way about their realities
and, in a joint way, projecting what these communities want for themselves.
The importance of having a social capital developed in these communities, which
allows agents to carry out this task, places for us the importance of
having education professionals trained for this purpose. And this action is not
only through the teacher-student relationship but also comprises the community
as a whole.
Thus, the relevance of technical and political training of education professionals
is essential for this purpose. And for that reason, pedagogical training that allows
an activity of social transformation, through community participation, is of
highest importance.
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Abstract
In the field of analyses of public policy, this research is situated and dedicated to the
study about the emergence of new actors of the civil society in the public space and the
attendance to the public policies of infant-juvenile with the state. The object of this work
was to analyze the performance of the non-governmental organizations for the rights of
child and adolescent in the relation with the state and the policy of infant-juvenile
attendance in the Brazilian context of unstable state. As results of this research, we can
emphasize the position some non-governmental organizations, as a social actors that
differs from groups and entities without lucrative interests acting in the so called "third
sector". Meanwhile, there are groups and organizations that criticize the inefficiency of
the State, putting the supremacy of the market and the civil society as potential
substitutes of the State. The political action of these organizations, characterized by
dialogue, mobilization, participation inter-institutional, that is aiming at qualification of
the state, the monitoring of public policies, the reinforcement of the governmental
management, and the reinforcement of the civil society.

Keywords
Democratic Participation – Social Policy – Rights of children and adolescents

Introduction
This text aims the analysis of public policies on youth attendance in Brazil in the
last 20 years, identifying the emergency for "new" social actors in the society in
public departments and focusing on the participation of some public
organizations in the relation with the State to grant full protection of children and
teenagers.
A new institutional reference of public policies analyses was used, basically
aiming the historical delimitation of the "scenario" or the instituted context of the
social policy proposed to children and adolescents in Brazil as it was presented in
the first part Scenario: democratic conquest of child and adolescent rights. The
study also identified some organizations called "public and non-government",
that work on the attendance of social policies, representing the society's
participation. Such social organizations were the basis for the theoretical
discussion on different perspectives that assume the role of interface among the
society, the State and the market, according to the adopted reference presented
in the second part The new actors of the society in attendance of child and
adolescent attendance policy. In order to identify the role of the society's
organizations in the attendance of this policy and build the scenario of such
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policies, a qualitative study was carried based upon the review of literatures,
legislation, documents and reports.
The process of institutionalizing childhood and adolescence as a reserved space
for the development and constitution of people correspond historically to the
economic, political and cultural changes that took place in the contemporary
State. In Brazil, the emergency and consolidation of social policies related to
childhood and teenager attendance can be put on a system in two great periods,
to be known, before and after the creation of “Estatuto da Criança e do
Adolescente” (ECA) (Children And Teenager's Statute). The main criterion of
delimitation between these two periods is in the infancy and adolescence
conception implicit in the juridical structure from these different periods: on the
one side there is the conception that represented the institutionalization of
infancy, as controlling tool used by part of Brazilian government, in the period
that portrays policies and conceptions from the early years of the Republic,
beginning of the 20th century until the end of military dictatorship, in 1985; on
the other side there is the period of democratic opening in the country, winding
up in the year of ECA promulgation (1990) whose idea of infancy and
adolescence got a status of subjects of rights - portraying the deep change the
Statute represented in legislative, normative, cultural and conceptual terms and
in the guidelines for public policies and services destined to the attendance of
children and teenagers in Brazil (Perez and Passone, 2010).
On the issue of social protection system, the institutional restructuring process of
social policies to attend children and teenagers guided towards globalized
competitive economy and economic restrictions presupposed a dynamic planning
as main goal for social policies and investments as well as a desirable
technological evaluation system for social and institutional actions. In this sense
the dilemma established in the 90's was regarding the conciliation of economic
growth and combination of State and Society's social responsibilities towards the
creation, articulation and management of public policies in a scenario lacking
public resources on one side and a social democracy demand on the other side.
In this scenario, the sense of collaboration, partnership and social media have
become usual vernacular to social policies managers, formulators and executors
whether it is in state sections such as "non-state" or "third sector". This way the
contractual space of outsourcing has gone thorough and been multiplied in the
social department and also the mechanisms of social participation in public
policies have been institutionalized (Dagnino, 2006). The participation of civil
organizations assumed a quite peculiar definition in the State's administrative
modernization process, based upon the social service and qualified information
on social policy attendance offer, on state programs decentralization, efforts of
public power and private section and better integration and rescue of systemic
energies through which the social expense started to be represented by a
managerial model of sustainable development destined to elevate effectiveness
and efficiency standards in social investments. This process represented, in many
countries, a fundamental remodeling regarding the nature of attendance services
(healthcare, education, social welfare, job generation, household and the like)
with the strengthening of private social activities (profitable and non-profitable
ones) re-organizing the interdependence between Civil Society and the State
with the emergency of a non-governmental public space potentially able to
intervene in the State (Dagnino, 2006; Elmore and Hula, 2001).
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Thus, it has been observed in the last decades the appearance of "new" social
actors in the social policy attendance to childhood and teenagers field, for
instance, the entrepreneurial foundations and non-profitable associations backed
up by new democracy and environmentally and socially "responsible" economic
market together with new social organizations claimed as public utility by state
entities.
From the theoretical angle the conflicts related to the implementation of social
services inside the society are divided in two big perspectives that portray
distinct forms of articulation among the State, society and the market. It is
possible to state that such perspectives dispute the hegemony of their projects in
the public space reflecting both a residual or liberal pattern and an institutional
and redistributive pattern (social-democrat) of social State in accordance with
Titmuss' models (1976) and Esping-Anderson's (1985). With a more liberal
angle, the private social service operate in the same market logic, in a dispute
for its own interests in the "non-state" field. The term "third sector", as an
example, portrays the maximization of the actions between the market and the
society. In this perspective, the market sustains social actions in the quest for its
own benefits such as the strengthening of the brand, tax deduction, social
marketing and citizenship of consumption, devaluating the broad concept of
society as the arena for political self organization. On the other hand, the notion
of what society means must not be mistaken with private public sector supported
by market structures or social goodwill actions, but it is characterized by
heterogeneous actions from social organizations that have the goal to participate
in the State through multiple ethnic-political projects whether it is through
creation of co-management spaces and proposal elaboration or executing
complement or policy implementation. In this perspective, the society
participates in the structural transformation of state-society binomial not being
restrained only to modern philanthropy actions and entrepreneurial citizenship.
As it was possible to state after the present study, the participation of society
has been highlighted due its capability of providing qualified information about
social demands and efficiently acting on public activities execution destined to
social demands.
As results, it is also possible to highlight the position of some organizations, as
social actors, being different from non-profitable groups or entities inserted in
the third sector or non-governmental public space. While in the latter there have
been groups and organizations that criticize the State's inefficiency and establish
the market's and society's supremacy as potential substitutes for the State, the
political action of these organizations characterized by dialogue, mobilization and
participation sense which aims the governmental capacitation, the public policies
monitoring, strengthening of governmental management, qualification of
electoral debate on childhood and teenager attendance policies and the
mobilization of the society and the market regarding the child and adolescent
rights.

1. Scenario: democratic conquest of child and adolescent rights
After decades of aid and bias-based policies, and for many times violent and
repressing, destined the attendance of children and adolescents the infancy and
adolescence matter reached the political agenda as a right. With the intervention
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of organized social movements and political representatives, an institutional-andjuridical new order for the cause treatment bringing back the significance of
childhood notion to the condition of a subject with rights and duties. The
articulation among human rights entities, NGOs, entrepreneurial foundations,
religious entities, UNICEF, United Nations, and the like, represented society's
wide participation who was mobilized supporting a policy of infancy and
adolescent rights.
This historical moment was widely recognized in the recent process of
constitution and strengthening of a "democratic" society and its respective public
space as political process originated from years of struggle against authoritarian
political periods reclaiming a social organization for civil, political and social rights
through social justice and juridical granting of citizenship rights.
As this period's unfolding, the National Constitution of 1988 redefined, in articles
227, 228 and 229, the position and representative of children in the society
acknowledging them as subjects with rights and full protection. The link between
the country's legislation and the international laws was thus established, just as
the Children's Right Convention, approved by UN's General Board in 1989 whose
principles "match in one legal body civil and political rights with economic, social
and cultural rights considered as complementary components necessary to
ensure full protection of children and teenagers" (Pilotti and Rizzini, 1995: 22).
Through regulation of the Federal Constitution the following legislations were
constituted based on social rights: the Children and Adolescent Statute (Federal
Law n. 8,069/90), Healthcare Organic Law (Federal Law n. 8,080/90); the
creation of the National Council of Children and Adolescent's Rights (Federal Law
n. 8,242/91); Social Welfare Organic Law (Federal Law n. 8,742/93), Law
Guidelines and Bases of National Education (Federal Law n. 9,394/96); Organic
Law on Security Food and Nutrition (Federal Law n. 11,346/06) besides the
recent integration of social services via Unified Social Assistance (Table 1).
The legislations started to grant the basic social policy guidelines with capability
of offering conditions to essential needs such as healthcare, education, culture,
food, sport, leisure and professionalization, considering access to social rights a
dimension of citizenship (Brazil, 1988).
Table 1
Social Protection of childhood and adolescence attendance in Brazil (1988 2006)
Social Policy's
Dimension

Social Protection

Main Characteristics
New political, juridical and social standards

Social rights

Federative Republic of Brazil's
Constitution (1988)
Institutionalization of childhood and adolescence as
subjects with rights

Children and
adolescents' rights

Adoption of Children's Rights
International Convention (Legislative
Decree n. 28 from 1990)
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Children and Teenager Statute (Law n. Decentralization, Municipalization, control and social
8,069 from 1990)
participation

Health

Unified Healthcare System (Health
Organic Law n. 8,080 from 1990)

Education

Law of Guidelines and Bases of National
Education (Law n. 9,394 from 1996)

Social welfare

Unified system of Social Welfare
(National Policy of Social Welfare Resolution CNAS n. 145 from 2004)

Consolidation of a social protection system
(healthcare, social security, education, social
welfare and development ,work)

The Children and Teenager's Statue, promulgated on July 13th, 1990 substituted
the repressive doctrine of 1979's Underaged Code and implemented new
political, juridical and social references, defining that every child and adolescent
have the right of full protection. The ECA expresses, therefore, the children and
teenagers' rights, guiding the system of right granting that came before the
attendance policy. The latter was constituted by four dimensions:
- universal basic social policies such as healthcare, education, nourishment,
house living and the like (art. 87, item I).
- the policies and programs of social welfare (art.
supplementary characteristic to those who need them.

87,

item

II)

with

- protection policies that represent special services of medical and psychosocial
attendance to neglect, mistreatment, exploitation, abuse and oppression
victims (art. 87, item III); missing parent, responsible, children and adolescent
identifying and locating services (art. 87, IV).
- and the policies of right granting that represent juridical and social entities and
apparatus of individual and collective right protection of childhood and
adolescence.
The Right Granting System supports all policies of childhood and adolescence
attention under three acting axis: social promotion, defense and control. These
actions are promoted by the Public Power (inside its scopes - Union, states,
Federal District and municipalities - and Executive, Legislative, Judiciary Powers)
and by the society intending to fulfill and execute what is presupposed in the
Doctrine of Full Protection proposed by the ECA (illustration 1).
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RIGHT GRANTING SYSTEM

Promotion : Basic Social Policies
granted by the executive power
(healthcare, education, households
etc.), and social action and
communication

Defense: Social Welfare, Guardian
Council, Special Protectional, Justice,
Public Security, Public Ministry,
Public Defender

Social Control: Council of Rights,
Councils of Children and Adolescents,
Guardian Council

National System of Social and
Educational Attendance and National
Program of Family and Community
Living

Illustration 1
Social-juridical Layout of Right Granting Systems
In this social scenario and institutional layout is where we show the presence of
new social actors who work in the area of governmental policies destined to the
offer of infant-juvenile full protection services known for its complementary
actions promoted by the State.

2. The new actors of the society in attendance of child and
adolescent attendance policy
In Brazil it is recent the perception that foundations and non-profitable
organizations form a group or a "section" with substantial representative specific
interest in the area of social policies. Despite this new activity of social sections,
the figures reveal that organizations defined as private foundations and nonprofitable* associations have been increasing: from 1996 to 2005 the
skyrocketed from 107 thousand to 338 thousand organizations, representing an
increase of 253%. Studies demonstrate the dimension of this section proving
that it was responsible for employing 5.3% of Brazilian workers, representing 1.7
million people who earned an average of US $440 (figures from 2005) a month
(IBGE, 2005). The significant growth of private foundations and non-profitable
associations brought up some debates on the redefinition of the State's role, the
focus of democratic participation, accountability and the ethnic and cultural
identity to the recent agenda of the society and politics (Brooks, 2004).
For Landim (1993), studies and debates focused mainly the role of non-profitable
organizations in the relation with other Brazilian society's sections, specially the
State and its capacity to resolve social reclamation originated from poverty and
social differences. Some of the debated topics included the organization's role of
making available material resources, its functions as agents, State's extensions
and substitutes and its capability to influence public policy, its competence,
effectiveness and potential to manage poverty, its contribution to the
democratization process, continuation and manifestation of ethnic and cultural
identities and the strengthening of local and transitional society.
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Table 2
Number of Private Foundations and Non-profitable Associations, according to acting area - Brazil 2005

Classification

Non-profitable Associations
and Foundations*
N

(%)

Professionals and Employers' Associations

58.796

17,4%

Social Welfare

39.395

11,6%

Culture

46.999

13,9%

Right Defense Advocacy

60.256

17,8%

Education and Research

19.940

5,9%

Habitation

456

0,1%

Environment

2.562

0,8%

Health

4.464

1,3%

Religion

83.775

24,8%

N/A

21.516

6,4%

TOTAL

338.159

100,0%

Source: IBGE, Diretoria de Pesquisas, Cadastro Central de Empresas, 2005

* The criteria followed to classify this organization group: private, non-profitable, institutionalized, self-administrated and
volunteer.

In Brazil the data display that 34% of the activities developed by non-profitable
foundations and organizations acted on the governmental policy area such as
healthcare, social welfare, habitation, environment, culture, education and
research. The associated activities such as community associations, community
organizations, associations of professionals, rights defense and citizen's interest,
rural development, employment and training and entrepreneurial associations
represented more than one third (35.2%) of the organizations. Other 25%
represented entities that spread their religious principles (table 2).
These data demonstrate that the organization's performance on attendance of
social policies reveals the heterogeneous profile of the society, attending several
areas mainly in relation to the State and public policies. Such confirmation
reinforces the need of redefinition of the limits between the public and private
and with it the "structuring of public scope and democratic quality over issues
regarding social classes that are outcast and tend to be social groups taken over
by activities of third-sector organizations" (Paoli, 2002: 259).
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Based on what has been exposed in this text, it is possible to observe that the
intervention of organizations on social policy attendance tends to follow the logic
of "civil modernity fulfillment, implemented with emphasis in the market field"
that has performed upon "instrumental rationality common in market
management" and the search for an "active, wide and volunteer participation
which realizes the miracle of donative citizenship" (Paoli, 2002: 408).
For instance, the Foundation, Institute and Enterprise Group, which searches
through entrepreneurial activities investment in social issues aiming the
generation of a "citizenship consciousness" inside the Brazilian entrepreneurial
class, is interested of by private organizations for the public world. In this case
the participation of these organizations are restricted to the strengthening of
third-sector entities and the defense of private section's social initiatives, keeping
their interests in the area of social organization and resource search.
In the matter of childhood and adolescence attendance policies, we identified the
project of Abrinq, a foundation that seeks to act as a major player in the social
policy scenario of infant-juvenile attendance together with the State, which with
the society altogether debate issues on the reality of childhood and adolescence
as well as the formulation, implementation and evaluation of public policies that
grant the enactment of constitutional rights. Among its acting proposals, the
support for policy formulators to plan, execute and evaluate infant-juvenile
attendance policies and also to follow up the budgeting process and its
execution, qualifying public debate and promoting the policy's social control.

Conclusion
20 years after the conquest of rights allocated in the Child and Teenager Statute,
the system of Right Granting holds the challenge of promoting defense policies,
attention in the attendance of infant-juvenile rights so that they are aligned with
several public and social policy areas. In the same way, the difficulties consist of
creating inter-sectors among several social policies, granting a communication
and an integrated communication network that functions as a managerial tool for
public and private policies and services, transparency of actions and public
disclosures thus granting continuation of programs and services, universality and
integration of this population's attendance.
The work displayed some possibilities of relations between State and new social
actors that attend social policies. Such relations can be presented as
complementary (co-manager in the State's power and decision structures, or in
execution and public service networks) or as public control, Ombudsman and
even as a State substitute. We identified Abrinq Foundation at a crossroad
between the actions of groups searching for a private interest dispute in the
public space and those of groups that refused to abandon the State and aim the
legitimacy of interests pertinent to everyone. This ambivalence spots an
ambiguous sense present in the disputes existent in the public space and also in
the actions of Abrinq Foundation, linked to the movement of State
democratization. With the increase of this actors' presence in the public space of
deliberation and monitoring of infant-juvenile attendance policies they have
represented the demand for new responsibilities over the State, for instance, the
necessity of management and control of state, public and private entities in their
several assessment levels. In this matter it is our responsibility to emphasize the
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decisive role that lays upon the State to grant a social contract which by its
authority and/or consensus, is able to assume the democratic mediation in order
to reform (technically, politically and culturally) the public section in a new ethnic
orientation towards other society's sections able to represent a political and
social consensus around welfare issues.
An advancement in this sense would be if Abrinq Foundation inducted its
activities to an effective institutionalization of municipal Councils for public
budget, aiming the debate on necessary resources to implement all programs
destined to infant-juvenile attendance beyond the modern social movement of
public control through the creation of public spaces that allow strong presence
and pressure from the society on the decision-making, strengthening not only
non-state spaces, but also public co-management spaces, it means spaces of
consensus construction necessary for decision-making, involving power learning
and the dealing with public affairs, which requires the participation of the society
in the power.
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Abstract
The objective of this research was the investigation of decisions that are granting
openings for children who are not within the age required by Federal Constitution and if
they have affected the right to education in the Metropolitan Region of Campinas, which
comprises 19 municipalities located in the state of Sao Paulo, Brazil. In order to achieve
the solution for such issue, a quantitative and qualitative research were made, but in this
article we will present only the results acquired with institutional analysis about
stakeholders' attitude (Government). The research involved 1,564 institutions
responsible for childhood education, regarding institutional analysis it was possible to
acknowledge that Parquet's demand for openings destined to children who are out of
required age is quite significant, more than 80% in a universe of approximately 500 law
suits, and it is almost always fulfilled by the Judicial branch that justifies the employment
of the right based upon an extensive interpretation that is not part of the Magna Carta
letter. This positioning hinders a successful effectiveness of the policy for it goes beyond
the limitations stated in legal texts (MAZMANIAN & SABATIER, 1996) and moreover, it
reduces employment of children's right to a mere opening at an educational institution
regardless its structure and Human Rights discussion (GORDON, 2008).
.

Keywords
child education – educational policy – stakeholder conflicts

Introduction
Although the right of education has been present in all seven Brazilian
constitutional texts since 1824, the means for its implementation, respecting the
Principle of Dignity and Human Existential only took place together with 1988's
Carta Magna letter yet restrained to ages from 4 to 17 years old, however
(ASSIS, 2009).
Targeting the advancement in the discussion on the implementation of the right
to education employment, we intend to work on issues related to childhood
education that covers children within 0 and 5 years old. To do so we are going to
present, peculiarities of the educational level studied, data related to the school
level inside MRC and juridical issues implementation of the right.
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1. Structures of Brazilian Educational System
The current structure and functioning of the Brazilian Educational System are in
compliance with the Law of Directives and Bases of Education n. 9394/96 (LDB)
which is linked to the Constitution's general guidelines as well as to the
normative constitutional amendments.
The System is organized in two categories: basic education consisting of
childhood education which breaks down into nursery school (children from 0 to 3
years old) and pre-schools (children from 4 to 5 years old), elementary
education (children from 6 to 14 years old) and regular and/or vocational middle
education (children from 15 to 17 years old); higher education consisting of
undergraduate and graduate courses, the latter is split into lato sensu and stricto
sensu. The Federal, the state and the municipal spheres organize their
educational systems under collaboration (art. 211, CF/88). However,
municipalities must act primarily in childhood and elementary education (art.
211, §2, CF/88), states in elementary and middle education (art. 211, §3,
CF/88) and the Federal sphere acts in a supplementary manner balancing the
educational offer (art. 211, §1, CF/88).
1.1. Metropolitan Region of Campinas: territorial aspects
Located in South America, Brazil is a federative republic that contains three
Federal entities, it means three autonomous political-administrative classes: The
Union which acts nation-widely; the states and Federal district are the total of 27
and act regionally and other 5,500-plus cities around the state (art. 18 CF/ 88)
that act locally. It is important to state that even though they are autonomous,
the entities keep legal meta-complementary relation, which means that in some
themes and aspects neither states nor cities have competence to act and/or
legislate. Such restrictions are arranged on the Federal Constitution and they
were determined by the constituent power (art. 25, §1 and art. 29, CF/ 88).
As of the Constitution of 1988, according to the law, states can create
metropolitan regions , urban communities and micro regions established by the
gathering of limitrophe cities with the goal of integrating their organization,
planning or the execution of common interest (art. 25, §3, CF/ 88).
After several studies conducted by the State Secretary of Economy and Planning
and population's opinions, the state of Sao Paulo created the Metropolitan Region
of Campinas (MRC) in the year 2000 which aggregated, in 2003, Agencamp to its
organization - Development Agency of the Metropolitan Region of Campinas.
The MRC comprises 19 cities: Americana, Artur Nogueira, Campinas, Cosmopolis,
Engenheiro Coelho, Holambra, Hortolandia, Indaiatuba, Itatiba, Jaguariuna,
Monte Mor, Nova Odessa, Paulinia, Pedreira, Santa Barbara D'Oeste, Santo
Antonio de Posse, Sumare, Valinhos and Vinhedo.
The region contains a population of 2,687,099 habitants that correspond to 1.4%
of the country's population. The charge of income taxes is not equal neither
according to the Human Development Index nor the GDP (MORAIS, 2007).
Morais (2007:31) states that the creation of Metropolitan Region of Campinas
gave to cities of the region a new identity, the identity of metropolis without,
however, taking their individuality and characteristics.
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1.2 Childhood Education in the Metropolitan Region of Campinas
According to recent studies performed by Unicamp's Núcleo de Estudos de
Políticas Públicas (NEPP) - Public Policies Study Nucleus - the Metropolitan Region
of Campinas is renowned due its pioneer tradition in the field of public education
for some cities in the surroundings are provided with schools founded in the 19th
century and in the early days of the 20th. In 2008, MRC held 1,564 childhood
educational institutions tallying 113,161 enrollments.
The number of enrollments in public and private childhood educational
institutions in the Metropolitan Region of Campinas has gone up in the last
decade, but the coverage in public institutions has decreased in both nursery
schools and pre-schools, giving the private institutions the responsibility for
attending 27% of the total nursery school enrollments and 19% of the total preschool enrollments (PEREZ, 2010). In regard of nursery school facilities amount,
the number of the private sector slightly surpasses public sector's number
(49%). When it comes to pre-school, this span is larger, although the public
sector is provided with higher number of educational facilities with 58% of the
total.
Such datum is worrisome since education is the State's duty (art. 205, CF/88) for
it displays that instead of a public institution expansion aiming teaching the
thriving of teaching and openings for all in the public sector, it is shrinking and
allowing the private sector to take over this responsibility. The scenario becomes
worst when we realize that the cities must act mainly on childhood and
elementary education (art. 211, §2, CF/88) which means that all institutions be
subsidized only by local governments without competition of state and country
when it comes to childhood education openings.
Even though LDB determines teachers who work with childhood education have,
at least, a high school and a college degree (art. 62, LDB), among of 7,726
educators only 6% has an elementary school degree and 20% with a high school
degree, but without the specialization called "normal" which would make them
capable of teaching at childhood schools and the first grades of elementary
schools though (PEREZ, 2010), thus hindering the quality of pedagogical
activities to be applied on childhood education mainly because it is a stage that
requires from only one professional the ability to fully develop the child's
physicality, psychology, intellect and social interaction (art. 28, LDB).
Besides, it is important to highlight that teacher do not always work with
childhood education exclusively. In the case of MRC 7.5% still work at different
stages (elementary and high school), contributing to teaching quality downfall.

2. Childhood
requirements

Education:

the

right

and

its

effectiveness

The Brazilian Carta Magna letter states that all people have the right to education
and both the State and families have the duty to promote it and encourage
attendance backed up by the society, aiming a person's full development (art.
205, CF/88).
Besides that, the legal document also lists the principles teaching should follow
so that an equal, plural, free, democratic and high-quality education is ensured
(art. 206, CF/88). It is also important to be clear that openings are the very first
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requirement to grant effectiveness of the right to education, but the latter will
never be reduced to the opening itself.
Although education is everybody's right and a State's duty, because of the
state's financial, structural and professional incapacity to grant school attendance
and access to it, from 1988 to 2009 only elementary school could be reclaimed
by citizens so the right got enabled immediately, in other words, elementary
school was seen as a subjective public right.
Subjective public right "is about an acknowledged personal capacity due to
his/her special position as a community member which is materialized in the
power to enable juridical rules in an individual interest. In other words, the
subjective public right provides to the person the possibility to transform a
general and abstract rule inserted in a certain legal system into something
possessed as his/her own. The way to execute it is enabling the juridical rules
(objective right) and transforming them into his/her right (subjective right)."
(DUARTE, 2004:113)
As of 2009, with the Constitutional Amendment n. 59, the subjective public right
involves children and adolescents from 4 to 17 years old which means that since
the proclamation of the Federal Constitution until 2009 childhood education could
not have openings with teaching excellence reclaimed. From 2009 and on, only
children at pre-school age can reclaim the effectiveness of the right leaving the
nursery school-aged children (0 to 3 years) without this benefit.
Even though there is still this limitation in the effectiveness of the right of
education, any sort of judicial reclamation for an opening at institutions, whether
it is subjective public right or not, is attended by Judicial Power that believes,
when it judicially attributes to a Municipal, State or Federal Executive Power the
creation of school openings, it is implementing the right of education without the
concern neither of the reclaimer's access and stay in school nor the quality
teaching is being applied (ASSIS, 2009).
The Judiciary Power has performed an extensive interpretation of the Carta
Magna letter which instead of contributing to the consolidation of the right, winds
up hindering its effectiveness.
Facing this scenario we can raise this research's question: have the judicial
decisions that are granting opening for children from 0 to 3 years old in MRC
enabled the right of education?
It is possible to affirm that 80% of civil lawsuits seeking effectiveness of the right
of education existent in MRC refer to the openings in nursery schools. This
percentage does not change with the Constitutional Amendment n.59/2009,
beforehand and afterwards the demand is massively allocated in this school level
(NEPP, 2011).
For many times the civil lawsuits have brought as a justification for the need of
openings not only the effectiveness of the right of education, but the need of a
safe public place for parents to take their children to when they go to work for
they cannot afford a private educational institution nor a babysitter (ASSIS,
2009).
Considering the legal, administrative and situational context through an
institutional analysis (LOURAU, 1993) three principles that must be considered
when there is a need to enable the right to education were raised: a) the
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Principle of Dignity and Human Existential; b) the Principle of Legality; c) Checks
and Balances Principle.
2.1. Principle of Dignity and Human Existential
According to Sarlet (2007), the axiological principle of the Brazilian Federal
Constitution is the Principle of Dignity and Human Existential for the fundamental
rights are based upon it: "(...) we have for the dignity of human beings every
person's intrinsic and distinct quality which makes one worthy of the same
respect and consideration by the State and community, implying in this matters
a complex of fundamental rights and duties that ensure the person against all
and any sort of degrading or inhuman act and grant the minimum existential
requirements for a healthy life, moreover they provide and promote one's active
and co-responsible participation in the destiny of one's own existence and
community life together with other human beings." (SARLET, 2007:62).
Studying totalitarianism, analyzing nazi and stalinist experiences, Arendt (1975)
concluded that moral standards and traditional policy categories (sovereignty,
State, people and the like) get weakened in totalitarian States whose
bureaucratic government structure is based upon domination and terror, which
originate results that are incompatible with the dignity of human beings as
conditions to consider them as superfluous beings are created. From this
comprehension, the author's idea of citizenship gets strengthened defined as
"the right to have rights" (LAFER,1991:22).
The Principle of Dignity and Human Existential thus gathers all fundamental
rights and grants not only the right to have rights such as these right
effectivenesses. Being composed by them, the Principle brings in the rights'
characteristics: non-alienability (the right is not transferrable and nonnegotiable); impossibility of prescription (the use of right does not make it nondemandable); impossibility of renouncement (there is no possibility to excuse
such rights); universality (fundamental rights are respected and acknowledged
all over the world) and limitability (fundamental rights are not absolute, they are
relative with one another) (MORAES, 2002).
Among the fundamental rights composing the Principle of Dignity and Human
Existential is the right of education which can be found on the list of second
generation rights originated from the State of Welfare (MORAES, 2002).
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights does not contain the expression
"human being's dignity", but it is the document that premieres the principle and
its range. In the document the word "dignity" is found related to the word
"human" in several occasions with different compositions.
It is noticeable that human dignity is a sine qua non quality for one's life in
society which involves every scope of human and social rights. In this sense the
Declaration of Human Rights reinforces our understanding that education is a
composing scope of the Principle of Dignity of Human Existential not only due to
the text reinforcement human beings are equal in dignity and rights (art. 1,
DUDH/48) and that culture is essential to human dignity (art. 22, DUDH/48), but
mainly for the presence in the Carta Magna letter of an article exclusively on
education (Article 26).
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More than a human dignity scope, it is through education that respect for rights
and fundamental liberties will be strengthened (Article 26, DUDH/48), this
positioning is aligned not only with our comprehension about the right to
education, but also with the solution proposed by Arendt (LAFER, 1991) when
the concept was defined, in the fight against totalitarian States, thus recovering
a democratic public space and allowing full exercise of every human being's
citizenship in the construction and conquest of well-being.
We identified then that the principle of Dignity and Human Existential is attached
to social factors regarding duties and rights and, among many other, we
highlight the right to education because "dignity" is an inherent factor to the
simple existence of human being as well as the right to a worthy life.
When we talk about the right of education, the issue is on a right that brings
benefits to all in the society. The institution of status civitatis (VENOSA, 2005),
which composes status libertatis providing rights to men, ends up having a larger
dimension than that referring to individual, particularly, from the moment we
comprehend the effectiveness of his right as more than just reinforcement of the
same right, but his emancipation as social factor necessary for the development.
In this movement there is a retro-feeding process between objective and
subjective rights to education. It means the search for existence and
effectiveness of the right, as it is in the legal system, as a rule synonym objective right - strengthens individual educational searches - subjective right which strengthen objective right and so on so forth. One's benefit, in the search
for subjective right, is actually everyone's benefit not only while the searches are
strengthened, but in the commotion that is caused on society.
From this angle, comprehending that the right of education as a social right is
one of the dimension forming the principle of Dignity of Human Existence, thus
assuming a large range of educational concept. It means, therefore, that having
the right of education is not narrowed down to the right to have a desk in the
classroom, it is much more than this. We are talking about a space in society
that cannot be represented by the numbers of desks there are in a classroom of
a public state or municipal school, but a space that must be lived, acknowledged
and felt though.
It is also possible to understand that in this manner we are making a progress in
the defense of children's right in compliance with UNCRC - United Nations
Convention on the Right of the Child (GORDON, 2008: 164) whose main
nucleuses are: the right of life, survival and development; non-discrimination;
devotion to the best interest of the child; respect for the child's viewpoints and
the right of an adequate living standard and social security. Such nucleuses are
aligned with the principle of Dignity of Human Existential as well as with the right
of education and all principles inherent according to the Brazilian Federal
Constitution.
2.2. Principle of Legality
Having as a starting point John Rawls' Justice theory (1999), we understand that
the actual position, the definition of Justice conceived by a person that is
underneath the veil of ignorance, is of paramount importance for the
construction of an equal society since "it seems reasonable and generally
acceptable that no one should be benefited neither by faith nor by social
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circumstances caused by choice of principles. There might be as well a wide
consensus about the impossibility of principle adaptation to conditions of a
personal case. Moreover, we must grant that private propensities and aspirations
and individual conceptions about good will not affect adopted principles. [...] For
instance, if a man knew he was rich, he could think it is rational defending the
principle that many taxes in favor of common welfare were considered unfair; if
he knew he was poor, he would likely propose the opposite. In order to represent
the wanted restrictions, it is proposed a situation in which everyone is deprived
of this kind of information." (RAWLS, 1999:20-1).
Two justice principles are extracted by the author seeking Justice through
maximin criterion which indicates the choice of an alternative whose worst-case
outcome is indeed the best: freedom and income and wealth distribution. From
this perspective the public policies are pre-emptive actions before situations that
might harm the society. This would be the motto of the public policy elaboration
stage.
In this stage the Legislative branch decides which normative propositions will
prevail originating the group of laws and rules referring to each issue. Sabatier
and Mazmanian (1996) discuss a point of public policy implementation analysis
emphasizing legal imperative - one of the three imperatives present in the
process of public policy implementation according to Rein and Rabinovitz.
The Brazilian Legislative Power, when legislating about a certain matter, links all
nation to the legality principle, present paragraph 2, article 5th of the Carta
Magna letter: "no one will be obliged to do or not to do something unless it is
law.", which means that what must be done or not is present in the legal texts.
In this perspective the Judiciary branch cannot, nor any other branch, oblige the
Executive Power to offer openings for children from 0 to 3 years old as this is a
right of progressive amplitude and not public-subjective. In other words, it is
clear that education is everyone's right. On the other hand it is not correct that
the Municipal Executive branch have structural and financial conditions to attend
itself unlimitedly for the Constitution itself attribute the duty of taking care of
childhood education and elementary education exclusively (art. 211,§ 2 CF/88)
through the age limitation prescribed by article 208, I of the Federal
Constitution: from 4 to 17 years old.
From the idea that implementation is the fulfillment of a basic public decision,
Sabatier and Mazmanian (1996) emphasize the legal imperative in the moment
of the political implementation because besides the academics are ignoring legal
variables, they are certain that, as possible, the fundamental political decisions
of a democratic regimen must be taken by elected employees and not by chosen
public workers.
The authors also mention the possibility of revising the laws and that such
process is constant since they are dependent on the agents who have,
seasonally, the power to modify them (the agents are wither elected or
nominated with some period of advance). However, it still stands in the hands of
the Legislative branch or of those who make political decisions - normative acts
(SABATIER and MAZMANIAN, 1996).
With these considerations it is clear why it is not possible for the judge to give
the Brazilian Federal Constitution an extensive interpretation, saying that the
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right to childhood education, today, for children between 0 and 3 years old is a
subjective public right because this is not in the Carta Magna letter.
2.3. Checks and Balances' Principle
The Brazilian Federal Constitution states in its article 2nd: "the Legislative,
Executive and Judiciary are the Union's Powers, independent and harmonic
among one another". Harmony's and independence's characteristics originate
Check and Balances' Principle.
The separation of powers as we know it today is the result of a well-developed
proposed institutional arrangements since Aristoteles' era, passing through
Locke's and culminating in Montesquieu's (MALDONADO, 2003), who although
considers the Power of Judging - Judiciary - responsible for ruling or pondering
(MONTESQUIEU, 1962) the actions of other Powers and also regards it as a
neutral power since he attributed to the High Chamber - legislative board formed
by nobles altogether with a legislative board formed by people's representatives
- a much higher weight for power regulation.
But the Americans, in 1787, frightened of a possible tyranny of Legislative
branch started up the Separation of Powers in the format contemporaneously
known. In Brazil, the Principle had been present since the Empire Constitution of
1824 (MALDONADO, 2003).
The respect towards Checks and Balances grants not only the Democratic State
of Law, but also imposes limits to actions of the Powers that hold well-defined
activities.
When the Judiciary Power invades the scope of the other Powers, we can say
that there is judicial activism (ASSIS and RUS PEREZ, 2011), as the latter
ignores the limits present in the normative texts defined by the Legislative
branch as well as it winds up taking over the Executive Power in the decisionmaking.
When it comes to openings for children between 0 and 3 years old the outcome
can be a disaster, even though the Judiciary Power justifies its action through the
need of enabling a right constitutionally established for it quits observing several
aspects related to this right reducing it to an opening creation and enrollment
execution at an educational institution.

Conclusion
We ask: have the judicial decisions that are granting openings to children from 0
to 3 years old in the MRC effected the right to education? The answer is definitely
negative. Before what has been exposed it was possible to notice that the
Judiciary branch, when deciding the demands for the openings to enroll children
between 0 and 3 years old, had been ignoring the limitations of the constitutional
text and consequently gone beyond the limits of its scope, making the judicial
decisions substitute he political and/or legislative decisions. These are the
decisions that come from public people through which Brazilians exercise their
power (art. 1, CF/88).
But the disrespect towards the chain of powers and the Check and Balances
Principle is not the only issue. It is necessary to think of the manner rights have
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been enabled. Judicial decisions have granted only the opening, which means the
children's right to being beneath the school walls. There have not been concerns
about other educational principles, teaching quality, formation of teacher as the
responsible for the classroom, nor about the institution's infra-structure related
to its facilities and locations. There have not been equal access to educational
institutions nor children's stay in school (art. 206, I CF/88).
There is nothing to talk about effectiveness of a right when its realization brings
up other issues. The right to education is clear and plain, it cannot neither must
not be flexible with the stake of transforming itself into a crime against the
dignity of human existential.
The educational public policy cries out for an open, clear and dialogue among the
Powers that establish institutional context and that respect the law system that
carries in the principles of human existential, legality and Checks and Balances.
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Abstract
The Norwegian Mission Society (NMS) and the Malagasy Lutheran Church (FLM), have for
almost one and a half century been engaged in literacy and education work at different
levels in the Malagasy society. This paper is a part of a Ph.D. project about Norwegian
mission and education in Madagascar during the 20th century. The main data is archival
material, complemented by qualitative interviews. This paper focuses on how the
Norwegian mission and the Lutheran church contributed to literacy development in the
town Betafo. The approach is based on narrative literacy life stories and it explores
representations of the past given by pupils at the Lutheran school of Betafo during the
1950s. Some questions raised in this paper are: What kind of literacy was conveyed
through the Lutheran school, which was both guided by the educational strategy of the
mission and the church and the official colonial and governmental education policy? What
kind of literacy was conveyed through other activities, such as the mission’s bookstore
and Sunday schools?

Keywords
Literacy – Mission – Madagascar

Introduction
I was about 5 years when I went to Sunday school where I got some education, because we learned things
there, we learned the ABD. We learned ABD in order to know the A and the O and…That`s what we learned
in Sunday school. And we were praying. And when you started schooling…when you entered school you had
already learned some things, like the A and things like that…yes… certainly you got some beneficial effects
from learning at Sunday school.
(Farmer, my translation)

This paper looks into the involvement of The Norwegian Mission Society (NMS) in
literacy development in Madagascar in the 20th century. The Mission`s religious
and educational work was affected by different literacy practices connected to
both religious and political institutions, such as the Norwegian mission
organization itself, other collaborating mission organizations, the French colonial
government and the Malagasy government after independence.
Development of reading skills was regarded an essential task for the Mission as
illustrated in the quote below. Superintendent Bjertnes is in the quote referring
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to a letter sent to the French General Governor in Madagascar, where he asked
for permission to teach literacy in religious schools two hours weekly in areas
without schools:
I justified this request by various information on the situation in this area, and pointed out how impossible it
was for us Protestants, who build our religion on reading the Bible, to practice our religion without prior
education to ensure the teaching of reading in all places where no school is available. Reading skills was, in
other words, a question of life in the practice of our religion (Bjertnes 1923:14, my translation).

In order for the local population to understand the gospel, they had to be able to
read the Bible in their own language. The Mission`s eagerness to spread the
gospel led to, as in other mission fields, an involvement in developing reading
skills (Etherington 2005:261). The research questions of this paper are: In which
way did religious and political institutions guide the Norwegian mission`s literacy
work, and how did the Mission influence literacy development in the village of
Betafo through education and religious training?

1. Literacy as a social practice
It is difficult to find a precise definition of literacy which has many meanings
(Barton 2007:18). David Barton and Mari Hamilton (1998:7) define literacy as a
social practice. Based on their definition of literacy, literacy is in this paper
understood as social practices constituted by events mediated by written text.
Literacy events are occasions where the written word plays a role and are located
in time and space (Barton 2007:35; Barton and Hamilton 1998:23). Social
institutions and power relationships influence literacy practices and make some
more dominant than others. Literacies can be associated with different cultures,
languages and domains in life (Barton and Hamilton 1998:9-10). Literacy
practices at home, in schools and churches are interesting to compare. According
to Barton and Hamilton (1998:45), religious institutions assert a major influence
through their schools, and also through religious training due to the value they
assign to the written word. Barton refers to Gray`s definition of a functionally
literate person as someone who is able to “engage effectively in all those
activities in which literacy is normally assumed in [their] culture or group” (Gray
1956:24 in (Barton 2007:190)). Barton argues that functional literacy should be
seen from people`s perceptions of their needs and not from a universal fixed set
of skills.
In this paper, archival documents are used in order to describe relevant policies.
Narrative life story interviews are used to illustrate people`s experiences of
literacy practices. As Barton and Hamilton (1998:12) put it:
A person’s practices can be located also in their own history of literacy. In order to understand this we need
to take a life history approach, observing the history within a person’s life.

According to Lieblich, Zilber et al. (1998:9), personal stories are discovered as
well as the context and social world of the interviewees through a life-story
approach. 10 narrative interviews, where the interviewees were asked to tell
their life story before answering to semi-structured questions, have been used
for this purpose. The interviewees were accidentally identified on the basis of
class lists52 of students at the Lutheran school of Betafo during the 1950s. In
addition semi-structured qualitative interviews have been conducted: with 6
former Norwegian missionaries involved in the school work of the mission, 5
52

Skoleregister (1952-60)_FLM archive_Nordsynodens arkiv_394-395
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former teachers at the school of Betafo, 9 other former students and 3 others in
Betafo. For these interviews, the “snowball-method” was used.

2. Mission and literacy
The first Norwegian missionaries to Madagascar established a mission station in
Betafo in 1867. According to Fridtjov Birkeli they were pastors and teachers at
the same time, convinced that a true Christian life involved daily Bible studies
(Birkeli 1949:105). The teaching was after a while divided into primary school
work, and baptism and elementary teaching for adults. The focus of this paper is
on primary school and Sunday school.
2.1. Changes in official Educational policies
When the Merina regime in 1881 proclaimed compulsory education for children
between 7 and 15 years, most of the schools were run by different mission
organisations. The educational work of the NMS increased dramatically in the
highlands as a result of this regime`s policy. In the district of Betafo alone, 3000
new pupils were registered at the mission schools (Birkeli 1949:115).
During the French colonization from 1896 to 1960, Madagascar was subjected to
an educational policy characterised by “la politiques des races” and elitism for
the purpose of educating future bureaucrats who could serve the colonial power
(Esoavelomandroso 1976). The policy was also strongly influenced by secularism
in France.
At the beginning of the colonial period French was introduced as the language of
instruction, and schools had to be registered in the name of a teacher who had
passed a French exam (Birkeli 1949:212). Regular teaching in church buildings
was banned following a decree of 1906. The educational work of the mission
dropped dramatically. In the district of Betafo 100 out of 104 schools were
closed.
One solution was to build village schools. They gave elementary teaching in
Malagasy, maths and religion (Edland and Aano 1992:393). In the district of
Betafo there were 3 village schools registered by the Norwegian mission in 1939
whereas the Catholic mission had 1253. In 1960 the number of NMS village
schools had increased to 20 and the Catholics had 4854.
There was a change in the recognition of schools run by mission organisations
towards the end of the colonization period, and the educational work of NMS
expanded again (Habberstad 1965:57). During the 1950s protestant missions
created an intermissionary education secretariat in order to better coordinate55.
After independence the educational work of NMS/FLM continued to expand also
as a result of funding from the Norwegian Development Aid and the Lutheran
World Federation.

53
Liste numérique et nominative des garderies par région et districts avec leur effectif d`elèves. 1939. Archives
de la République Malgache G.556
54

Monographie de Betafo 1960. 1960. Archives Nationales de Madagascar 516
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2.2. The mission`s education work
The Norwegian mission has not a single school in Madagascar where religion is not taught: and why would
we need such schools! The government has never forbid us to teach religion in the schools and has never
occupied itself with our schedules. It demands that French is taught and apart from that we can teach
whatever we want (…) it seems to me that mission schools kind of have a national-cultural assignment. We
teach Malagasy reading and have Malagasy as a subject until the highest level of our schools. In official
schools on the other hand – at least has it been like that at particular times – all teaching, even the first
teaching in reading, is in French. (…) At a higher level we do a lot of French teaching of course: that is at the
same time useful and necessary: the French language is of huge practical usefulness in daily life in these
times: in addition the knowledge of it is absolutely a condition to reach any higher position (Schaanning
1921:50-53, my translation).

This quote is taken from an article aimed for mission supporters in Norway in
1921. It highlights the mission`s two-sided educational strategy, relating to
different literacy practices influenced by different institutions. The mission`s
basic engagement was to teach people to read in order to understand the Bible.
However, they were also influenced by the dominant literacy practice within
education at that time, imposed by French colonial education policy. This twosided educational strategy continued throughout the colonization period.
In schedules for primary schools presented at the mission conference in 1946
there is a 15 minutes sermon every morning followed by a 25 minutes lesson
about the Christian religion and faith56. It is mentioned that the schedules take
sufficient account of the official program, especially French teaching, and offer
sufficient time for subjects of huge importance to protestant mission schools,
religion and Malagasy. A plan for mission schools presented in 1953, states that
the aim of primary schools is to give children good knowledge about the Christian
religion and faith, and at the same time teach elementary sciences which lead to
the French primary school exam57.
2.3. Sunday school
The plan for the Sunday school is described in the minutes of the Norwegian
mission conference in Madagascar in 190858. There it is stated that every church
should have a Sunday school led by the catechist while the missionary and the
pastor should ensure surveillance. Teaching should last at least 2 hours weekly,
on Sundays in addition to, if possible, another day during the week. There should
be examinations four times a year. All Christians with the right to have
communion were obliged to send their children to Sunday school. Subjects were
Bible history, catechism, singing and reading from the New Testament. It is
stated that there should be different programs for children where schools had
been closed down and for those who got religious education in school.
Circulars from the 1920s and 1930s signed by the NMS superintendent and
aimed at employees in the Lutheran church, specifically mention that Sunday
schools should focus on reading skills:

56
Referat av konferansforhandlingene i Morondava 17.juni-8.juli 1946:170-179_ MHS_A1045_D_Da_L0622_01_konf_Mad_1946_b
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Referat fra den første ordinære norske felleskonferanse på Madagaskar, Antsirabe 1.mars-19.mars 1953:66_
MHS_A-1045_D_Da_L0625_02_konf_Mad_1953_a
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The Sunday schools have to arrange a little exam related to what has been taught the last half a year, in
59
addition to focus on reading skills .

From the 1960s Sunday schools had age-specific materials printed by the
Lutheran printing press60. It also had pedagogical and practical information to
teachers about running Sunday schools.
The mission`s printing press published various educational and religious material
in Malagasy. The list of books includes religious literature, stories and reading
books (Bjertnes 1923:28). Journals and magazines for children, youth and adults
were published and distributed to church employees.

3. The case of Betafo
Betafo is situated in the center of Madagascar, 25 kilometers west of Antsirabe,
the capital of the highland region of Vakinankaratra (Bied-Charreton 1968:4).
Vakinankaratra was under control of the Merina kingdom and Betafo was the
capital in the region at that time housing Merina governors from 1882
(Esoavelomandroso 1989-90:308). Betafo lost its position as the capital of the
region to Antsirabe during the 20th century.
The population in the area was 10 927 in 1965 of which about 2 000 lived in the
urban center of Betafo and were considered non-farmers (Bied-Charreton
1968:15-16). Employees were working in a rice planting firm, mechanics,
carpenters, shop workers, hotel staff, municipality workers, traders and some
were employed by the Catholic and Norwegian missions as well.
The Norwegian missionaries started educational work when they arrived in 1867
(Birkeli 1949:61-63). The public school was created in 1897 and the Catholic
school in 191261. In 1968 there were a total of 2 574 pupils in the district of
Betafo, of which 700 belonged to public schools, 518 to Lutheran schools, 1 212
to Catholic schools and 144 to independent schools (Bied-Charreton 1968:16).
The missions also had village schools in the district where some children started
school before continuing on higher levels in Betafo.
Until this day, there has been no bookstore in Betafo, except for the Missions’
bookstores at the schools that sold schoolbooks and religious literature. The
closest bookstores (Catholic and Lutheran) are situated in Antsirabe, and
sometimes they brought books for the Monday market in Betafo. Nor were there
any libraries, and journals and magazines were not available on a daily basis.
However, the mission`s postal system have existed since the 19th century and
the official since the beginning of the colonization, which facilitated subscription
to magazines and newspapers (République Française 1901:265).
3.1 Sunday school experiences
Those who were interviewed for the life-story approach felt that life was easier
when they were children; less people shared the same land. Their fathers had
various occupations such as farming, vocational, bureaucratic and church work.
59
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The public school was free, but school fees had to be paid in private schools.
Church employees could send their children to Lutheran schools in the same
district for free, at least for some children. The interviewees came from Lutheran
families and went to Sunday school as children, which was looked upon as a
matter of cause. In some places Sunday school was on Sundays, in other places,
such as Betafo, two times a week. The Bible was in focus:
We learned the Bible, they taught us church hymns, they taught us…they taught us to look in the
Bible…things like that. In addition to what we learned about the Bible at the Lutherans. Because in the
Lutheran school there had to be Bible studies in the schedule. There was reading from the Bible and they
told us: “You have to learn this by heart: For God had such love for the world…” like that. And that's how it
was in school and in Sunday school.
(Teacher, my translation)

There was a difference in Sunday school experiences between those who lived in
Betafo, where most of the children went to regular schools, and those who lived
in the countryside. The alphabet was taught in congregations in the countryside.
One of the students, whose father was a catechist in a church about 6 km from
Betafo, told that he learned to read in Sunday school. When asked about what
material they used, he mentioned:
The alphabetisation stuff. What they use to teach reading. That's what they taught the small children in the
beginning at Sunday school, like A…until they learned to read. And there was a board…things like that (...) It
was at Sunday school that I started to learn reading. And with the teacher at school I already knew how to
read but learned things like counting, we did dictate before, copying and things like that…
(Farmer, my translation)

The pupils had the Bible, hymnal and the catechism in their home as children. In
some families this was the only written material they had. Children of church
employees, and also some of the others, revealed that they had Lutheran
journals at home. A woman participant in this study had access to a lot of books
due to her father`s position as a teacher and bureaucrat.
3.2 Primary school
The interviewees lived up to 7 km from the Lutheran school and went by foot
every day. Three of them lived with their grandparents to be closer to school.
Faith was a primary reason to study at a Lutheran school with a sermon every
morning and religion in addition to ordinary subjects. Religion was always taught
in Malagasy, whereas other subjects and the books they used were both in
Malagasy and French. Geography and history was mainly about France, but they
also learnt about Madagascar. When asking questions, students could choose to
speak in Malagasy or French.
Some students went to school for 7 years without obtaining a diploma. Each year
they had to pass an exam to be able to continue on the next level. The exam was
in French and sometimes demanded things they had not covered in the Lutheran
curriculum. Those of the interviewees who got their primary school diploma
continued their studies. The others went to school for about 6-7 years before
they had to leave, often due to school fees. The interviewees had up to 11
siblings, and when they were able to read and write, younger sisters and
brothers had to get a chance to go to school. A woman told that her parents let
her younger brother go to school longer than her because it was more important
for a boy to get education:
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When I came to the 8 year at school my parents took me out because they couldn't afford the school fees.
So I had to stop there. But they continued to send one of my siblings to school because he was a boy and it
was very sad if he didn`t have any knowledge. Rather let the girls stop schooling. I was sad. Very sad.
(Tailor, my translation)

3.3 Functional Literacy?
The interviewees have done various things after school, such as farming,
vocational work and worked as bureaucrats.
For those who became bureaucrats, it was necessary to have diplomas. But it
was however not a wish of all parents that their children should have a life
different from farming. Probably, they did not wish to see their children move
away from their agricultural homeland. Two women had to stop schooling before
obtaining any diploma. Both gained money through sewing clothes, a craft they
learned in school.
Also those who stayed cultivating the land said that they benefited from school.
One farmer said school made him more capable of taking advice from
development organizations to improve his harvest. Another farmer said there
was something different with people who had learnt to read and write:
Education is useful. Yes. The reason is that we should learn in order not to…in order to know things better,
to be educated. When things have to be done you don't need to ask others. No problem, you just use what
you learned and then it`s okay. (…) Like when there is…things that you don't want people to know about,
that you want to do…If you want to do…like something that could be good for yourself. However you have
to send it by letter. Then you have to get someone to write it for you…and ask what it means…”That's what I
want to do… that's what I want to do and could you please help me with this?”
Did anyone ask you to help?
Yes, to write letters and for instance when they receive an answer they ask me to help again. And that's
shameful….”Mister, what does this mean?”, “I`m going to do this and that….”. That`s not how it should be.
(Farmer, my translation)

Apparently this farmer makes use of what he learned at school, and others in the
village come to him for help. This quote illustrates well that education can be
empowering and that lack of education might lead to dependence on others. A
teacher revealed that he had to take care of all things that had to do with writing
when working in a region with fewer schools. He also told that in a district where
the mission worked, people knew to read and write because they were taught in
school as well as in church:
In some places there are no teachers and no schools. You can go through 2 or 3 villages before you meet
one person who can write, who can read. Like that. I saw that in the region where I was working in the
north. You come there and in addition to being a teacher you have to be the secretary…you do everything
that has to do with writing because people don't have the skills. And when you come there and teach,
people start to learn. And that's why Malagasy people at the countryside don't possess that knowledge. But
in the districts where the mission worked people know how to read and write because the teacher taught in
church as well as in school. Yes, that's it. Then there is teaching to read the Bible in church, in Sunday
school.
(Teacher, my translation)

Literacy practices, offered to children through the mission`s educational and
religious work, were developed based on an idea of literacy as a fixed set of skills
rather than from a concern for people`s own perceptions of their needs. Literacy
practices were affected by an official educational policy and the mission`s
conviction. However, these practices gave children an opportunity to engage in
literacy events, which developed skills and abilities that could be used in their
life.
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Conclusion
This paper discusses the literacy work of the Norwegian mission in Betafo during
the 20th century. It combines the field of history and social sciences by making
use of both archival materials and interviews, which is enriching but also
challenging.
The basic aim of the mission was to equip people with reading skills in order for
them to read the Bible in their own language. People could use these skills also
in other aspects of their life. The content of religious training, its literacy
practice, was not primarily related to people`s life and improvement of it as
such. However, teaching and access to written materials contributed to the
development of reading in the mother tongue. Education was a positive
secondary consequence.
In order to equip students with recognized diplomas, the mission schools had to
adhere to an educational policy, which both during the colonial times and after
was dominated by a French system. Malagasy students should learn through
literacy practices using a foreign language and culture. Using a foreign language,
not as a second language but as a language of instruction, and to teach French
geography and history rather than Malagasy does not seem to promote
functional literacy for the majority of the population who lives in the countryside.
The mission had some choices regarding schedules and their schools offered
religion and Malagasy lessons through which students got access to literacy
events in Malagasy. Malagasy is closer related to their life and probably a better
tool in developing functional literacies.
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Abstract
This study investigates the interplay between individual and contextual variables during
teaching practice, and its impact on the personal and socio-professional development of
prospective History teachers. The purpose of the study was to survey how prospective
History teachers experienced the process of becoming aware of their emerging identities
as teachers, and to demonstrate how the unique, individual student teachers’ teaching
and socio-professional identities are cultivated in the learning to teach process. A nonexperimental survey research design involving quantitative data was used. A
questionnaire, adapted from Caires and Almeida’s (2005) IEPTP, was used to collect the
data. The data was assessed through statistical analysis, using mean ranking scores.
Higher levels of success were observed with regard to the professional and institutional
socialization, learning and professional development and vocational sub-scales. Lower
levels of success were found in the support and supervision and socio-emotional subscales. Ralph’s (2002) contextual supervision model and the exploration of feelings and
emotions are put forward as measures to scaffold, respectively, the supervision and
socio-emotional dimensions of becoming a teacher.

Keywords
Initial teacher education – Teaching practice – Learning to teach

Introduction
Higher education institutions offering initial teacher education (ITE) programmes
in South Africa require, in terms of education policy documents, that their
students take part in a teaching experience in schools, where they can interact
with the realities of classroom teaching and the school context (Department of
Higher Education and Training 2011: 8). In this study, the term teaching practice
is used to refer to these field placements of student teachers (STs). The ways of
organizing the teaching practice vary across programmes and institutions (Botha
& Nofomela 2010: 1).
The problem of this study deals with the complexities involved in learning to
teach. The Department of Basic and Higher Education and Training (2011: 18)
and Spalding, Klecka, Lin, Wang and Odell (2011: 3) have pinpointed the
complexity of learning to teach as a major obstacle to student teacher learning
that teacher education programmes must address if they are to be successful.
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According to Borko, Whitcomb and Liston (2009: 3) and Darling-Hammond
(2006: 1-15), learning to teach is indeed a “wicked problem”; not only because
student teachers learn to teach by drawing on a complex array of internal and
external resources, which are difficult for researchers to disentangle and
understand, but also because it occurs over time and is contextualised,
unpredictable and idiosyncratic.
According to Caires and Almeida (2005: 111-120), over the last three and a half
decades, different approaches have emerged in the study of the process of
becoming a teacher, trying to explain the complexities of this phenomenon.
Various studies, supported by different theoretical stances, focused on different
aspects of teaching practice, ranging from the cognitive and affective aspects of
learning to teach, to the socialization process that takes place during the first
contact with the realities of classroom teaching and the school context (Burn,
Hagger, Mutton & Everton 2000: 259-278; Robinson 1999: 1). Despite the
coexistence of different approaches, it is widely accepted that the complex,
interactive, dynamic and idiosyncratic nature of the process of learning to teach
is largely influenced by the interplay between individual and contextual variables
(Quick & Siebörger 2005: 1-4). Among them, the literature emphasizes the
student teachers’ personal characteristics and resources, the quality of learning
experiences, the supervisors’ support and the quality of the school environment
(Dean 1996: 13-20; Flores 2007: 146; John 1991: 8-12).
What is of relevance to this study, is the interplay between these individual and
contextual variables during teaching practice, and its impact on the personal and
socio-professional development of prospective History teachers. The focus is on
one South African higher education institution.
The following three research questions (RQs) were formulated: RQ1: What are
the personal and socio-professional successes experienced and difficulties
encountered by student History teachers during teaching practice? RQ2: What
are the student History teachers’ opinion on the significance of teaching practice
in their personal and socio-professional development? and RQ3: How can the
process of learning to teach and the professional development of student History
teachers be supported during teaching practice?

1. Conceptual framework of the study
Socialization theory has been used to study student teachers, teacher education
programmes and in-service teachers. Williamson and Stroot (1994: 170-177)
argue that by studying socialization processes researchers are provided with
insight into how students and educators learn to understand and fulfill their
professional responsibilities. The most prevalent theoretical model used to
describe the personal and socio-professional socialization of teachers is Lawson
and Stroot’s (1993: 437-446) occupational socialization model. Lawson (1986:
107) defines the concept occupational socialization as “all ... kinds of
socialization that initially influence individuals to enter the field of education and
that later are responsible for their perceptions and actions as … teachers”.
According to this model, teachers are socialized in three phases, namely
anticipatory socialization (potential teachers learn about teachers during their
own schooling careers), professional socialization (teacher education
programmes engage student teachers in activities explicitly designed to shape
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them as teachers), and organizational socialization (this phase starts once
student teachers graduate; then all professional interactions continue to shape
them as teachers).
One component of the professional socialization phase, namely field experience,
has gained widespread recognition as being critical in the professional
socialization of teachers (Department of Basic and Higher Education and Training
2011: 1; Su 1992: 239-258). Dodds (1989: 20-25) designed a teacher
socialization model that includes students’ field experiences. In this model, five
categories (which are centered on key features of educational settings) emerge
as important to describe students’ developing views of teachers and teaching
(teaching perspectives). These categories are societal, sport, professional,
organizational and bureaucratic. The views of the student teachers are also
shaped by numerous people. Mentor teachers and learners are powerful
socializing agents acting on student teachers during their field experiences
(Ong’ondo & Jwan 2009: 415). The students themselves are also active agents,
and are undergoing internal processes (self-socializing strategies) in the
formation of their professional images within broader socialization processes
(Solmon, Worthy, Lee & Carter 1990: 188-209).

2. Empirical study
2.1. Research design
A non-experimental survey research design involving quantitative data was used
to generate data pertaining to student History teachers’ opinion on the successes
experienced, difficulties encountered, and significance of the teaching practice
experience in their personal and socio-professional development.
2.2. Questionnaire
A questionnaire based on the Inventory of Experiences and Perceptions at
Teaching Practice (IEPTP) designed by Caires and Almeida (2005: 111-120) was
used to collect the data. The IEPTP included five sub-scales which described the
teaching practice experience on five different aspects, using a self-anchored 5point rating scale (from totally agree to totally disagree). The particulars of the
IEPTPs sub-scales are provided in Table 1.
Table 1 Particulars of the five sub-scales of the IEPTP
Number of sub-scale
1

Aspect of sub-scale
Professional and institutional
socialisation

2

Learning and professional
development

3

Socio-emotional aspects

4

Support and supervision

Description of measurement
Evaluates quality of integration in
school and teaching profession, and
main difficulties in adapting to
institutional rules and routines
Evaluates
perceptions
of
competencies
and
knowledge
developed,
and
diversity
and
adequacy of learning experiences
Evaluates
impact
of
teaching
practice experience on self-esteem,
self-efficacy, sleep patterns, and
appetite
Evaluates satisfaction levels with
support provided by school and
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5

Vocational aspects

university supervisors
Evaluates sense of professional
identity,
and
questioning
of
professional competence, vocation
and anticipated levels of personal,
professional, social and financial
self-fulfilment
within
teaching
profession

The 22 items taken and adapted from the IEPTP for this study is provided in
Tables 2 to 6. Respondents were asked to read the opinion-related items 1 to 22.
They were then requested to indicate on a Likert-type scale the strength of their
agreement or disagreement regarding the extent to which the items of each subscale contributed to their personal and socio-professional development, by
marking an X on a continuous scale ranging from SA, indicating strong
agreement (6) to SD, indicating strong disagreement (1).
2.3. Sampling
The study was conducted at one South African higher education institution in
2010, at the end of the student History teachers’ teaching practice experience.
The target population (n=153) were all BEd and PGCE (Senior phase and FET)
students who were registered for the following two modules, namely Subject
Didactics History (n=52) and Learning Area Didactics Social Sciences (n=101).
The sampling frame contained the complete target population. The sampling
approach used was simple random probability sampling. The lottery or fishbowl
random selection technique was used. A sampling ratio of 30% (n=45) was
decided on, following the sampling guidelines as provided by Grinnell and
Williams (1990: 127), who consider performing basic statistical procedures on a
sample of 30 as sufficient. The sample included sub-groups of race (African,
white, Coloured and Indian), gender (female and male), language (English,
Afrikaans, Yoruba) and age (between 20 and 40). The sample resembles the
population in as many ways as possible; hence, the sampling error of biased
selection and the sampling bias of under-representation were reduced.
2.4. Data collection
Self-administered structured questionnaires were used to collect the data. The
student History teachers were contacted by e-mail, telephone or in person.
Forty-five questionnaires were disseminated by hand or e-mail. The return rate
of the questionnaires was 40% (n=18). The summative scaling procedure was
applied to the returned questionnaires. During the data-collection process, all
respondents were informed about the purpose, time demands, confidentiality and
voluntarily nature of the study.
2.5. Results
The data obtained from the questionnaires was assessed through statistical
analysis using mean ranking scores. Mean values of 3 or greater were
interpreted as high levels of success and low levels of difficulty. The quantitative
data generated from the 22 opinion-related questions for the total sample
(n=18) revealed the following:
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Table 2 Results by means of total sample (n=18) on the first sub-scale of the
questionnaire: professional and institutional socialization
Item
1: Working
with
experienced
teachers was
important
2: Difficult to
develop team
work
3: Satified with
school’s
resources for
teaching
activities
4: Felt
welcome in
school
5: Good
relationship
with school
administration

f
Positive
17

f
Negative
1

(94.4%)

(5.5%)

8

10

(44.4%)
17

(55.5%)
1

(94.4%)

(5.5%)

17

1

(94.4%)
17

(5.5%)
1

(94.4%)

(5.5%)

m

SD

4.4

7.6

2.2

3.7

3.9

6.7

4.4

7.5

4.3

7.3

Table 2 summarizes the frequency (f), percentage, mean score (m) and standard
deviation (SD) of the student History teachers’ opinion regarding the socialization
dimension of becoming a teacher. The student teachers (n=18) who were
sampled responded as follows to the 5 items of the first sub-scale: Of the 18
student teachers, 17 (94.4%) responded positively to Items 1, 3, 4 and 5; only
one (5.5%) student teacher responded negatively to these items. Eight (44.4%)
student teachers responded positively and 10 (55.5%) negatively to Item 2. The
majority of the sampled student teachers were considered to have responded
positive to 4 of the 5 items, because the mean scores for the four items were
greater than 3.0, namely Items 1 and 4 (m=4.4), Item 5 (m=4.3) and Item 3
(m=3.9). The student teachers viewed Item 2 as a negative, because the mean
score for this Item was less than 3.0, namely 2.2.
Table 3 Results by means of total sample (n=18) on the second sub-scale of the
questionnaire: learning and professional development
Item
6: Developed
skills for
competent
exercise of
teaching
7: Teaching
practice varied
to prepare me
for different
challenges
8: Teaching
practice an
important
component of
my
qualification
9: Theoretical
modules
prepared me

f
Positive
18

f
Negative
0

m

SD

(100%)

(0%)

4.2

7.2

16

2

(88.8%)

(11.1%)

3.8

6.5

18

0

(100%)

(0%)

4.5

7.6

17

1

(94.4%)

(5.5%)

4.5

7.7
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for demands of
teaching
practice
10: Teaching
practice
contributed to
personal
growth

17

1

(94.4%)

(5.5%)

3.9

6.7

Table 3 summarizes the frequency (f), percentage, mean score (m) and standard
deviation (SD) of the student History teachers’ opinion pertaining to the learning
dimension of becoming a teacher. The student teachers (n=18) who were
sampled responded to the 5 items of the second sub-scale in the following
manner: All 18 (100%) student teachers responded positively to Items 6 and 8.
Seventeen (94.4%) student teachers responded positively to Items 9 and 10,
and one (5.5%) student teacher responded negatively to these two items. To
Item 7, 16 (88.8%) student teachers responded positively and 2 (11.1%)
negatively. The majority of the sampled student teachers viewed all 5 items as
positive, because the mean scores for the five items were greater than 3.0,
namely Items 6 (m=4.2), 7 (m=3.8), 8 (m=4.5), 9 (m=4.5) and 10 (m=3.9).
Table 4 Results by means of total sample (n=18) on the third sub-scale of the
questionnaire: socio-emotional aspects
Item
11: Teaching
practice
affected my
self-concept
and selfefficacy
positively
12: Teaching
practice
responsible for
high levels of
physical fatigue
13: Teaching
practice
responsible for
high levels of
psychological
fatigue
14: Had
sleeping
problems
15: Teaching
practice caused
disturbances
on diet
patterns

f
Positive
18

f
Negative
0

m

SD

(100%)

(0%)

4.1

8.7

15

3

(83.3%)

(16.6%)

3.6

6.1

15

3

(83.3%)

(16.6%)

3.6

6.1

8

10

(44.4%)
7

(55.5%)
11

2.2

3.8

(38.8%)

(61.1%)

2.2

3.8

Table 4 summarises the frequency (f), percentage, mean score (m) and standard
deviation (SD) of the student History teachers’ opinion with regard to the socioemotional dimension of becoming a teacher. The student teachers (n=18) who
were sampled responded as follows to the 5 items of the third sub-scale: All 18
(100%) student teachers responded positively to Item 11. Fifteen (83.3%)
student teachers responded positively and 3 (16.6%) negatively to Items 12 and
13. Eight (44.4%) student teachers responded positively and 10 (55.5%)
negatively to Item 14. To Item 15, 7 (38.8%) student teachers responded
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positively and 11 (61.6%) negatively. The majority of the sampled student
teachers experienced 3 of the 5 items as positive, because the mean scores for
these 3 items were greater than 3.0, namely Item 11 (m=4.1) and Items 12 and
13 (m=3.6). The student teachers experienced Items 14 and 15 (m=2.2) as
negative, because the mean scores for the 2 items were less than 3.0, namely
2.2.
Table 5 Results by means of total sample (n=18) on the fourth sub-scale of the
questionnaire: support and supervision
Item
16: Closely followed by my
supervisors
17: Supervision was
important source of
emotional support
18: Good coordination
between school and
university supervisors

f
Positive
12

f
Negative
6

(66.6%)
11

(33.3%)
7

(61.1%)
13

(38.8%)
5

(72.2%)

(27.7%)

m

SD

3.0

5.1

2.7

4.7

3.0

5.1

Table 5 summarises the frequency (f), percentage, mean score (m) and standard
deviation (SD) of the student History teachers’ opinion on the support and
supervision dimension of becoming a teacher. The student teachers (n=18) who
were sampled responded as follows to the 3 items of the fourth sub-scale: Of the
18 student teachers, 12 (66.6%) responded positively and 6 (33.3%) negatively
to Item 16. Eleven (61.1%) student teachers responded positively and 7
(38.8%) negatively to Item 17. To Item 18, 13 (72.2%) student teachers
responded positively and 5 (27.7%) negatively. The majority of the sampled
student teachers experienced 2 of the 3 items as positive, because the mean
scores for these two items were greater than 3.0, namely Items 16 and 18
(m=3.0). The student teachers’ experienced Item 17 (m=2.7) as negative,
because the mean score for the item was less than 3.0, namely 2.7.
Table 6 Results by means of total sample (n=16)62 on the fifth sub-scale of the
questionnaire: vocational aspects
Item
19: Began to feel like a
teacher
20: If I could have gone
back I would not have
chosen another
course/profession
21: Teaching practice
made me believe that I
have no vocation other
than to be a teacher
22: Teaching might fulfill
my expectations of being
a teacher

62

f
Positive
14

f
Negative
2

(87.5%)
11

(12.5%)
5

(61.1%)

(38.8%)

13

3

(81.2%)

(16.6%)

14

2

(87.5%)

(12.5%)

Two students did not respond to this sub-scale.

m

SD

4.0

4.0

2.7

2.8

3.3

4.9

3.8

5.8
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Table 6 summarises the frequency (f), percentage, mean score (m) and standard
deviation (SD) of the student History teachers’ opinion pertaining to the
vocational dimension of becoming a teacher. The student teachers (n=16) who
were sampled responded as follows to the 4 items of the fifth sub-scale: Of the
16 student teachers, 14 (87.5%) responded positively and 2 (12.5%) negatively
to Item 19. Eleven (61.1%) student teachers responded positively and 5
(38.8%) negatively to Item 20. To Item 21, 13 (81.2%) student teachers
responded positively and 3 (16.6%) negatively. For Item 22, the response of 14
(87.5%) student teachers were positively and 2 (12.5%) negatively. The
majority of the sampled student teachers experienced 3 of the 4 items as
positive, because the mean scores for these items were greater than 3.0, namely
Items 19 (m=4.0), 21 (m=3.3) and 22 (m=3.8). The student teachers’
experience of Item 20 was negative, because the mean score for the item was
less than 3.0, namely 2.7.
Table 7 Results on all sub-scales of the questionnaire pertaining to the five dimensions of
becoming a teacher
Dimensions
Learning
Socialisation
Vocational
Socio-emotional
Supervision

Mean score
4.2
3.8
3.2
3.1
2.9

Standard deviation
4.2
3.4
7.6
2.8
1.5

Table 7 summarizes the mean scores and standard deviations of the student
History teachers’ opinions of the total sample (n=18) with regard to the five
dimensions of becoming a teacher. The sampled student teachers’ responses
pertaining to which dimensions they experienced as successful, and in which they
encountered difficulties were as follows: They experienced four of the five
dimensions of becoming a teacher as positive, because the mean scores for
these dimensions were greater than 3.0, namely learning (m=4.2), socialization
(m=3.8), and the vocational (m=3.2) and socio-emotional (m=3.1). With regard
to the supervision dimension, they encountered some difficulties, because the
mean score for this dimension was less than 3.0, namely 2.9.

3. Discussion
From the student History teachers’ responses to the first sub-scale, professional
and institutional socialization, it became clear that they are of the opinion that
their teaching practice experience resulted in high levels of integration and
satisfaction regarding their placement schools’ atmosphere, and resources and
quality of the relationships established with the different members of the school
community.
Concerning the second sub-scale, learning and professional development, the
student History teachers’ levels of successes were high. There was a significant
level of personal perception of professional competency and high levels of selfconfidence and perceptions of successes with regard to the acquired competence.
The responses of the student History teachers to the third sub-scale, the socioemotional aspects, revealed that they are of the opinion that their teaching
practice experience has positively affected their self-concept and self-efficacy,
but, that it resulted in high levels of physical and psychological fatigue, sleeping
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problems and disturbances on their diet patterns. Their involvement in a wide
range of activities was technically and emotionally challenging for them.
Lower levels of success were found in the fourth sub-scale of support and
supervision. The student History teachers indicated that they were not closely
followed by their supervisors, they did not receive emotional support, and that
there was not good coordination between school mentors and university
supervisors.
The results on the fifth sub-scale, the vocational aspects, revealed increasing
successes with regard to the teaching profession in terms of personal,
professional, social and/or financial fulfillment; and high levels of confidence in
their vocation as History teachers. The sense of teaching as a vocation came to
life during their school experience.
The results on the sub-scales pertaining to all five dimensions of becoming a
History teacher revealed that the student teachers experienced the most success
in the following dimensions: learning (m=4.2), socialization (m=3.8), vocational
(m=3.2) and socio-emotional (m=3.1). They experienced more difficulties with
regard to the supervision dimension (m=2.9) compared to the other four
dimensions. However, the mean score for this dimension was only slightly below
3 on the 5-point rating scale, which suggests that the difficulties encountered by
the student History teachers were not very high.

Conclusion
Higher levels of success were observed in respect of the socialization, learning
and vocational dimensions; and lower levels of success in the socio-emotional
and supervision dimensions. These dimensions can therefore be assumed as the
more problematic areas. The novelty, diversity and quantity of tasks, functions
and responsibilities involved in the field experience, the management of the
simultaneous roles of teacher and student, the assessment of the student
teachers’ performance by the supervisors, and the management of relationships
with and between supervisors might explain the higher levels of difficulties
encountered in the socio-emotional and supervision dimensions.
The problems that emerged in these two areas, justify deliberate measures to
diminish the negative impact that the difficulties could have on the process of
learning to teach, and on student teachers’ personal and socio-professional
growth. The following two measures are recommended:
- Firstly, with regard to the socio-emotional dimension, it is recommended that
there should be room for the exploration of the student teachers’ feelings or
emotions about their personal and professional growth, such as their
vulnerability, enthusiasm and frustration. Hearing their own voices is crucial for
the prospective teachers’ self-knowledge, emotional balance, meaning
construction process, and definition of their emerging identities as teachers
(Caires & Almeida 2005: 118-120).
- Secondly, pertaining to the supervision dimension, Ralph’s (2002: 192)
contextual supervision model is recommended. Within the contextual
supervision model, the experience of learning to teach occurs within a
particular context that is unique to the individual student teacher involved in
the supervision relationship, the task being pursued, and the physical and
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psychological environment in which it occurs. In the contextual supervision
model, the supervisor varies his/her supervision style according to the student
teacher’s particular developmental or readiness level to perform the specific
task being learned. As the student teacher advances in his/her level of
development in that particular knowledge component or task, the supervisor
purposefully adjusts his/her supervision style to reflect the student teacher’s
growth.
The volume of research on the teaching practice of prospective History teachers
in South Africa, and their process of learning to teach remains small.
Consequently, further research of the above two measures are recommended.
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Abstract
The European project ‘An Integral Teacher Training for Developing Digital and
Communicative Competences and Subject Content Learning at Schools’ deals with
training Primary and Secondary School student teachers through a methodology that
fosters the development of communicative competence and subject content knowledge
through digital tools in pupils. The project provides a teacher training which is based on
the integration of communicative and digital competences with content learning, and it
also promotes a conceptual and attitudinal change concerning the teaching/learning
process in student teachers. A multidisciplinary team of experts in Linguistics, ICT,
Science and Humanities, involved in initial teacher training, from six Universities -Alcalá
University (Spain), Comenius University (Slovakia), University of Leicester (United
Kingdom), Lisbon University (Portugal), Helsinki University (Finland) and Karadeniz
Technical University (Turkey)- participate in the project. The project proposal was
accepted by the European Commission in October 2009 and it will end in October 2012.
This paper presents the project and some examples of the materials produced in English
and in mother tongue of the respective countries taking part in the project. The project
methodology can be transferable to other academic levels or other educational and
vocational environments.

Keywords
Teacher training - Communicative and digital competences – Subject
content

Introduction
1. The Project: Aims and Outcomes
Six Universities, Alcalá (Spain), Comenius (Slovakia), Leicester (United
Kingdom), Lisbon (Portugal), Helsinki (Finland) and Karadeniz Technical
(Turkey)- participate in a European project, financed by the European
Commission. The project proposal was presented under Long Life Learning
Programme to the Commission in March 2009 after a preparatory visit held in the
University of Alcalá, coordinator of the project in November 2008, and it was
accepted in October 2009. The teams of the respective Universities consist of
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experts in ICT, Teacher Training, Language, Applied Linguistics, Sciences and
Humanities and have been working together in different European projects,
which means a guarantee of coordination and coherence to achieve the aims of
the project.
‘An Integral Teacher Training for Developing Digital and Communicative
Competences and Subject Content Learning at Schools’ is a project which deals
with initial teacher training in primary and secondary School. The general
objective of the project is to train future school teachers in order to improve the
development of communicative competence in pupils of compulsory education,
using model materials which meld information technology with scientific and
humanistic content across different subjects of the primary and secondary school
curriculum.
The specific aims are to:
-

promote a change in attitude and practice among student teachers through
initial teacher training so that they are capable of developing
communicative and digital competences in pupils across the range of
subjects,

-

design a methodology which favors the development of communicative and
digital competences in the different subjects,

-

produce model materials leading to activities, a fusion of subject content
and information technology, which assist the development of
communicative competence in both mother tongue and foreign language,
and at the same time provoke the acquisition of subject content and digital
competence,

-

apply and evaluate model materials in the different countries in order to
test their viability,

-

provide student teachers with ideas for the exploitation of information
technology (e.g. Internet, video, TV, cinema, mobile, i-pods) and digital
tools (wiki, moodle, blog, e-portfolio, etc.) as didactic resources for the
development of communicative competence in pupils, and the learning of
subject content,

-

foster pupil-acquisition of communicative competence across scientific and
humanistic subjects in the primary and secondary school curriculum,

-

improve communicative and digital competences in school pupils so that
they can take responsibility for their own personal and professional
development,

-

foster student teachers mobility so as to familiarize student teachers in the
European context and exchange good didactic practice on the basis of the
model materials,

-

inform various agents involved in compulsory education of the importance
of communicative and digital competences and to motivate their support,

-

disseminate the outputs of the project in different contexts and at different
levels.

The next question is what will this project produce? We expect several outputs:
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1. A methodology, which includes the:
-

significant use of digital media,

-

use of digital media and tools both as objective of learning and as a
communication tools,

-

ability to use digital media and tools for the implementation
materials,

-

development of critical analysis by pupil’s so as to drive significant learning,

-

development of strategies which improve communicative competence both
in mother tongue and in foreign language, through model materials,

-

acquisition of subject content in different areas in Science and Humanities,

-

use of digital media both as objective of learning and as a communication
tools.

of model

2. Support documents:
-

selected media and digital tools appropriate for creating model materials,

-

skills and strategies for developing communicative and digital competences

-

fusion of
content,

-

criteria for the design of activities related to the various aspects of
communicative and digital competences plus subject content,

communicative

competence

media

digital

tools

subject

3. Model materials
-

Didactic activities to develop the skills of recognized components of
communicative competence based on the fusion of communicative
competence media digital tools subject content,

-

Six CDs, one per partner, which consist of two modules including didactic
activities, one module in mother tongue and the other in English to allow for
transference across cultures. Moreover, didactic suggestions and
recommendations for student teachers will also be included trying to help
them in the implementation of the activities.

4. Student teachers mobility
-

A mobility of student teachers is planned for the third year. Two weeks
classroom experience in a primary or secondary school in the Consortium
countries observing and participating fully in the life of the centre. This
experience will allow for working with the model materials.

2. Didactic materials: general framework and criteria
As we have said, one of the main aims of the project is the acquisition of
communicative competence which implies the development of the four skills:
listening, speaking, reading and writing; linguistic knowledge and use of rule
governed language; sociolinguistic cultural correctness in context and discourse
structure. The project favors language learning and linguistic diversity as didactic
materials will be produced in mother tongue and in English using the required
linguistic strategies to achieve communicative competence. One of the
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innovations of the project is that these materials are aimed at being
implemented in any subject lessons not only in mother tongue or foreign
language lessons as it is generally done in schools. Consequently, these
materials will deal with the contents of several subjects integrated in the didactic
activities whose objectives are to improve communicative and digital
competences as well as to learn contents.
As digital tools are essential in the project, and it is not supposed that every
University will employ all of them, project partners agreed the selection of some
of them to work with. This was decided in the first meeting in the University of
Alcalá, held in December 2009. Here is the final selection:
-

wiki (Universities of Lisbon, Helsinki, Leicester and Trabzon)

-

e-portafolio (Universities of Trabzon, Alcalá, and Lisbon)

-

blog (Universities of Trabzon, Alcalá, Leicester, Helsinki and Lisbon)

-

moodle (Universities of Helsinki, Comenius of Bratislava and Lisbon)

-

videoconference (university of Leicester and Comenius of Bratislava)

-

movie makers University of Trabzon

Concerning subject content, there was a similar agreement in the same meeting.
As most subjects appeared in the school curricula of the different countries
taking part in the project, every University partner has decided to work with the
following subjects:
-

Leicester University: Language and Geography

-

Comenius University of Bratislava: Chemistry and English as a foreign
language

-

University of Trabzon: Physics and History

-

Lisbon University: Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Language and Literature

-

University of Alcala: Spanish as mother language, English as a foreign
language, Literature, Art, History, Geography and Culture

-

University of Helsinki: Finnish, Literature and Physics

The project team has adopted a general framework to coordinate the design of
the model materials. Seven points were included in this framework:
-

Selection of subject content should consider relevant topics and learning
objectives

-

Selection of initial materials/sources to work with, which implies the
elaboration of criteria for selecting these materials/sources

-

Selection of digital tools implying the elaboration of criteria for this selection

-

Developing communicative competence through the selected digital tools
implying criteria for using digital tools

-

Design of didactic activities addressed to school pupils implying to follow
the four points already mentioned
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-

Elaboration of didactic reflections and suggestions addressed to student
teachers and in-service teachers trying to help them in the implementation
of the activities

-

Implementation of activities using the selected digital tools

Now, we will present the criteria for selecting the initial material/sources which
are the base to elaborate the didactic activities. The resources are selected from
Internet, web pages, television, films, newspaper, books, etc. These criteria
consider, content, pedagogical properties and usability.
As far as content is concerned we study the aspects appearing in this list:
-

Curricula Relevance

-

Subject content related to other subject content

-

Suitable language for primary and secondary school pupils

-

Suitability of conceptual level

-

Motivational aspects

-

Prompts for discussions, writings, further studies, research etc.

-

Links with other related sites or to other materials which can be used

Concerning the pedagogical properties of these initial material or resources, we
are careful with the:
-

Use of multimedia

-

Reliability of the provided information

-

Subject content accuracy

-

Relation to daily life, experiences, other contexts

-

Amount of reading content, including downloadables and links to other
materials

However, it is necessary to be aware of what we define as usability of these
resources
-

Easy access and navigation

-

Easy to be related to other materials

-

Easy to be learnt

-

Pleasant to be used

Once the materials or resources have been selected, we prepared the criteria for
designing the didactic activities, and here it should be taken into account that
some parts of these activities are addressed to student teachers, for instance,
the didactic suggestions, and some others are addressed to school pupils, then
we establish different aims depending on the kind of activity.
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Addressees

Aims
- Provoke a significant use of digital competence in student teachers and

pupils

Student Teachers and Pupils

- Provoke a change of attitude in student teachers and pupils:

o

make them aware that digital competence is an essential
resource for learning,

o

avoid the weak use of digital competence as copy and paste

o

develop communicative competence of the pupils

o

develop the following communicative components:
the four skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing
linguistic knowledge and use of rule governed language
(lexis, syntax and pronunciation)
sociolinguistic cultural correctness in context
discourse structure: cohesion and coherence

- Achieve subject content through digital competence tools and at the

same time improving communicative competence

Student Teachers and Teachers

- Know the strategies that will help pupils to understand spoken and

written discourse and express themselves in oral or written language
- Know the strategies that will help student teachers to develop digital

competence in pupils
- Develop strategies in order to:

o

Create awareness of digital and language needs in the learner

o

Create activities and tasks suitable for stimulus and allowing for
pupil autonomy

o

Implement activities through digital competence

o

Promote critical thinking

o

Make available resources for problem resolution
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- Identify and reflect on the relation of the subject content with other

subject.
- Raise pupils’ awareness of the uses of subject content.
- Acquire the basic terminology needed in the subject content.
- Develop/acquire the following attitudes

o

Develop their autonomy as learners

o

Take on responsibility for their own learning

o

Collaborate with other pupils

o

Communicate with other pupils different from those of their
school

o

Use of digital tools as a communicative tool

Pupils

- Develop/acquire the following transferable skills

o

Ability to locate information in digital tools

o

Analysis and argumentation

o

Inference

o

Making decisions

o

Solving problems

o

Critical thinking
Table 1. Aims of Didactic Activities

3. Methodology: a fusion of communicative competence, subject
content and digital competence
3.1 Communicative competence
Why have we decided to use a methodology which includes language strategies
to develop communicative competence? There are several reasons and all of
them are relevant for the process of learning. Generally speaking, the level of
language of most school pupils (even in their mother tongue) is poor, according
to Pisa report 2010, because they scarcely read and rely more on visual
communication, text messages or e-mails. However, language teachers,
especially teachers of foreign languages, try to develop communicative
competence in both oral and written skills using typical strategies which help to
improve communication, but these strategies are not normally used in other
subjects of the school curriculum, on the contrary teachers are usually very
pressed with finishing their syllabus whatever the subject is and they have no
time to investigate whether their pupils understand the concepts they try to
explain to them or not. Nevertheless, we believe that the first step in any lesson
is that pupils can understand what the teacher explains or when reading a text
they can understand the ideas and concepts concerning the subject or in a
problem statement they can clearly catch what it is expressed there.
Consequently, language is the window that can open pupils´ minds to
understand subject content, so communicative competence should be as
important in the lesson of History, Physics or Mathematics as language is in a
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lesson of Language that is why we defend this change of attitude in teachers and
we try to create linguistic activities to improve communicative competence.
Furthermore, we need to be aware that the language of subjects can present
variations, if we compare subjects of Humanities with those of Science we can
realize that language in Science subjects is very precise and has specific
linguistic characteristics, for instance, we can find some differences in the
rhetorical organization, syntax and lexis. As an example of the differences
between scientific and general discourse, a wider use of passive voice is found in
scientific language than in general language as processes and procedures are
dealt with in Science (Bronckart, 1994). As far as lexis is concerned we should
distinguish specific terminology of every subject area.
These cases are studied in Applied Linguistics in English for Specific Purposes
(ESP). The notion of a language with specific characteristics originated in the
sixties and in the early seventies of the last century, being associated above all,
with the pioneering research of Henry Widdowson (1978) and the so called
Washington School with Larry Selinker (1979), and Trimble (1978, 1985).
Hutchinson and Waters (1987) make principal distinctions among English as a
Mother Language Teaching (EMT), English as a Second Language (ESL) and
English as a Foreign Language (EFL). The division continues with a differentiation
within the EFL branch, which they split into General English (GE) and English for
Specific Purposes (ESP). Reaching that point in classification, the authors once
more divide ESP into three subcategories: English for Science and Technology
(EST), English for Business and Economics (EBE) and English for Social Sciences
(ESS). There is no need to expect that we are giving school pupils linguistic
explanations about this point, however it is required that they are able to use, at
least, the correct specific lexis of the subject they try to learn.
So, when preparing linguistic activities, communicative methodology is being
used, with the aim of helping pupils to have a better understanding of subject
contents and concepts. First of all, we have selected the most important
language abilities that should be developed to improve comprehension and
expression, mainly in reading and writing.
Then, we present the linguistic abilities to be developed in reading, listening, oral
expression, writing and lexis and the activities/exercises that can be useful to
acquire these abilities.
- Extracting the main idea,

Reading comprehension

- Extracting secondary ideas,
- Distinguishing secondary ideas from main ideas
- Skimming
- Scanning
- Identifying content
- Locating information
- Inferring information
- Predicting information
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- Listening for the main idea
- Listening for gist

Listening

- Listening in order to distinguish secondary ideas from main ideas
- Listening for identifying content
- Inferring information
- Predicting information

Table 2. Abilities to be developed in reading comprehension and listening

Then, we have prepared linguistic activities in order to acquire these abilities that
can be useful either for reading comprehension, but also for oral comprehension
(listening).To achieve this, we have used different kind of didactic
activities/exercises. The table below shows some of the activities/exercises to
improve oral and written comprehension.
- Direct questions

Reading comprehension

- True/false questions
- Multiple choice
- Text structure
- Re-building a text (given them paragraphs from a text that should be given a

logical order in order to build a text)
- Find the word referred to (relative pronouns, personal pronouns, demonstrative

pronouns, etc.)
- Discussing and debating
- Drawing conclusions
- Direct questions

Listening

- True/false questions
- Multiple choice
- Discussing and debating
- Drawing conclusions

Table 3. Useful activities/exercises to develop reading comprehension and listening

In the same way, here we have a selection of writing and oral expression abilities
to be improved.

Writing

- Writing summaries synthesizing information, ideas, concepts, etc.
- Writing short reports developing an argument and giving reasons in support of or

against a particular point of view
- Creative writing: tell stories
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- Oral summaries

Oral expression

- Oral conversation
- Arguing
- Debating
- Drawing conclusions
- Telling a story
- Telling an event

Table 4. Writing and oral expression abilities

Consequently, we have elaborated some activities to improve writing and oral
expression of pupils.

- Summarizing
- Paraphrasing
- Re-writing a text

Writing

- Writing conclusions
- Transferring non-verbal language (graphic, tables, etc) to verbal language or vice

versa
- Writing stories
- Talking in pairs
- Talking in little groups
- Oral summaries
- Transferring non-verbal language (graphic, tables, etc) to verbal oral language

Oral expression

- Given arguments
- Participating in debates
- Presenting conclusions
- Role-play
- Simulations
- Playing theater

Table 5. Useful activities/exercises to improve writing and oral expression

Lexis is another important chapter in communicative competence. Nowadays,
pupils´ language is extremely poor concerning vocabulary. Pupils are usually not
able to use adequate vocabulary in the given contexts. Reinforcing and enlarging
pupils’ vocabulary will help pupils not only to enrich their language, but also to
improve their comprehension and expression. These tables show vocabulary
abilities to be developed by means of the following activities.
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Vocabulary

- Recognizing vocabulary
- Inferring meaning of new words from the context
- Using of suitable vocabulary within a context
- Defining words
- Building up vocabulary

Table 6. Vocabulary abilities

- Matching words with definitions
- Defining words

Vocabulary

- Synonyms/antonyms
- Find-the-odd-man-out
- Guessing unknown words
- Word formation
- Collocation

Table 7. Didactic activities/exercises to acquire and reinforce vocabulary

3.2 Subject content and digital tools
The first step before elaborating activities was to take into account the
characteristics of school pupils, their daily reality and context and their cognitive
difficulties. We have also considered that activity contents focus in contexts that
can be useful for pupils as citizens, and that allow them to develop
comprehension and application of subject concepts. In this line, we have selected
some competences that we think are basic in the process of learning:
-

Acquiring cognitive schemes in order to explain reality and implementing
more rigorous and systematic strategies and solving problems techniques
than those used in solving everyday situations

-

Developing logical and critical thinking

Following the point of view stated above, the project team has selected a series
of abilities/skills to be worked with school pupils so that they can acquire them,
as we all know, these abilities are interrelated. Here we have the list of abilities
to be developed:
-

Being aware of subject concepts

-

Establishing relationships between different concepts

-

Comparing different concepts

-

Relating subject content to other subject content

-

Interpreting data

-

Interpretation graphical information

-

Predicting
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-

Summarizing ideas

-

Leading to conclusions

-

Solving problems

-

Using scientific language precisely

However, competences and abilities cannot be acquired in abstract, they must be
worked within the frame of school curriculum contents. We have designed
activities dealing with common curricula contents appearing in every country that
participates in the project. In the module in English, addressed to Secondary
school pupils, we have taken as a main resource a film The Prime of Miss Jean
Brodie, directed by Ronald Neame and based on the novel of the same title
written by Muriel Spark, practical activities have been developed in order to
acquire subject content of various subjects: Literature, Geography, Art, History
and Cultural, Political and Social concerns. These subject contents are related to
the film and the novel, they appear integrated within the novel, so the didactic
activities will be a fusion of linguistic strategies, digital tools and strategies for
learning subject content as we cannot forget that these activities aimed at
developing communicative and digital competences as well. The technological
support of these activities are Internet, video, blog and e-portfolio as tools to
search and share information, to discuss and argue, to summarize ideas,
conclusions, etc.
In the module in Spanish we have chosen the cultural
traditional popular local feast of Saint Isidro in Madrid, held the 15th of May
every year since the sixteenth century, and from this topic we have touched
Geography, History, Art, Culture, Mathematics and, of course, Spanish as mother
tongue trying to improve the communicative competence of primary school
pupils as well as their digital competence using the same tools we have
employed in module two.
As the project will last for another year, the implementation of activities is
planned for the Academic year 2011-2012. The activities will not be only used in
initial teacher training courses where they will be presented and discussed, but
obviously we will not have the real context, so they will be implemented in real
lessons at schools with groups of primary and secondary school pupils. Meetings
and seminars with school teachers will be held previously to the implementation
and after. The mobility programme in April 2012, will give the chance to student
teachers from every University to travel to the other partner countries to attend
and give lessons at a school, supervised by mentors, during two weeks in order
to work with these activities at the host school, so this programme will be a good
test to implement the activities and to compare, check and evaluate their
suitability and viability. We expect this implementation can be successful, and in
this case the activities will serve as a model for the student teachers during their
training under the supervision of mentors but also in a near future when they
become in-service teachers.

Conclusion
Before presenting some practical activities of the modules in English and in
Spanish in this Conference, we can conclude saying that we have shown how the
didactic activities can be used for developing two key competences, the
communicative and digital ones, and at the same time they can be employed in
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the learning process of different subject contents. We have an example where
taking a cultural topic as the main initial resource, Mathematics, a subject
apparently so apart from Culture, can also be taught as it can be related to other
points of this cultural topic, which means that reality is very rich and contains a
lot of aspects. In our view, this is one of the relevant reflections student teachers
and teachers should take into account when they are teaching. Moreover, these
adaptable activities can be used to support the development of similar activities
on a range of subject or topics to be used in different educational contexts and
levels, so this integrated methodology can be transferable to other academic
levels or other educational and vocational environments.
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Abstract
New Orleans schools suffered various disasters in the beginning of the twenty-first
century. The crumbling infrastructure of the public schools system was damaged by
Hurricane Katrina’s winds, by flooding from the failure of modern floodwalls, by other
storms in the early recovery, and the continued problems of recovery and reconstruction.
The 2007-2012 economic disaster compressed budgets, impairing the recovery. In this
preliminary paper, we report our lived experiences with schools during and after disaster.
We use autobiographical methods to examine issues of the recovery, reporting the
magnitude of the disaster, stories about restarting and running schools in the immediate
aftermath and beyond, and issues that schools should consider in preparation for and
managing after a disaster.

Keywords
Disaster – Rebuilding – Long-term recovery

Introduction
Restarting schools after a disaster is a major exercise in innovation and
resilience. The Hurricane Katrina floodwaters receded. This disaster produced
personal stories and experiences about school and life that others should
consider in planning for disasters.
The crumbling infrastructure of the extant public schools was swept away and
replaced with innovations when buildings were damaged or destroyed by decay
and winds from Hurricane Katrina on August 29, 2005, by flooding from the
failed flood-walls, by the neglect in the early recovery, and by continued
recovery problems. The damage was not limited to buildings; everyone who lived
in the area was affected and continues to be affected as we rebuild our lives in
an environment where funding continues to drop.
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Poverty is one factor in urban education in the U.S., largely unrecognized in
review and public policy over the last few decades (Kornrich & Fursetenberg,
2007; Reardon, 2011). Charter schools, alternatives for failing schools, have
been touted as solutions, but clearly are not providing equal educational
opportunities for urban children (ITPUMLS, 2010). Children of poverty are not
receiving academically excellent programs; in general, the charter school
movement is not producing higher performing schools on No Child Left Behind
assessments (Ravitch, 2010). Many children with special needs are pushed out of
schools (Sullivan & Morgan, 2010), and their parents are often powerless and
colonized because of their lack of cultural capital and the reproduction of social
power in the schools (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1990; Delpit, 1988).
In this preliminary paper, we briefly provide comments on resilience and the
magnitude of the disaster, our methodological stance, key narratives, and
tentative conclusions.

1. Resilience
Resilience is positive adaptation despite adversity, a dynamic process within the
context of significant adversity (Luthar, 2006). Resilience in children can be
promoted by establishing protective factors in their environments such as an
internal locus of control and having a positive relationship with at least one adult
(Luthar & Ziglar, 1991; Rutter, 1999). A positive relationship with at least one
teacher can serve as a protective factor.
All major stakeholders, parents, teachers, school administrators, and legislators,
are likely to be more receptive of interventions if they understand that children
with social-emotional problems are at elevated risk for poor academic
performance and eventually are at elevated risk for dropping out of school and
subsequent problems in adulthood (Noam & Hermann, 2002). Schools need to
consider integrated models involving group and classroom-based approaches,
ongoing professional consultations for school personnel, and involvement of
families and communities when delivering mental health services.
Two major obstacles are resources needed to deliver this type of model and
identifying what approaches look like in classrooms with different cultural groups.
When teachers have close relationships with students, students tend to develop
ideals
and attitudes, leading to
academic, social,
and emotional
accomplishments. During stressful times, it is critical for students’ mental welfare
to have teachers capable of building supportive relationships.

2. Context and Magnitude of the Disaster.
Built on high ground on the east bank of the Mississippi River, New Orleans
expanded into low-lying areas. Though protected by levees and floodwalls, full
protection was incomplete in 2005. Funding and population pressures curtailed
the building of wide levees, replacing them with relatively inexpensive floodwalls.
Hurricane Katrina flooded approximately 80% of the city as a result of storm
surge and floodwall failures. Power failures meant that pumping stations and
sewage plants were unable to move water and sewage out of the lower city
center. Approximately 1460 died as a result. The removal of debris was a
gargantuan problem, exceeding 55 million cubic yards. More than 200,000
homes were unlivable; the costs for repairing or replacing homes were above
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$8.8 billion. Job losses exceeded 222,000. Every hospital closed when generators
ran out of fuel. Additionally, all schools were closed. (CEHD, 2007)

3. Methodology
In this preliminaty analysis of an on-going qualitative study, using
autobiographical and biographical narrative (Gubruim, & Holstein, 2009; Roth,
2005), informants wrote their personal narratives based on long-term participant
observation in schools. Informants’ roles included student, teacher, administrator
and university professor. Informants ranged from a female in her sixties to a
seventeen-year-old male. Key narratives were selected, highlighting each
disaster theme using a framework from the National Institute of mental Health
(1983).
3.1. Key Narratives
A disaster can be divided into nonlinear phases (National Institute of Mental
Health, 1983).
3.1.1. Warning Phase.
Activities often depended on class and ethnicity because marginalized
communities cannot evacuate. Informants received warnings that prompted
them to leave before the storm. Some drove out of town, and others flew:
“I stayed up all night watching the weather channel, and calling the
airlines making sure they hadn’t cancelled the flight. Sunday morning
at 5:00 a.m. the [airline] agent told me to leave now for my 9:00 am
flight. She reported two-hour lines to get through security. I shook my
husband awake…. We loaded the car with three suitcases and our still
sleeping son and headed…[to] the airport. What was usually a 20minute trip took… about an hour…. We were on the last flight out of
town, one of the only ones not cancelled. We left behind hundreds of
desperate passengers … because major airlines … didn’t want to spring
for the fuel to fly an empty plane in from Houston to honor the tickets
they’d already sold.” LAC 1: 32-41
Some did not have the possibility of early evacuation are recounted narratives
like the following student:
“[He] floated on a mattress pulled by his mother and siblings through putrid
floodwaters until they reached the Superdome; his mother carried his
youngest sister, an infant, in her arms. They reached the relative safety of
the Superdome… and then were herded to the Convention Center where
they waited for two days without food, with little water, and with overloaded
toilet facilities…, in sweltering heat until they were put on a bus for
Houston. The older children were separated from the two youngest and
their mother, but they were all reunited in Houston…. Hurricane Rita hit
Houston a few weeks later, and they were again evacuated by bus, this
time to Dallas. They lived in shelters in Dallas for about a year before
finding a way back to New Orleans so the mother could vote in the mayoral
election. They stayed for several months in the ruins of their home in the
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housing project near… [their] school before alternative housing was
arranged nearby in apartments that had not flooded.” RBS 2: 107-121
3.1.2. Impact Phase.
When disaster struck, people reacted with confusion, disbelief, anxiety, shock,
and hysteria. This phase came in two parts: the first, when the storm hit, was
short-lived; the second, when the levees failed, was more complicated. Evacuees
were relieved when the hurricane’s fury abated, but their relief turned to anxiety
as they saw the flooding and the damage:
“When Katrina initially hit, I was talking to my husband on the phone.
After Katrina was over, he called again…. the house was fine, there
was some wind damage but overall things were going to be alright.
Then the breaches… occurred. Once again, I received a call from my
husband. He said water was coming up through the grate in the floor
and he and his mom were going next door to our neighbors in a twostory house. I did not know that I would not speak to my husband
again until four exhausting days passed.” HSP 14-19
3.1.3. Rescue Phase.
People expended their energy on rescue operations, survival, and worked
together to save lives and property:
“Since my… house was mostly intact…, at one point I had people
spread throughout the house on any soft surface to sleep, and sharing
MREs …. My home’s ‘Katrina troops” would leave off to their tasks in
the morning and arrive back to my house after dark, dirty and
exhausted. This was how September and October of 2005 progressed.
There developed a routine; my house would empty about 7AM-8AM,
I’d work on my 3 synchronous online courses until noon when I too
would don my steel-toed boots and head to the remains of the Bay St.
Louis house where I would go hunting for treasures. Initially, the
debris field in the area around our home was about 12 feet deep…. [I]t
looked like this for blocks. Then the piles began to diminish…. [A]lmost
7 years later, I can still conjure up that smell of rot that all items with
‘Katrina Patina’ seemed to have.” KER 122-140
3.1.4. Remedy Stage.
Community members and volunteers worked together. Government assistance
became available. Children’s and adult’s needs were partially met through close
relationships with volunteers who were going through the same experiences of
the disaster. Some of this was spontaneous:
“[A] small group of folks [were] eating meals under a geodesic tent in
a destroyed shopping center’s parking lot. One day a friend… took me
over…. She had been eating some of her meals [there] and was
helping serve them too. We shared a most amazing organically grown
salad and bowl of lentil soup with 3-400 neighbors…. My day’s routine
changed… I came to… help out. The group was an un-organization….
They had no permits, had no experience in disaster relief, and yet
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there they were… feeding people…. [It] was enlarged to include a
medical clinic…, a tool exchange where one could bring Katrina rusted
tools to be rehabilitated in exchange for cleaned ones… a free clothing
area, showers with… water warmed by the sun, a library, an area for
massage, volunteer counselors (some with degrees, some with
crystals), and a… children’s tent… where I worked with children 4-5
hours per day…. Some weeks there would be a theme, other weeks an
in-depth focus on a single topic. Most were not trained teachers but
had a wide variety of skills to share…. There were no tests; no… lesson
plans with objectives. I must admit this was initially difficult for me. I
had been an educator for 30 years.… This was different…. [I]t was, as
one 10-year-old boy told me, ‘just learning’. One day someone found
out that I knew sign language and that started a silent signing corner
where kids could come and communicate without voices. I
incorporated movement… and signed songs, and exploratory walks
about the… community where my group of kids would pretend to be in
a new land where they had to learn names of things on their hands.
We were having fun. In fact we were having so much fun we almost
forgot about that ‘horriblecane’ Katrina (one of the kids made up that
word)…. Then around November as it was getting colder…. Homes
were getting repaired, FEMA trailers were being delivered…. [T]he first
schools reopened…. [The] Children’s Tent had served its purpose. On a
rainy day in late November [it]… had a going away parade. The town
showed up, as they do for Mardi Gras parades, …to say goodbye to the
tent toting un-organization folks.… Rainbow Village was gone. And in
its place, a clean but very empty parking… lot with boarded-up stores.”
KER 177-242
3.1.5. Inventory Phase.
Survivors become exhausted, sick, as
discouragement caused by grief and loss:

initial

optimism

gives

way

“[My] Charter Middle School merged with [other schools]. The staff…
met in November…. The good news was that anyone who still wanted a
job, had a job. The school would reopen…. But then weeks went by
and it became clear the school could not open yet…. As time dragged
on, I became increasingly alarmed. I was getting closer and closer to
my due date. Would the school really have a place for me if I was
leaving in February to have my baby? Finally…, I sat down with the
school’s director…. [T]he school wouldn’t reopen until January. Sadly,
there was really no place for me at this time because of my
condition…. The City… had just gone from one of the more stifling,
stultified, and apparently impotent public school systems in America to
the country’s most radical workshop of progressive experimentation in
education. Like a wild-west frontier town, much of that
experimentation might end up a total bust. But the mood of hope,
daring, and imagination was so infectious that I wanted to jump out of
one of the best proven alternatives of the pre-Katrina era —CCCMS—
and into the mix, to see what I could contribute to a different school,
even a very different kind of school.” LAC 1:122-148

to
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3.1.6. Disillusionment Phase.
Survivors must face the concept of loss and the limits of help from outside. This
is a time marked by tension and hostility.
“My job hunt… was far from smooth, and the schools doing the hiring were
so far from organized as to make someone used to a well-managed and
clearly envisioned school worry about the new New Orleans public school
landscape. Three out of four schools I applied to never even acknowledged
receipt of my application materials. Of the three schools where I was
interviewed, two of them simply never got back to me at all, and ignored
phone calls and emails regarding the status of my application. These
schools represented a range of styles, populations, and sponsors. Two were
elite magnet high schools which had just gone charter…. After chaotic
dealings with schools where I’d applied, as well as schools where I thought
to send my own child, I was struck by the impression that many of these
institutions were run by well-meaning, courageous, and imaginative people
who nevertheless lacked basic knowledge and experience when it came to
the quotidian nuts-and-bolts of actually running a school. There was a lot of
building the airplane as you fly in the New Orleans education community.
Parents and community members were more involved than ever, which
was, of course, a great long-term plus. But professional know-how, or a
sense of consistency, stability, regularity, was sorely lacking. Sometimes
this lack of traditional educational background resulted in a lack of respect
for trained educators. [Some] schools… were requiring basic skills tests of
incoming teachers. I refused to apply to any school that required me to take
such a test…. A different set of missteps was being made by the many outof-town outfits now getting into the education business…. Some seem
determined to help us in spite of ourselves, and really weren't doing the
groundwork of earning trust and respect from the locals…. There was more
than a little carpetbagger arrogance in some of those projects, especially
when their teaching staffs end up devoid of local veteran teachers. While
the enthusiasm of young teachers was and continues to be infectious and
can bring with it… bold new approaches, a school community cannot be led
solely by single and childless white northern females…, especially if they’re
only in it for a few years after college before moving on…. Veteran teachers
cost more. Teachers [who] are married and/or have families are less likely
to be willing to work the same kind of “off the book” hours demanded by
fiery idealism—or by bloviating, teacher-bashing politicians. A teacher’s
union is a handy tool for balancing, harmonizing needs of teachers with
those of parents and community, but, alas, the United Teachers of New
Orleans is one of the storm’s many casualties...” LAC 1:149-191
3.1.7. Reconstruction Phase
New Orleans will be in this stage for years. We are rebuilding infrastructure,
facing a market-driven lack of housing, especially for low/moderate-income
residents. Children, still, need supportive relationships in healthy learning places.
Teachers need support in constructing these places and a willingness to provide
what it takes for student success since violence has become an urban norm.
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“For the children [who] were already school age, armies of counsellors
were deployed. Students in ‘displaced persons’ schools were the
beneficiaries of… counselling. Students [who] re-entered school in SE
Louisiana in January 2006 received to a greater or lesser degree counselling
and services. But for the three and four year old, there was nothing when
they entered kindergarten for the 2007-2008 school year. They entered a
school two years post-Katrina, we were all supposed to be okay. An entire
class of 100 or so fourth graders [in 2011] with so many different
diagnosable and not so diagnosable quirks and difficulties, manifest in
behavior disorders, reading disorders, autism spectrum disorders, emotional
disorders.... maybe we should just call them characteristics of Katrina
disorders. They have trouble working as a group, they can often be really
mean to each other, at the same time they cling to each other. It is not
uncommon to see a 4th grade boy in the hall in tears, screaming, flailing
like a two year old on the ground, having a tantrum, for no ‘explainable
reason.’ All the teacher can do is gently say, it is going to be okay, when
you are calm, we can talk….[Also] every adult was in a state of PTSD as
well. That we were all living, working, and existing in a twilight zone type
space of adrenalized uncertainty. As many of us joked, the patients were in
charge of the asylum. LAC 1: 229-244
“At… a multilingual charter school, fall of 2008, a student appeared several
weeks after the reopening. He told the office personnel that his name was
Javier Santos and he was 12 years old. He wanted to come to the school
because he was living nearby. Javier spoke Spanish and English. One of the
Spanish-speaking teachers sat down with him to find out more information.
She identified that he was Honduran based on his accent…, but he was
almost as fluent in English…. She took him to class and let him participate
with her sixth-grade students…. He started attending every day…. The first
issue came from the administration…. His parent or guardian had to sign
paperwork to allow him to attend. He needed a uniform to meet the school
regulations…. He was living in an abandoned house with some men who let
him eat when they had enough food. He had no contact with his parents,
not even knowing where they were or if they were alive. He had no papers
at all…. He… claim[ed] to have been born in New Orleans, but he could not
get a birth certificate without any identifying papers or guardians…. None of
the men he lived with would come in or sign anything. But gradually signed
documents appeared, and [his teacher] began working as if she were the
parent. He continued in the school for the next three years before
disappearing.” RBS4:3-28.
Violence haunts the streets of New Orleans still:
“I didn’t really take notice when the news reported yet another unnamed
black young man had been gunned down…. Since the storm there had been
so many teenagers in the city... unsupervised…. Children had come home
from where they were evacuated to stay with friends, to finish school, but
parents were still in Atlanta or Houston…. Even in 2008, …few systems…
address issues of truancy, or students who were homeless…. But then an
email came from a former colleague…. one of our former students had been
fatally shot…. [Was he] a student at [a Charter High] School, tragically
gunned down on the street, murdered in cold blood? Only a small piece…
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inside the Metro section by an unnamed staff reporter. The reporter didn't
mention the Katrina effect, but somehow it was there, somewhere in
between the lines “victim identified” and “17 year old shot to death.”…..
After all, I too had been ready to let this most recent death just wash over
me, like so many others. But [he] was my student. He had been a part of
my life for three years. When I watched him walk across the stage at his 8th
grade promotional exercise I thought, okay, he’s had some rough patches,
but he’s going to make it. He wouldn’t just end up another statistic. As a
teacher, I had strove to make [him] less vulnerable to the world. Katrina
washed all of that away, not just in her initial impact, but in the crumbling
infrastructure that remained, which bred both a certain lawlessness and a
certain mental numbness that allowed us to make it through our daily
rounds without breaking into tears, a mentality that both created and
rationalized away the violence…. Katrina was still leaving dead bodies in her
wake.” LAC2:3-34

Conclusion
Multiple voices from the aftermath must be heard. Not everyone has the same
recovery needs. Policy often ignores what makes citizens resilient. New Orleans
is still in recovery, and its children need help processing their versions of the
disaster and its aftermath. Poverty and violence are major issues; some of the
reorganized schools are making improvements to the lives of their students,
teachers, and communities, but others are not because they are not organized
around the core mission of caring for learners and their learning in a complex
society. Schools need competent and resilient staff. In order for communities to
recover, schools must have in place curriculum which not only creates college
and career ready individuals, but resilient and moral citizens who can rebuild
their lives and their communities.
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Abstract
The emerging paradigm of eLearning is becoming increasingly in evidence across many
academic disciplines acknowledging the concept that learning processes no longer
support traditional teaching methods alone. It can be argued that today’s third level
education students are part of a new virtual era where the blackboard has been replaced
with an interactive whiteboard. To assist in the transition from traditional learning to
eLearning, more interactive and virtually orientated teaching aids are needed. A
simulation-based learning framework that integrates web-based simulation and a web
content management hierarchy model is the key objective of this paper. Using the highly
complex subject of supply chain management as a case study, the new framework allows
users to examine various management strategies of real-life scenarios, encourages group
work and has remote access capabilities for distance learning. Interactive learning is
facilitated using the web-based simulation portal, enabling instructors to demonstrate the
complexity of decisions in multiple criteria environment and also show the users the
impact of strategies on performance. Supply chain simulation creates an animated
experience and better understanding of the system dynamics including risks. The portal
interface is friendly and hence there is a potential to be applied in other subject areas.

Keywords
Web-based Simulation – Distributed Simulation – Supply Chain Management

Introduction
The ability to learn has always been the foundations of any successful society.
Learning can be defined as the acquisition of knowledge through cognitive
processes that translate into new understandings, behaviors and skills (Moore et
al., 2009). In today’s knowledge driven society, gaining such valuable
understandings through education is a very important resource (Schleicher,
2003). The advances made in computer technology, coupled with educations
drive to take advantage of such advances have given rise to eLearning.
The emerging paradigm of eLearning is becoming increasingly in evidence across
many academic disciplines and provides further support for the concept that
learning processes no longer support traditional teaching methods alone. It can
be argued that today’s third level education students are part of a new virtual
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generation, where the blackboard and refill pad have been replaced with an
interactive white board and laptop respectively. To assist in the transition from
traditional learning to eLearning, more interactive, animated and virtually
orientated teaching aids are needed.
The objective of this paper is to develop an interactive web-based simulation
portal using an integration of; simulation-based learning, web-based simulation
and a web content management hierarchy model. The portal will create a
medium that is easy to use and enables teachers to create a more interactive
learning environment for students. Section 1 acknowledges the importance of
third level institutes to Ireland’s knowledge economy and the challenges they
face. Simulation-based learning frameworks are then discussed before a review
of web-based simulation in Section 2. An overview of the complexities in supply
chain management takes place in Section 3’s case study which is used in the
building and implementation of the distributed simulation portal in Section 4.
Finally the results, findings and future work in the implementation of the portal
are discussed in the conclusion.

1. Third Level Education in Ireland
The quality of third-level educational (TLE) systems has a significant influence on
the economic wellbeing of society (Prendergast et al., 2001). In Ireland, the
effectiveness of TLE is extremely important when obtaining the necessary high
levels of knowledge and skills required for sustainable competitiveness (Breena
et al., 2009). Consequently, there has been an increased emphasis put on TLE by
Irish governments in recent decades, culminating in a large increase in student
numbers (Fig.1) (Department of Education, 2010). In particular, government
incentives such as the abolition of college fees in 1996 (Clancy and Kehoe, 1999)
and the “Charting Our Education Future” white paper in 1995 (Department of
Education, 1995) laid the foundations for the knowledge economy.
180
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Figure 1. Full-Time Students in TLE Institutions in Ireland
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While preparing students for a successful career in a knowledge-based economy,
TLE processes require an integrated educational environment that will encourage
creativity and a commitment to lifelong learning (Brewer and Brewer, 2010). To
achieve this transition into a more creative and long-term learning environment,
TLE institutes have faced many challenges.
1.1. Challenges to Third Level Education Process
With such a high level of investment in Irish TLE, it is critical that the challenges
within the teaching/learning relationship are understood and addressed to ensure
that college graduates make a successful and optimized transition into the
workplace (Tobail et al., 2010b). Studies made by Cuban (1984) on teacher
education in the USA suggest that teaching adapts to requirements of particular
era’s. However, sometimes these changes have not adapted sufficiently or been
reviewed regularly, becoming ineffective and outdated (Hess, 2009). The primary
example of this would be the use of traditional ‘rote’ learning techniques in TLE,
which has been proven to discourage the transfer of core/key skills (Billing,
2007). This learning process consisted of a knowledgeable educator on a
particular topic, who constructed and communicated knowledge on such topics to
learners to memorize using the common instructional technologies of the day;
books, articles and classroom lectures (Ruben, 1999).
During the past 30 years, TLE has been evolving steadily and the objectives of
TLE institutes have changed. Memorizing facts and figures are now recognized to
be less important than developing knowledge based skills for; problem-solving,
interactive team work and life-long learning (Knight and Wood, 2005). The
introduction of the learning pyramid has instilled a new focus on the way
teachers interact with students in relation to the retention of what is being
taught (DeKanter, 2004). Although there is only 5% retention rate given to the
traditional class lecture when used alone, when all teaching methods of the
pyramid are used in continuum rather than hierarchal, the level of retention is up
to 90% greater (Lalley and Miller, 2007). The theme of this paper is centered on
the concept of the learning pyramid in continuum, because to retain conceptual
knowledge effectively using simulation, the class lecture and teacher instruction
are still very important.
1.2. Simulation as an Education Solution
Although using simulation as a method of teaching is not a new concept,
particularly in medical, military and aviation education (Murphy et al., 2010), it is
growing rapidly in many other academic disciplines. The reasoning for such
growth lies with simulations potential to create clinical experiences that closely
mimic the real life scenarios of a system (Zhang et al., 2010). Whether
simulating medical procedures without doing harm to a patient, or simulating a
supply chain management concept without the costly change in business
strategy, simulation is a powerful learning aid.
Another important driver for the growth in using simulation technologies in TLE is
the fact that today’s TLE student is part of the digital generation. In this virtual
age, online multi-player games, virtual reality and simulations are a part of
everyday life, making gaming and simulation a very important catalyst in the TLE
learning process (Proserpio and Gioia, 2007).
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1.2.1. Simulation-Based Learning Framework
Simulation is not a technology; it is a technique to replicate the real world in a
completely interactive way (Gaba, 2004). However to aid in its effectiveness,
technologies such as computer software are often utilized. The technological
foundations of the simulation portal developed in this paper are based on Tobail
et al’s (2010a) simulation-based framework (Fig.2).
Using detailed conceptual models of a supply chain, the framework was
developed to assist in the future creation of an actual simulation-based teaching
aid to TLE SCM lecturers. The whole framework depended on modeling the basic
concepts and theories of SCM and integrated them into a powerful simulation
tool. Designing and implementation process of this project involved computer
engineering and SCM experts to achieve the required aspects of the system. The
implementation of the framework can be divided into two stages.
The first stage was the design and implementation of a simulation model for SCM
using a powerful simulation tool. The second stage of web-enabling applications
was developed using a communication protocol layer and interactive graphical
user interface. This paper focuses on developing stage 2, the use of webenabling technologies in the TLE learning process.

Figure 2. Simulation-Based Learning Framework
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2. Web-Based Learning
The increase in demand for education, as stated in Section 1, coupled with the
increase in the amount of information available are the main reasons for the
integration of education and computers, primarily the internet (Bicen et al.,
2010). This novel approach to education is commonly known as web-based
learning and is an eLearning technique that has made the learning process more
accessible by stretching spatial and temporal barriers (Khalifa and Lam, 2002).
Web-based learning is the step in the learning/teaching relationship where the
communication and interaction of students with a lecturer/teacher takes place
with the use of computer science and network technologies.
A web-based learning field that has been growing steadily over the past number
of years is that of web-based simulation (Yingping and Madey, 2005).
2.1. Web-Based Simulation
Although the field of web-based simulation was first introduced by Fishwick
(1996), the concept is said to be as old as the Web itself (Reichenthal, 2002). In
his paper, Fishwick formed an introductory overview of web-based simulation, to
be used as a backdrop to a more formal discussion, with the objective of
potentially forming a new simulation track. This in-turn, gave rise to a new era in
simulation study and research into the field grew rapidly, but despite such a
promising start, the number of real applications in the field is relatively small
(Wiedemann, 2001).
According to a review made by Byrne et al. (2010), web-based simulation can be
separated into 7 categories:
1. Local simulation and visualization
2. Remote simulation and visualization
3. Hybrid simulation and visualization
4. Web-based simulation documentation
5. Web-based simulation model repository
6. Component-based simulation in relation to Web-based simulation
7. Distributed simulation in relation to Web-based simulation
Incorporating web content management, the portal developed in this paper lies
in category number 7, distributed simulation in relation to web-based simulation.
In theory, all web-based simulation to some degree can be regarded as
distributed simulation (Page et al., 1998). In a distributed simulation system, the
model designer should not have to have knowledge about technical details used
by the system creator to produce distributed simulations (Byrne et al., 2010).
This is an important factor in the development of the distributed simulation portal
in this paper. The goal of which is to develop an accessible simulation portal to
TLE students, many of which are not technically minded.
2.2. Web Content Management
Web content management (WCM) is defined as an organizational process, aided
by computer software tools, for the management of content on the Web,
encompassing a life-cycle that runs from formation to destruction (Vidgen et al.,
2001). In basic terms, WCM is an infrastructural support management system for
websites. There are main 3 roles that WCM must support; the writer ,the reader
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and the collection manager (Rein et al., 1997). To manage these roles in the
simulation portal developed in this paper, McKeever’s (2003) four-layer
hierarchal layer WCM has been used. The hierarchy consists of 4 layers (Fig.3),
which reflect each of the interacting layers in WCM. They are; content, activity,
outlet and audience.

Figure 3. WCM Four-Layer Hierarchy

3. Supply Chain Management Case Studies
The introduction to this paper highlighted that education is a very important
resource in today’s knowledge driven society. Similarly, knowledge is a very
important resource in managing and understanding the supply chain (Lambert et
al., 1998). At its basic level a supply chain is made up of multiple partners
(supplier, manufacturer, distribution centre etc.), multiple flows of items,
information and finances and is sometimes described as looking like an uprooted
tree (Lambert and Pohlen, 2001). Each network node has its own customers’ and
suppliers’ management strategies, partnerships, inventory control policies and
items mixture (Longo and Mirabelli, 2008), with many challenges to overcome.
Challenges to overcome at all strategic levels of SCM include; complexity,
uncertainty, risk, resilience, visibility, and cost to name a few. The capabilities of
simulation software to replicate uncertainty are high, mainly through discrete
event simulation, as it is capable of manipulating the variability and uncertainty
of a system (Mahfouz et al., 2010).
To illustrate how TLE students can visually and interactively learn the complexity
of SCM, important network nodes; a distribution centre and a manufacturing
plant were chosen as the case studies used to build the simulation portal.
3.1. Distribution Centre/Manufacturer Relationship
Up until recent years, the relationship between supply chain partners has been
adverse in nature. Relationships were traditionally transactional, focusing on;
cost, delivery time and quality alone (Goffin et al., 2006). To demonstrate the
effectiveness of the simulation-based learning framework in teaching SCM
complexity, two key supply chain members; a first tier supplier distribution
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centre (Fig.4) and a manufacturer (Fig.5) were modeled, simulated and
measured.
Using hypothetical, yet accurate input data, including; forecasted and actual
sales figures, production process capacity, product specifications, lead-times and
product costing, the relationship between the two supply chain members were
studied. Equations, management strategies, statistical analysis and other
management science techniques that SCM students will learn in their degree
were integrated into the model results to illustrate the impact of input and
process decisions on the model outputs, which include warehouse capacity
utilization, cycle throughput time and queue lengths. The end objective is for the
user to practically understand the complex relationship between the
manufacturer and supplier, and how the impact of their management choices and
input decisions affects the efficiency of the partnership.
3.1.1. The Distribution Centre
Using integrated definition modeling language for functional process (IDEF0), the
operational processes of a generic supplier distribution centre were studied and
modeled (Fig.4). There are two main streams to the model; the order process
(demand management) and the warehouse operations process. The main
warehouse functions are; inbound planning, tipping, storing, order picking,
dispatch planning and dispatch.

Figure 4. IDEF0 Conceptual Model of Distribution Centre Operations
3.1.1. The Manufacturing Plant
Studying a plastic bag manufacturer, IDEF0 was also used to create a detailed
conceptual model of the manufacturing process (Fig.5). The production system
begins with the arrival of orders from the customer (Distribution Centre),
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beginning a ‘pull demand’ strategy through the production plant. Items have a
number of various routes possible, with all products having their own individual
characteristics. Elements that make up these characteristics are attributes such
as height, thickness, quantity needed and extrusion weight which lend
themselves to the specific tailoring required for the production of individual
items.

Figure 5. IDEF0 Conceptual Model of Distribution Centre Operations

4. Web-Based Simulation Portal System Structure
The proposed web-based simulation portal structure consists of a client site and
a server site connected over the web by TCP/IP protocol.
4.1. Server Site
The main structure of the system has been built on the server. This part consists
of web-server, simulation tool, content management system and database,
controller and listener (Fig.6). Each area is described briefly below:
Web server — the web server’s main objective is to host the main web sites
responsible for the portal, manage the client requests and data storage. The
most common managed requests are Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP).
Simulation Tool — a professional simulation toolkit has been employed to serve
the considerable simulation requirements. Using a professional simulation tool
with all simulation capabilities is considered as one of the privileges for this
framework over the other web-based simulation tools which run the simulation
tool on the client machine. This leads to limitations in simulation capabilities in
the client simulation tools. The main option of this tool is to run the required
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simulation model based on the client requirement (Fig. 4 & 5) and save the
results to be transferred later to the client.
Controller — this is the part which is responsible for translating client requests
to the simulation tool commands. The inputs to the simulation tool are applied
from the client side through the controller and the output is then transferred
back to the client using the web and TCP/IP protocol. The controller uses a
shared communication space and two types of commands. The shared space is to
exchange data and commands with the simulation tool. There are two types of
commands; commands to exchange data by applying inputs and getting outputs
to/from the simulation tool; and commands to execute options and services of
the simulation tool.

Figure 6. Server Site System Structure
Content Management System and Database — to control the accessibility of
the system and simulation model, a content management system has been built
using the four layer hierarchy method, as illustrated in figure 3. This system
differs between the two main types of users; TLE instructors and students.
Instructors have controlling options such as assigning models to users and
modifying models. Students are able to run their assigned models and check the
results. Login to this system is achieved through a username and password
interface (Fig.7). A database system has been built to support the content
management system. The database management system stores the registered
users, assigned simulation models and the privileges assigned to different types
of users.
Listener — the listener module is the interface between the client and the web
server. It is running to wait and listen for client requests and pass them to the
web server to be managed by the controller. The client uses a graphical user
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interface to apply requests which are encoded and sent over the web in TCP/IP
protocol to the server.

Figure 7. Client Graphical User Interface
4.2. Client Site
A client site represents the part of the system running on the client’s machine.
The client site consists of two main parts; graphical user interface GUI and
translator module (Fig.8). These main two parts are described as following:

Graphical User Interface (GUI)
Translator Module
Internet (Web Layer)
Figure 8. Client Site System Structure
Client Graphical User Interface
Inter
(GUI) — this interface works to receive the
client commands to be transferred to the server and display the results received
from the server to the client. Main software engineering capabilities have been
taken into account while building this interface,
interface, including; usability, accessibility
and reliability. Many operations can be achieved from the client side using this
interface. They are; login to the system, controlling the simulation model;
applying inputs and check the results, comparing two simulation
simulation models and
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passing results from one model to other (Fig.9). One of the main benefits of this
interface is to ease the capabilities of accessing distributed simulation systems
with keeping the professional simulation tools capabilities.
Translator — the translator is a background running module which encodes the
client commands in a way to be understood by the controller on the server site.
When the client/student chooses to run a simulation model, the translator
encodes these actions as a running command and the model name, and then
sends them over the web. This translator encodes all actions from all types of
users; students and instructors.

Figure 9. User’s Operations Scheme

Conclusion
The close relationship today’s TLE students have with the technological world can
no longer be ignored by educational institutions. The emergence of eLearning as
a valid and effective educational process has never been more relevant. This
paper discussed the potential benefit of developing an interactive web portal that
will validate the emergence of eLearning techniques. Using simulation-based
learning, integrated with web-based simulation and a web content management
hierarchy model, an easy to use web-based simulation portal was developed. The
portal enables teachers/instructors of supply chain management to experience a
more interactive eLearning environment for TLE students.
Using a web-based platform has shown several advantages such as; (1) portals
are less expensive than simulation software packages, (2) easy to access from
anywhere (i.e. college or home), (3) authorization for teachers to manage the
class, and (4) instructors can assign different models to be used by different
students’ groups and customize the input and outputs for the systems. The
system is designed to enable students to work in groups and access different
distributed models concurrently. It enables many users to get access into a
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single simulation model from different sites, and/or a single accessibility to
distributed simulation models to upgrade the decision making capabilities.
Students can apply various inputs and examine the outputs, compare simulation
models, connect between distributed models by passing the output of one as an
input to the second. In the case study, supply chain simulation creates an
animated experience and better understanding of the impact of uncertainty and
risks within supply chains. The portal interface has a potential to be used in other
subject areas that have high levels of multiple parameters and objective criteria
in decision-making process.
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Abstract
Homework often causes frustration for teachers, students, and parents because it has not
been well-designed. To determine what best constitutes quality homework tasks, a
thorough review of meta-analyses of homework research and individual homework
studies was conducted. Surveys of elementary and secondary teachers, students, and
parents were consistent with the research that quality homework tasks exhibit five
characteristics. First, a quality homework task has a clear academic purpose, such as
practice, checking for understanding, or applying knowledge or skills. Second, the task is
efficient in terms of time required to demonstrate student learning. Third, the task
promotes student ownership of learning by offering choices and by being personally
relevant. Fourth, the task instills a sense of competence —the student can successfully
complete it without help. And last, the task is aesthetically pleasing to the student—it
appears enjoyable and interesting (Vatterott, 2009).

Keywords
homework motivation education

Introduction
It is a long standing tradition that children leave school each day with homework.
But does that homework actually contribute to learning or is it “busy work”—
tasks that are perceived by both students and parents as having little or no
value? Most teachers were never specifically trained in how to design effective
homework assignments, yet a consensus is emerging in the research and among
practitioners about what constitutes quality homework tasks. Quality homework
tasks are purposeful, efficient, personalized, and differentiated for student
readiness and skill level.

1. Clear academic purpose
Homework typically supports learning in one of four ways: pre-learning, checking
for understanding, practice, or processing.
The ultimate goal of the
assignment—pre-learning, checking for understanding, practice, or processing—
should be clearly communicated to the student (Marzano, Pickering, and Pollock,
2001; Pink, 2009). Students should easily understand the value of the task, or
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be told explicitly how it helps learning. Students should have no trouble
connecting the purpose of homework to classroom learning.
1.1. Pre-learning
Homework may be used to provide an introduction to a topic or provide
background for a more in-depth lesson (such as reading or outlining a chapter
before a discussion). Pre-learning may be as simple as finding out what students
already know about a topic, or what they are interested in learning about (such
as writing down questions they have about the digestive system). Pre-learning
may also be used to stimulate interest in the concept (such as listing eye color
and hair color of relatives for a genetics lesson).
1.2. Checking for understanding
Ideally, homework should provide feedback to the teacher about student
understanding, allowing the teacher to adjust instruction, and when necessary,
reteach concepts, before practice is assigned (Vatterott, 2010). Checking for
understanding is the most neglected use of homework, yet the most valuable
way to provide feedback to the teacher about learning (Fisher & Frey, 2007). For
instance, asking students to do a few sample problems in math and to explain
the steps lets the teacher know if the student understands how to do the
problem. Journal questions about a class science experiment can reveal the
student’s understanding of what happened and why. Asking students to identify
literary devices in a short story demonstrates the student’s understanding of
literary devices.
1.3. Practice
One traditional use of homework has been for the practice of rote skills, like
multiplication tables, or content that needs to be memorized, like spelling words.
Although practice is necessary for many rote skills, there are three mistakes
commonly made with the use of practice homework. First, teachers may believe
they are giving practice homework, when it is actually new learning. For
instance, the math teacher demonstrates how to divide fractions. Because
students can successfully complete problems in class (immediately after
instruction), the teacher assigns 20 problems as practice for homework.
However, when some students arrive home they realize that they do not
understand how to do the problems (Vatterott, 2010). Second, if teachers skip
the step of checking for understanding, students may be practicing something
incorrectly and internalizing misconceptions (Fisher and Frey, 2007). Practice
should be assigned only after the teacher is confident that students fully
understand the concept. When practice is assigned prematurely, it can cause
student frustration and confusion (Vatterott, 2009). Third, distributed practice is
better than mass practice—practice is more effective when distributed over
several days (Marzano, 2010; Marzano, Pickering, and Pollock, 2001). In other
words, a student may need to practice a math operation 50 times to master it,
but it is more beneficial for that practice to be distributed over several nights.
Some math teachers give two-tiered math homework: Part one is three problems
to check for understanding of a new concept taught today, and Part two is 10
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problems to practice and reinforce a concept previously learned (Vatterott,
2010).
1.4. Processing
Processing homework is used when we want students to reflect on concepts that
were discussed in class, think of new questions to ask, apply skills or knowledge
learned, synthesize information, or show that they see the big picture (Vatterott,
2009). Processing homework is often a long-term project, such as summarizing
major concepts in a unit, writing an original poem, or applying a number of math
concepts to the design of a landscape.

2. Purpose and the selection of homework tasks
The purpose of the homework determines the type of homework task the teacher
should design. This relationship is illustrated in table 1.
Table 1: The relationship between purpose of homework and homework
task (Vatterott, 2009)
Purpose of
homework

Example of skill
or content

Example of homework task

Pre-learning

Main ideas of
chapter

Complete an advance organizer
of the chapter

Pre-learning

Vocabulary words
and definitions

Draw pictures to illustrate each
vocabulary word

Checking for
understanding

Reading
comprehension

Create a concept map of the
chapter

Checking for
understanding

Division of fractions

Explain the steps, do three
problems

Practice of skill

Division of fractions

Do 10 practice problems. Write
two word problems for other
students to solve.

Practice of rote
memory

Multiplication tables

Write, recite, or create a grid of
multiplication tables

2.1. Efficiency
Some traditional tasks may be inefficient—either because they show no evidence
of learning or because they take an inordinate amount of time but yield little
learning (Vatterott, 2010). Such tasks as taking notes while reading a novel, or
coloring in a map may sound like good homework, but do those tasks actually
help students learn? (Bennett & Kalish, 2006). Does writing definitions of words
really help students to learn what words mean? Writing definitions is a low level
rote task- the meanings of new words are best learned by using them in context
(David, 2010). Better tasks might be: Show you know the meaning of the
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science vocabulary words by using them in sentences or in a story; For each
vocabulary word, read the three sentences below it. Choose the sentence that
uses the word in the correct way (Vatterott, 2010). Efficiency also means that
assignments are adequately explained (preferably in writing) and structured so
students are clear as to how to complete the assignment (Darling-Hammond &
Ifill-Lynch, 2006). Read Chapter Four is an inadequate direction at any grade
level. Reading to acquire information or to think critically about the content
requires a scaffolded task. Teachers may rely on worksheets, but when students
can simply fill in the blanks, they aren’t necessarily demonstrating understanding
of the content (Vatterott, 2010). A more meaningful scaffold would focus on
broader concepts—graphic organizers, big picture questions, or reflective tasks
such as: List the four most important ideas in Chapter Three; Keep a journalAfter each chapter section, write a reaction to what you read; During your
reading place post-it notes on the parts of the reading that you had questions
about; During your reading place post-it notes on the parts that you found most
interesting to discuss in class (Vatterott, 2007).
If the homework assignment is to Study for the test does that mean memorize
facts, review concepts, or learn new material that the student did not learn in
class-how do students know? A study guide or take-home test that shows
students exactly what they need to know is helpful—but they don’t necessarily
have to write or complete anything to study—each student should be encouraged
to create their own best method of reviewing the information. The teacher should
suggest possible ways for the student to do that, such as organizing notes into
an outline, writing test questions for themselves, putting important information
on note cards, or studying with a partner (Vatterott, 2010).
Inefficient homework tasks are often well-intentioned attempts to create fun or
interesting tasks, while losing sight of the academic focus. (What exactly is the
learning purpose of solving a word puzzle? What evidence of learning does it
show?). Projects that require non-academic skills (like cutting, gluing, or
drawing) are often inefficient. Classic homework projects like models or poster
displays are designed by teachers with all the best intentions - they see them as
a fun, creative way for students to show what they have learned. But unless
content requirements are clearly spelled out in a rubric, projects can reveal very
little about the student’s content knowledge and much more about their artistic
talents (Bennet & Kalish, 2006). Even content rich projects can be inefficient in
terms of time spent. Often teachers don’t realize how many hours students may
spend creating the projects and how tedious it may be for both the child and the
parent. For many types of projects, there are more efficient ways to accomplish
the same goal and to better demonstrate student learning. Instead of creating a
model of ancient Greece, students could write a diary entry as if they were living
in the time, discussing daily life, culture, and laws that affected them. Instead of
building a model of the solar system, students could create a poster to show the
planets’ temperature extremes, periods of rotation in Earth time, and the
importance of inertia and gravity to the motion of the planets (Vatterott, 2010).
2.2. Ownership
Students often do not complete homework simply because the task is not
meaningful to them. In many classrooms students have little or no ownership of
their learning in general—we teach, we assign tasks, we test—and students are
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the passive receptacles (Eisner, 2004; Guskey & Anderman, 2008; Intrator,
2004). They have no stake in the outcome—it doesn’t mean anything to them—
because it’s not about them. As long as learning and homework is being “done
to” them, the goals are ours not theirs (Cushman, 2010; Kohn, 2006). As a
teacher once said, “I’ve never heard of a child not doing his work, it’s our work
he’s not doing”.
Often when students do not complete homework, we fail to examine the learning
task we have given them to do. Instead of asking, “How do we get them to do
their homework?”, we should be asking, “What’s the task?” (Darling-Hammond
& Ifill-Lynch; Kohn, 1999, 2006). Quality tasks allow students choices--the
freedom to work from their strengths and demonstrate their learning by creating
presentations or products that can be personalized (Eisner, 2002; Tomlinson,
2010). Students are most likely to be emotionally engaged by tasks that allow
them to give their opinion, share information about themselves or their lives,
solve a problem that is important to them, compete with others, imagine
possibilities, or be creative (Intrator, 2004; Vatterott, 2007). The following are
some examples of homework tasks that encourage student ownership:
Students design their own method for learning multiplication tables that they
then share with others—cards, writing, reading, drawing pictures, or creating a
song, rap, or poem. Students create a question and answer game that covers the
main ideas at the end of a unit. Students write directions for how to use a double
balance beam that can be used by other students. (Vatterott, 2007)
When students practice reading (and hopefully grow to enjoy reading for
pleasure), choice is especially important—choice of what, when, and how much
to read. Typical assignments dictate what as well as how much: Twenty minutes
each night or two chapters from the novel each night or 30 pages a night. But
forcing students into those requirements may have the perverse effect of
students actually reading less than they would if they were not “on the clock”
(Kohn, 2006).
A better way might be: Try to read an average of 30 minutes a
night. Once a week, estimate about how much time you have spent reading.
Write a short paragraph about what you have been reading.
If we want to promote ownership and encourage students to enjoy reading, we
must go beyond the assigned reading list. One student who usually enjoyed
reading lamented, “I just want to read something that I want to read!” What
“counts” as reading should be broadened to include non-traditional sources such
as blogs, websites, and magazines (Vatterott, 2010).
Ownership of learning is enhanced when students are encouraged to self-assess
and reflect about their own learning (Costa & Kallick, 2004). Many students don’t
know how to self-assess because assessment has always been “done to” them. If
they’ve been trained in a system of rote learning, to simply regurgitate
information back, reflecting and evaluating their own learning is a foreign
concept to them. They need scaffolded strategies to self-assess, check for their
own understanding, and follow their own progress (Vatterott, 2009). For
instance, a grade one teacher might encourage self-assessment with homework
by asking students to “circle the part of the spelling word that is the trickiest”.
The teacher could then use that feedback to explain spelling rules to her
students. Another way to help students to self-assess is to assign test corrections
as homework after a test. For each question students got wrong they must state
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why they missed the question. They must then find the correct answer in their
notes or book.
Once students learn how to take control of their own assessment, they feel more
positive about their learning. “Students commented that self-assessment helped
them feel prepared, improved the quality of their work, and gave them a better
understanding of what they had achieved.” (Andrade, 2008, p. 60).
Given the knowledge we now have about developmental needs, brain-based
research, motivation, learning styles, and failure orientation, it seems obvious
that the locus of control for homework must reside in the student. “Research
suggests that homework must be increasingly inspired by students’ own interests
and motivations” (Corno, 1996, p. 29). If we claim we want students to take
responsibility for homework, we must give them more control over what they
learn, how they learn it, and how they show that they’ve learned it. Students
need and desire power over their own learning and are motivated by the
prospect of choice and the opportunity for personal expression (Vatterott, 2007).
2.3. Competence
Quality homework tasks are designed not only to support classroom learning, but
also to instill a sense of competence in the mind of the learner (Sagor, 2002).
One of goals of homework is to help students feel positive about learning and for
them to develop their identity as a successful learner. Educators have long
understood that when students feel competent as learners they are more
motivated to approach learning tasks - success breeds success and failure is
demotivating (Corno, 1996; Sagor, 2002).
In fact, when students feel unsuccessful approaching homework tasks, they
often avoid the tasks completely as a way to protect their self-esteem (Goldberg,
2007; Past, 2006). A major demotivating problem with homework is tasks that
students are unable to complete on their own (Darling-Hammond & Ifill-Lynch,
2006). Homework that cannot be done without help is not good homework.
Failure-oriented students are particularly sensitive about how they feel about
approaching a task. If certain tasks reinforce their view of themselves as
“smarter”, they will more likely attempt those tasks (Glasser 1992; Sagor,
2002). Being successful at completing homework feeds the student’s sense of
competence. Tasks that make them feel “dumber” will be avoided to protect their
self-esteem (Goldberg, 2007; Vatterott, 2009).
2.4. Differentiating homework tasks
Since learners differ in readiness and may vary in their pace and development of
intellectual skills, differentiation of homework tasks is an important strategy for
developing competence (Margolis, 2005; Minotti, 2005; Tomlinson & Imbeau,
2010).
As with classroom instruction, homework should be differentiated based on the
learner’s unique profile of readiness, learning style, and organizational skills
(Tomlinson, 1999). Most students are eager to be successful when the difficulty
and amount of work are reasonable. To meet the needs of a variety of learners,
homework may be differentiated in one of three ways—by difficulty or amount of
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work, by the amount of structure or scaffolding provided, or by learning style or
interest.
Homework tasks that are too difficult for students to complete are a major
demotivator for many students, especially academically challenged students
(Tomlinson, 2003; Vatterott, 2003). Students with limited readiness may need
homework with simpler reading or more concrete tasks. More advanced students
may benefit from more challenging tasks or the opportunity to explore topics in
greater depth (Tomlinson & Imbeau, 2010). For example, in one grade three
classroom, students take a spelling pretest at the beginning of the year. Those
students who know all the grade three spelling words are not required to
complete grade three spelling homework.
In a secondary science class, a recent homework assignment contained eight
questions to check the student’s understanding of kinetic and potential energy.
All students were expected to complete those questions. A challenge question
was also given—all students were encouraged to attempt the challenge question,
but only the students enrolled in geometry were required to complete the
challenge question.
Closely related to difficulty and equally important, is the amount of work
students are assigned. The same task that takes the average student 15 minutes
to complete could take another student over an hour, causing some students to
spend excessive time on homework. On the other hand, students who master
concepts quickly can easily become frustrated when they must complete the
same number of practice problems as students who have not yet mastered a
concept (Vatterott, 2009).
A simple means of differentiating is to make homework time-based instead of
task-based. Instead of assigning all students 20 questions to answer, all students
are instructed to complete what they can in a specified amount of time: “Answer
as many questions as you can in 30 minutes, draw a line, and work longer if you
like” (Vatterott, 2010). This provides valuable feedback to the teacher about
working speed and level of understanding.
Adding structure or scaffolding to homework tasks may be appropriate for some
students. One method is to require less writing for some students, giving them
fewer blanks to fill in, or answers that can be circled instead of written out. Many
struggling students have poor fine motor skills, which makes writing tedious
(Vatterott, 2009). Some students may be expected to create a graphic organizer
of their reading, while other students may be provided with the skeleton of an
organizer and be required to fill in only a few key ideas. Some students may be
given a word bank for answering questions, or be given a copy of class notes to
help them study. Math homework may be given with a choice of correct answers
or math manipulatives may be loaned out for homework. Some students may be
allowed to use a peer helper who they call if they have problems with homework.
Hint sheets or lists of supplemental web sites can also be given.
2.5. Aesthetics
Every day students make decisions about whether to complete a homework
assignment based on their first impressions. The way homework looks is
important. Five page worksheets or endless lists of definitions or math problems
look boring and tedious. While those things may not be important to some
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students, for others those aspects of the task strongly effect motivation and the
willingness to attempt the task (Minotti, 2005). Closely related to the student’s
need for ownership, the aesthetic component refers to the presentation of the
task--how enjoyable or engaging the task appears, as well as the visual
appearance (Vatterott, 2009). As a gourmet cook would say “presentation is
everything.” The presentation of homework is about how appealing the task is
judged to be - the way it looks on paper, whether it appears easy or hard, fun or
tedious, interesting or boring. Presentation is probably most important to
younger students and academically challenged students. Those students are
easily overwhelmed by spaces that are too small to write answers in or
worksheets that have too much information on a page.
Wise teachers have learned that students at all levels are more motivated to
complete assignments that are visually uncluttered. Less information on the
page, plenty of room to write answers, and the use of graphics or clip art make
tasks look inviting and interesting (Vatterott, 2009).

Conclusion
If we want homework to be meaningful it must first be a positive experience—
work that is able to be completed without help and an experience that makes
kids feel competent. It must be adequately explained and scaffolded to be an
efficient task. To fully take ownership of homework, learners must have choices
of tasks that are customized to be meaningful to them. And most importantly,
they must be able to freely communicate to teachers when they are struggling
with homework, knowing that they can admit they do not understand a task, and
can do so without penalty.
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Abstract
This research investigated changes in task-related self-efficacy beliefs for 4th- 6th grade
boys diagnosed with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. The individual pre-toposttest design assessed students’ skills and related beliefs about errand planning after
they engaged in a collaborative session with a non-ADHD peer who received prior
training in performance -related feedback and task strategy. Comparison of pre-toposttests revealed significant positive changes in beliefs for boys with ADHD. Findings
offer implications for the use of peer contexts as vehicles for promoting positive
perceptions of academic competence.

Keywords
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Introduction
Peer-mediated learning, has demonstrated a strong data base supporting its use
in education (Fuchs, Fuchs, & Burish 2000). Specifically, peer-mediated
instructional practices encourage shared thinking and decision making in the
context of peer assistance and support (Slavin, 2011). While researchers concur
that learning in peer-mediated dyads can direct student outcomes (Greenwood,
Terry, Arreaga-Mayer, & Finney 1992), less is known about the effects of such
interactions on the participants’ beliefs about their task-related competence.
This is particularly important for students with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD) who exhibit poor relationships with peers and are expected to
benefit from engaging in collaborative learning activities. Research on peerassisted learning (DuPaul & Henningson, 1993; Watkins & Wentzel, 2008) has
demonstrated positive changes in strategy use and levels of participation for
students with ADHD when they are placed in settings with a peer who has
received a prior training intervention. The purpose of the following study was to
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investigate whether changes documented in ADHD boys’ skills following
collaborative problem solving are paralleled by changes in their self-efficacy
beliefs about task-competence. The question examined was: Do changes in
beliefs occur for students with ADHD after they collaborate with a peer who has
received prior training on encouraging participation through feedback and guided
direction in planning tasks that require strategy?

1. Theoretical Sources of Self-Efficacy
The theory of self efficacy postulates that individuals evaluate their own
experiences and thought processes through self-reflection. Self-efficacy refers to
personal beliefs individuals maintain about their capabilities to organize and
implement actions that are necessary to attain desired levels of performance
(Bandura 1986). This conceptual focus derives from Bandura’s social cognitive
learning theory which views human functioning in terms of reciprocal interactions
among behaviors, environmental variables, cognitions, and other personal
factors. Research demonstrates that self-efficacy beliefs can predict students’
academic achievement (Pajaras & Urdan 2006), and is associated with selfconcept, achievement goal orientations, academic help-seeking, and causal
attributions in typical children (Brown & Lent 2006). Students who feel confident
about their academic capabilities are found to monitor their work time more
effectively, show more persistence and efficient problem solving, and engage in
more self-regulatory behaviors than peers with low self-efficacy (Schunk &
Pajaras 2005).
The classroom functions as the primary context for the cultivation and social
validation of cognitive capabilities (Bandura 1997). Research examining the
impact of peer models in school settings supports that perceived similarity of
observers and models serve as cues used to assess how well student participants
are progressing and performing (Schunk 1989). Models that are similar but
slightly higher in competence are found to offer the best information particularly
when the observer has something to learn and the model has expertise in the
task and conveys this information through a demonstration of skills and
strategies (Bandura 1997: 101). Students who use cues from competent peer
models to assess their learning have been shown to gain higher efficacy which
enhances their skill acquisition (Schunk 1989: 16).
Specific behaviors peer models demonstrate have been associated with changes
in self-efficacy for less competent peers. For example, verbal persuasion and
evaluative feedback signal that their peers are making progress in learning and
underscores personal capabilities as does feedback framed as gains during early
stages of skill development (Schunk 1989). Providing direct information about
strategy use to students who have learning difficulties also enhances their selfefficacy and academic skills because performance is perceived as achievable
through use of sophisticated strategies and increased effort (Schunk & Rice
1987).
Guided enactive mastery is associated with improved self-efficacy
because such experiences allow for authentic, explicit, and immediate evidence
of ability to master tasks (Gist, Schwoerer & Rosen 1989). However, selfefficacy beliefs are altered most readily in such settings when appraisals are
realistic and mastery arises from effective performance on difficult and novel
tasks.
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2. Self-efficacy and students with ADHD
Of interest to this study is the self-efficacy of students with ADHD who display
the inattentiveness, impulsivity, disorganization, and over-activity found to
disrupt social performance and learning outcomes in peer learning settings
(Stormont 2001).
The literature on ADHD reveals that inadequate social
communication and behavioral regulation exhibited by boys with ADHD during
peer learning leads to unfavorable impressions and reactions from peers. Landau
and Milich (1988) state that working with an ADHD partner produces less
reciprocal and more negative interactions. This research suggests that ADHD
may carry an implicit reputation that elicits negative responses from peer
partners. If their perceptions of social identity and academic ability are attached
to negative stereotypes peers hold, children with ADHD may allow these
preconceptions to guide self-efficacy beliefs they formulate during peer learning.
Research indicating that students with ADHD find tasks significantly more difficult
and make lower ability attributions for their own performance following
collaborative learning, supports the adverse influence interpersonal expectancy
can have on their didactic social interactions with non-ADHD peers (Landau &
Moore 1991).
The nominal research utilizing self-report measures to assess self-efficacy beliefs
of ADHD makes it difficult to assess how these children perceive their didactic
experiences in peer learning. The dearth of self-report is probably attributable to
findings that low-achieving boys with ADHD report unrealistically optimistic
perceptions of competence in academic domains (Hoza, Pelham, et al. 2002). In
defense, however, is research documenting that initially positive self-ratings
plummet when boys with ADHD report their beliefs following a challenging task
(Milich & Okazaki 1991). This suggests that post-task reports may more
accurately define their beliefs.
Two factors found to increase the relation between the accurate perceptions of
self-efficacy and performance for children with ADHD are stimulant medication
(Ialongo et al. 1994) and positive performance-related feedback from a peer
partner (Diener & Milich 1997). In structured task settings, medication has been
shown to improve their communication, diminish dissension, and regulate
emotional intensity and interpersonal exchange (Whalen, Henker, & Granger
1989). The increased persistence on difficult tasks as a result of medication
enables students with ADHD to acquire the skills necessary to experience
success (Milich, Carlson, et al. 1991) and increases the relationship between
their self-evaluations of performance and actual performance (Milich, Licht, et al.
1989). More realistic beliefs are also found when students with ADHD work in
dyads and receive positive, evaluative feedback from a peer partner.

3. Collaborative peer learning and ADHD
The efficacy of collaborative learning documented for students with ADHD has
been associated with specific characteristics of the task and partner. For
example, the use of individualized content presented at the student’s level and
active responding under conditions of frequent, immediate feedback are shown
to benefit students with ADHD (Du Paul & Henningson 1993). Complex planning
tasks that require abstract thinking and strategy such as errand planning in the
present study are particularly effectual because they encourage experimentation
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with new ideas which facilitates social interaction and discussion (Blaye et al.,
1991: 473). The benefits of dyadic partnerships are most clear when less
competent students are given opportunities to participate through higher-order
explanations and encouragement by higher-achieving peers (O’Conner & Jenkins
1996). Cosden, Pearl, and Bryan (1985) demonstrate that female partners are
more likely to guide the participation, provide feedback, and collaborate with
their less competent partners. Under these conditions, less competent peers
participate at a higher level, exhibit better task engagement, demonstrate more
strategic thinking skills, and report more positive interactions following their
performance.
Conditions shown to enhance sustained attention in students with ADHD,
increase task engagement leading to better performance (DuPaul, Ervin et al.
1998) and produce more accurate self-perceptions (Deiner & Milich 1997) were
manipulated in this study in order to provide the optimal conditions that would
bring about hypothesized changes in beliefs for subjects with ADHD.

4. Method
4.1 Participants
Twenty-eight students (24 males and 3 females; mean age =11.1 years),
enrolled in three public schools serving a range of SES participated. Students
diagnosed with ADHD were selected based on developmental histories, direct
observations, significant scores on the DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association
2000) and Conners’ Teacher Rating Scale, (Goyette, Conners, & Ulrich 1978),
exclusion of co-existing disabilities (Wechsler 1991), Metropolitan Achievement
Test scores (Psychological Corporation 1993), and psychostimulant medication
intervention. Female partners were selected based on MAT scores (upper
10%ile) and IQ scores above 130, grade point average, placement in gifted
program, social desirability, and non-significant scores on CTRS.
4.1.1. Procedure
The original study (Watkins & Wentzel 2008) was designed for the observation
and description of interactive sessions between boys with ADHD working
collaboratively on an errand planning task with an unfamiliar female peer who
had received prior training in social interaction skills and task strategy. Individual
pre-to- posttest trials documented changes in boys’ planning efficiency and
beliefs about planning competence. Trials were designed around the collaborative
session with the trained partner. The errand planning task (Figure 1) required
partners to plan a shopping trip using the most efficient (shortest) route around
an imaginary town map. All sessions were set in a school conference room one
hour after subjects with ADHD had received regularly scheduled dosages of
medication. Collaborative sessions were video and audio-taped.
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Fig. 1. A sample map of an imaginary town from “Children’s guided participation in planning imaginary errands
with skilled adult or peer partners,” by Radziszewska and B. Rogoff 1991, Developmental Psychology, 27, p.
383. Copyright 1991 by the American Psychological Association. Reprinted with permission of the author.

4.1.1.1. Measure
A questionnaire, consisting of five context specific questions relating exclusively
to the errand planning task was developed to document beliefs about errand
planning competence for ADHD subjects and to corroborate changes in beliefs
between the pre-to-posttest trials (Appendix A). Means and standard deviations
for the pre and posttest measures of competence beliefs are presented in Table
1.
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Table 1 Mean Differences in Beliefs about Planning Competence by Question
Question
1.How confident are you that
you planned errand route
well?

Pretest
M/SD

Posttest
M/SD

F value

ES

5.3/.99

6.3/.69

21.23*

.48

2. How would you do on this
Errand route tomorrow?

5.2/1.5

6.1/1.1

9.06*

.28

3. How good are you at using
Strategy to plan errand routes?

4.8/1.9

5.6/1.2

10.2*

.30

4. How good are you at doing
errand planning activities?

5.1/1.7

5.6/1.1

3.12

.12

5. Compared to other school
activities, how good are you
at errand planning?

5.3/1.5

5.5/1.2

.86

.04

6. Total Overall

5.2/1.1

5.8/.84

28.53*

.55

Note. Degrees of freedom were (1, 23) for each repeated-measures ANOVA. ETA sqd.
Statistic was used as a measure of effect size (ES).
*p < .01
5. Results
A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that posttest scores regarding overall
beliefs about errand planning competence for ADHD were significantly higher (M
= 5.842, SD = .844) than pretest scores, (M = 5.158, SD = 1.122), F (1, 23) =
28.53, p < .01, (ES= .554) thus supporting the hypothesis.
A repeated-measures ANOVA examined whether specific questions were driving
the significant difference for the overall score. Means, standard deviations, and F
values are reported in Table 1 for each item. Results of ANOVAs showed a
significant main effect of test, F (1, 21) = 34.43, p < .05, (ES = .621) verifying
the presence of a significant change in beliefs for the first, second, and third
questions only.
A 2 (pre-to-posttest) X 3 (female partner) ANOVA indicated no significant change
in beliefs about errand planning competence as a function of female partner F (2,
21) = .06, p >.0, (ES= .006) and a non-significant interaction of partner and
test, F (2, 21) = 2.76, p > .05, (ES= .208). A 2 (pre-to-posttest) X 2 (type of
diagnosis) mixed ANOVA revealed a non-significant effect for diagnosis, F(1, 22)
= .06, p > .01, (ES = .002) and a 2 (pre-to-posttest) X 2 (schools) mixed
ANOVA showed a non-significant effect for school, F(1, 22) = .842, p > .01, (ES
= .037).
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6. Discussion
The current study informs our understanding of the task-related beliefs children
with ADHD hold and suggests that, collaborative learning can facilitate selfefficacy in ways consistent with a social cognitive learning model. By pairing
boys with ADHD with a peer partner trained to guide social interaction and taskstrategy, this study attempted to document changes in self-efficacy beliefs for
boys with ADHD across the pre-to- posttest versions of an errand planning task.
Although speculative, specific sources of information relating to task and
situational factors provided by the female partners during collaborative sessions
(e.g., the modeled behavior, guided participation, and positive corrective
feedback) influenced the positive significant changes in beliefs documented for
the subjects with ADHD. It is possible that feedback reflecting their ability to
plan effectively motivated ADHD to persist since proposed by a peer.
Statements to this effect were evidenced across the videotaped sessions (see
Watkins & Wentzel 2008) as female partners made ability attributions for their
ADHD partners’ planning. Evaluative feedback of this nature has been shown to
raise children’s self-efficacy beliefs about performance (Schunk 1984). The link
between female partners’ summarizations of their ADHD peers’ progress and
significant changes in beliefs found is supported by the relationship between
performance evaluations framed as gains and self-efficacy appraisal (Bandura
1997). It is likely that the advanced planning strategy introduced and guided by
female partners also provided a means for students with ADHD to produce an
efficient errand route. The belief that they could produce desired effects through
their own strategic actions may have reinforced the subjects’ perceptions that a
combination of skill and effort facilitated the efficient route. Similar outcomes
have been found to raise self-efficacy through the belief that better strategies
bring about such accomplishments (Pintrich & Schunk 1996).
While significantly higher post-test beliefs were found overall, the significant
change present for just the first three questions may be linked to the specificity
of those questions. Similar research utilizing self-report measures of self efficacy
confirms that task-specific judgments are considered more explanatory and
predictive ( Pajares 1996).

Conclusion
Although significant changes in beliefs were documented, conclusions pertaining
to the effects of the collaborative sessions are made with caution. Given that the
boys’ task-related beliefs improved, it is reasonable to assume that improved
performance was a direct outcome of the interactive training they received from
female partners during collaborative sessions. However, given the within-subject
design does not incorporate a control group; the effects of having a trained
female peer partner can not be definitively linked to the positive changes in
beliefs that occurred for ADHD. In support of these findings is other research that
has found positive changes in interactions where partners provided the “other
regulation” necessary for the child to carry out a task successfully even though a
control group was not included (Slavin, 2011). Therefore, it is reasonable to
speculate that having a trained peer partner contributed at least in part to the
changes demonstrated in the subjects’ beliefs. In contrast, research that has not
provided training to partners has consistently documented the difficulties
students with ADHD have responding in peer learning contexts, regardless of
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medication status (Clark, et al. 1988). However, changes in self-efficacy beliefs
might also be explained by practice effects. Therefore, the next step in this area
of research should be to control for this possibility.
While this study offers the prospect that the beliefs about performance can be
altered short term, studies investigating whether such changes generalize to
classrooms are warranted because results may vary as a function of specific
student and partner characteristics, task variables or setting. Finding no effects
of having a specific female partner on the amount of change that occurred in
beliefs suggests that changes could be attributed to the trained females’
behaviors rather than individual differences associated with having a specific
partner. However, this does not eliminate the possibility that changes in selfefficacy were a function of gender, particularly given research defending the
benefits of female partners (Cosden et al. 1985). Further, the results may not
generalize to ADHD females or non-medicated students. These hypotheses
should be investigated in future research employing between-groups designs in
the classroom thus allowing researchers to compare the effects of gender,
medication, task, and setting.
Given research confirming that students with ADHD present social and attention
problems that thwart motivation, the current study offers implications for
teachers. If ADHD students maintain preconceptions of social and academic
incompetence and do not receive positive feedback, they will not benefit from
efficacy-relevant information or become agents of their own learning. Results
offer the possibility that, with explicit training, peer partners can be prepared to
work profitably in ways that promote perceptions of academic competence for
their peers with ADHD. However, forming such partnerships would require
teachers implement programs that train peer partners. Such training could have
a reciprocal effect teaching partners to cope effectively with peers who have
exceptionalities. Such research may reveal benefits for all peer partners.
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Appendix A: MY COMPETENCE BELIEFS ABOUT ERRAND PLANNING

Name (initials) ____________

Trial:

Individual

Pre-___Post___

*******************************************************************
Mark an X on the number from 1 to 7 that best describes you

1. How confident are you that you planned this errand route well?
1

2

Not sure at all

3

4

5

kind of sure

6

7

very sure

2. How do you think you would do on this errand planning activity if you were to do it
tomorrow?
1

2

Not sure at all

3

4

5

kind of sure

6

7

very sure

3. How good are you at using strategy to plan errand routes?
1

2

Not sure at all

3

4

5

kind of sure

6

7

very sure

4. How good are you at doing errand planning activities like this one?
1

2

Not sure at all

3

4

5

kind of sure

6

7

very sure

5. Compared to most of your other school activities, how good are
you at doing errand planning activities?
1
Not sure at all

2

3
kind of sure

4

5

6
very sure

7
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Abstract
This article is related to a research that investigates the relationship between pedagogy
and architecture in both the restoration of existing school buildings and in the
construction of new scholastic projects. An in-depth analysis of the methods and
processes of communication between the two central figures in scholastic design and
planning, namely the headmaster and the architect, is used to uncover the complex
dynamic played out through the development and execution of the project. The architect
not only works to fulfil the client’s requests, but also works towards finding architectural
solutions that can arise from unexpected parameters (fire safety regulations, codes and
norms) in an effort to provide quality educational spaces. What is the role of the
educational and teaching instructions given by the head master within this framework?
How are the client’s needs considered and taken into account? A two-pronged
assessment that gives equal weight to the strategies and approaches undertaken by both
the architect and the headmaster give a more accurate and incisive reading of the
arduous path taken towards the transformation/realization of an existing/new educational
facility. Analyzing the strategies the architect put into action as a response and best way
to optimise the opportunities for the realization of the building, is as important as
determining the head master’s educational contribution. Pedagogy offers a reflection on
reality in terms of education (Scurati, 1997) and is characterised as a heuristic and
propositional discipline. This study gives value to the educational potentialities of both
the headmaster and the architect in building spaces for teaching and learning. Together
they can act as the driving force for school innovation.

Keywords
Pedagogy 1 – Architecture 2 – Schoolbuildings 3

Introduction
In the long process of construction/restoration of a school building, the architect
and the people in charge of the formative/educational methods operate in areas
which are for the most part separated and parallel, while meeting (if they ever
do so) only when the structure has already been built, or connecting one another
during the stages in which the planning of the buildings is too definitive to create
an effective and profitable collaboration.
In order to bring the pedagogic field closer to the architectural one, fostering a
dialogue respectful of the mutual competences, it is necessary to understand and
express with more precision both the pedagogic/didactic references, to which the
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school refers to, and the architectural ones, that found the basis of the planning.
This would allow to establish a relationship of mutual awareness and
responsibility, besides a constructive and profitable dialogue during the first
steps of the difficult and complex process of laying the foundations of a school.
The contribution of pedagogy and didactics in the school definition
Having a clear idea of the pedagogic/didactic direction of the school provides
important guidelines not only for the school system (teachers, students, parents)
but also for the planning of buildings, conceived as the ultimate place where the
teaching/learning processes are celebrated and where new social relationships
among people start developing.
The most renowned pedagogists have always reflected on the educational spaces
and areas and many ideas have long been taken in, especially regarding the
planning of kids’ furnishings and finishes.
The most important contributions of the pedagogic dialogue on the school
architectures have already been outlined between the nineteenth and twentieth
century with the Aportiana (Piseri, 2008) and Froebeliana Schools (Froebel 19821986) and with those of the workshop school by Celestine Freinet (2000).
In the twentieth century, with the contribution of the Agazzi sisters, a full
discussion began on the concept of “school as a home” (R. Agazzi, 1898), and,
with the innovative and experimental method by Giuseppina Pizzigoni (1930),
the importance of spaces for the experiences and the movement began to be
understood (the open-air school of the ‘renovated’ school in Milan).
The reflections of Maria Montessori (1955,1962, 1981) on the renovated way to
conceive the spaces within the school, but mostly concerning the furnishing and
the finishes inside the schools, become the starting point for accurate in-depth
analysis, that must be then associated with the study of Rudolf Steiner (1983,
1992) on materials and colors which constitute an integral part of the
environment and which qualitatively affect the performance of the spaces.
Also worth considering are the proposals provided by the most important
representatives of the “Reformpädagogik” (Eichelberger, Laner, 2007), a
reformed pedagogy so-called in the German speaking areas that – starting from
the new schools, moving on to Dewey and then to the latest reflections within
the constructivism – aims at placing the subject at the center of the
teaching/learning processes, by introducing the concepts of the teaching
workshop, an open methodology divided in stations, with extensive repercussions
on the requests of appropriate spaces.
Quite interesting are also the valuable guidelines offered by Loris Malaguzzi
regarding the innovative elaborations put to test by the society of the Emilia
region, with the contribution of Reggio Children (A.A.V.V. 1998), and the creative
concepts by Bruno Munari (1971, 2005), who, although he was not a pedagogist,
has provided important incentives and contributions for the educational/teaching
reflection, with his concept of art becoming environment, in which the user is
stimulated, not just mentally, but also on a multi-sensorial level.
These pedagogy historical contributions constitute examples for schools, by
showing how it is possible to plan spaces and environments starting from a clear
view and from a specific direction on how to intend the relationship teacherstudents, student-student, school community/afterschool community, etc.
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Knowing in-depth one’s approach to didactics and education allows to develop
visions and proposals also about the places where they are supposed to take
place.
The issues concerning the planning
The normative standards of the school staff, the guidelines and regulations for
school building required by the law, the context in which the building is
integrated and the client, the users with their specific educational/didactic needs,
the architect: all these factors concur in the process of building a school. The
architect’s job is to develop a project that will meet the aesthetic and creative
criteria, respect the existing regulations, satisfy the needs of the client and know
how to interpret and transform into volumes, spaces and environments the
users’ pedagogic/didactic guidelines. Quite often these turn out to be complicated
and difficult stages.
The issues – that must be taken into consideration by the school players
participating in the planning group in order to prepare the architects to develop
their project – are, according to Scheidegger (2004), the following:
• Which pedagogic objectives and which contents must be translated into
spaces? And how must the users of the structure place themselves in the
planning of their (new) learning/teaching environment?
• Which kind of learning culture is the school aiming at? And which are the
requests needed for the spaces and the environments?
• How is the school organized? (by separate spaces for single classes, by
mixed level elementary classes, by places based on learning stations, etc.)?
And which organizational structure will come out?
• Which is the idea of school time (students’ work pace, free-activity area, 5 or
6 days weekly schedule, part-time, full-time …)? And how much time is
thought necessary to organize the rooms?
• Is the school perceived as the act of assembling different and smaller units or
rather is it conceived as a community open to all its users?
• Has the school decided to open itself up to the territory, and therefore to its
city, or would it rather opt for a clear-cut separation between the places of
formal and informal learning?
On the basis of these guidelines, it is possible to develop a typology of school
and also to pinpoint examples and samples of corresponding school architecture.
South Tirol as a privileged observation post
The new February 2009 regulations for school building in South Tirol
(Implementing regulations under the article 10 of P.L.63 21 July 1977 n.21)
envisage a new focus on didactics and on the school participation in the
processes of planning, approving and implementing the restoration works or of
constructing a new school building (public or private), new gyms and external
facilities, areas devoted to playgrounds and sports.

63
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This constitutes a major innovation indicating a widespread awareness towards
the importance of finding new communication channels between the
pedagogy/education and architecture worlds. This awareness is confirmed on a
national and international level by a series of initiatives (conventions, setting-up
of associations and institutional networks, travelling exhibitions) aimed at
stimulating reflections and awareness on the mutual responsibilities and on the
theoretical and operative, educational and planning references.
Moreover, in the last few years, the school buildings are connected to other and
different functions (squares, multipurpose rooms, offices and multifunctional
areas for different associations, local libraries, centers for children and parents
and in some specific cases, multifunctional centers or exhibition spaces). This
process has been included in the regulations taking into account as a basic
principle for the architectonic planning the “opening of the school towards the
outside,” as defined by the article 2. Also this aspect constitutes the starting
point for interesting reflections on how the school culture is opening up to the
concept of culture of the social community and on how architects creatively
interpret both the client’s and the users’ new needs.
These regulations provide a new special focus on the processes of planning,
approving and implementing the works (art.15,106,100) by stating that “An
organizational concept indicating the pedagogic direction and the foreseeable
future of the school under discussion must be placed at the basis of the school
building project”. According to the law, the following players will participate in
the meetings with the group of consultancy and coordination for the project
development: representatives of the school, representatives of the professional
training division, the school principal. Where it is possible, also students, parents
and teachers should be involved in the setting up of the schoolyards.
This new policy has been welcomed also by architects, who often detect a lack of
specific guidelines on the didactic and functional direction of the areas they are
about to plan, and by the school itself, that finds a legitimate place where it can
express its own needs.
It is important to examine the range of action and responsibility of the major
players in the planning project and, especially, of the school principal concerning
the educational and meta-didactic aspect and of the architect on the theme of
translating the school architecture into a creative-functional planning.
As a matter of fact, bringing the pedagogic field closer to the architectural one
requires a relationship of mutual awareness and willingness among the players
that could produce a constructive and profitable discussion during the first steps
of the difficult and complex process of building a school.
South Tirol stands as an interesting research field for its geographic position, an
area where the Northern/Middle-European/German culture meets the Italian
culture, open to contributions given both to the pedagogic reflection and to the
architectural planning by the international arena.
Moreover, this region can boast a prominent and internationally renowned role in
terms of its architectonic infrastructures. All the architects registered in the
professional association of architects of the Bolzano province are graduated in
architecture not only in other Italian regions (the universities of Milan, Venice,
Florence and Rome) but also abroad, in Austria and Germany. The fact that this
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region does not have a university school of architecture allowed the architects
operating on the territory to place themselves on an international network since
the beginning. These links beyond the limits of the Bolzano province have
produced a network of knowledge, acknowledgments, publications and academic
activities that strategically place the Alto Adige- South Tirol contemporary
architecture scene within the national and international context.
Another equally important aspect concerns the awareness displayed by this
region on the issue: starting with the new above-mentioned regulations on
school building, then moving on to the studies and the initiatives of the German
principal Josef Watschinger, mostly renowned within the German-speaking areas
for his thematization of the concept of new learning culture and new school
architectures, and ending with the initiatives promoted by the ASSA, the
Association of South Tyrolean independent schools, which has chosen precisely
to study in-depth the issue of school architecture and is establishing an
association called “Lehr und Lernraum Kindergarte /Schule” (Learning and
teaching areas for the school), putting on the web schools, universities, the
professional association of architects and other institutional and non-institutional
players in order to promote focus and awareness on the issue.

Conclusion
A pedagogy for architecture and an architecture for education
Pedagogy allows to reflect on the reality from an educational point of view
(Scurati, 2001) and stands as a heuristic and constructive discipline. As a matter
of fact, the main thing is not finding the best architecture or the best pedagogy
to take into account. The focus must be placed on what a school really is and
wants to be, on what can indeed be done, on what then is suggested in terms of
visions and images that can contribute to the architect’s creation and project.
Therefore, let’s not forget that also the architect resembles the teacher for he
leaves on the territory signs that will last in time and from which young people
can also indirectly learn. The school architecture is also a text, something that
allows to comprehend reality. A good architecture also trains the aesthetic sense,
which, according to Friedrich Schiller back in 1795, defines human nature; in his
words: "...der Mensch spielt nur, wo er in voller Bedeutung des Wortes Mensch
ist, und er ist nur da ganz Mensch, wo er spielt...".
A school tells a story. It is a text conveying a cultural heritage; the image that a
society plans to hand down of itself to posterity. As the school it contains, the
building conveys education. And as the teacher, also the architect teaches.
Finding proposals to introduce a fair and conscious dialogue among teachers,
municipal administration and the architect represents an urgent need that must
be met. Through the efforts which are currently been undertaken towards this
goal, we hope to detect possible decisional patterns aimed at facilitating the
project process precisely in the moment when the players meet and exchange
their ideas.
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Abstract
The author of the paper analyzes Baltic piano playing schools for the beginners by
applying components and principles of the holistic approach to education which imply
that teaching aids are transformational; are intended for a unitarian personality; are
designed bearing in mind a unique and creative personality; stimulate pupils to actively
participate in the world’s community; contribute to obtaining new cognitive and learning
experience and interact with perspectives and approaches that are different than this
one. The quality principles for text books: transparency, reliability, attractiveness,
flexibility, generativeness, participation, socialization, developed by The European
Educational Publishers Group (EEPG), are applied as well. The paper is aimed at
analyzing Latvian, Lithuanian and Estonian piano playing schools for the beginners by
applying the text book quality principles developed by the international organization
EEPG. In the result of the research the obtained information has been aggregated and
the compliance of text books with wholistic principles and EEPG quality principles has
been investigated. The research was done on the books as follows: „Jaunasis pianistas”
(2008) by Vida Krakauskaite, „Algus” (1994) by Leelo Kolar and „Dziedāsim, rotāsim”
(1991) by Andris Vītoliņš.

Keywords
Cliquez ici pour taper du texte.holistic approach - EEPG principles - piano playing school

Introduction
Since regaining national independence, considerable changes have occurred in
the education system in Latvia. The quest for new and more interesting study
materials continues. New study materials are created. Materials for parents are
prepared. It has always been possible to choose various study materials in piano
playing, int. al. textbooks and teaching materials (for instance, Zosts, Zāne, &
Kalniņš “Klavieru spēles skola” [Piano Playing School]; Ozoliņa & Rozenberga
“Pirmie soļi klavierspēlē” [First Steps in Piano Playing], etc.). These tendencies
illustrate the quest for ever better, more interesting and comprehensive
textbooks. For instance, in the period between 1924 and 1999, six schools for
piano playing have been created in the Latvian language and, at the same time,
teachers used the experience of foreign schools as well (e.g., Germany, Russia,
Ukraine). Having engaged in the study of piano playing textbooks for novices not
only in Latvia, but also in other countries (Lithuania and Estonia), I came to the
following questions. Do these books correspond to the quality principles for
textbooks set by the European Educational Publishers Group (EEPG)? Are traces
of holism identifiable in any of these books? The present study therefore aims to
conduct an analysis of Latvian (Andris Vītoliņš „Dziedāsim, rotāsim” [Let’s Sing,
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Let’s Carol] (1991)), Lithuanian (Vida Krakauskaite „Jaunasis pianistas” [Young
Pianist] (2008)) and Estonian (Leelo Kolar „Algus” (1994) [Beginning]) piano
playing schools for novices on the basis of the quality principles set by EEPG.

Research methods
To understand holism in pedagogy, philosophical and pedagogical studies
have been analysed. Philosophical conclusions are based on the insights of
Salīte, Sīle, Miller, Feingold.
To obtain objective information about the ways of regulating the creation
of study materials in Latvia, state documents were summarised.
Evaluation of study materials is based on quality principles of textbook
evaluation set and adopted by Zvaigzne ABC Publishers Textbook
Development and Quality Group and EEPG.
Criteria for evaluation of study materials
On the grounds of contemporary teaching and learning theories, EEPG
have designed a set of quality principles for textbooks that are applicable
for analysis of textbooks in general education. I believe that this approach
can also be used for analysis and evaluation of textbooks and collections
in specialised subjects (e.g., piano playing for novices).
At the same time, I analysed scientific literature about the features of
holism in pedagogy to determine the correspondence of particular study
materials to the holistic approach; I also tested if the above-mentioned
criteria are applicable for evaluation of textbooks on piano playing for
novices.
Holism in pedagogy
The whole is made up of its parts, the structure – of its components, and
neither in science, nor in practice are these two considered equal. Over
the last 10-15 years in Latvian pedagogy, various concepts with similar or
even identical meanings are used – „holisms” (holism), „veselums”
(wholism) and „kopveselums” (whole). In fact, upon closer examination
these concepts carry identical semantic meaning, but linguistically they
have been translated into the Latvian language is three different words.
Although this paper contains references to all three concepts, we selected
the term “holism” for the purpose of the present study.
Salīte (1993) explores the holistic perspective in pedagogy. She notes that
“holistic perspective orients individuals towards respecting the diverse
individual links with the world and seeking varied pedagogical solutions for
ecological upbringing” (p. 49).
In music, the term “wholism” (Latvian – “veselums”) is used by Sīle
(2001). She regards wholism through the prism of the child’s personality,
which, in a sense, is a whole: “The basis of the wholistic approach is the
child’s personality as a united, unique whole that develops in an active
and creative self-realisation process. Any pedagogical phenomenon is
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captured in its whole. Whole is the unity of diversities.” (Sīle, 2001).
Entirety (Latvian – “kopveselums” is explored by Lieģeniece (1999).
In the art of music Feingold (2002) defines the entity of musical ear,
musical understanding, playing technique and sensitivity to music as
“holistic” in a musical personality (pp. 97–111).
Vidnere (2000) believes that holism views the world as a united whole,
and its phenomena and objects carry meaning only as constituents of a
greater whole (pp. 70–75).
“Holism is an alternative, a critical perspective that envisages viewing all
phenomena, all beings as mutually related” (Miller, 2000, p. 91).
Lieģeniece (1999) opines that all pedagogical phenomena should be
viewed in their entirety, as a whole. She therefore summarises the ideas
on wholism, which she term “entirety” (Latvian – kopveselums). For
instance, “person as a part of various systems; person tends to perceive
things in their entirety; to learn about the whole, it is divided and
analysed; seeking internal structures is required; the objectives for
wholistic upbringing and instruction are mutually related, etc.” (p. 89). It
thus becomes clear that the whole depends on its constituent parts.
Holism is considered to be a personality’s integrative, systematising
function, a phenomenon of an integrative individuality in the structure of a
personality’s holistic conception. Holism is also related to creativity and
integration.
Understanding of a whole (unitary) personality is based on Gardner’s
theory of multiple intelligences and Goleman’s emotional intelligence
theory, Hay and Nye’s studies on awareness of relationships,
constructivism and constructivist learning theory, as well as Wilber’s
integral philosophy (Schreiner, Banev, & Oxley, 2005).
To recapitulate, holism in study materials on piano playing for novices is
related to diversity, uniqueness, creativity, equality, participation and
reflection.
Normative basis for creating study literature
Traditionally, the main materials that teachers use for creating the
learning content are monographs, textbooks, methodical teaching
materials, sheet music compilations, etc. In pedagogical literature the
term ‘study material’ is unreasonably narrowed. Nowadays study literature
includes didactically substantiated literature, visual materials, technical
means, study materials and equipment, which are used for acquisition of
information, deepening of understanding and independent work.
To get a more objective idea about the creation of study materials in
Latvia, I summarised the websites of accessible normative bases
containing normative documents, such as:
- Law on Education (1998);
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- Law on General Education (1999);
- Regulations of the Cabinet of Ministers No. 97 “State Order of Organising and
Financing the Publishing and Purchase of Study Materials” (2001);
- Regulations of the Ministry of Education and Science and National Centre of
Educational Content.
Legislation of the Republic of Latvia states that “learning materials comprise
literature, visual and technical means, materials and equipment required for
implementing educational programmes” (Vispārējās izglītības likums, 1999).
As pointed out in the study and methodical suggestions “Design and Evaluation
of Study Literature Content in Accordance with National Educational Standards”
commissioned by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Latvia,
“study literature will only be effective if it observes didactic principles” (Valsts
izglītības standartiem atbilstošas mācību literatūras satura izstrāde un
izvērtēšana 2010, 34). This document also states that “creating study literature
is one of the most important issues related to providing strategic development of
education”. Another normative document – Latvian National Development Plan
for 2007-2013 (Regulations of the Cabinet of Ministers from July 4, 2006, No.
564) emphasises that strategic direction ought to be observed in education. The
plan emphasises orienting the learning process towards developing ability to
acquire knowledge independently among all individuals and in all spheres of
human activity. It thus follows that study literature should promote learners’
individual activity and stimulate the development of learning skills.
The study “Design and Evaluation of Study Literature Content in Accordance with
National Educational Standards” (Valsts izglītības standartiem atbilstošas mācību
literatūras satura izstrāde un izvērtēšana, 2010) defines 10 didactic principles for
developing the content of learning materials:

- Purposefulness,
- Conformity to learners’ developmental and perception peculiarities
(comprehensibility),
- Scientific character,
- Systemic character,
- Consistency,
- Consecutiveness and successiveness (or moduling),
- Objectivity,
- Visuality,
- Relation to real life,
- Cultural education.
In the present paper, while analysing the study materials on piano playing
for novices, I used EEPG quality principles for books evaluation that assess
the book as a whole by focusing on such issues as relevance
(appropriateness); transparency; reliability; attractiveness; flexibility;
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generativeness; participation,
European Schoolbook Awards).

involvement;

socialisation

(see

Best

Analysis of textbooks on piano playing
B. Latvian textbook by Vītoliņš „Dziedāsim, rotāsim” [Let’s Sing, Let’s
Carol].
This particular piano playing ABC has been issued twice – in 1964 in
Stockholm and in 1991 in Riga. The book contains 216 pages and two
tables of contents – one sorted by page numbers and the other by the
songs used.
Content quality of the textbook
The content and topics of the textbook correspond to the study aims. The
collection is intended for novices, as indicated in the subtitle “Piano
Playing ABC”. The selected topics are based on the learners’ prior
knowledge. The book touches upon the daily environment which is familiar
to the learners (Latvian environment, Latvian folk songs). As early as in
the introduction the author points out that “...for the sake of simplicity all
the explanations are provided in the masculine form. A kind suggestion to
the girls’ teachers and parents – in all relevant places please cross out the
masculine word endings and write the corresponding feminine endings”
(Vītoliņš, 1999, 3). The subject matter is presented in a manner that
corresponds to the learners’ age peculiarities. The topics are outlined in a
captivating manner and it is interesting for the learners to follow the text
in the book. All the texts are precise, yet are relevant to the Swedish
context, e.g. “DO” in Latvia, but “C” in Sweden.
The content of the textbook is flexible – one can either work gradually on
an exercise or a folk song, or use it as a sample material, or material to
be read from the sheet. The illustrations are appropriate and supplement
the folk songs; theoretical explanations are also suggested. The number of
musical examples is sufficient, complete lyrics are provided for the folk
songs. The author uses various teaching methods. For instance, when
displaying complicated pitches, the drawings of an elephant and a duck
are added, and it helps infer the low and the high pitches. The author
suggests learning the notes in two clefs at a time – violin and bass,
beginning from the first octave “DO”.
Content and pedagogical approach of the textbook
When using the textbook, the learner is acquainted with the new
information gradually, in a form of dialogue. The author draws notes and
the key board, describes one concept in various ways. The textbook
envisages playing the instrument and walking the rhythm. The teacher
acts as a counsellor and assistant, because the author provides ample
cues. The exercises are formulated precisely and strengthen the novice’s
knowledge and skills. The author introduces the theory and scales up to
seven symbols. At the end of each chapter the learner can evaluate him-
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/herself by gaining points for correct answers. All the musical pieces in the
book are Latvian folk songs and games. No additional materials are
envisaged for the book, but the author admits that “...alongside Latvian
folk music [..], the learners ought to be acquainted with folk music of
other nations, as well as classical and popular music” (Vītoliņš, 1999, 4).
The author also acknowledges that “adhering to a single national style
hampers both musical and general growth” (Vītoliņš, 1999, 4). The book
contains the total of 85 musical pieces.
Design, artistic layout and format of the textbook
The book is bound in hardcover and covered by a white fabric. The title is
dark red. The book contains plenty of black and white drawings. The print
quality of the texts and the notes is high and they are easily legible and
played. The notes are printed in large font; the staffs are drawn so that it
is easier to grasp the transition from bass clef to the violin clef. The
format of the book is appropriate for children (23cmx23cm).
I thus conclude that the strong points of the present collection are
participation and creativity. The collection should be supplemented with
pieces of music from other nations and coloured drawings.
C. Lithuanian textbook by Vida Krakauskaite „Jaunasis pianistas” [Young
Pianist] (2008)
Piano playing book „Jaunasis pianistas” [Young Pianist] has been issued
five times (1959, 1975, 1988, 2005, 2008) in Vilnius. The book contains
200 pages. At the end, a table of contents and methodical suggestions for
teachers are provided. The subject matter is divided in 65 topics.
Content quality of the textbook
The content and topics of the textbook correspond to the study aims. The
collection is intended for novices, as indicated in the title “Young Pianist”.
The introduction states that the book is intended for two years of study.
The selected topics are based on the learners’ prior knowledge. The book
touches upon the daily environment which is familiar to the learners
(Lithuanian folk songs). The book begins very gradually – the first eight
pages contain ample illustrations. The topics are outlined in a visually
captivating manner, but all the texts adult-oriented.
The book is organised in a gradual manner. For instance, a new note is
rehearsed in various exercises. The illustrations are splendid and they
complement the selected folk songs, original pieces by Lithuanian
composers and theoretical explanations. The number of musical examples
is sufficient, complete lyrics are provided for the Lithuanian folk songs.
The author uses various teaching methods. For instance, when displaying
various pitches, the drawings of a bird and a bear are added, and it helps
infer the high and the low pitch respectively. The author suggests
beginning to learn the notes from the violin clef – starting from the first
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octave “DO”. The bass clef is introduced on page 65 from the note “FA”
(small octave) when the learner has mastered all notes in the violin clef.
Content and pedagogical approach of the textbook
When using the textbook, the learner is acquainted with the new
information very gradually. The first eight pages introduce such issues as
rhythm, piano pitches and hand placement with the help of drawings. The
drawings are cute, childlike, which encourages the learner to turn the
pages and search for more drawings. The textbook envisages playing the
instrument. The teacher is the chief assistant that helps the learner to
become familiar with the presented musical theory. The book contains
scales up to two symbols.
The book has a supplementary material – a black and white, 18 pages
long workbook. The exercises included therein strengthen the novice
musician’s knowledge and skills. All the musical pieces in the book are
Lithuanian folk songs and original pieces by Lithuanian composers. No
self-examination tests are envisaged. The book contains the total of 259
musical pieces.
Design, artistic layout and format of the textbook
The book is bound in coloured hardcover in A4 format and has coloured
illustrations. The print quality of the texts and the notes is high and they
are easily legible and played.
It is thus possible to conclude that the collection should be supplemented
with contemporary pieces of music and creative exercises, thus extending
the range of the used methods. The strong point of the present collection
is uniqueness of the musical pieces (folk melodies, original pieces by
Lithuanian authors).
D. Estonian textbook by Leelo Kolar „Algus” [Beginning] (1994)
The book for novices was issued in 1994 in Tallinn. It is made of parts –
the first part “Early Beginning” is essentially an exercise book of 48 pages
for novices and envisages becoming familiar with the basics of music. The
sequel is entitled “Beginning” and it is a book of 384 pages. No additional
workbook is envisaged.
Content quality of the textbook
The content and topics of the textbook correspond to the study aims. The
collection is intended for novices in piano playing – the introduction states
that the book is intended for two years of study. The selected topics are
based on the learners’ prior knowledge. The book touches upon the daily
environment which is familiar to the learners (Estonian folk songs). The
book begins very gradually – with an exercise book “Early Beginning”
where the notes are printed in large font and the text is spelt only in
capitals while new concepts are highlighted in a different colour.
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The topics are outlined in a visually captivating manner, and all the texts
are oriented to learners who know how to read – senior preschoolers or
first graders. The learner’s attention is drawn to natural sounds and the
sounds that surround us. Then the rhythm is learnt gradually – by reciting
rhymes and adding meter to syllables. The author suggests writing the
rhythm down in the music book. The first notes are presented in the letter
system. The book is organised in a gradual manner. For instance, each
new note is rehearsed in three pieces of music with different rhythm,
some text is added and the note itself is highlighted in red. The coloured
illustrations complement the selected folk songs and musical pieces. The
number of musical examples is sufficient, complete lyrics are provided for
some songs.
The author uses various teaching methods. For instance, when mastering
the fingering, both hands are drawn in the size of the child’s hands, which
is helpful for the learners. The illustrations are not added on every page;
they seem to be filling in the spaces where shorter songs are included.
The author suggests beginning to learn the notes from the violin clef,
arguing that it is the most appropriate pitch for a child’s voice. The bass
clef is introduced starting from the note “C” (on page 22)
Content and pedagogical approach of the textbook
When using the textbook, the learner is acquainted with the new
information very gradually and considerately – explanations for the
teacher and a separate book for the child in large font are provided. The
child is gradually acquainted with sounds. Assumptions are built about
sound and noise. Although the author suggests ideas for the teacher for
working with the book, the music book and the instrument, the textbook
itself is only meant for playing the instrument. The teacher is the chief
assistant that helps the learner to become familiar with the presented
musical theory. No self-examination tests are envisaged. The book
contains the total of 300 musical pieces.
Design, artistic layout and format of the textbook
The book is bound in coloured hardcover and has coloured illustrations.
The print quality of the texts and the notes is high and they are easily
legible and played. At the beginning of learning piano playing the sheet
music is printed in much larger font than at the end. The staffs are drawn
so that it is easier to grasp the transition from bass clef to the violin clef.
The 48 pages long early beginner’s exercise book is small and horizontal
(19cmx25cm), but the textbook itself is thick – (20cmx20.5cm).
It is thus possible to conclude that Kolar’s collection should be divided into
smaller exercise books and supplemented with creative exercises. The
strong point of the present collection is the variety and uniqueness of the
musical pieces.
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Conclusion
Holism in study materials on piano playing for novices is related to diversity,
uniqueness, creativity, equality, participation and reflection. The content is only
valuable if it is whole.
The conducted interview suggests that, when creating their textbooks for general
education, Zvaigzne ABC Publishers rigorously observe the specifications
provided in several Latvian normative documents, as well as the requirements
set by the international organisation EEPG.
Each of the analysed books exhibits certain features of holism – participation and
creativity in the collection by Vītoliņš, uniqueness in the collection by
Krakauskaite, variety and uniqueness of musical pieces in the collection by Kolar.
When creating a contemporary original school on piano playing for novices, it is
advisable to observe all features of holism.
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